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TYPE 0M-*
RATINGS :

.-

.05 to 2.0 mfd. 600 V. D. C.
.05 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. 1,000 V. D. C.

STANDARD CAPACITY TOLERANCE 20%**
TEST VOLTAGE Twice D. C. rating
GROUND TEST . . . . 2,500 Volts D. C.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE . . -55° F to 185° F
SHUNT RESISTANCE

.05 to 0.1 mfd. 20,000 megohms
.25 to 0.5 mfd. 12,000 megohms
1.0 to 2.0 mfd. 12,000 megohms

POWER FACTOR

At 1,000 cycles-.002 to .005
CONTAINER SIZE

Width Ve" length 15/16", height 2 1/4!_,
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS 11/2"

*Data sheets showing complete code
tance value and voltage rating available

'131A Nca
for nearly two centuries

Tobe Capacitors, too, are "on the beam"-giving years
of dependable service . . . for, at Tobe, long life is as
integral a specification as the dimensions themselves.

That is why, with, millions of Tobe Capacitors oper-
ating under all conditions, "returns" are practically
negligible. Continuation of this enviable record rests

on long, specialized manufacturing experience-inten-
sive inspections.- and constant research. Illustrated
below is the Tobe OM -Capacitor. This capacitor is a
mineral oil impregnated unit in a streamlined drawn
container, hermetically sealed. The hold-down bracket
permits the use of either inverted or upright terminals,
with wiring underneath or on top of chassis. You will
find Tobe engineers ready to cooperate on your own
capacitor problems. Why not inquire now?

SPECIFICATIONS
OM -CAPACITORS MIDGET OM -CAPACITORS

omm-*TYPE

RATINGS . . . .05, .1 and
2 x.05 600 V. D. C.

-.0 5 x .1 1000 V. D. C.
STANDARD CAPACITY TOLERANCE 20%**
GROUND TEST 2,500 V. D. C.
OPERATING TEMPERATURES . . -55° F to 185° F
SHUNT RESISTANCE . . . . 20,000 megohms
POWER FACTOR . . At 1,000 cycles-.0075
CONTAINER SIZE

Width %", length 15/16", height 1w6e
MOUNTING HOLE CENTERS 11/2"

ber for units having a specific capaci-
request. **Other tolerances available.

A SMALL PART IN VICTORY TODAY...A BIG PART IN INDUSTRY TOMORROW
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Your originals belong

PENCIL originals are precious, but even

when they are new they often give un-

satisfactory shop prints. When they are
handled, they wear and blur. Prints made

from them get cloudier still.

So use your pencil originals only once-
to make PHOTACT Prints with ink -intense

lines on PHOTACT Tracing Paper or Cloth.

REPRODUCTION

... not on the machines

Then make all the blueprints, blue or-

blackline prints or brownprint negatives you

need from your PHOTACT Prints. They

will be more legible than any made from

the average pencil original.

For full information, write on your letter-

head to PHOTACT Department, Keuffel

& Esser Co., Hoboken, N. J.

CT
Re.. U. S. P.L. Off.

PAPERS AND CLOTHS

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
ESTABLISHED 1867

TRADE MARK

Drafting, Reproduction, Surveying
Equipment and Materials.
Slide Rules. Measuring Tapes.

CHICAGO DETROIT . S1. LCUIS  NEW

ELECTRONICS -July 1944

YORK . HOBOKEN  SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES  MONTREAL
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WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC TUBES . . DOING A JOB ON

THESE WESTINGHOUSE TUBES NOW
AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES

WL-195 Pliotron WL-632A . . . Thyratron WL-681/686 . . Ignitron

WL-196 Pliotron WL-651/656 . . Ignitron WL-710 . . Ballast Tube

WL-463 . Pliotron WL-652/657 . Ignitron WL-788 . . Ballast Tube

KU -610 . Thyratron WL-655/658 . . Ignitron WL-857B . . . Phanotron

KU -627 . Thyratron WL-672 . . . Thyratron WL-892 . . Pliotron

KU -628 . Thyratron KU -676 . . Thyratron WL-895 . . Pliotron

KU -629 . Thyratron WL-677 . . Thyratron WL-896 Ballast Tube

4
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EVERY FRONT, IN EVERY BATTLE, IN EVERY WAR INDUSTRY

o/Z--aatc3411,-
A certain type of Westinghouse Electronic Tube was urgently needed in

England. Every night, as the last lot came off the test rack at our Bloomfield

Plant, we had a cab waiting, ready to rush it to the airport for bomber

ferry across the Atlantic. Today, things are different. Engineering ingenuity

and a vast program of plant expansion have multiplied Westinghouse

Electronic Tube production 30 times. We've trained 28 new workers for

each one formerly employed, expanded floor space 20 times. And now we're

not only meeting time and quality musts on all Government contracts-

we're also continuing to supply the heavy demands of war industry.

Your nearest Westinghouse Office or Distributor will be glad to receive your

inquiries for Westinghonse Tubes. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, Bloomfield, N. J.

Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE

Quality Controlled ELECTRONIC TUBES

WESTINGHOUSE PRESENTS JOHN CHARLES THOMAS  SUNDAY 2:30 EWT., N.B.C.*TOPOF THE EVENING  MON.WED. FRI. 10:15 EWT., BLUE NET.

ELECTRONICS - July 1944
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acitors have just the right amo ant cf

TORQUE, to permit smooth and accurate adjustment. You don't have to

fight rough'"and jumpy action when you tune with Hammarlund variables.

THE HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., INC., 460 W. 34" ST., N.Y. C.
MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

July 1944 - ELECTRONICS



MPEREX
WATER AND AIR COOLED

TRANSMITTING and RECTIFYING TUBES

Singular care and precision are demanded in
Amperex small glass lathe operations.Ever cautious,

our engineers designed ingenious holders and fires

which were developed in the Amperex Tool Shop.

In the hands of finely trained technicians, these

holders and fires are utilized to assure the high

degree of satisfaction well known to Amperex tube

users. In broadcasting and transmission applications,

in industrial, electro-medical and military assign-

ments such "Amperextras" substantially influence

efficiency and economy of operation.

etacase? kelt . . i.e etauso? acct vacto 4.41(4.
"Ifatk mast 4.4'4 et:Jog-ea Cloud to eice Reel exacta.

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
79 WASHINGTON STREET BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40,h STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB"

the high porto.,..0
' 
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TYPE
P5N

SMALLEST PAPER
CAPACITOR - - -

yet 100%

MOISTUREPROOF

TYPE
P4N

FEATURES

1. Bakelite Resinoid Ends. Lead wire cannot
pull out, even under hot conditions.

2. Non -Inductive.

3. Excellent Temperature Coefficient.

4. Very high leakage Resistance.

5. Fine Power -Factor.

6. Range from 20 MMFD to .25 MFD.

From 150 volts to 600 volts.

7. Types P4N, P5N for 100% humidity opera-

tion.

8. Types P4, P5 for 95% humidity operation.

Samples and price list on Request

Pat.
Pend.

BUY EXTRA WAR BONDS . .

. . . 'Til THE WAR IS OVER.

UMONT
MFR S OF

CAPACITORS FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT
34 HUBERT STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

8
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Cemented
construction

G -E glass -fused
construction

THE NEW RIGID

"SKYSCRAPER" CONSTRUCTION

OF G -E CATHODE-RAY TUBES

KEEPS THE ELECTRON GUN

SHOOTING STRAIGHT

GENERAL ELECTRIC originated the unique type of
"skyscraper" construction which today is used in
all G -E cathode-ray tubes. Here the electron gun,
which is the heart of the tube, is mounted rigidly
so it will position the electron beam accurately
throughout the life of the tube.

In this G -E "skyscraper" construction, support.
ing arms are welded to the gun assembly, then
solidly fused into uprights of strong, clear glass.
No cemented construction! No rough, porous or
soluble insulating materials to pick up, during
assembly, particles of metal that contribute to leak-
age; or to retain gases that detract from the per-
formance and life of the tube! No cemented parts
to become loose in the process of cleaning or under

G. E. HAS MADE MORE BASIC ELECTRONIC -TUBE
DEVELOPMENTS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER

Type GL-SCPI

1
FAIR41,v,

vibration in service! . . . Instead, hard mirror -
smooth glass that can be thoroughly cleaned of
all contamination before the tube is sealed!

WRITE for descriptive literature on G -E cath-
ode-ray tubes. We will be glad to help you in
solving your application problems. Electronics
Department, General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

G -E TUBES ARE FIRST IN INDUSTRY, TOO/ The G -E phototube,
or "electric eye," for instance, performs amazing tasks of
counting, sorting, grading, maintaining precise register in
printing, detecting flaws in sheet metal, actuating safety
devices, and many other functions.

 Tune in "The World Today" every evening except Sunday at
6:45 E.W.T. over CBS. On Sunday listen to the G -E "All Girl
Orchestra" at 10 P.M. E.W.T. over NBC.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
ELECTRONICS - July 1944
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S -T Directional
Relay Antenna

FM Broadcast
Antenna

wissellege,

.14, ast+ No+RO. Ink .10.

Locate your transmitter for
maximum coverage

Locate your studio for maximum
convenience

Bridge the gap without wires

IGO-Ca

 Tune in General Electric's "The
World Today" and hear the news from
the men who see it happen, every
evening except Sunday at 6:43 E.W.T.
over CBS network. On Sunday evening
listen to the G -E "All Girl Orchestra"
at 10 E.W.T. over NBC. S -T Relay Transneffer (25-waff) Station Monitor end Comforter

STATION AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT  TRANSMITTERS ELECTRONIC

GENERIC(' ( ELECTRIC
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THROUGH proved performance in the
six already established relay systems,
G -E S -T (studio -to -transmitter) relay
equipment offers a practical method
by which you can reliably and eco-

e- nomically relay your FM programs
from studio to transmitter.

Extremely high fidelity, low noise
level and a virtual absence of distor-
tion are additional advantages of this
exclusive G -E equipment. Completely
dependable, too! Rain, sleet, floods
or windstorms have no effect on this
unique system "without wires." Dis-
tance is not a problem, for G -E S -T
equipment is now reliably functioning
up to airline distances of as much as
110 miles.

S -T Receiver

TUBES

FM

The G -E S -T relay transmitter is
of the economical low -power rating of
25 watts. The G -E directional S -T re-
lay antenna beams the signals to a
receiving antenna of the same type
at your G -E broadcast transmitter lo-
cation. The total power gain of this
system is 100. Thence, with full fidelity
and further power gain, the programs
go out over your service area through
the easily tuned G -E circular broad-
cast antenna. . G -E S -T equipment
is low in initial cost and economical
to operate. Write for details, and in-
formation. Our engineers will be glad
to discuss your problems with you.
Section 3-D, Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

FM Broadcast Transmitter (1000 -waft. OThers 250 -watt to 50 -kw)

ANTENNAS RECEIVERS

NEW G -E
DEVELOPMENT

The G -E disk -seal tube, an ultra-
modern transmitting trot, imakes
possible radio relaying of FM and
television programs at te.rr bigh
frequencies. It will be ug in
post-war studio -to -transmitter and
network relays.
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THERE'S a new constellation in the skies, a

star of stars...a new master of the heavens.

This great ship, conceived by TWA...built by

Lockheed, holds a mighty promise, a promise

of tremendous developments in peacetime air

transport. We are proud to share in its record -

breaking glory and in its promise ... proud that

AAC Hydraulic Controls are among the many

stars which make up this Constellation. These

precision units are another mark of AAC
leadership in Engineered Power Controls... in

the air, on land, and on the sea.

(P74)

POWER CONTROLS DIVISION
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

CONTROLS PRECISION RADIO and ELECTRONICS
Kansas City, Kans. Cable Address: AACPRO



MODEL J31A
(for high ambient temperatures)

400 Cycles, 115 Volts.
1/100 H.P. Weight 15
oz. Diameter 1154".
Length 222".

MODEL J31B
400 to 1200 Cycles

variable frequency 115
Volts. 15 oz. Diameter
1154". Length 22932".

MODEL J61
28 Volts D.C. Torque
unit. Developes 5 oz. in.
throughout 90° swing.
Diameter 1%". Length
2146"-
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41000
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MODELS J36
AND J36A

Voltage Generator,
Weight 20 oz. Length
3". Diameter 2 Ye. Out-
put voltage is linear
with speed to within
+1% and voltages are
equal with +1% of
rotation.

J36-From Zero to 5000 R.P.M.
J36A-under 200 R.P.M.

MODEL J31
(for general applications)

400 Cycles, 115 Volts,
1/50 H.P. Weight 15 oz.
Diameter 11W. Length
222".

MODELS J49
AND J49A

115 Volts, 1/250 H.P.
Weight 16 oz. Diameter
1%". Length 21%6".

J49-60 Cycles
J49A-400 Cycles
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COOP NW MR TEZEISAW
Since National Union established new produc-
tion records on cathode-ray tubes-the dream
of low-cost television for the average post-war
home has taken a long step toward fulfillment.

Consider the fact that National Union has suc-
ceeded in raising its cathode-ray tube pro-
duction to a volume many times greater than
the combined pre-war C -R tube output of
the entire industry! To achieve such a produc-
tion miracle required, of course, completely
new techniques, new mechanical aids to opera-
tors, new quality control measures. But above
all, it required imagination and technical
capacity to cut loose from the long prevalent
conception that the manufacture of cathode-

ray tubes was strictly a laboratory project.
N. U. engineers proved that these laboratory
techniques could be adapted to high speed
streamline mass production. And, it is signifi-
cant that N. U. C -R tubes have acquired at the
same time an international quality reputation,
with special distinction for their superior
fluorescent screens.

In the post-war expansion of television, as in
other applications of electronic tubes for home
and industry, National Union achievements in
engineering and production have set new hori-
zons. Remember to count on National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
Factories: Newark and Maplewood, N. J.; Lansdale and Robesonia, Pa.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
kitTransmitting. Cathode Ray, Receiving, Special Purpose Tubes  Condensers  Volume Controls  Photo Electric Cells  Panel Lamps  Flashlight Badhs

ELECTRONICS - July 1944



CERAMIC -METAL SUB ASSEMBLIES

Condenser Courtesy of
General Instrument Corporation

STAINLESS STEEL BALL RACE-Tolerance + 0005

METAL
Foieronce 0005

CERAMIC SHAFT

"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT"

1 '.1(011

deduz.nad.

LUTS.TRATED is a "precision condenser" equipped withI s t p Act) ff insulators and metallized ceramic sub -assembly.
This metallized ceramic rotor shaft is only one of many

extremely accurate sub -assemblies produced by Stupakoff.
Correctly engineered, laboratory perfected and con-

verted to large scale production, such parts offer optimum
electrical and mechanical characteristics.

TJse our experience to solve your special problems.
Write, wire or phone-our engineering and production
facilities are ready to serve you promptly.

BJY MORE THAN BEFORE IN THE FIFTH WAR LOAN

SINCE 1897

Ptodacta -en th ?lewd Eeece.fee4
STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.

16
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.Only imagination now limits the extent to
which new electronic communication develop-
ments will serve to smooth the path of future
flight. Amazing applications of electronics to
air communications have already brought new
methods of aircraft control to aid our gallant
airmen in war. Advancements to come will
bring the greatest safety, convenience and
economy in aviation the world has ever known!
Air Communications,Inc. is proud to be a rec-
ognized member of the industry that is con-
stantly working toward that goal.

--mogiok

rate90-61, Eartigeez619. awe Egiteeea9 . awei tite 9tar.vre

irking Today...
f Flight Tomorrow

Today many precision -built Air Commun-
ications products are serving a fighting America.
Equipment that calls for almost unbelievable
accuracy, some parts of which must be perfect
to 1/10,000th of an inch, is continually rolling
off our assembly lines. Our engineers are busy
designing other important devices to aid avi-
ation now and in the future.

After victory, our complete facilities will be
utilized to further the advancement of air com-
munications. In the meantime, our cooperative
engineering is available to help you solve your
engineering problems of the future.

-4/Rfammumcimoivsfive.
KANSAS CITY 8, MISSOURI
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NEW!
MYCALEX 400400

THE ONLY HIGH FREQUENCY

INSULATION FOR ELECTRONICS
COMBINING THESE LONG -SOUGHT ADVANTAGES:

L-4

CHARACTERISTICS

MACHINABILITY TO

TOLERANCES AS

CLOSE AS ± 0.001 IN.

TODAY'S news about low -loss insulation is that MYCALEX 400 is
making other glass -and -mica insulation old-fashioned. It is no longer

true that "all glass -bonded mica is pretty much the same."

Before the advent of MYCALEX 400, it was impossible to obtain L-4
characteristics plus precise machinability in one and the same insulation.
But now MYCALEX 400 combines these long -sought dual advantages. Yet
this vastly improved ALL-PURPOSE MYCALEX costs no more.

MYCALEX 400 has a loss factor considerably lower than
any other insulation in its class. Its surface resistivity is higher than that of
other comparable insulators. This is an important advancement where the
application involves high temperature and high humidity, as in the tropics.

Unlike other low -loss ceramic insulators, MYCALEX 400 can be machined
with precision . drilled, tapped, milled, sawed, turned on a lathe and
threaded. It has exceedingly low vapor pressure. It makes a perfect seal
with metal.

MYCALEX is not a generic term designating a class of materials,
but is the registered trade name for the low loss insulation manufactured
in the Western Hemisphere by the Mycalex Corporation of America

Write for samples. Order any quantities, in sheets or rods - or have us
fabricate your component products in Mycalex.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Factor.

1 megacycle 0.0013
Dielectric constant.

I megacycle 7.4
Loss factor. 1 megacycle....0 013

Measured after 48 hours immer-
sion in distilled water in accord,
once with American War Stand-
ard C-75.1-1943 (1AN..1-10).

Dielectric constant is unchanged
from SO kilocycles to 10 mega-
cycles.

Surface resistance,
megohnut 300.000

After 96 hours at 85' F. and 85°.
relative humidity, with 1 inch
electrode spacing.

Specific gravity . . 3.0
Impact strength. Chaipy,

lb.

Measured at
Ambler, Temperature 70

and Humidity 70%)

Ago

ti

FRIOLIENCY-MEGACYCLIS

al

,aot

^=1.

MYCALEX CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Exclusive Licensee under all patents of MYCALEX (PARENT) CO. LTD.

60 CLIFTON BOULEVARD CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
IlOCKEFELLER PLA.: A
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That is the plus element you get at no extra cost.* Many manufacturers are producing

plugs and jacks, some are very clever copies and some are not so clever. Some of these

manufacturers are experienced in making electrical parts and many are not.

In Johnson you get the benefit of a quarter of a century of experience in manufacturing

radio transmitter components and assemblies-a manufacturer who knows transmitter parts

requirements and in fact, to assist the war effort, is actually building transmitters for the

armed forces. Johnson engineers are therefore thoroughly familiar with the applications and

functional requirements of all transmitter parts and these parts become more than mere
mechanical assemblies. Many products are original Johnson designs and considered standard

for comparison by the industry.

Whether the new "miniature" plugs featured above, the "standard" plugs manufactured

by Johnson for years, or "specials" for particular applications, Johnson plugs and jacks are

designed by the same engineers, produced by the same skilled hands, and carry the same

Johnson guarantee of quality.

If you have a plug or jack problem, write or call for Johnson's recommendations and

quotation. Johnson is especially well equipped to furnish complete assemblies of plugs and

jacks, using any insulating materials, and in combination with other metal parts.

*In most cases Johnson plugs and jacks are actually less because of quantity production.

Do you have, the new catalog 968D?

18
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Electronic Wizardry
E ezeatz a"7/1,414teT 7/16td"

gat THINKS...
READS... CALCULATES

...CALIBRATES

AMONG PHILCO'S many contributions
to the war effort was the creation of the
electronic "master mind" pictured here.
Last year alone, it saved 144,000 man-
hours of labor and, with other econo-
mies, reduced the cost of one type
of radio equipment to the Government
by $1,170,000.

Perfected only after many months of
exhaustive research and development by
Philco engineering ingenuity, this device
replaced a tedious and intricate hand cali-
brating operation, which was slow and
subject to human error. Employing 126
tubes, the Philco "Master Mind" can
"think," calibrate, calculate, and record

dial readings many times faster than any
human being - at a great saving of time
and without danger of error.

Another example of Philco research and
engineering "know-how" which, while
fulfilling emergency war needs, prom-
ises important peacetime applications
in industry after Victory !

PH I LCO
CORPORATION

ELECTRONICS - July 1944
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To reduce drain on batteries specify

KAAR 9.+4t kt-alFec1nq RADIOTELEPHONES

One of the special features of
Kaar mobile transmitters is their
instant heating tubes. When the
"push -to -talk" button on the mi-
crophone is pressed, the transmit-
ter immediately goes on the air...
but between transmissions stand-
by current is zero. By eliminating
battery drain during standby per-
iods, this 22 -watt transmitter can
be operated from a vehicle's 6 -
volt ignition battery without re-
quiring frequent re -charging.

The PTS-22X shown above op-
erates on frequencies between 30

and 40 megacycles. (Available up
to 62 -MC on special order.) Two
other Kaar transmitters, the PTL-
10X and PTL-22X, for operation
in the 1600-2900 KC band, are
likewise equipped throughout
with instant heating tubes.

Notice also how the dust cover
can be removed by releasing two
luggage type catches. Likewise
the entire chassis can be removed
for checking or servicing by re-
leasing four additional catches.

These are but two of the features
which make Kaar Radiotele-

phones so popular for military,
civil and commercial communi-
cation between mobile units and
a central station.

KAAR
ENGINEERING CO.

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

ExportAgents: FRAZAR & HANSEN
301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, Calif., U.S. A.

MOBILE RECEIVERS-Crystal
controlled superheterodyne'
for medium and high frequen-

cies. Easy to service.

CRYSTALS-Low-drift quartz
plates. Fundamental and
harmonic types available in

various holders.

CONDENSERS-Many types
of small variable aircon-
denser, available for tank
circuit and antenna tuning.

MICROPHONES-Type 4-C
single button carbon. Superb
voice quality, high output,

moisture proof.

POWER PACKS-Heavy
duty vibrators and power
supplies for transmitters,
receivers. 6,12,32,vol tDC.

20
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Capacities from
6 to 2000 MMF

Less than one half inch in diameter ... capacities from
6 MMF to 2000 MMF . . . ideal for numerous UHF
and VHF applications.
Mica discs of the highest grade, individually silvered
for maximum stability and stacked to eliminate any
book effect. The assembly is vacuum impregnated.
Available in a variety of terminals. All units are
color coded.
Form 586 is available for additional information on
these CENTRALAB Silver Mica Capacitors.

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee
PRODUCERS OF VARIABLE RESISTORS  SELECTOR SWITCHES  CERAMIC CAPACITORS, FIXED AND VARIABLE STEATITE INSULATORS

ELECTRONICS - July 1944
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Standard aluminum fastening devices, manu-

factured by Alcoa in various alloys of Alcoa

Aluminum, meet the rigid requirements of the

many industries assembling aluminum prod-

ucts. A high degree of precision is maintained.

They contribute security, light weight, ease

of handling, fine appearance and corrosion

resistance.

Strong aluminum alloy screws, bolts, nuts

and rivets make dependable fastening devices;

witness the aircraft using millions of them

daily. Include these items in your designs and

gain the security which comes from fastening

ALCOA ALCOA

aluminum with aluminum, and the economies

obtained by standardization.

Alcoa standard screw products are now

available in all needed types, sizes and
finishes. "Stock" items are carried in ware-

house stocks, strategically located through-

out the country, by all authorized Alcoa
distributors. Where special parts are required,

manufacturing facilities are available for

producing them.

For a copy of this new catalog, write
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 2136 Gulf

Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

ALUMINUM
22
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The basic Micro Switch is a thumb -size,
feather -light, plastic enclosed, precision,
snap -acting switch, Underwriters' listed
and rated at 1200 V.A. at 125 to 460 volts
a -c. Capacity on d -c depends on load
characteristics. Accurate repeat perform-
ance is experienced over millions crf oper-
ations. -A wide variety of basic switches
and actuators meets requirements varying

. from high vibration resistance to sensi-
tivity in response to operating force and
motion as low as 2/1000 Oz. In. Many
types of metal housings are available.

HAMILTON
STANDARD

PROPELLERS

Rely on

14 MICRO
SWITCHES

to Check
602 DIMENSIONS

PER MINUTE

Hamilton Standard Propellers of East Hartford, Conn., division of United
Aircraft Corporation, rely on 14 Micro Switches to accurately check the seven
dimensions of their tiny blade retainers to tolerances as close as .0005".

Hand inspection with conventional gauges took from one to three minutes
for each of the small U-shaped parts. In conjunction with General Control
Company, of Cambridge, Mass., Hamilton engineers devised the "Gage-0-
Matic" machine shown here which accurately and automatically checks all
seven dimensions at the rate of 86 pieces per minute ... 602 precise checkings
each minute.

The Micro Switch equipped "Gage-O-Matic" machine uses. two Micro
Switches at each of seven stations through which the parts are passed auto-
matically. The Micro Switches energize solenoids to either discard the piece
or pass it for the next measurement. Pieces which pass all seven tests arrive
in the "OK" drawer. Those which have been ',discarded, go to their respective
drawers, depending upon the defect.

This use of Micro Switch by Hamilton Standard Propellers is just one example
of the way in which this tiny, accurate, dependable, snap -acting electric
switch is enabling all industry to do old jobs better . . . often to accomplish
results not possible with earlier types of switches.

New products now being designed will make use of the wide range of charac-
teristics which can be built into basic Micro Switches and the thousands of
combinations of switches with special housings and actuators. Send for the
Micro Switch Catalog No. 60 today.

Send for Catalog No. 70 if you are interested in Micro Switches for Aircraft.

Let's All Back the Attack-
Buy EXTRA War Bonds

Micro Switch Corporation, Freeport, Ill.
Branches: 43 E. Ohio St., Chicago (11) 4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland (3)

11 Park Pl., New York City (7) 1709 W. 8th St., Los Angeles (14)
Sales & Engineering Offices: Boston Hartford Portland, Ore. Dallas, Tex.

The trademark MICRO SWITCH is our property and identifies switches made by Micro Switch Corporation
OT 104-1

MICRO M' SWITCH
Made Only By Micro Switch Corporation . . . Freeport, Illinois, U. S. A.
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The New

HOLTZER-CABOT
Electronic

Insulation Resistance Tester

The new Holtzer-Cabot insulation resist-
ance tester is a precision -built unit specifi-
cally designed for insulation resistance test-
ing of all types of electrical equipment. A
self-contained testing package, it is ready
to use anywhere.
Because it generates its own power through
the hand crank generator, users are always
assured of 500 Volts D. C.... there are no

Light surface leakage
unit Weight- a self-coready-to

in t
ntained,

portable
-

oratory,
Plant

or out in the field. Wei
he lab

Wide Ran ghs only threege -0 to 100 me
pounds.

gohms.
S

markings
spaced for easy accurate

reading
cale

and external power supply.

Hand Generator - eliminates
batteriesDelivers

500
volts D.C. testing voltage

re-
turned.
gardless

of the direction
in Which crank isVisual indication

of Correct
Testing Volt-

age - Two indicator
buttons light

up Whenassuring accurate
readings.

generator
is delivering

correct testing voltageElectronic
Voltage

Reuniform testing volta gulationcrank speeds.assures
a Wide

range ofge
over

Guard Circuit - eliminatesfrom affecting
measurements.

weak batteries to contend with. Simple and
easy to use by practically any engineer or
maintenance man.
Protect your equipment from insulation
failures and avoid possible production de-
lays, shut -downs, and costly repairs. Use a
Holtzer-Cabot insulation resistance tester
for periodic tests on all equipment. Write
for bulletin, today.

The HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY
400 Stuart Street, Boston 17, Massachusetts
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LAPP -DESIGNED, LAPP -BUILT- TO DO A SPECIFIC JOB

This is an antenna base insulator for use on a communi-
cations center transmitter. It is one of several Lapp de-
signs for transmitter and receiver mast bases for military
vehicular radio-on jeeps, halftracks, tanks and other
rolling equipment.

Whether or not this special-purpose gadget has appli-
cation to anything you build or propose to build, there's
a moral in it for you. In this case, as in hundreds of
others, an original and impractical design was modified
by Lapp engineers-to provide a part that meets all elec-
trical and mechanical requirements, and that Lapp can
build economically and efficiently.

Lapp engineering talent and Lapp production methods
are such that we can say, "If it's an assembly that can be
made of porcelain or steatite and metal parts, tell us what

the requirements are and how you think it might be made;
Lapp will tell you how it can best be made-and will
make it." Our right to that claim has been proved over
and over in military electronic production; it's going to
be a competitive advantage to smart post-war electronic
proslucers. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., LeRoy, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS -July 1944 25



This enthusiastic comment by an expediter for one
of the largest electronic equipment manufacturers,
is typical. Engineers and purchasing agents every-
where .are automatically associating Hytron with the
OD3/V11-150. Since the tube was not originated by
Hytron (Hytron was called upon to manufacture the
tube to help satisfy a mushrooming demand), the rea-
son must lie in Hytron's ability to do a better job.

WHY THE HYTRON 0D3/1/11-150 IS PREFERRED

CAREFUL

ENGINEERING DESIGN

Hytron re -design, among other improvements, resulted in the addi-
tion of a new starting electrode which permits a uniformly lower
starting voltage.

RIGID Handling and dimensioning of internal parts during pre-processing
PRODUCTION CONTROL and assembly are extremely painstaking.

TIGHTER FACTORY

SPECIFICATIONS

CONTINUOUS ENGI-
NEERING CONTROL OF

QUALITY

MASS

PRODUCTION

For example, the minimum required starting voltage ,is 180 volts.
Average starting voltage of the Hytron OD3/VR-150 is less than
160 volts.

In over 15 months, there have been no Government rejections of lots
submitted for inspection.

This apparently simple tube is in fact difficult to produce. Yet
Hytron is manufacturing it at a rate sufficient to meet on schedule
the growing demands of both new and old customers.

7 SIIINIF

11.111111 'PALI specify the Hytron OD3101.11.1.11111111r
OD3/VR-150 AND VR-150-30 COMPARED

Frequently engineers ask how the OD3 and VR-150-30
differ. The maximum regulation limit for the VR-
150-30 was 5.5 volts from 5 ma. to 30 ma. The OD3 has
a maximum regulation limit of 4 volts from 5 ma. to
30 ma. Viewed another way, the current . range is
expanded to 40 ma., with the original maximum voltage
regulation limit of 5.5 volts. The OD3/VR-150 is in
short an improved replacement which supersedes the
VR-150-30; it has the advantages of the increased
40 ma. max. rating.*

* The OCS/VR-105 also has ratings up to 40 ma. max.;
it,supersedes and is a replacement for the VR-10640.

OLDEST EXCLUSIVE
MANUFACTURER

SALE

OF RADIO RECEIVIN

OD3/VR-150 CHARACTERISTICS
Type Glow Discharge Voltage Regulator
Maximum Overall Length, 4-1/8"
Maximum Diameter 1-9/16"
Bulb ST -12
Base Small Shell Octal 6 -Pin

Average Operating Conditions
Starting Supply Voltage 180 min. d.e. v.
Operating Voltage (approx.) 150 d.c. v.
Operating Current J 5 min. d.c. ma.

1 40 max. d.c. ma.
Regulation = (E4o--E5) 3 5 d.c. v.

0 TUBES

\S.
vAVIC00 Or'

VitkeNV/* 1")%4".414"1T
MASS.

IIVRPC"
M AND N E

BUY ANOTHER WAR BOND
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PLATING ASSEMBLING

DIAMOIlD
111STRUMMT CO.
NORTH AVENUE WAKEFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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2 power sources

THE G -E INVERTER TRANSFORMER
Custom -designed for individual applications, G -E

inverter transformers are compact and light in weight.
They are specially designed for low internal heating, are
quiet and efficient in operation, and readily interchange-
able with correspondingly rated dynamotors. They can
be designed for operation on a 6-, 12-, or 24 -volt battery
source, to supply wide range of output voltages-either
a -c or d -c. Where conditions require, these units can be
made dust -tight and can be shockmounted on rubber
cushions.

THE G -E DYNAMOTOR
Designed to deliver high output from small

frame size, G -E dynamotors have earned a
reputation for thoroughly dependable serv-
ice under adverse conditions. Compactly
constructed and light in weight, these units
are available in outputs of 15 to 350 watts
intermittent (15 to 200 continuous) and with
output voltages ranging up to 1500 volts d -c
when operated on a 12- or 24 -volt battery
source. Weights range from 3 to 31 lb. These
dynamotors are specially designed to mini-
mize objectionable a -c ripple and consequent
need for radio filtering.

28
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to choose fro m
Another example of how the variety of G -E
components enables you to choose your own
method of accomplishing a desired result.
 If you have a problem involving a
portable power supply for radio or
allied electronic equipment, it will pay
you to look into the merits of the dyna-
motor and inverter shown at the left.
Similarly, if you have need for any of
the many other components in the
diversified G -E line, you can profit
by discussing those needs with our
engineers.

For every one of these G -E products
has been worked out in close co-opera-
tion with designers in the electronic
industries. All have been thoroughly
tested-in our laboratories, in our cus-
tomers' laboratories, and in labora-

tories operated by the Armed Services.
More impressive still, many have been
tested on the field of combat, where
their dependability has proved a con-
tributing factor in the success of a vari-
ety of radio and allied equipment.

Whether you are designing new elec-
tronic equipment or improving old de-
signs, take advantage of the extensive
line of G -E components and G -E elec-
tronic "know-how." Whatever your
objectives, find out how G.E. can
help you achieve them more simply
or more economically. The G -E office
near you will gladly furnish details.
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Buy all the Bonds you can-and KEEP ALL YOU BUY

COMPONEN

for TS

E C
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The engineer may fill both his electrical cmd
mechanical requirements with National Fabri-
cated Products Terminal Strips and Assemblies
. . . Secure mountings, plating that affords ease
of soldering and uniformity of assembly are
features which distinguish these components by

FABRICATED PRODUCTS
2650 WEST BELDEN AVENUE, CHICAGO 47, ILL.

Manufacturers of SOCKETS, TERMINAL ASSEMBLIES,
JACKS AND CONNECTORS for use in every field of

electronics.
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NEW! RCA 2 -Kw
rIECTRONIC HEATER
FOR HIGH-SPEED, UNIFORM HEATING

OF NON-METALLIC MATERIALS

LITRE'S a big advance in electronic heating-the new RCA
L 2 -kw generator that automatically times the heating cycle,

and automatically maintains maximum heating rate by compen-
sating for changes in electrical properties of the heated sub-
stance as they occur.

Simple to operate! All you do to operate the RCA "2-B," once
it is set up, is set the object to be heated on a plate (at top of
unit) , close the cover, and press the start -button. When the pre-
set time interval expires, the power goes off and the cover pops
open. It's actually "as automatic as your toaster."
Application: The RCA 2-B will deliver up to 6,800 BTU per
hour. It is ideal for heating all manner of non-metallic substances
-wood, plastics, rubber, chemicals, glass, ceramics-so long as
composition is uniform. Where the material to be heated is in
such form or so dimensioned that it does not fit the built-in
applicator arrangement of the standard model 2-B, a modified
type for operation with an external applicator system can be
supplied.
The 2-B is ideal for heating plastic "preforms" before molding,
and for quick curing of plastic -bonded wood parts. One pound
of plastic material can be brought from room temperature to
275°F. in about 60 seconds.

Uniformity of Heating:This method of applying heat to non-
metallic substances results in an even temperature rise all the
way through the material; the center heats as quickly as the
outside because the heat is "born" where it is needed. This result
is achieved by passing high -frequency electricity "through" the
material. The uniformity of heating makes it possible to heat at
a high rate without developing "hot spots" within the material.
Power Demand:The power demand of the RCA 2-B is approxi-
mately 4 kw at 85% power factor when delivering full rated out-
put. Standard 220 -volt, single-phase 60 -cycle power is required.

RCA,, ELECTRONIC HEAT

fib

RCA CTOR DIVISION, CAMDEN, N. J.

LEADS THE WAY . . In Radio . . . Television . . .

Tubas . . . Phonographs . .. Records .. . Electronics

(Noose Chock)
0 Bulletin on "RCA Electronic Gener-

ator Model 2-B"
0 "Heating Wood with High -frequency

Power" - 12 -page semi -technical
article.

RCA, Electronic Apparatus Section, Camden, N. J.
Gentlemen: Please send the items checked to:
Name

Company

Address

City State

"" v for further details, or for specific information
about the application of electronic heat to your processes. RCA
can supply standard electronic heating equipment in ratings up
to 100 kw (340,000 BTU per hour). Send the coupon for free
bulletins. Radio Corporation of America, Electronic Apparatus
Section (70-47111. Camden N. J.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

            

70-47H
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AND OTHER CONTROL DEVICES

AUTOMATIC
-7' ELECTRIC

BE SURE YOU HAVE

THE RIGHT RELAY

The right relay, of course, is the one

which will exactly fit your needs, and

give you the longest, most depend-

able service at lowest cost. Here's

how you can get it:

1. Write for the Automatic Electric

catalog. It lists over forty basic types

of relays, providing every combina-

tion needed for modern electrical

control. All technical facts are clearly

tabulated for your guidance.

2. If you want help in applying this

information to your problem, call in

our field engineer. He will be glad

to put his experience to work for you.

Send today for your copy of the

catalog-or simply ask our field engi-

neer to bring one over.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SALES CORPORATION
1033 West Van Buren St., Chicago 7, III.

In Canada:

Automatic Electric (Canada) limited, Toronto
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HEAVY DUTY oscillator tubes are a very desirable
nucleus or every electronic RF heating generator.

The tuber should be specially designed to withstand the

widely varyir g conditions cf load and frequency which

are enccurrered in the many specific applications of
this ecuipment.

UNITED has been the leading producer of such tubes

for the most widespread field of RF heating-namely,
Diathermy. -he fluctuating load condit ons in this field

are extreme, and have necessitated endless study of

tube derigr. This company therefore is a front line
pioneer n tubes for High Frequency electronic heating.

UNITEI mercury rectifiers for the power supply are
also wel known for their rugged design and depend-

able service life.

The UNITED tubes illustrated are all popular among

users of -tic h Frecuency heating equip-nent. Write for

technical data and interchange information where it is

desired -o replace other make, of tubes.

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
NEWARK 2 al -7A gr-) NEW JERSEY

rRAt4_;mtrriN1c; TUBES EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1934



AS URES ONE
REGAR

S ANDAR D OF EXCELLENCE
ESS OF QUANTITY

Unique production systems work side by
side with a versatile engineering organiza-
tion to build the utmost in efficiency into
every TEMCO transmitter. Regardless of
quantity, be it one, ten or a thousand units
... every TEMCO-built transmitter receives
the benefit of superb construction and engi-
neering design.

Your expert eye will easily recognize the
marks of finer craftsmanship evident in these
TEMCO-built products, although only one

spec a Power tube Lire test rack was built
in coat-ast to hundreds of these 150GS trans-
mitters

DeErered from th? same TroductLcn lines,
all v, -)1E endowed with every advantage of
TEMCC S advancec engineering ski_l.

Whether you nee i but one or mcr y units
of a particular design put Z EMCO produc-
tion f.exibility to work for y 3l1. Write for a
copy of our newest illustrated catal: g.

TRANSMITTER EQUIPMENT Al F G CO., INC.
345 Hudson Street, New Yo -c 14, N. Y.

RADIO COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT



ARMY -NAVY "E" WITH STARS
Awarded All Four Divisions of Raytheon for Continued Excelleace in Production

The electronic engineer is an impor-
tant part of the war effort, and his day
has too few hours for him. His highly
vital, specialized training and knowl-
edge are utilized to the utmost in de-
vising new electronic equipment to
keep up with and anticipate the many
demands of the modern warfare.

Despite those many work -filled
hours, the electronic engineer still
finds time, here and there, to dream
of the future and plan for the day when
his skill will be turned to peacetime
pursuits. He has wonderful plans for
tomorrow: Ideas for a better and more
comfortable life. Today, however, he
is working to guarantee tomorrow.

Raytheon is proud of its engineers
and the job they are doing . . . and
Raytheon is proud to have a part in the
vitally important role that advanced
electronic tubes and equipment are
playing in the Allied Nations' drive
for Victory. In the peace to come,
Raytheon's advanced research and
technique will assure Raytheon's con-
tinued leadership in the electronic era.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Waltham and Newton, Massachusetts

DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND THE MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
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 Functionally fitted to given applica-
tion-that's the keynote of the exten-
sive Aerovox oil -filled capacitor line. A
plentiful selection of containers, Mount-
ings, terminals, sizes and impregnants,
assures virtually custom-built capaci-
tors with guaranteed performance.

Aerovox offers both Hyvol and
Hyvol-M (mineral oil) liquid impreg-
nants. For applications subjected to
wide temperature variations, and where
weight and size are important, Hyvol is
recommended. Hyvol capacitors are
considerably more constant with tem-
perature variations than are those with
other impregnating materials of the
same specific inductive capacity, show-
ing no capacitance drop until tempera-
tures of -20° F. (-29° C.) are reached.
At -40° F. (-40° C.) the maximum ca-
pacitance drop that may be expected is
of the order of 5 to 10%.

Hyvol-M (mineral oil) capacitors have
an exceptionally flat temperature co-
efficient of capacitance curve but ap-
proximately 35% greater bulk and cor-
responding weight which usually rules
them out in favor of Hyvol.

At any rate, Aerovox offers both
Hyvol and mineral oil capacitors, as
well as wax -impregnated units for lim-
ited service-along with that wide
choice of containers, mountings, termi-
nals-to meet your exact needs.

 NEW CATALOG lists the exceptionally wide selection of Aerovox
oil capacitors, as well as ocher types. Write on business letterhead
for registered copy available only to engineers, designers, electronic
maintenance men, manufacturers of equipment, and executives.

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A. SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

Export: 13 E. 40 ST., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. Cable: 'ARLAB' In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

34
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DEATH AT 20 METERS
... or another reason for the long life of Gammatrons

ONE out of every thousand Gammatron tubes
is sacrificed in the Heintz and Kaufman lab-

oratory so that the operating life of similar Gam -

matrons may be periodically checked and assured.

This thousandth tube oscillates at 20 meters,
pouring its power into light bulbs until it finally
fails. The length of its operating life is carefully
recorded, and compared with the previous per-
formance of tubes of the same type. This is but
one of 17 checks made in the Heintz and Kaufman

laboratory to guarantee the efficiency and reliabil-

ity of every tube bearing the Gammatron label.

Basically correct design, plus continuous
mechanical and electrical tests, have led to wide-

spread recognition of Gammatrons as "the tubes

that can take it."

FOR VICTORY AND SECURITY BUY WAR BONDS

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD.
SO4.1H SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

940totetezda 7ceied
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MICRODHONES

The extent of our line is but partially illustrated in this ad-
vertisement. Our current production is now being utilized
in essential services. Soon, however, there will be Electro-
Voice Microphones available for civilian use ... and these
will be described fully in subsequent advertisements.

In our South Bend laboratory, we have complete facilities
for accurate frequency checking, harmonic wave analysis,
measurement of ambient noise, etc. Electro-Voice Micro-
phones reflect painstaking care in design and construc-
tion by superior performance in the field. They serve you
better . . . for longer periods of time.

If your present limited quantity needs can be filled
by any of our Standard Model Microphones, with
or without minor modifications, we suggest that
you contact your nearest radio parts distributor.

ELECTRO-VOICE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.  1239 SOUTH BEND AVENUE  SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Export Division: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. - U. S. A. Cables: ARLAB
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A NEW STRING -A BIGGER BOW
Write for details of

Vibration machine I'MJ-4 ['F.

Send for
descriptive
literature.

Waugh Laboratories presents a new Waugh -Johnson vibration

machine. for high frequency vibration of loads up to 500 lbs.
Amplitude o to 1.5 inches with frequencies of boo to 6,000

C.P.N1. Automatic electric control of amplitude, frequency and

acceleratiOn over entire range While in operation. Table dimen-

sion x.4'. This is one of a series of Waugh -Johnson high -

frequency vibration machines designed to test equipment of all

types which must meet Army and Navy specifications.

Pacific Coast Branch: 180 East California St., Pasadena 5, California 420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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Telechron pattern
for COLOR CONTROL

N THIS dye -color control system, Telechron
synchronous motors are helping the textile
dyeing industry to turn out uniformly high
quality at top speed.

Behind each of the dual units on this control
panel are two Telechron motors. One records
and the other controls temperatures in the.
dyeing vats. This constant and dependable
control of dye mixture temperatures allows
exact duplication of known processes to pro-
duce the same color results in batch after batch
of cloth.

Fixed process controlling is only one job that
Telechron self-starting synchronous motors are
doing. Their application to timing, recording

and control problems is as wide as industry
itself. Motors of from 12 to 250 volts and from
1 to 1800 rpm are available for all commercial
frequencies. Their uses include:

Timing
Controlling
Metering
Recording
Switching

Cycling
Operations

Signaling
Fixed Process

Controlling

Measuring
Gaging
Regulation
Communications

For 25 years we have been supplying industry
with self-starting synchronous motors for all
kinds of timing, recording and control jobs.
Our experience is at your service. Just write
to the Motor Advisory Service, Department C.

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

WARREN TELECHRON COMPANY. ASHLAND, MASSACHUSETTS

MAKERS OF TELECHRON ELECTRIC CLOCKS AND SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

38
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You remember him, the kid r.ext
door who tinkered with short wave

radio. Well, he's ir_ uniform 1RDW,

calling his CQ ::rom foxholes in Italy cnd st eaming
Pacific jungles. Maybe, he's a radio operator on a homber

...perhaps, he's an instructor. Whatever it is, you cat be sure
that his knowledge :nd experience are serving to help build c

wartnne communications system. Yes, from the hams came ready
trained instructors, operators and eng.neers at a time when skilled

te:hn!cLans w -ere vitally needed.

The radio amateur will be back one of th.2se lay:,
back to his much -loved tinkering. He'll want new equipment to add to his

short wave rig.... HeT be looking far a JENSEN speaker because he wants highest
fidelity in music, code and voice reproduction. There is no finer

acoustic equipment than JENSEN reproducers.

,yariitiefelweyi izei gjeJef.
_,(I4ciff,14( Ceprrit/anciii enoen

RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6601 5. LARAMIE AVE., CHIICAGO 33, U. S. A.
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mechanically
as well as electrically,

the most trying use and abuse  
7t1/

Several badly damaged DuMont Type
208 oscillographs were recently returned
for repairs. One of the instruments, found
to be definitely beyond repair, is pictured
herewith. The main chassis was bent in
two directions. The main bank was torn
from ifs fillings, every lead wrenched
free from its soldered connection. The
panel was badly dented and twisted.
Several tubes were jolted from their
sockets. The instrument was only good
for salvaged components. Yet ...

The DuMont Type 5LP1 cathode-ray
tube in that oscillograph was still in per-
fect operating condition, despite the sur-
rounding wreckage.

Such is typically DuMont tube experi-
ence. For these tubes are extra -sturdy
mechanically as well as electrically in
order to withstand the most trying use
and abuse. It is this extra factor of safety,
along with dependable operating charac-
teristics, that has made DuMont cathode-
ray tubes the popular choice in much of
the oscillographic equipment now in
daily use.

CATHODE-RAY
MANUAL...

The. DuMont combine-

manual and catalog
is available to enginee
designers, electronic
equipment maintenance
Men, instrument-makersmanufacturers, etc:
Write on business sta-tionery for your regis-
tered copy.

C ALLEN D. DUMONT LABORATORIES. ,NO

LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY  CABLE ADDRESS: WESPEXLIN, NEW YORK

AAA
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THE HARDEST PART Of an EL Power Supply's
life is being born. Because then it must survive tests
that make its actual service -life a bed of roses by
comparison.

E L Power Supplies have to prove their guts in tem-
peratures more extreme than Siberia's cold or Sahara's
heat . . . at altitudes higher than the Himalayas and
lower than the Dead Sea . . . in dust storms . . . in salt
spray . . . in humidity worse than a Solomons swamp!
Severe operating conditions all, yet intentionally exag-
gerated in tests at Electronic so that EL Power Sup-
plies may live longer in actual service.

If you have power supply needs of converting low
voltage to high voltage, obtaining a precisely regulated
power output from a varying power input, or anything

LABORATORIES, INC.
INDIANAPOLIS

L I, ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS - Vibrator Power
Supplies for Communications ... Lighting ... Electric
Motor Operation ... Electric, Electronic and other
Equipment Land, Sea or in the Air.

Here's consolidated, living hell for electrical equip-
ment. It's a "torture -chamber" that reproduces the
toughest possible conditions of temperature, humidity,
atmospheric pressure. It is one of the many "torture
devices" at Electronic Laboratories for testing EL
products.

else, however tough-let Electronic's engineers help you
find the answer.

Your problem may be radio . . . motors . . . lighting.
EL engineers are familiar with them all . . . and many
other applications as well! They are at your service for
consultation!

Only EL VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES
Offer All These Advantages:

1. CONVERSION-DC to AC; DC
to DC; AC to DC; AC to AC.

2. CAPACITIES-Up to 1,600
Watts.

3. VARIABLE FREQUENCIES-A
power supply may be designed to
furnish any frequency from 20 to
280 cycles, or a controlled variable
output within a 5% range of the
output frequency.

4. MULTIPLE INPUTS-For ex-
ample, one EL Power Supply, in
quantity production today, operates
from 6,12, 24, 110 volts DC or 110
volts AC, and 220 volts AC, with a
single stable output of 6 volts DC.

5. MULTIPLE OUTPUTS-Any
number of output voltages may
be secured from one power supply
to suit individual needs.

6. WAVE FORMS-A vibrator
power supply can be designed to
provide any wave form needed for
the equipment to be operated.

7. FLEXIBLE IN SHAPE, SIZE
AND WEIGHT-The component
parts of a vibrator power supply
lend themselves to a variety of
assembly arrangements which makes
them most flexible in meeting space,
and weight limitations.

8. HIGHEST EFFICIENCY-EL
Vibrator Power Supplies provide the
highest degree of efficiency avail-
able in any type power supply.

9. COMPLETELY RELIABLE-Use
on aircraft, tanks, PT boots, "Walkie-
Talkies," jeeps, peeps and other
military equipment, under toughest
operating conditions has demon-
strated that EL units have what it
takes!

10. MINIMUM MAINTENANCE-
There are no brushes, armatures
or bearings requiring lubrication or
replacement because of wear. The
entire unit may be sealed against
dust or moisture.

rsattarierionaacomavt-aac
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Neteif
LOT OF INSULATION

IN SMALL SPACE

Space is at a premium in most of the war-
time uses for insulated wire. Meeting this
requirement, LEXEL insulation tape provides
maximum protection with minimum bulk.

This cellulose acetate butyrate product has
high dielectric strength, and low moisture
absorption. It is flame retardant.

LEXEL is heat -sealed into a continuous tube
by the heat used to drive off lacquer solvents.
The wire is automatically and perfectly
centered in this tube. Insulation is uniformly
effective at all points.

Sizes for all gauges of wire and cable. We'll
be glad to send you information and furnish
names of manufacturers supplying LEXEL

insulated wire.

CUSTOM-MADE INSULATION
As a regular service, Dobeckmun engineers also develop
laminated insulation products, custom-made to special
purpose specifications, such as slot cell and phase insulation
for motors, insulation for shipboard cables and other uses.
If your requirements are unusual, call on us.

"LEXEL" is a registered trade -mark of The Dobeekmon Company.

THE

M
COMPANY

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION CLEVELAND 13. OHIO

WISTEIN SANS NIADOUARTERS SAN FRANCISCO
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For important assignments
The accuracy of DeJur precision meters on the

"Testing Grounds" of many important manufacturers

has resulted in their preference for

standard or special projects.

WASTEPAPER IS ESSENTIAL

. . . TURN IT IN REGULARLY

For instance, the bracket construction,

housing the moving coil system, is
especially designed to withstand extremes

of vibration, shock and humidity.
These brackets are standard in all DeJur

aircraft instruments and have been
""A, incorporated into small panel meters to

0

assure permanently satisfactory
performance.

DdijIAnyo orporation
MANUFACTURERS OF DeJUR METERS, RHEOSTATS, POTENTIOMETERS AND OTHER PRECISION ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

SHELTON, CONNECTICUT
NEW YORK PLANT: 99 Hudson Street, New York 13, N.Y. CANADIAN SALES OFFICE: 560 King Street West, Toronto
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Now industry can benefit by the unique properties found in a totally
new group of products derived from silicon. For the first time, successful commercial pro-
duction of such products has been attained. It has been reached by uniting, in Dow
Corning Corporation, the technological resources of two great organizations-The Dow
Chemical Company and Corning Glass Works.

Dow Corning Silicones are now available to industry in the forms of resins, fluids, and
greases. Many other products are under development for high temperature or low tem-
perature use. Detailed information and technical assistance are available on request.

first commercia production. of

Dow Corning Insulating Resins-
Heat curing, high temperature stable insulating varnish for use with Fiberglas,

mica and asbestos insulating materials to make possible higher operating temperatures
for electrical equipment.

 Dow Corning Fluids-
Inert liquids, with viscosity little affected by temperature changes; excellent

dielectrics; chemically resistant, high temperature stable, operate down to very low
temperatures.

Dow Corning Greases
Plug cock grease for lubricating industrial plug cocks and valves-Stopcock

grease for glass, ceramic and plastic fittings.

I



H ERMETICA:AY Seale Transformers, approved under Signal

Corps Aircraft Radio Lab. speci'ication A.F..L.-102 constitute the entire oirtp-It of our

Tr..ens::orir_er Department.

W}.ether your coil or transformer pxoblems involve power, audio frequency inter-

rcedieite frequency or radio frequency, A.:TOMATIC can supply your needs in ,:loducticn

croonritie:, as well as build them into complete assemblies or sub -assemblies.

Whether the extreme is rigid ad.herer_:ie to difficult specifications for war time use,

or trerneLdous quantities for civilian use, AUTOMATIC has had the necessary eixp3rience

tc meet sour requirements.

1/111M471C
W14/11/Ne CO,,, INC.

COMPLETE ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES & COMPONENT 'ARTS
9:0 PASSAIC AVE

KEEP LACKING
THE ATTACK!

Btf' *I RE

WAR ECNDS

EAST NEWAEK. N. J.
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froffit.. FORMICA MET THE TEST

Thousands of American war planes, their vital
electrical systems dependant on Formica insu-
lating parts, have stood up to the humidity and
heat of the jungle. They stood equally well the
dry substratosphere cold on the way.

For Formica is available in insulating grades
that do not change dimensions with changes
in temperature, whose efficiency is not reduced
by moisture absorption. Some of them permit
very slight losses at high frequencies - and

they will do most of the work of ceramics.
Yet they are easily and readily machined -
adapted for fast mass production methods.
War time experience has provided better insu-
lating grades of Formica than were ever avail-
able before. Let us tell you about them now.

"The Formica Story" is a moving picture in
color showing the qualities of Formica, how it
is made and how it is used. Available for
meetings of engineers and business groups.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY, 4661 SPRING GROVE AVENUE, CINCINNATI, 0.
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BRAZING & SOLDERING

BONDING GLASS TO METAL

MANY users of electronic heaters are not getting the right com-
bination of high frequency and low cost . . . because their

heater units were not designed for their particular applications.
The secret of economy and efficiency in high frequency heating

is to be sure your unit gives you the correct power -and -frequency
selections for the operation involved. Very often one of our machines
- costing only a few hundred dollars - will prove more efficient and
economical in operation than a larger unit costing thousands.

IS YOUR HEATER A POWER -WASTER?

Whether your heating operations require large or small units, we
can give you the RIGHT unit for your applications. You need not
use a "misfit" that gives you an incorrect power and frequency
selection. Scientific Electronic units usually pay for themselves many
times over in savings.

Note the wide range of power -and -frequency combinations our
equipment offers. Before you buy an Electronic heater, investigate
the advantages our units afford. Write today for detailed information.

S.

.4 DIVISION OF "5" CORRUGATED QUENCHED GAP COMPANY

119 Monroe Street Garfield, New Jersey

MELTING METALS

BOMBARDING TUBES

Our equipment of-
fers you a selection
of frequencies up to
300 megacycles -
and the following
power range, with
stepless control from
zero to full load:

3 Kw
5 Kw
7', Kw
10 Kw

12', Kw
15 Kw

18 Kw

25 Kw
40 Kw
100 Kw

Manufacturers of Vacuum Tube and Spark Gap Converters since 1921.

ELECTRONICS - July 1944
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aluminum base

master

audiodiscs
By authority of WPB, we are again able to fill orders
for aluminum base Audiodiscs for professional use in
all grades, 12 inch and larger. This is particularly
good news for those who process Master Audiodiscs.
Sizes for this use are 12, 13V4 and 171/4 inches.

Also available in aluminum in 12 and 16 inch size are
the first.quality Red Label Audiodiscs (double and sin-
gle face), the high quality Yellow Label Audiodiscs,
and Reference utility discs for test curs, filing, etc.

Your request for our current price list for aluminum
and glass base Audiodiscs will receive prompt attention;
and orders will be filled in the sequence received. Audio
Devices. Inc., 114 Madison Ave.. New York 22, N. Y.

50
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Night and Day-Round the Clock

RADIO MESSAGES via WILCOX!
Whether it is a military mission or a sched-

uled flight of a commercial air liner... there

can be no failures in radio communications.

Now, both military and commercial aircraft

all over the world communicate via Wilcox.

For many years Wilcox dependability has

been proved under all operating conditions.

V!)
WILCOX ELECTRIC

COMPANY
llwoolneturers of limbo Equipment

Fourteenth & Chestnut Kansas City, Mo.
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Ai
PHILO T.

FARNSWORTH
Originator of

Electronic Television

E. M. MARTIN E. H. VOGEL E. A. NICHOLAS J. P. ROGERS B. RAY CUMMINGS
Secretary and Vice President President Vice President Vice President

Counsel Sales Treasurer Engineering

FARNSWORTH EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Look to the Future

W. J. AVERY
Export

PAUL II. HARTMANN
Assistant Treasurer

MADISON CAWEIN
Research

E. J. HENDRICKSON
Sales

REESE KENNAUGH
Superintendent

Marion

J.H. MYERS
Controller

J. C. FERGUSON
Chief Engineer

Fort Wayne

E. M. HOEY
Order Service

E. S. NEEDLER
Purchasing

JOHN S. GARCEAU
Advertising

I. C. HUNTER
Sales

F. B. OSTMAN
Service

WITH THESE

MEN!

R. C. JENKINS
General

Superintendent

J. H. PRESSLEY
Chief Engine

Marion

GLENN KELSO
Superintendent

Fart Wayne

A. E. SIBLEY
Credit

They were veterans when they joined
Farnsworth 5 years ago! These 21 men in the Farnsworth
headquarters organization today are all in the same im-
portant positions they took in 1939 when Farnsworth
expanded its research and entered into radio production.

This intact staff is a true indication of the sound plan-
ning and development within the Farnsworth organization.

These men are planning post-war products and services
and policies now - natural developments of our 19 years

of research in the electronics field . . . in television, radio
and phonographic reproduction.

After the war, Farnsworth will be in a strong position
to work with you in all phases of radio and television
transmission and reception. Farnsworth accomplishments
have received high recognition. Farnsworth possibilities
in the future are unlimited.
* FIRST POPULAR INTERPRETATION OF TELEVISION *
Write for copies of "The Story of Electronic Television." Prepared for
the public, it should be useful to you.

JE'ARNSWOR TH
Farnsworth Television & Radio Corporation. Fort Wayne 1. Indiana Farnsworth Radio and Television Transmitters and
Receivers Aircraft Radio Equipment Farnsworth Television Tubes  The Farnsworth Phonograph -Radio  The Capehart
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"A" SECTOR

RADIO TRANSMITTER
SENDING CONTINUOUS
DOTS AND DASHES

AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC
SWITCH TIMED TO
SEND 'A"AND "N"

ISIGNALS TO
DIRECTIONAL
LOOPS

THE BEAM

OVERLAPPING "A"
AND"N"SIGNALS
PRODUCE STEADY
TONE. DIVERGANCE
FROM COURSE
BRINGS OUT ONE LETTER
OVER THE OTHER

"N "S EC TO R
MN 

PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS PHOTO

COMMERCIAL AIRLINES keep the beam

"on the beam" with built-in CONSTANT VOLTAGE
Miles above familiar landmarks,with
vision obliterated by fog, sleet or
storm clouds, the steady, fused tone
of the "dot dash-dash dot" in the
head phones is like a soothing sym-
phony to the ears of the airplane
pilot. A fading, disrupted signal
spells danger.

Thus you will find SOLA Constant
Voltage Transformers operating the
directional beams of most commer-
cial air lines, and the instrument
landing equipment of the C.A.A.
Without this constancy of operating
voltage, a steady projection of radio
beams is impossible.

Radio range stations must neces-
sarily be in constant operation and
fully automatic. In most instances

they are located at great distances
from the airports. Anything short of
instantaneous adjustment of the
voltage fluctuations would be unac-
ceptable to these instruments, too
sensitive to tolerate variations ex-
ceeding ± 1%.

SOLA Constant Voltage Transform-
ers were selected for this important
assignment because of their depend-
able automatic operation. They have
no tubes or net -works to get out of
order-they require no manual su-
pervision-they are self -protecting
against short circuit-they instantly
reduce voltage fluctuations as great
as 30% to safe operating limits.

In designing any device depend-
ent on precise input voltage, the de-

Constafreek rrners

sign engineer's responsibility does
not end with specifying the oper-
ating voltage on the label.

It is the designer's responsibility
to the user to assure the availability
of rated voltage at all times, by
building automatic voltage control
into the unit-or to instruct the
user as to how constant voltage
might be obtained for those devices
not so equipped.

SOLA Constant Voltage Transform-
ers are available in standard units
with capacities ranging from 10VA
to 15KVA. As a built-in part of
electrically operated instruments or
devices, special units can be custom
built to exact product design speci-
fications.

I

To Manufacturers:
Built-in voltage control guaran-
tees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on
details of design specifications.

Ask for Bulletin DC11.74

Transformers for: Constant Voltage  Cold Cathode Lighting  Mercury Lamps  Series Lighting  Fluorescent Lighting  X -Ray Equipment  Luminous Tube SignsOil Burner Ignition  Radio  Power  Controls  Signal Systems  Door Bells and Chimes  etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 Clybourn Ave., Chicago 14, III.
ELECTRONICS -July 1944
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74 ae.,ed dear
MOLDED PAPER CAPACITORS

MOLDED PAPER VERSUS MICA CAPACITORS
-wartime equipment has definitely proven the ability of Micamold Molded

Paper Capacitors to function satisfactorily in by-pass, coupling and filter applica-

tions above .001 mfd. As strategic mica is scarce, Micamold Molded Paper

Capacitors not only fill the breach but materially assist in maintaining the flow

of equipment to the Armed Services.

MOLDED VERSUS METAL HOUSED PAPER CAPACITORS
-here again Micamold Molded Paper Capacitors serve as adequate alternates for

capacities of .25 mfd. or less. As compared to metal encased paper capacitor the

plastic molded types save space, weight and cost.

IN BOTH CASES
-considerable economies in time, labor and materials have resulted. Manufac-
turers who utilize Micamold Molded Paper Capacitors instead of mica and metal
housed paper types can effect substantial savings in their own production.

Manufacturing facilities have been further increased ...
prompt deliveries of large production quantities.

IF YOU HAVE A CONDENSER DESIGN PROBLEM, CALL ON MICAMOLD . . .

we design and build molded paper and mica, oil and electrolytic capacitors for all
radionic and electrical applications. We will be glad to cooperate with you on

any project ... for war or postwar assignments.

NO LET-UP AND
NO LET -DOWN...
KEEP BUYING MORE

WAR BONDS

MICAMOLD RADIO CORPORATION
1087 FLUSHING AVENUE BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.
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Callite filament ruggedness is no Ica'''!'    

rgaup
spEcuumpri ur hard glass leads, tungsten and molybdenum wire, rod and sheet,

.14t..t formed parts and other components for eletttronic tubes and incandescent lamps.

I

careful processing of tube components, backed
by C -T's long experience in tungsten metal-
lurgy. You, too, can rely on us as a depend-

able source of supply. Callite
Tungsten Corporation, 544

Thirty-ninth Street, Union
City, N. J. Branch Offices:
Chicago, Cleveland.

CALLITE THORIATED TUNGSTEN FILAMENTS con-

tain the right proportions of tungsten and tho-
rium to give the required electronic emission
plus the rugged strength to withstand severe
vibration and shock. ( That's why the Hytron
Corporation of Salem, Mass., chose Callite
filaments for instant -heating tubes used
not only in police radio cars but also in
many radio -equipped vehicles of the
Armed Forces as well. Callite thoriated
tungsten filaments make it possible to con-
serve battery power during stand-by periods
when the transmitter is turned off. Manufac-
turers of heavy duty tubes appreciate Callite's

*Out of this wrecked Sacra-
mento police squad car

which collided with a truck,
a mobile transmitter, equipped

with Hytron Tubes, emerged
intact although mounted near the

point of impact! Hytron Tubes types HY65 and HY31Z
employ Callite 20 milligram thoriated tungsten filaments.
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STRUTHERS-DUNN
INC.

5,288
TYPES OF

RELAYS
Each available in

countless coil combinations

1321 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.
DISTRICT ENGINEERING OFFICES: ATLANTA BALTIMORE BOSTON BUFFALO  :CHICAGO CINCINNATI CLEVELAND

DALLAS  DENVER  DETROIT  HARTFORD  INDIANAPOLIS  LOS ANGELES  MINNEAPOLIS  MONTREAL
NEW YORK PITTSBURGH ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE SYRACUSE TORONTO WASHINGTON
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WAir 4e**Es I
WHAT WILL THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL DO TOMORROW?

The fabled princes of Hindustan or the wealthy
Nizam off Hyderabad never owned a gem more
valuable.

The quartz crystal is doing more than rubies
or emeralds to protect our way of life against
the aggressor.

Cut into tiny wafers the quartz crystal is per-
forming with merit wherever fixed radio fre-
quencies are a "must".

Federal is mass producing
frequency control crystals
for military use. How many
difficult jobs they are doing
is a war secret. But their ver-
satility is unlimited.

Even now-in the great FTR
research laboratories - men
are finding new uses for

GCO Megatherm, Fed-
eral's pioneering
induction and
dielectric heating
equipment, is gm-
ing outstanding
prostate:ion line per.
forrea ace in the
metals, plastics,
food. textile and
other industries.

quartz crystals - pointing the way to wide-
spivad industrial and civilian use after the war
i& won.

Not alone in communications - but in such
widespread applications as precision timing
and measuring devices, television, supersonics,
pressure gauges, filters, generators, 'Induction
heating devices and automatic control equip-
ment, crystals will find new uses . .. a war gem
will become a peacetime servant.

To achieve mass production
Federal has installed new
machinery and new methods
to speed crystals on their way
to war-and will continue to
be a leader in crystal produc-
tion. Now is the time to get
to know Federal.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corp/fat/6w
Newark 1, N. J.



THE 1\1
FOR USE WITH CONDENSER WELDERS A SIMILAR DEVICES

Electronically transfers

r4**, COMPLETE, READY FOR USE

NO MECHANICAL PARTS

LOW INITIAL COST

HIGH EFFICIENCY

Unit employs the new TRIGNITRON in a
new and simplified Trignitrol circuit. The
TRIGNITRON is not affected by flashbacks and
consequently .requires no flashback protec-
tion. An important saving in welder design.

maximum

Superseding the usual switching
mechanism for discharging the

condenser through the welding trans-
former, the TRIGNITRON discharges the
condenser electronically. In this way,
all energy is transferred from the con-
denser to the welder.

The TRIGNITRON operates on the prin-
ciple of a mercury pool conduction tube
fired capacitively by a small, compact
low -power trigger circuit. When the ex -

energy to the welders!

ternal relay circuit is closed, a pulse is
applied to the tube which fires once,
discharging the condenser bank through
the load.

Regardless of the time interval that the
external contactor is held closed, the
tube will not fire again until the con-
tactor is opened and reclosed. The de-
vice can be fired as fast as the condenser
bank can be recharged. Deliveries are
prompt on rated orders.

This device and the TRIGNITRON used therein are licensed for ex-

clusive use in welding equipment under the U.S. Pat. 2,287,541.

Other patents pending.

A PRODUCT 0 F

ELECTRONIC POWER COMPANY, INC.
19 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK 18, NEW YORK
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Behind Chicago Telephone Supply Company are many years of

intensive research and the development of a scientific manufac-

turing organization devoted to high standards in the mass pro-

duction of variable resistors, both wire wound and carbon types.

MeirARW.46tiCrirliEr...5 Oit atafitv
riCier tGlilt"C.4(4.1ttiCece aPapl.,,PW-4114tS t e

VARIABLE RESISTORS, PLUGS, JACKS, SWITCHES, TELEPHONE GENERATORS, RINGERS

REPRESENTATIVES BRANCH OFFICES
R. W. Farris

2600 Grand Avenue
Kansas City 8, Missouri

Phone: Victory 3070

Frank A. Emmet Co.
2837 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles 6, California

S. J. Hutchinson, Jr.
401 North Broad Street

Philadelphia 8, Pennsylvania
Phone: Walnut 5369

IN CANADA
C. C. Meredith P. Co.
Streetsville, Ontario
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A New Design That Puts
More Instrument into Less Space

These new, internal -pivot instruments were developed to fill a vital
need-particularly in the radio and aircraft fields-the need for com-
pactness. They are thin-in most ratings, less than 1 inch deep.

More important is the way their thinness was achieved. In the
sketch below, see how the pivots are solidly anchored to the inside
of the armature shell so they cannot work loose. The moving parts
are permanently aligned with stationary parts by bolting the core
assembly, to a one-piece cast-comol magnet.

Other features are: large -radius pivots, high torque and good damp-
ing, lightweight moving element, and ample clearances. Added up,
they give you an instrument well able to withstand vibration and
hold its rated accuracy, one that is fast on response and easy to read
accurately-a design that packs all-round fine performance in a small
space.

For ratings, price, and dimensions, ask our nearest office for Bulletin
GEA-4064, which covers instruments for radio and other communica-
tions equipment; or Bulletin GEA-4117, which describes those suitable
for naval aircraft. General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

Invest in
your future

BUY WAR BONDS

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

ELECTRICAL

MEASUREMENT

PIVOT SECURED
TO OUTSIDE

Of YARMDINGATUREAR

CONVENTIONAL

.820"

GENERAL

For radio and other communica-
tions service: Type DW-51 d -c
voltmeters, ammeters, milliam-
meters, and rricroamrr eters/ Type
DW-52 radiofrequen:y ammeters
(a -c thermocouple -type). Cases
are brass or molded Textolite.

Type DW-53 d -c vo tmeters, am-
meters, and volt -ammeters that are
specially designed to measure
voltage anc current it battery and
battery -charging circuits on naval
aircraft. They meet applicable
Navy specifications.

INTERNAL-PPICT

AfMattlfe, COM,
control springs,

pwots, iewels,

balance
weights, and

pointer lorm a single, sell -

contained unit,
all parts

of which are
supported by

cast-comol magnet.

ELECTRIC

July 1944 - ELECTRONICS
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The Mrnys
SCR -299's

went ashore
with the wave of Allied assault troops that split

1

the 2nd front
wide open.

These mobile radio units
rolled up on the beachhead

early

t
.

in the
battle to

serve as vitally important
front line communications

weapons
to coot

dinate
and direct the striking pov,rer

of the land, sea and ate
forces. ..In truck or duck,

the hand rafters
SCR and

go anywhere
and are turdY

enough to withstand

front line action. Highly
dependable

and powerful,
they "get the message

through."

hallitrafters
Rit010

THE NALLICRAFIERS
CO MANUFACTURERS

OF RADIO

AND ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT,

CHICAGO
16, U. S A

-7 \
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.. to CRYSTAL CLEANING
THIS is an actual photograph

of the centrifugal air drier,
or "spinner," used in Bliley pro-
duction to facilitate clean han-
dling of crystals during finishing
and testing operations. Quartz
blanks are dried in 5 seconds in
this device which is powered
with an air motor and spins at
15,000 r.p.m.

Little things like lint or mi-
croscopic amounts of foreign
material can have a serious
effect on crystal performance.
The "spinner" eliminates the
hazards encountered when
crystals are dried with towels

and makes certain that the fin-
ished product has the long
range reliability required and
expected in Bliley crystals.

This technique is only one
small example of the methods
and tests devised by Bliley En-
gineers over a long period of
years. Our experience in every
phase of quartz piezoelectric ap-
plication is your
assurance of de-
pendable and
accurate crystals
that meet the test
of time.

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY - - ERIE, PA.
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SHERRON TELEVISION TEST EQUIPMENT

10.+ .

Key to Quality Control at All 3 Points

AT POINT OF

AT POINT OF

AT POINT OF

MANUFACTURE

TRANSMISSION

FIELD SERVICE

Sherron Test Equipment qualifies as indispensable
to manufacturers of television transmitting and re-
ceiving apparatus . . . and operators of television
stations. With this equipment on the job, no error
can creep in undetected. No flaw can slip by un-
noticed. Every characteristic of quality is accounted
for-all along the line . . . In their automatic, all -
seeing, all-knowing alertness, Sherron Test Units
are invaluable in forestalling operational break-
downs in television efficiency . . . at point of manu-
facture . . . at point of transmission . . . at point of
field service.

Sherron
Electronics

LABORATORY  DESIGN  DEVELOPMEN
MANUFACTURING . . The full-scoped faCili-
ties and specialized skills of Sherron Electronics
are available to manufacturers of television equip-
ment:and operators of television stations.

SHERRON METALLIC CORP.
01 FLUSHING MENU BROOKLYN 6 N._

"WHERE THE IDEAL IS- THE STANDARD, SiERRON TEST UNITS ARE OUIPMENT"

11101111111.10
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ERIE Type 370 Silver Button Mica Condensers
have proven to be ideal components for V.H.F.

and U.H.F. applications where short ribbon -type
leads, low series inductance, and compactness
are requisite factors. Their efficiency and quality
have been thoroughly established through prac-
tical service, in large quantities since 1941.

These small condensers consist essentially of
a stack of silvered mica sheets encased in a silver
plated housing. The housing forms one terminal,
the other terminal being connected to the center
of the stack, thus providing the shortest possible
electrical path to and from the capacitor.

A wide selection of terminal and mounting
designs is available to provide both feed -through
and by-pass connections. Capacity ranges and
electrical characteristics are given above.

Complete technical information will be sent
to interested engineers on request.

CHARACTERISTICS

CAPACITY RANGE:
15 to 500 MMF at 1 mc.

POWER FACTORS:
.08% max. for capacity tolerance ± 5% or
closer (for resonant circuit applications).
.12% max. for capacity tolerance over ±
(for by-pass and blocking use).

MAX. WORKING VOLTAGE:
350 Volts A.C., 500 Volts D.C.
Flash Test (2 seconds) 1,000 Volts D.C.
Leakage Resistance, Over 10,000 megohms.

*PATENTED

4 Elea/UW4d 7,44.thuewry,-
ANY

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
TOR HIGH ACHIEVEMENT

IN WAR PRODUCTION LONDON, ENGLAND TORONTO, CANADA

* * * Let's All Back The uy EXTRA War Bond
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YESTERDAY
and

TODAY! .

Before Pearl Harbor, the leading line of
sectional and telescopic antennas used

by manufacturers of automobiles, radios
and portable radios carried the WARD
trademark.

Of course, today, all production is going
to further the war effort, and men in tanks,
planes, command cars-in communication
units of all kinds-are becoming familiar
with the name of WARD. It appears on an-
tennas used on communication equipment
all over the fighting front.

The expertness of design and manufac-
ture that made WARD the leader in the
pre-war period and during wartime, is
being supplemented by knowledge gained
from the war effort. After the armistice is
signed, there will be new and improved
products. If the use or specifying of aeri-
als is included in your post-war planning,
or if you are a distributor, look to WARD!

14-;ix17

THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION

1523 E. 45TH STREET, CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Yes! It actually happens. Canadian families are now hearing
the voices of their own loved ones on the battlefronts, thanks
to a program service originated by the Overseas News Service
of CBC. This enterprising and much appreciated service con-
sists of recordings made right on the scene of battle, the actual
sounds of battle forming a terrible background. The record-
ings are rushed to Algiers, short -waved either via London or
direct to Ottawa, where they are re-recorded, and sent out over
the CBC leased lines. All this is made possible by the use of
PRESTO Recording Equipment, which is used throughout the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.

Presto Recording Corporation, New York 19, N. Y., U.S. A.
Worlds Largest Manufacturers of Instanta-
neous Sound Recording Equipment and Disci

41 -

Right on the field of battle is the CBC truck
with its Presto recorder taking down the
sounds of battle, the words of Canadian men
doing the fighting . . .

. . . Transmitted by short wave to BBC in
London, the broadcast is re-recorded on one
of the fifty complete Presto recording instal-
lations in the British Isles ...

Short -waved again, this time to CBC in
Ottawa, the battle -recorded broadcast is
then sent over wire lines to the stations on
the CBC networks across the Dominion.
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(CORNELL- DUBI11ER pioneers its

designs on the drafting board of experience

SAtacesrA the yea/e4, Cornell-Dubilier has
keyed its design to the needs and require-
ments of the radio and electronic industries.

When the accelerated demands of war
came, C -D was prepared with the ex-
perience, the skills and the equipment
needed. For 34 years C -D research
engineers have been active partners
with equipment manufacturers. To
supply their requirements, C -D has
expanded from one plant in 1940 to
six plants today.

The tremendous increase in produc-
tion has not affected the high quality
of C -D Capacitors. Their inherent
stamina has been battle -tested in
countless war applications. The finest
materials, the same care thru every
step of construction, produces the
dependability which makes C -D's the

choice of 4 out of 5 engineers. Con-
sult us in the design stages
of your product, we
will gladly contrib-
ute our knowledge
and experience.
Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, N.J.

C -D HIGH POWER

TRANSMITTER TYPE 59

For use as grid, plate blocking, coupling, tank
and by-pass applications in high power trans-
mitters. Low -loss, glazed ceramic cylindrical
case. Can be mounted in any position. Series
or parallel combinations obtained by bolting
terminal ends together. Send for details.

Cornell-Dultszlier Capacitors
MICA DYKANOL PAPER WET AND DRY ELECTROLYTICS
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
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SYLVANIA "LOCK -IN"

RECEIVING TUBES

 STANDARD TYPE

RECEIVING TUBES

STROBOTRONS

CATHODE RAY TUBES

THERMOCOUPLE TUBES

MINIATURE RADIO

RECEIVING TUBES

Cote Yierneketti

eFite eiaffilteist ..,4"erellete elaicam

That working principle in radio tubes and related
fluorescent and incandescent lamps won Sylvania many
important wartime assignments in electronic develop-
ment and manufacture. Now Sylvania manufactures
many different types of electron tubes other than radio
to the same high standard. A few of them are .shown
here. There are many more, some of which are still on
the restricted list. For information, write to Sylvania,
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.Y.

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
500 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

41 GAS VOLTAGE

REGULATOR TUBES

MINIATURE AND

STANDARD SIZE

RADIO

TUBE PARTS

WELDS AND LEADS 10.

TRANSMITTING TUBES

PIRANI TUBES

POWER MEASUREMENT

TUBES

FACSIMILE

RECORDING TUBES
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TRANSFORMERS
Ao meet titiko/e/lie etynvmemica/&414

eirtilvmewt 4Aecifiettlitow4

Consolidated Radio Products Company specializes in 400 cycle transformers to
meet Army and Navy spec ifications on airborne communications equiprne-rt, and

also, supplies prime contractors of the Signal Corps and Maritime :omm ssion.

Greatly expanded production facilities on a wide range of smal and medium
transformers include Pulse Transformers, Solenoid Coils, iearch

Coils. Other products include Range Filters and ieadsets.

Consolidated Engineers will also design transformers
for special applications or will build to your

specifications.
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/0,000
Small things are often of major impor-
tance-and mean the difference between
success and failure. Utah Parts, for in-
stance, must be accurate to the most
minute detail. Even an error so small as
one ten -thousandth of an inch could re-
sult in faulty operation.

This marvelous instrument, the meas-
uring microscope, makes it possible for
Utah engineers to spot errors in work-
manship-no matter how slight. They
are able to make infallible measurements
to the ten -thousandths of an inch -just
one reason for the split -hair accuracy

ever see
of an inch?

of Utah Parts wherever they are used.
Utah's outstanding name for depend-

ability and long life is due to the pains-
taking inspection, ever watchful surveil-
lance and complete testing. These "traits"
in Utah's character have been of prime
importance in adapting the many war -
born miracles of radio and electronics to
today's military needs. They will be just
as important in transforming them to
commercial uses tomorrow.

* * *
Every Product Made for the Trade, by
Utah,IsThoroughlyTested and Approved

Keyed to "tomorrow's" demands: Utah transformers,

speakers, vibrators, vitreous enamel f

plugs, jacks, switches and

s, wirewound controls,

electric motors.

Utah Radio Products Company, 857 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, Ill.
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Intelin Ultra High
qmency Coaxial Cable,
developed and martulac.
tared by Federal, hay
extreme ruggedness a
meeti all specific°,
with precision. attar'
uniformity and 'deP
4i4

FEDERAL HAS DEVELOPED
THE FIRST NITROGEN PURIFIER

No oxidation, no contamination,
no moisture!

Another Federal First adds extra
performance guarantees to FIR
vacuum tubes.

In a corner of the new FTR tube
plant is this automatic nitrogen
purifier. During the process of
sealing the anode to the stem,
the elements. of every FTR tube
are now protected from oxidation,
contamination and moisture in a

INVEST IN THE FUTURE - BUY WAR BONDS

scientifically controlled atmos-
phere of automatically mixed ni-
trogen and hydrogen.

Here is another reason why you
get higher operating efficiency
and still longer life when you use
FTR tubes. Another evidence of
the ability, brains and technical
understanding which have earned
the reputation that "Federal al-
ways has made better tubes."

Now is the time to know Federal.

Newark 1, N. J.



Le

404-1 "ee/ Lepel Units are
Instantly Ready for Peacetime Jobs
Industries using Lepel Induction Heating
for war production will enjoy this important
advantage when the time comes for con-
version to peace -time operation:

Regardless of whether their Lepel Units
have been used for hardening, annealing,
stress relieving, soldering, brazing or melt-
ing, they can instantly be swung over to any
of these operations on post-war products. No
conversion whatever will be required other
than a simple change of load coils which may
be required to accommodate the new product.

Furthermore, Lepel users will continue to
enjoy the many advantages of Lepel High
Frequency Induction Heating in
 phenomenal savings of time and cost
 localized heating for hardening with prac-

tically no distortion and no change in the

metal structure outside the treated areas
 simplification of the most intricate solder-

ing and brazing operations into quick,
simple jobs, producing cleaner, neater and
stronger joints

 accurate control of temperature and
time cycles - either manually or auto-
matically - assuring quality and uniform-
ity rarely attained by other practices.
absolute cleanliness - freedom from dirt,
smoke, fumes and heat

 safety and dependability
Keep these facts in mind in your post-war

planning - and in your quest for better
methods of handling current work. A Lepel
field engineer will be pleased to call to dis-
cuss the advantages and details of Lepel
Heating applied to your specific jobs.

LEPEL HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES, INC.
PIONEERS IN INDUCTION HEATING

39 WEST 60th STREET NEW YORK 23, N. Y.

/'s,f -
HIGH FREQUENCY INDUCTION HEATING UNITS
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For many years, it has been Raytheon's
privilege to provide electronic and indus-
trial concerns with the finest equipment
and tubes that loyal craftsmen could design
and build. * * * Since December 7th, 1941,
we have accepted a major responsibility ...
supplying our armed forces with eectronic
and electrical apparatus in quantities to
bring victory sooner. * * * Even before
Pearl Harbor, close cooperation with the
Armed Services of the United States had
resulted in new production techniques

and the design of new, superior products.
These new devices have been credited with
helping to turn the tide of battle. * * * We
find double satisfaction in the task per-
formed today. Developing and producing
advanced equipment assures us that our
boys are adequately equipped with superior
military devices. It also means these respon-
sibilities have greatly added to our abilities
to serve industry as designers and builders
of electronic equipment and tubes when

VW< peace comes.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING

6.-fmrzirnr
Waltham and Newton, Massachusetts
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EVERY foot of electrical wire and cable
used in your product has its special

function to perform. Its efficiency depends
on how well the particular size, shape, ma-
terial and insulation of the wire has been
selected, how carefully it has been engi-
neered. That's why it's important to you
to know of the wide manufacturing facil-

SARNIA, ONTARIO

ities and the expert engineering assistance
available to you at Auto-Lite. The reputa-
tion for dependability that has been earned
by Auto-Lite products is your best guide
when you are searching for a solution to a
wire or cable problem. For complete in-
formation address your inquires to

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY
Wire Division PORT HURON, MICH.

TUNE IN AUTO-LITE'S RADIO SHOW "EVERYTHING FOR THE BOYS" - TUESDAY NIGHT-NBC NETWORK
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YOUR AIRPORT
. . whether it be a way -station or a terminal on the HIGHWAYS OF THE AIR,

requires radio facilities especially designed for the services you offer. Without adequate
radio equipment your airport cannot perform its proper function.

DESIGN: Fortified by years of experience
in designing airway and airport radio equip-
ment, RADIO RECEPTOR engineers offer you
a vast store of specialized knowledge.

MANUFACTURE: Civilian radio equip-
ment manufactured by RADIO RECEPTOR
meets the same high standards as set for
CAA and the Armed Forces, and will be pro-
duced by the same personnel.

INSTALLATION: RADIO RECEPTOR has
complete facilities for the installation, if de-
sired, of equipment in any part of the world.
Tropical installations receive special attention.

SERVICE: RADIO RECEPTOR equipment
does not become an "orphan" when once it
is installed. Periodic inspections and emer-
gency service are provided for in all sections
of the United States.

PLAN: Send for your Airport Radio Questionnaire, and let us help
you plan adequate radio equipment for your airport . . . NOW!
Non -technical booklet, "HIGHWAYS OF THE AIR," available on request. Address Desk E.

WE INVITE AN OPPORTUNITY TO COOPERATE WITH ENGINEERS, CONSULTANTS AND LOCAL CONTRACTORS

RADIO RECEPTOR CO., INC 251 WEST 9th

11

STREET

NEW YORK , N. Y.
Engineers and Manufacturers of Airway and Airport Radio Equipment Radio Navigation Aids Airport Traffic Controls

SINCE 1 9 2 2 IN R ADIO AND ELECTRONICS
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MANUFACTURERS OF

MECHANICAL -ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

FOR RADIONICS

Although Mec-Rad is a new name in the field, Our organization has

a wide background of experience in designing and producing intri-

cate mechanical -electrical components for radionics. Today we are

100% on war production, manufacturing high -frequency precision

parts for the radionic equipment of our armed forces. After the war

our specialized engineering "know-how" and plant facilities will

be available for the development and manufacture of similar peace-

time products for the electronic industries.

DIVISION -BLACK INDUSTRIES
1400 EAST 222ND STREET CLEVELAND 17, OHIO
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Lumarith` insulation...

guards against

BLACK HAND OF CORROSION

LUMARITH (cellulose acetate) insulation is especially
effective in resisting electro-chemical oxidation wher-
ever electrical equipment must operate in a highly
humidified atmosphere. A textile mill spinning -room
provides an excellent example. Here humidity must
be adequate to keep down static electricity, and con-
tactor coils especially have been known to burn out
prematurely due to moisture -induced corrosion. The
use of Lumarith insulation guards against this trouble.

Lumarith films for moisture -resisting wrappers and
layer insulation, and Lumarith dip coats have excellent
dielectric and physical strength and are low in mois-
ture absorption. The films are furnished plain or with

a special mat finish which is easy to see and prevents
slipping of wires-important winding advantages.

"Lumarith for the Electrical Industry" is a booklet
worth studying. Send for your copy. Celanese Cellu-
loid Corporation, a division of Celanese Corporation
of America, 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

U. S. Pat. Off.

LUMARITH
c,16,,a/ne 9iaatze,
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MODEL 402
MULTIPLIER

0.00002 TO 10,000 VOLTS
This enormous range of voltages-five hundred
million to one-is accurately covered by our
Model 300 Electronic Voltmeter and some of the
accessories shown above. Frequency range 10 to
150,000 cycles. Accuracy 2% over most of the
range. AC operation. Five decade ranges with
logarithmic scale make readings especially easy.
Uniform decibel scale also provided. May also
be used as a highly stable amplifier, 70 DB
gain, flat to 150,000 cycles.

MODEL 220
DECADE

AMPLIFIER

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES, INC.
BOONTON, NE V4 JERSEY, U.S:A.
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Never Underestimate a Spring
iiHOUGH a spring may be small, its
importance can be out of all propor-

tion to its size and cost. Design and Manu-
facture are not necessarily difficult. Usually
the tough job is to find the right spring for
a specific application, considering the cost
and tolerances allowable. This sometimes
means boiling down elusive ideas of what
the spring should do to concrete purposes
from which specifications can be con-
structed. Clarifying the problem in these
cases ie not a job for amateurs, hut for a

scientific spring maker. Research and cal-
culation, mathematics and metallurgy, sta-
tistical control of quality, and unusual and
original testing and inspection methods may
all have to he recruited in the development
of the right spring for your application.

But on such springs you can confidently
rest the performance and reputation of
your products . . . without a cloud of un-
certainty over your head or a lump in your
throat. Remember . . . now, and in the
future, springs made right, make good!

THE GARTER SPRING-one of a number of basic spring designs, is essentially an extension spring. It is sometimes

used as a belt to drive light machines, more often to produce a radial force as in the case of packing ring segments.

WHEN THE WHISTLES OF VICTORY BLOW

... and the Axis starts spinning, a

mite of the credit will go to springs
on Allied equipment. Some of these
springs were designed from the
Hunter Data Book, a copy of which
should be at your fingertips. Your
signature on your Company let-
terhead brings a free copy to you
promptly. You'll find it useful.

HUNTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, LANSDALE, PENNA.
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precision, versatility and
speed in chemical and
physical determination by
X-RAY DIFFRACTION

In X -Ray Diffraction, Industry has at hand
an indispensable means for quick, accu-
rate, chemical and physical determinations,
by graphic demonstration of the actual
microscopic structure of materials.

The Picker Diffraction X -Ray Unit offers to
the scientific and engineering professions
an apparatus of the utmost precision, con-
venience and versatility. Four types of
Diffraction Cameras are shown, mounted
on ways with perfect reference edges to
insure consistently accurate alignment. The
Unit is also readily adaptable for use with
any special cameras such as the Weissen-
berg for single crystal analysis. Transformer
and tube are water cooled, permitting
continuous operation.

PICKER X-RAY
DIFFRACTION APPARATUS.
Two portal low filtration beryllium window
Continuous operation - tube and transformer
water cooled
Operation fully automatic-control 5 KV to 50 KV
in 20 steps

X -Ray tubes with targets of different elements
are available and interchangeable
Concealed insulated water lines to minimize
condensation

Concealed storage compartment for X -Ray tubes,
cameras, and accessories

Picker X -Ray Corporation manufactures industrial
X -Ray equipment covering every phase of appli-
cation . . . radiography, fluoroscopy, diffraction.

sets the pace in x-ray

PICKER X-RAY corporation
300 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
WAITE MFG. DIVISION  CLEVELAND 12, OHIO

BRANCHES AND SERVICE DEPOTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U. S. A. AND CANADA
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The Laue Camera is used for the observation
of preferred orientation of grains or fiber
textures and the study of cold work and
recrystallization.

Typical Laue Camera. Diffraction
Pattern; shows preferred orientation.

The Back Reflection Camera is used for
precise measurement of lattice constants,
measurement of surface stresses, obierva-
tion of distortion in crystals and the deter-
mination of composition of solid solution
alloys. Sample and film may be rotated
by motor.

Typical Back Reflection Camera
Diffraction Pattern

For routine identification of substances or
unknowns the 70 mm. Powder Camera is
used. Specimen can be rotated by motor.

Typical 70 mm. Powder Camera
Diffraction Pattern.

For more precise measurement of lattice
constants and the determination of alloy
constitution diagrams, and for studies where
the highest resolution is required, the 200
mm. Powder Camera is used. Specimen can
be oscillated or rotated by motor.

Typical 200 mm."Powder Camera Diffraction Pattern.
Note the greater resolution of lines as compared
with the 70 mm. pattern of the same area above.

YOUR LOCAL PICKER ENGINEER IS AS NEAR
AS YOUR PHONE - OR USE THIS COUPON

LADE CAMERA

BACK REFLECTION CAMERA

70 mm. POWDER CAMERA
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Right-KT Ter-
minal Strip.Strips of
binding posts
mounted in
bakelite can be
had in any num-
ber of pairs
specified.

  * .  eaaaaa els a a td? !!'.
11)-4. (1:1 1[4' ICq.6. er <

Right-Type KS
Terminal Strip is
similar to the K
Strip except
that it is fur-
nished with a
row of solder
clips under the
nuts. Fanning
strip is optional.

Below-Type 55 Ter-
minal Strip for in-
terior low voltage
circuits. For mount-
ing in instrument
boxes and test cab-
inets.

Below-Type 65 Terminal Strip-
Bakelite base, tinned brass connec-
tors, furnished in various lengths.

Lef-Type K Dis-
tribiting Strip com-
b ned with insulated
metal fanning strip
-a moulded bake-
lite, strip of high in-
sulating value and
great strength.
Studs of non-corro-
s've, high tensile
strength metal. Can
be furnished in ex-
act number of pairs
regJired.

Left-Furnished for 6, II, 16, 26
pairs or multiples thereof, these
Distributing Panelsare furnished
wit . or withou- tanning strips.
Single piece moulded bakelite
faceplate and fanning strip is
feature of latter. Non -corrosive
studs.

Below-Cable Distributing Strip
and Housing fcr low voltage
circuits. Specia type housing
will accommoda-e various types
of strips.

Supplementing the line of Cook Relays, "Spring-

life" Bellows and Pressure Detector Switches, is a
line of accessories, a representative group of which
are shown here.
These are some of the items for which engineers in
the aviation, communications, electrical and elec-
tronic manufacturing industries "Look to Cook"
when planning their requirements..
Here are some facts about these line terminating and
switching items that are of interest to you.
 Carefully designed to the high standards of Cook

engineers.

 Tooled and fabricated completely under one roof.
 Precision manufactured with modern equipment.
 Assembled and tested with exacting care by skilled

workers.

 Highest grades of all materials are used in all
parts.

 Manufactured in a model plant with efficiency that
provides capacity to produce in quantity.

 You can buy direct from manufacturer-if quan-
tities warrant, we will tool for special require-
ments.

OOK ACCESSORIES

Left-Type 52 Interior
Junction Box showing
Type 52 Terminal Strip.
Furnished in 10, 20 and
26 pair sizes. Special
sizes up to 52 pairs to
order. Solder connec-
tions for permanently
low resistance. Terminal
block of heavily tinned,
formed metal clips set
into hard rubber insu-
lation.

Left-Type 53 Interior Junction Box
showing Type 53 Terminal Strip.
Terminals providing solder clips on
cable side and screw connections
.on drop side are mounted in spe-
cially selected kiln dried maple
terminal strip. Furnished in 13 and
26 pair capacity.

Above-Type 54 Interior Junction Box
showing Type 54 Terminal Strip. Similar
to Type 53 except that heads are smaller,
unit is more compact and has lighter
weight studs.

S2 July 1944 - ELECTRONICS



Left-Push Key Switch-
sturdy type switch built to
requirements.

Right -JK-24 Telephone
Jack, precision built for
perfect contact. JK-47 also
manufactured.

Right - Lever
Key Switch-
heavy duty key,
built in various
make and break
combinations.

Left -1K-26 and 46A
Jacks-two voltage con
nectors for radio head- 7
sets. JK-26 has bakelite
housing and JK-46A has
aluminum housing.

Above-Individual
Lamp Jack for signal
lights. Designed to
accommodate stand-
ard lamp and caps.

Left-Turn Key Switch -various
combinations of make and
break.

Below-Lamp Jack Strip-strips of the lamp lack
illustrated above can be had in any combination.

A SERVICE SINCE 1891

Cook Electric Company has been manufacturing this
type of equipment since before the turn of the cen-
tury. Experience and "know how" go into the manu-
facture of every item manufactured at Cook.

Right - UX Cable
Terminal -6, II or
16 pair cable termi-
nal in patented wa-
ter -tight chamber.
Heavy studs set in
bakelite. Outlet of
box may be pro-
vided with patented
compression coup
lings.

Right-Line Termina
Block is made of heavily
tinned formed metal
clips set into hard rubber
insulation. Various types
of terminal blocks are
manufactured to accom-
modate the various types
of terminal punchings

Below-Porcelain connectors
with non -corrosive studs.

Below-Terminal Punchings -
plated, accurately tapped,
have tinned solder connec-
tions.

Below-Showing an additional variety
of terminal punchings.

Above - Terminal
Clip - various
metals and types
made to order.
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2700 SOUTHPORT AVENUE CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS
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vQ11101#10 TH1 00
WITH AMERTRAN 400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS

V/ thin tie swan area of a testing laboratory, knerTrar puts its 400
cycle t-ansfcrmers throurgh a rbt.nd-tFe-world -rip Eery possible
service cold ton encoun-er-A in war or 3eace is duplicated Ey pres-
sure, ternr erb-ure and rr oir-Jirre extremes as well ex b.., improct and
vi k raticir 

Among the precai ions Ame Tran take: to assure tie he
400 cycle transformers wi I pass here tests are High

vacuum impregnct on of cogs with hncus proof ariish,
followed by slow oaking; rfra-red Dee -heating Of ob-es

and coils to insure complete adheren:e- of insulating ccm-

pound; torque gaiging of crewed terminals; Neoprene

Pioneer Mc nufacturers

of Transformers, Reactors
and Rectifiers for Elect-onics

and Power Transmission

gaskets for cer:mic insulators; pressure testing of im-
mesed cases .-.e-Fcre final sealant is applied.

Because of their minimum weight and dimensions, as well

as absolute dimensional conformance, Arre-Tran 400
cyde transformers are tF.e ideal components for airborne

installations. Conservatively rated, they bear tie guaran-

tee of ArterTroo, pioneers in transformer progress for more

than forty year:.

THE AMERICAN ltiNIFORIAIR CO., 178 Emmet St., Ne NO* 5, N. J.

AMERTRAN
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FROM EXACT PROPERTIES TO FINISHED PARTS

PANELYTE*
CAN BE MADE

TO YOUR ORDER

PROPERTIES
PANEL= properties are listed below-not as descriptive of
any one grade of these paper, fabric, wood veneer, fibre
glass, and asbestos base thermo-setting plastics-but to
show the range of properties of the 32 grades.

HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
Volts/Mil. Short Time Test, Ve" Thickness-up to 700 volts.
Dielectric Constant, at Radio Frequency (1 megacycle from 6 to

5 for electrical controlled grades)
Power Factor, at Radio Frequency (1 megacycle from 6.5% to

2.5% for electrical grades)

UNUSUAL STRUCTURAL STRENGTH
Isod Impact Strength (ft. lbs. per inch of notch) -13.5 to 20.
Compressive Strength (psi) )--20,000 to 55,000.
Tensile Strength (psi) -7,000 to 35,000.
Modulus of elasticity in tension (psi x I0)-7 to 30.
Flexural Strength (psi) )-12,000 to 40,000.

EASY MACHINABILITY
May be Sawed, Die Punched. Drilled, Lathe Turned, Milled,

Knurled, Grooved, or Shaved.

LIGHT WEIGHT
20 Cubic Inches Per Pound-Half Weight of Aluminum.

LOW WATER ABSORPTION
As low as 0.7% in 24 hrs. immersion.

CORROSION RESISTANT
Not affected by Water, Brine, Oil, Ordinary Solvents, Coolants,

Ketones, Esters, Most Acids and Weak Alkalies.

LOW COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

LOW THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

GOOD DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
Low Cold Flow-Uniform Thermal Expansion-Does Not Warp

Under Normal Conditions.

EXCELLENT HEAT RESISTANCE
Heat Resistance -300° F. for cellulosic base; inorganic base mate-

rials are flame resistant.-Does Not Soften Under Heat.-Only
Effect of Hot Water to Accelerate Absorption.

CAN
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Panelyte, the structural laminated plastic, is
both versatile and adaptable. Close tolerance
work is possible because sheets are thor-
oughly bonded and the structure homogen-
eous. Irregularity of shape or intricacy of
design are not obstacles, as parts are lathe
turned, milled or drilled to exact specifications.

Use Panelyte Service to eliminate time -wast-
ing experiment - to improve your product or
simplify its assembly - to save weight - to
speed production. Your inquiry is invited on
any problem involving the use of structural,
laminated, resinous plastics in essential work.

Write for Data Sheets and samples.

MASS PRODUCTION

Soles Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas,
Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Montreal, New Orleans,

St. Louis, St. Paul, San Francisco, Seattle, Syracuse, Toronto, Trenton, Vancouver

OF SHEETS, RODS, TUBES, MOLDED FORMS, FABRICATED PARTS
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OR IIECEPT1011
SI LTANEOUS VISUAL 08 RVATICIN iF SIGNALS OVER A BROAD BAND OF FREQUENCIES

Panoramic Reception k the technique of viewing simultaneously
a multiplicity of signals received over any given portion of the

radio frequency spectrum. Its uses include the measurement and
comparison of frequency, inductance, capacitance, and resistance.

The Panoramic Radio Corporation has conceived and pioneered the
major developments in this field, ye* we feel that we have but scratched

the surface of the tremendous sphere encompassed by Panoramic Recep-

tion. Ifs successful use in ccmmunications, direction finding, navigation,
production, and the laboratory presents only an incomplete picture of its

possibilities. Why not let our ergineers demonstrate how much of your work

can be expedited by Panoramic equipmert?

R010 CORPORRTION
242  250 WEST SS' ST. _./Z4449.../11.
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FREE ENTERPRISE
The Obligation of Management and Labor

to Cooperate . . . in War. . . in Peace

The Invasion is on! We have unleashed our full might
for military victory. We have confidence that our great
strength will bring success. We are strong because we
have achieved unity in mobilization and in combat.

Though victory appears assured, we cannot rest until
we have done everything in our power to speed the day
when death and destruction are halted.

The home front is an important factor in this time
element, for the fighting power of our Armed Forces
depends upon their weapons. Napoleon's army fought
"on its stomach"- man against man. Eisenhower's men
fight on their tonnage- tanks, artillery, machine guns,
heavy bombers.

As never before in the long succession of wars, the
legends of heroic deeds on the battlefronts in this world
conflict will be paralleled in history by the great accom-
plishments on the production fronts. Along with these
heroic achievements of our Armed Forces, the world will
long remember the record of our production accomplish-
ments which have made us the stongest military power
in the world, as well as the arsenal of democracy.

As the conflict reaches its climax, as battles grow
fiercer and more destructive, our responsibility becomes
greater and more critical. We must coordinate our pro-
ductive efforts with the same ingenuity and the same
precision with which our Armed Forces have coordi-
nated theirs. We dare not waste the productivity of a
single man or machine in these critical days.

As our landing craft are discharging our fighting men
on the beaches of Europe and the Pacific, they must not
want for equipment. No interference with war produc-
tion for any reason can be justified. There must be no
picket lines in America!

The landing of American troops in France virtually
has stopped all strikes in the United States. This is im-
portant and encouraging news because the prelude to
Invasion, unfortunately, has been an epidemic of strikes.
Time lost through strikes, during the first four months
of 1944, was double that lost during the same period
last year. April saw more strikes than any other month
since Pearl Harbor, and in May the record again was
broken. Here is what happened within two weeks in May:

Nine thousand men in six Chrysler plants in Detroit were
out when a jurisdictional dispute in a "soda pop" war be-
tween the American Federation of Labor teamsters and the

Congress of Industrial Organizations fired their discontent.

A three-day sit-down strike occurred among 950 employees
in the B. H. Aircraft plant over the refusal of the company
to discharge a superintendent unsatisfactory to the union.

Thirteen hundred men in the Chevrolet transmission and
axle plant at Saginaw struck over a no -smoking rule and a
change in shift -starting time.

Two thousand employees at the Browne and Sharpe Manu-
facturing Company walked out when a woman was hired to
fill a job long held by a man.

Production of penicillin, blood plasma, and other medical
supplies was halted at two Detroit plants of the Parke Davis
Company as 1900 employees struck for a ten -cent raise.

Over 25,000 lumber workers in the Pacific Northwest
struck because the War Labor Board denied their demand
for a wage increase.

At the end of the third week of May, 70,000 workers in
26 plants in Detroit were idle because of strikes.

Strikes in Detroit alone reduced production as much
as a moderately successful German air raid would have
done. Far more important than their effect on output is
the effect of strikes upon national unity and morale. To
our home front and to our Armed Forces, strikes belie
our pledge to back the attack with all the power at our
command. Hence, strikes limit our all-out war effort;

Prompt and decisive action is needed to keep America
free from strikes for the remainder of the war. Stop-
pages of work on the production lines cannot be con-
doned while lives are being lost in fighting the enemy.

Most union leaders realize this need and are prepar-
ing to impose discipline upon their members who violate
the no -strike pledge. The Warehouse Division of the
International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's
Union (CIO.) recently declared: "Strikes in this time
of war are treason against the nation and betrayal of the
interests of labor." A message sent by William Green to
all heads of American Federation of Labor unions stated:

"D-day is here. From now on until Hitler is finally crushed,
every worker enrolled in the army of production must con-
sider himself a part of the invasion forces of the United
States and conduct himself accordingly. I call on you in the
name of the American boys who are risking their lives un-
der enemy fire to maintain uninterrupted production under
any and all circumstances. Until victory is won every worker
must give the same all-out service that our Armed Forces
are giving on the field of battle."



Strongest of all was the appeal of R. J. Thomas, presi-
dent of the United Automobile Workers, to members
of his union:

"Our union cannot survive if the nation and our soldiers
believe that we are obstructing the war effort . there can
be no such thing as legitimate picket lines . . . I appeal to
our membership. If you value your union, if you want to
live and serve after the war, we must restrain ourselves
and our hot-headed brothers today. If we do not, there will
be no union after the war."

Union officers are entitled to vigorous support from
management and government in their efforts to prevent
strikes. Behind many a strike is an accumulation of un-
settled grievances. Managements are overworked, and
many union shop stewards are new and inexperienced
and do not always do their part in turning down cases
which lack merit. Both of these conditions make it easy
for large backlogs of unsettled grievances to pile up. A
special drive to clean up unsettled cases and to prevent
new accumulations of them is one way by which man-
agements and local union officials can help shorten the
war.

The government too has a contribution to make to
the prevention of strikes -both through the prompt dis-
posal of disputes and through firm action against the
leaders of strikes. The National War Labor Board and
the Regional Boards are disposing of over five thousand
cases a month and have made an excellent record in re-
ducing their backlogs. Nevertheless, the boards still have
many old cases; and about one out of four strikes has
been an effort to get action from one of the labor boards.
The boards are entitled to cooperation from employers
and unions in keeping down their docket. In instance
after instance, cases are dumped in the lap of the board
before the union and employer have made a real effort
to get a meeting of minds and to work out settlements.

In the present emergency, strikes are an expression of
the lack of adequate understanding and team work be-
tween unions and management. Any future great up-
surge in industrial strife likewise will be due to misun-
derstanding. After this war this country must not go
through another "1919" when the time lost from strikes
reached an all-time high. With 13 million workers, or
almost half of the non -salaried employees of the coun-
try, in trade unions, the power and prestige of unions is
greater than ever. The long -run prosperity of the coun-
try requires that business and labor learn how to
cooperate in supporting the policies which produce
the largest possible profits and the largest possible
payrolls.

Although business is primarily interested in the larg-
est possible profits, and labor is primarily interested in
the largest possible payrolls, both objectives call for the
same basic conditions. Payrolls depend upon the pros-
pects for profits. If bad relations between business and
labor or unwise public policies cause employers to take
a pessimistic view of the outlook for profits, both em-
ployment and payrolls will be depressed.

Individual unions and individual employers always
will have differences over wages and hours and the status

of labor in particular plants or in particular occupations.
Some disputes on such issues are inevitable, but resort
to arbitration and calm intelligence can help greatly in
avoiding strikes in the long run. Cooperation between
labor and management is an economic necessity. In our
kind of economy, payrolls and profits both depend
upon the willingness and the ability of business and
labor to work together in creating the conditions un-
der which enterprise flourishes.

The foundation for intelligent and effective coopera-
tion must be accomplished by skillful and imaginative
managers in plants throughout the country who are will-
ing to help unions with their problems, and who are able
to interest union leaders and their members in the
problems of business. Union members and their leaders
are keenly interested as a rule in the efforts of manage-
ment to win new markets. They know that jobs depend
upon the success of managements in improving the
product, adding new items to the line, and, less frequent-
ly, cutting costs and prices. Employees like to be kept
informed about what management is doing, what prob-
lems it is meeting, and what success it is having. Most
of all, they like to have an opportunity to contribute
their ideas and suggestions.

The recent epidemic of strikes should not blind us to
the fact that even today there are more plants where
managements and unions are on good terms than ever
before in the country's history. Consider, on the one
hand, the extensive and constantly growing efforts of
unions to train and develop shop stewards and, on the
other hand, the efforts of employers to teach foremen
how to carry out the new responsibilities imposed upon
them by union agreements. Unions and managements
together are learning how to operate together such tech-
nical devices as time study and job evaluation. Manage-
ments which, several years ago, opposed the provision of
umpires to interpret union agreements and to settle
deadlocked cases today are taking the lead in suggesting
such arrangements.

The war is reaching a crisis, and all groups in the
country must be aware as never before of their com-
mon interests. This presents an opportunity which
should be seized to lay the permanent foundations for
more effective team work in American industry. Let his-
tory record that the days when Europe was being lib-
erated also were the days when unions and employers
were making unprecedented progress in preparing Amer-
ican industry for the return of the service men by de-
veloping policies of cooperation between business and
unions. Such cooperation will help achieve a peace
worthy of our efforts and our sacrifices.

President, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
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Here are TWO NEW TUBES in the Eimac line

Plate Dissipation (watts)
Amplification Factor
Filament Volt,
Filament Current (a
Interelectrode Cap

Grid to Plate
Grid to Filioment
Nate to Filament

Maximum Ratinv
(Class C amointer);

Plate Val. un (DC) 200C volts 2000 volts
Plate Cu-ren' (CC1 75 mit% 75 milts
Grid Cur-ent 20 milks 20 mills

Maximum Plate
Dissipation (watts; 25 25
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Smaller brothers of the Eimac 35T and 35TG, these
two triodes are filling a need in high -frequency equip-
ment of relatively low -powered class. They attain a
high order of efficiency on frequency in the VHF range
and perform equally well at lower frequencies.

In every way these two are worthy additions to the
Eimac family ... embodying all the Eimac features in-

tding complete freedom from premature emission
failures due to gas released internally.

Complete data is available without obligation. Write
for it today. Also ask for your complimentary copy of
Electronic Telesis, a sixty-four page booklet which gives
the fundamentals of Electronics and many of its appli-
cations. Written in layman's language, this booklet
will assist engineers in explaining the art to novices.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC., 893 San Mateo Avenue, San Bruno, California
Plants located at: San Bruno, California and Salt Lake City, Utah

Export .4gents: FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 Clay Street, San Francisco 11, Calif, US. A..



Mallory
Standardization Program
for Electronic Components
Breaks a Production "Log -Jam"

Cooperation is a reality in wartime. Mallory
engineers have just provided another striking
example of practical cooperation with a re-
search program for standardization that assures
speedier production and . improved construc-
tion of components vital to the war effort . . .

conserves valuable engineering time for you.

For the first time, a manufacturer of electronic
parts has thoroughly studied the effects of various
salt spray conditions on combinations of metals,
alloys and platings. One result has been Mallory's
development of two standard types of construc-
tion for radio components:

Type A- most parts: stainless steel and
nickel -plated brass.

Type B-most parts: cold rolled steel and
brass, cadmium -plated.

Extensive Mallory research has proved what
metals do the best job in each part of a switch,
variable resistor or jack assembly-what plating
thickness is required-what combination of ma-
terials will withstand rigorous salt spray tests.
Until now, production of rotary circuit switches
and other components has been delayed by
dozens of specifications-often conflicting-for
materials, plating finishes and special construc-

tions. Mallory's new standards are helping to
break this "log -jam", with

 Specifications and ordering vastly simplified.
 Production speeded and made much easier.
 Deliveries to customers made more promptly.

Also, the new Mallory constructions are obvious
improvements because the materials selected for
each part have been proved best.

Mallory cooperation isn't limited to producing
better switches, jacks and volume controls, faster.
Normally, the salt spray data would be kept
secret and used only by Mallory. But throughout
the war, Mallory's policy has been to provide
useful information to anyone in American industry
who can put it to work for victory. Now Mallory
offers complete data on the materials and plat-
ings, chosen on the basis of thorough salt spray
tests, for various parts of Mallory switches,
variable resistors and jacks. Valuable data on
fungicidal protection has also been compiled

Collected in a 20 -page booklet, this useful
information is yours for the asking. Write
us on your business letterhead today.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

P.

MALLORY
R. MALLORY 8. CQ.Inc.

BUY AN EXTRA WAR BOND

Approved Precision Products
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CROSS

 ALADDIN . . . Years ago everyone got pretty
bored with the constant comparison of the radio tube
with Aladdin's lamp. And yet, has man ever developed
a new device which required so little raw material, or
so little time to build, or so few man-hours of labor
and which delivered so much good to the world as the
radio tube? What else in man's experience is worth
so much in relation to its mass, or volume or any other
criterion?

Capable of being held in the palm of the hand, the
electron tube controls the communication channels
which tie the world together, it may decide the man-
ner in which the war will be won, it is the heart of the
world's greatest forces for education and entertain-
ment-broadcasting and the movies.

Truly it can be said that the electron tube is made
almost entirely out of men's brains.

 TRANSIENTS ... The post-war technical world of
electronics is going to be different-so different in
fact that engineers who have not had opportunity to
keep themselves up to date by engaging in war -work,
by reading or by going to out -of -hours courses will
have difficulty in recognizing the new electronics as
having much in common with pre-war techniques.

Sending power down a pipe or tube apparently
without a return conductor will no longer impress
communications men. Antennas only a few inches
long, having high directivity, will not be rare. "Mega-
watts" of power will be closely linked with microsec-
onds of time. The generation and use of pulses, which
got their start in television and welding control, will
become a new art which radio men must study
assiduously. In fact, older methods of analyzing
circuits on the basis that only sine waves are to
go through them are already outmoded. There is now
a whole book on radio principles (published by the
Government and on the restricted list) which barely
mentions sinusoidal waves.

The future engineer must know as much about

TALK

strange wave forms as we now know about sine
waves. He must know what happens when any of
the newer forms of waves are impressed upon com-
binations of L, C and R. He must know the instan-
taneous events that occur and will no longer be solely
interested in the steady-state conditions.

All of this brings us to the subject of transients.
In the old days, transients were annoying occur-
rences, studied by power engineers concerned with
switching problems, but largely ignored by radio
men. Those days are gone.

In our August issue, the first of a series of articles
on the general subject of transients will appear, a
series written by Mr. Dudley, our Western Editor.
No reader of ELECTRONICS who hopes to have a stake in
the days to come can afford to overlook these articles,
or can afford not to study them carefully.

 TREND? . . . During the war, there has been
much talk-and lots of work-on the science of dehy-
drating foods. The purpose is obvious saving of ship-
ping space and weight. Electronic heating has been
considered as one of the means by which excess mois-
ture can be extracted from foods.

It must be remembered, however, that people still
want fresh food, that shipping space will not always be
at a premium. Thus, the future role of electronics in
food dehydration is still anybody's guess.

 DAMN . . . Some high-powered fellows at MIT
developed an electronic method of measuring the
areas of irregular objects, such as the hide of a cow.
The apparatus was duly devised, patented and con-
structed. It worked swell. Now it seems that the
hide people make their profit on fractions of the unit
area measured. These fractions are rated up to the
next higher whole number and go to the credit of
the house.

Trouble is the electronic system is so accurate that
there are no fractions, therefore no profit, and no
sales for the electronic gear.



Circuit Symbols
STANDARDIZED

Conflict between comunications, power, control and measurement usages in repre-
senting resistors, capacitors, inductors and contactors resolves in a compromise.

electron tube symbols determined
New

AF'TER a great deal of travail,
symbols for certain electrical

components entering widely into
electronic apparatus have been
standardized.

As readers of ELECTRONICS al-
ready know, long-standing conflicts
have existed between the fields of
communications, power, control and
measurement concerning the sym-
bols for capacitors, inductors, re-
sistors and contactors. Lack of co-
ordination and standardization in
the symbolic language employed in
circuit diagrams has interfered
with the reading of these diagrams,
has made it readily possible to
make serious errors in wiring and
maintaining equipment, and has

caused no end of confusion during
the wartime period of intensified
production of electronic gear.

Industry Studied Problem

On January 22, a meeting was
held under the auspices of the
American Standards Association to
iron out the difficulties. Up to that
time, the facts were as follows : A
zigzag symbol represented a resis-
tor to communications engineers
and an inductor to power, control
and measurement engineers. Sim-
ilarly, two short parallel lines in-
dicated a simple contactor to a
power engineer, and a capacitor to
a communications engineer.

At the January meeting certain

compromises were made. In re-
sponse to a letter ballot to all con-
cerned, however, additional objec-
tions and suggestions were offered.
These were considered at another
ASA meeting in March and at this
time coordination was effected.

Solution A Compromise

The situation, now, is simply
this: A resistor is represented by
either the rectangle of the power
group or the zigzag of the commu-
nications group. An inductor may
be shown by a series of closed loops
or by a series of half -loops. Thus,
while we do not have single symbols
for these important circuit ele-
ments, and are forced to put up

CATHODE-RAY

Electrostatic
Deflection

Magnetic
Deflection

NEW ELECTRON TUBE SYMBOLS

MAGNETRON VELOCITY -MODULATION
(Velocity -variation)

Resonant (With
electro-

magnetic loop
coupling)

Transit -time
Split -plate

(With
stabilizing
electrodes)

Single -Cavity
(With

reflecting
electrode)

Double -Cavity
(With

collecting
electrode)

PHOTOTUBE
(Multiplier)
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FIXED

RESISTOR

(Including Rheostat and
Voltage Divider)

rSimple: *I-
OR\ Detailed:

VARIABLE
OR <

ADJUSTABLE

Simple: -I /1f..x_}---

OR

Detailed:

Simple:

etailed:

11111:1

OR

 This symbol must always be used
with an identifying legend within or
adjacent to the rectangle.

CAPACITOR

FIXED

VARIABLE OR ADJUSTABLE

NOTE: Where it is necessary to iden-
tify the capacitor electrodes, the curved
element shall, represent the outside elec-
trode in fixed paper -dielectric and cera-
mic -dielectric capacitors, the negative
electrode in electrolytic capacitors, and
the movable element in variable and ad-
justable capacitors. When it is desired
especially to distinguish trimmer capaci-
tors, the letter T should appear adjacent
to the symbol.

COMPONENT PART SYMBOLS

FIXED

INDUCTOR

0 0 0

OR

--rsrynrt-,

OR

NOTE: When it is desired especially
to distinguish magnetic core inductors,
a line or lines parallel to the axis of the
loops should be used.

VARIABLE

OR

ADJUSTABLE

-(276_
OR

OR

OPERATING COIL

Simple: \ OR Of
t This symbol must always be used

with an identifying legend within or ad-
jacent to the circle.

Detailed:

NOTE: This symbol is customarily used
with sequence contacts.

TRANSFORMER

NOTE: When it is desired especially
to distinguish magnetic core transform-
ers, a line or lines parallel to the axis of
the loops should be used

CONTACT

SIMPLE

Open

Closed

II

NOTE: TheThe line representing contacts
shall be approximately equal to I V,
times the width of the gap between the
lines.

SIMPLE OR SEQUENCE

NOTE: The symbol for sequence con-
tact may also be used for a simple con-
tact in order to maintain uniformity and
avoid confusion on drawings.

with an "either or" situation, some
confusing factors have been elim-
inated.

Two unfortunate situations still
exist, but under the circumstances
all industries using electron tube
apparatus must be thankful that at
least something has been accom-
plished. The present simple con-
tactor symbol will continue to con-
fuse a communications man, since
it looks like the symbol he has long
used for a fixed capacitor. The zig-
zag symbol for a resistor will con-

tinue to look like an inductor to a
power man.

Electronics Will Use

As soon as possible the new sym-
bols will be used in ELECTRONICS

and it is hoped that the whole long -
continued difficulty due to the lack
of agreement will soon be forgot-
ten. Instructors in college and tech-
nical schools can help a great deal
by initiating the use of the new
symbols in their classes at once. In
this manner the oncoming gener-

ation will start right and will not
have to change their language as
the oldsters now must do.

Certain other symbols for new
types of electron tubes have been
tentatively standardized and ap-
pear here, together with the new
C, R, L, and contactor symbols. Illus-
trations of the electrical symbols
will also be found in ASA publica-
tion Z32.11, approved April 18,

1944; the tube symbols are from
ASA Z32.10, approved April 11,

1944-K.H.
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Milwaukee's Radio City

F -M and A -M programs of Milwaukee Journal radio stations now originate in a modern
combination studio and office building having provisions also for television programs.
Architectural and technical features are described here to guide post-war planners

A-2
Studio

26'x43'

Control'

Receiving platform

D
i Shop 11

k3 studio)

Submaste

control Al

C .

A -1
Studio

----,
I t:Vx 26'

-r-
Chief
techn. Technicians

Musical

instruments

Musicians

Arrangers

Musical
director

Music

library

lamen'dept

Auto shelter

Television studio
D - 1

54' X 30'

Announcers

News mach

Lobby

-11

j-.--1-1

Manager
sect. mGeanneralr

Submosler

t
who!

8-I
Studio

Conference

Sales
.office

F. M. A.M.
sales sales

mgr. mgr

General
office

B-2
Studio

26'x 43'

8-2
control

Continuity
writers

F. MI A. M

ProTon Form

Secretary

EAsstrnanoger

First floor plan of offices and studios at the Milwaukee Journal Radio City. In
general, offices for executives and announcers are near entrance, musical activities
are at the left, sales offices at the right, and studios and operating equipment at

the rear of the large auditorium -studio

WITH a distinct eye for future
developments, executives and

engineers of the Milwaukee Journal
have designed and constructed new
studio and transmitter facilities in-
tended to provide a -m, f -m and tele-
vision broadcasting service for resi-
dents of Milwaukee and the nearby
industrial and rural sections of
Wisconsin and and Northern Il-
linois.

Studio offices and program facili-
ities for all three types of stations
are centered in the recently con-
structed studios and offices of Mil-
waukee's Radio City in the north-
east section of the city, well away
from the noisier industrial section
of the city. These studios now feed
two transmitters-the 5 -kw broad-
cast transmitter of WTMJ, located
12 miles west of Milwaukee near
Brookfield, Wisconsin, and the 50 -
kw frequency -modulated transmit-
ter of station WMFM located about
20 miles northwest of Milwaukee
at Richfield. A tower and television
transmitter building have been
erected at Radio City and will be
used for the transmission of tele-
vision programs as soon as equip
ment can be obtained.

Milwaukee's Radio Nerve Center

A two-story T-shaped building at
Radio City houses the studios, exec-
utive, sales and announcer's offices,
auditorium and control rooms of
the system. The auditorium seats
400 people and contains an organ
specially designed for f -m broad-
casting. The 36 by 32 -foot stage is
large enough for dramatic produc-
tions.

A storeroom with individual cab -
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A general view of Radio City in the sub-
urban area of Milwaukee. In the back-
ground is the television antenna tower

inets is provided for musical in-
struments. Temperature and hu-
midity are held constant here to
eliminate the detuning and strains
which occur with atmospheric vari-
ations.

More than one hundred thousand
musical selections in the form of
sheet music, records and transcrip-
tions are housed in modern metal
cabinets in the music library.

A luxuriously furnished observa-
tion lounge on the second floor has
a window facing the auditorium,
and is equipped with complete audio
facilities for listening to programs
on the air, for use as a studio or for
conducting auditions.

Studios and Control Rooms

Separate control rooms are used
for the auditorium and for each of
the two larger studios. Two sub -
master control rooms have observa-
tion windows opening into both the
large and small studios and may be
used for programs originating in
either studio. Each submaster con-
trol room is set up to handle a
third small studio later when
needed; the shop on the first floor
can be made into one small studio
and the mail room can be converted
into another.

For each of the larger studios,
observation rooms for sponsors are
provided on the second floor. Casual
visitors to the control rooms are
discouraged by placing the win -

Ladies lourut

Upper part
of studio

A-2

Stores

Fan room Project

Upper part of
television studio

D -1

Observation room

Deck

Television control Test
room equip.

Corridor

Fan room L

Organ bombers

Upper part
of studio

C -I

Upper part of
Auditorium

Upper part
of lobby

L

Operators lounge

Telephone

equip.

Fan room

Upper part
of studio
B-2

Passage Observation room

Deck

Second floor plan of Radio City. Studios and observation rooms occupy most of
this space. All television operating facilities are ocated on the second floor
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Block diagram showing arrangement of
radio and audio facilities of the Milwaukee
Journal, including Radio City and the
various remote transmitters. Units shown
dotted will provide for future expansion

dows at such a height as to be un-
comfortable for those who stand
while giving an unobstructed view
to the operator seated at the con-
trol desk.

Walls and ceilings of all studios
are acoustically treated. The moni-
tor speakers in the various studios
are embedded in the ceiling behind
acoustic material. All observation
windows have three panes of glass,
each set at a different angle and
each having a different thickness to
prevent excessive resonant effects.

Television Studio Planned for
Expansion

One end of the television studio is
provided with a railing for adjust-
ing lights and accessory equipment.
The rear wall of the studio is of
brick construction without steel re-
inforcement. By knocking out this
wall, the size of the television studio

Louver

ri. .5idebond
filter

Rectifier

Louver

Water
cooler

Power panel-

can be increased to any desired
depth: Provision has already been
made for a television control room
and for housing projection and re-
wind equipment, reels of film and
test equipment on the second floor
of Radio City.

Equipment for the television sta-
tion will be housed in a separate
building at the right of the main
studios of Radio City.

Although all controls terminate
at and are accessible from the 6 -
channel master control room, an
operator is rarely in attendance be-
cause the master control panels can
be set up for operation at some re-
mote control point, usually a sub -
master control room.

Studio A -F Equipment

All control room equipment em-
ploys chassis or panel type of con-
struction especially designed to fa-
cilitate maintenance and repair. All
audio amplifiers have practically flat
response out to 15,000 cycles and
are therefore suitable for either
a -m or f -m broadcasting. Pre -am-
plifiers and low -power audio ampli-
fiers are operated in parallel so that
the failure of one will not interrupt

23'

First floor plan of the tele-
vision transmitter building,
located near the main

building at Radio City

Floor duct

Television
transmitter

Sound
transmitter

Broadcas
relays and
spare tubes

(Removable)
--Pipe entry

- - - /2' -

Control
room O

-4-
1

,/

00
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service. The pre -amplifiers and the
dual channels of line amplifiers are
housed in the side sections of each
control desk. Two wire lines, equal-
ized to 8,000 cps, are available for
connecting the WTMJ a -m trans-
mitter to Radio City. The two wire
lines to the f -m station, WMFM,
are equalized to 15,000 cps.

Play -back equipment for both
lateral and hill -and -dale recording
systems is available in each of the
control rooms. So far as possible,
all switching is accomplished by
panel switches. For normal opera-
tion, patch cords are almost com-
pletely eliminated although they are
available for unusual circuit ar-
rangements or for emergency oper-

 ation.

Heating and Wiring

Heating and ventilating equip-
ment to maintain the studios at
comfortable temperature and hu-
midity conditions throughout the
entire year is located in a separate
building that will also house the
television transmitter. An .under-
ground service tunnel carries heat,
hot water, and refrigeration to the
Radio City building about 300 feet
away. Large fans keep the air in
the studios and offices cool and
fresh.

About 5 feet of head room under
the first floor of Radio City provides
for any necessary changes which
may be desired in plumbing, wire
fixtures, power conduits, etc. Since
a considerable amount of power is
expected to be used for illumination
in television productions, provision
has been made to take as much as
150 kw from the local generating
supply system. Power and telephone
cables are brought into the studio
underground to minimize electrical
noise and interference in the com-
munication circuits. Power enters
Radio City from two directions,
each feeder coming from a separate
sub -station providing up to 150
kva at 220 v on a 3 -wire system.
Incandescent lighting is used in the
studios and most of the offices but
fluorescent lighting is employed in
all of the corridors.

Transmitters

The 5 -kw amplitude -modulated
transmitter of WTMJ is located at
Brookfield, Wisconsin, and operates
on an assigned carrier frequency of

Master control room rom which circuits may be set up in cdvanze at Radio City

The music library occupies a large portion of the firs-. floor

620 kc. A 50 -kw frequency -modu-
lated transmitter, WMFM, is oper-
ated at Richfield, Wisconsin, about
23 miles northwest of Milwaukee,
on a carrier frequency of 45.5 Mc.
It was placed in operation early in
1939 with the original call letters
W9XAO, later W55M. It is the fjlrst
f -m station to be placed in opera-
tion west of the Allegheny Moun-
tains and has an estimated audi-
ence of approximately 21,000 fam-
ilies. Short-wave truck licenses for
five short-wave transmitters used
in trucks or relay pickups cover the
following stations: WEIN, a 50 -
watt station operating at 37,620 kc ;
WEIP, a portable 1 -watt station op-
erating on 39,820 kc; WEIO, a 7i -

watt station operating on 35,020
kc; WJER, a 30 -watt station oper-
ating on 2,758 kc; WAHB, operat-
ing on 2,830 kc with a power of 50
watts.

In 1942 an order was placed for
a television transmitter, but this
unit was assigned to other services
when the United States entered the
war. However, channel No. 3, from
66 to 72 Mc, has been assigned to
provide commercial television pro-
grams. The antenna tower, trans-
mitter house, and studios are al-
ready constructed. Present plans
call for the installation of a trans-
mitter having a power of 1 kw on
the sound channel and 4 kw on the
video channel as soon as this equip -
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//////////////7///// /A

r//
A- Speech amplifiers
B - Control desk
C- Spare modulator
D- Mod. and Y4 kw. amplifier
E- 3 -Kw amplifier
F- High -voltage rect.

A

G -A-C Control unit
H - Power amplifier
I -220-V regulator
J -Filter choke
K- Power -transformer

7

First floor plan of the f -m transmitter building at Richfield, about 12 miles from
Radio City. All operating units can be seen from the control desk

ment can be made available. It is
estimated that the cost of the trans-
mitter will be about $90,000.

50 -KW F -M Transmitter

High-fidelity f -m station WMFM
is located on a hill 500 feet above
the elevation of Richfield and pro-
vides effective coverage of Mil-
waukee and its vicinity. A compact
two-story building houses the r -f
system, power transformers and
rectifiers, water-cooling radiators
and pumps, heating and ventilating
equipment, and shop facilities. Per-
manent living quarters for a care-
taker and temporary quarters for
operators who may remain over-
night are also provided. A balanced
concentric transmission line deliv-
ers power from the final amplifier
to a tuning house located at the
base of the antenna tower. The
antenna is a two -bay turnstile the
center of which is 219 feet above
the ground.

The type 558DL phase modulator,
manufactured by Radio Engineer-
ing Laboratories and representing
the latest system of phase modula-
tion designed by Major E. H. Arm-

strong, is one of five similar units
now in commercial service. The
phase modulator uses receiving
tubes entirely, has an output of 10
watts, and establishes the carrier
frequency, produces small phase
modulation, and has frequency and
phase shift multipliers to produce
a signal of the required character
at the assigned channel frequency.

The 10 -watt phase modulator
feeds a pair of pentodes in a push-
pull amplifier to provide an output
of / kw. The power output is then
increased to 3 kw in a neutralized
push-pull amplifier using 1500T
triodes. The final stage, employing
water-cooled tubes, delivers 36 kw
to the antenna with an input of 60
kw. The room in which the final
amplifier is housed is completely
shielded with solid copper. A large
screened window enables this equip-
ment to be watched at all times
from the operating desk.

In general, the transmitter repre-
sents the most modern design with
meters slightly above eye level and
operating controls inclosed in a
steel cabinet. The class C r -f ampli-
fiers and mercury-vapor rectifiers
are behind metal panels, with suf-

rrg"N.

1

Cooling and
motor generator

room

Tube storage

Main distribution panel
, I

,, ,-House distribution
10"

I

service

I

I

Boiler room

Vr Entry ///
A

Utility room

fl

Work shop

Sleeve to speech
input room

Basement floor plan of the f -m transmitter at Richfield. A work shop, boiler room,
and tube storage racks are provided. Cooling equipment for the water-cooled tubes

and motor generators are also housed in the basement
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ficient room for personnel to get in
back of the equipment for necessary
servicing, maintenance and repairs.
The 10 -watt phase modulator is
completely inclosed in steel cabi-
nets, with the equipment in two
vertical racks. The construction is
such that the rear rack can be
swung out of the way for main-
tenance and cleaning, making the
first rack accessible for similar op-
erations. With this type of con-
struction, service and maintenance
is reduced to a minimum, although
in general f -m transmitters are
much less subject to interruption
than a -m transmitters when both
are properly operated.

The operation of all important
circuits is checked with meters, and
the operating temperatures of var-
ious portions of the transmitter,
particularly in the final amplifier,
at various points on the transmis-
sion line and in the room housing
the final amplifier, are made every
hour or two.

5 -KW A -M Transmitter

The two 5 -kw Western Electric
a -m broadcast transmitters at
Brookfield are housed in a single -
story structure, along with recti-
fiers and filters for plate supply,
filament generators, furnished

The Armstrong phase modulator of REL
construction used at the WMFM transmitter
in Richfield. Spun glass filters cover the

air intake and discharge openings

rooms for the resident operator,
temporary living quarters, repair
room, store room, and shop. Both
transmitters are of standard broad-
cast design. The unit now in use
is a Western Electric type 355-E-1.

A phase -switching unit manu-
factured by the E. F. Johnson Co.
makes possible a change in the
radiation pattern from daytime op-
eration to night-time operation by
merely pushing a button. The oper-
ation of the phase -changing net-
work is sufficiently rapid that the
transmitter can be changed from
one radiation pattern to another
between station announcements. A
type D94992 Western Electric 5 -kw
transmitter serves as an auxiliary
and standby unit.

With the recent and growing in-
terest in f -m broadcasting and the
uncertainty as to the status of tele-
vision at the end of the war, Mil-
waukee's Radio City has become a
focal point of interest for those
with post-war plans. Almost daily,
visitors from various parts of the
country arrive to inspect this three -
service station.

Temperature and humidity -controlled storage room at Radio
City for musical instruments. Cabinets of various sizes house

all types of orchestral instruments

Final f -m amplifier of WMFM in Richfield. Plates are water-
cooled, and jets of cool air are forced around grid and filament
leads. Shafts in foreground are for tuning and neutralizing
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PORTABLE

Audio -Frequency Standard
Simple unit generating 1,582 cps facilitates adjustment of carrier -current communication
system signal -oscillator circuits. Tuning fork maintains frequency with sufficient accu-

racy to permit aural detection of 1 -cps signal circuit drift

IN THE _MAINTENANCE of power -
line carrier -telephone equipment

of the single -side -band type, numer-
ous tuned circuits at each terminal
have to be periodically checked to
determine if any frequency drift
has taken place. The circuits deter-
mining the frequency of audio sig-
nal oscillators are frequently the
most critical. The frequency of
the signal oscillators used on the
power line in question is 1582 cps.

For the first few years after the
power -line carrier system in ques-
tion had been installed, the 1582 -
cps signal oscillators were checked
periodically by comparing them
against a high-grade laboratory
audio oscillator. This oscillator,
however, was not satisfactory for
the particular type of work in-
volved. It was so heavy that it

By WILLIAM FAYER
Associate Electrical Engineer
Department of Water tE Power

City of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, Cal.

took two men to carry it in and out
of a car when going on a trip.
Also, the rough patrol roads over
which It was necessary to travel to
reach some of the power -line car-
rier way stations caused frequent
breakdowns. The frequency stand-
ard described below was designed
and built to overcome these difficul-
ties.

Tuning -Fork Control

The unit is a self-contained, bat-
tery -operated audio oscillator with
one stage of audio amplification. As
may be seen from the diagram, the

frequency of oscillation is controlled
by a tuning fork which acts as a
mechanical link through which en-
ergy is fed back from the oscillator
plate to the grid.

The plate load of the 1D8GT
tube consists of a coil wound on a
U-shaped laminated core. The ends
of the U -core are placed in close
proximity to one tine of the steel
tuning fork. The other tine of the
fork is similarly placed with re-
spect to the ends of another U-
shaped core made of hardened steel
which has been magnetized. The
coil wound around this magnetized -
steel core furnishes the excitation
potential for the oscillator grid. .

When the switch is first turned
on, a pulse of plate current flowing
'through the oscillator plate load
coil magnetizes the associated

[Stee/ tuning fork

Osc.
I D8GT

0.008,0'

Magnetized o
steel core

0.008,uf

o

350
voiwv 

Amp.
3Q5GT

-t

1.51!

0 Otuf

oa
067

901/

-T

Circuit diagram of the oscillator -amplifier. Coupling between the plate and grid of
the 1D8GT oscillator is dependent upon mechanical movement of the tuning -fork tines

Kt
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Front panel of the portable audio -frequency standard

plate circuit core and produces a
minute deflection of the tuning
fork tine near it. This move-
ment is mechanically transmitted
through the tuning fork and causes
a corresponding deflection of the
other tine. The movement of the
second tine changes the air gap of
the grid -coil magnet and induces a
voltage in the grid coil. By proper
phasing of the grid coil the condi-
tions for self -sustained oscillation
are fulfilled.

The coupling between plate and
grid of the tube is through the
mechanical movement of the tun-
ing -fork tines and not through any
direct magnetic coupling between
plate and grid coils. This may be
proven by holding a finger against
the tuning fork while the tube is in
oscillation. Stopping the mechani-
cal vibration of the fork causes the
tube to cease oscillation.

Amplifier and Beat Indicators

In order to minimize the effects
of changes in loading on the fre-
quency of the oscillator, the output
of the 1D8GT tube is fed into an
audio amplifier, operating into an
output transformer. Output of the
unit may be varied by means of a
volume control placed in the grid
circuit of the 3Q5GT amplifier tube.

The output transformer has four -
ohm and 500 -ohm output windings. 
The four -ohm winding is used to
energize a two-inch permanent -
magnet speaker for aural compari-

Inside view of the battery -powered unit

son of the frequency of the signal
oscillator being tested with that of
the standard. By listening for the
beats when the two frequencies are
close together, a difference of cps
may easily be detected. A recti-
fier -type a -c voltmeter is also fur-
nished to allow visual comparison
of the test and standard fre-
quencies.

As may be seen from the circuit,
the frequency being tested may be
fed through a double patch cord to
the 500 -ohm winding of the out-
put transformer. The voltage ap-
pearing across the four -ohm wind-
ing of the output transformer will
then be the vector sum of the volt-
ages induced in the winding by the
standard and test frequencies. If
the two frequencies are not exactly
alike there will be a relative shift
in phase relation of the two volt-
ages. When the two voltages are in
phase, the meter across the out-
put winding will indicate the sum
of the two voltages, while when the
voltages have shifted to 180 deg
out of phase the meter will indi-
cate the difference between the two
voltages. By adjusting the two
voltages to the same scalar magni-
tude, the meter fluctuations will be-
come maximum, going from 0 to
twice the voltage.

By the use of the visual method
in comparing frequencies a differ-
ence of one cycle in 30 seconds be-
tween standard and test frequen-
cies may be detected.

The oscillator frequency has been
found to be little affected by the
condition of tubes or batteries
since the frequency of oscillation
is determined by the natural period
of the tuning fork. Some change
of tuning -fork frequency with tem-
perature has been observed. This,
however, is small when the instru-
ment is used under normal condi-
tions at room temperature.

Power Supply and Performance

The tubes require little power
to operate and standard hearing -
aid batteries are used for power
supply. The weight of the entire
unit, including carrying case and
miscellaneous leads, is approxi-
mately 15 pounds.

The portable standard oscillator
has been in use for over two years
and has been extremely satisfac-
tory. Other uses beside the one for
which it was designed have been
found. On frequent occasions it has
been used as a signal generator
when measuring telephone -circuit
attenuation.

The oscillator is also being used
to tune special automobile -radio
receivers which are used by power -
line patrolmen working near the
line. These receivers pick up the
power -line carrier signal which is
radiated by the transmission line.
By talking over the power -line the
dispatcher may issue orders to
patrolmen provided they are within
a mile of the line.
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Surface Hardening of
Plain and alloy steels processed by induction at radio frequencies above 10 kc exhibit
superior wear and fatigue characteristics. Elimination of external quenching speeds
heat treatment, permits close control of cooling rate and assures uniformity of product.

Distortion, scale formation and decarburization are minimized
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FIG. 1-Penetration depth vs. frequency for steel in the process of being hardened.
A curve for copper is shown for reference

TECHNIQUES of using high -
frequency power to harden

the surfaces of plain and alloy
steels have been developed to the
point where it can be said where
their utility lies and what the re-
quirements of power, time, fre-
quency, and material are. External
quenching media have been elimi-
nated, with the result that cooling
rates can be accurately controlled
and reproduced, thereby insuring
uniformity of product. The speed
of the process is high enough to
make it fit into modern production
methods and to minimize the ill ef-
fects of any heat treatment (dis-
tortion, scale formation and decar-
burization).

Although a full evaluation of the
results has not yet been made,
microscopic examination of the
structure produced, micro -hardness

tests and a limited number of wear
and fatigue tests indicate that sur-
faces hardened in the manner to
be described may be expected to
have superior qualities, while cost -

FIG. 2-Power required to
produce cases of varying
depth, for self -quenching
hardening. This curve ap-
plies to steel requiring a
relatively low quenching
rate for full hardening.
Steels of lower hardena-
bility require more and
steels of high hardenabil-
ity less power per square

inch

ing less than surfaces hardened by
more tedious and complicated
processes.

Importance of Heat Treatment

The importance of proper sur-
face treatment of load -bearing ele-
ments is being more fully realized
as the power transmitted through
or past them is continually being
increased. Changes in gas and
Diesel engine design toward higher
compression ratios and horsepower
per pound make increasingly heavy
demands on the strength and abra-
sion resistance qualities of such
parts as crankshafts, connecting
rods, cylinder walls and wrist pins.
It appears to be impossible to ob-
tain all the desired properties in a
homogeneous material ; tough, re-
silient cores are needed to prevent
breaking and hardened surfaces are
needed to resist abrasion and start-
ing of fatigue cracks.

Such a composite structure can
be built up of two parts, as in the
lining of cylinder walls with hard-
ened liners, or the insertion of
valve seats. Or it can be produced
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Metals
By N. C. GILLESPIE

Engineering Department
RCA Victor Division

Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.

by differential treatment of the
surface layer with respect to the
rest of the piece. Differentiation
on the basis of temperature has
been impossible until recently, so it
has been the practice to differenti-
ate on the basis of composition.
This has been done by nitriding or
carburizing processes, where the
addition of nitrogen or carbon to
the surface layer (by diffusion in-
ward from the outside) makes that
region hardenable by quenching,
whereas the rest of the piece is un-
affected. However, this is a time-
consuming process, sometimes re-
quiring as much as 96 hours to pro-
duce a case of 10 mils thick. On the
other hand, differentiation on a
temperature basis actually requires
that it be done quickly, i.e., in frac-
tional second times, if it is to be
done at all.

Advantages of Induction Method

Heating by electromagnetic in-
duction meets the first necessary
requirement of fractional -second
heating by making it possible to
deliver large amounts of power in
concentrated form to the surface to
be heated. Without this ability,
heat would flow out of the surface
layer nearly as rapidly as it en-
tered. The rise of surface tempera-
ture would be slow and the gradi-
ents established would be low.
There would be little or no differen-
tiation on a temperature basis. For
some time it has been the practice
to harden the surfaces of various
parts by induction heating, operat-
ing at machine frequencies (up to
9600 cps). Cylinder liners for
Diesel engines and track pins for
tractors' are examples of the suc-
cessful application of differential
heating for surface hardening. The

FIG. 3-Photo of 3 in. diameter steel tubing being heated. Motion of tube
through coil is from left to right at 1 in. per second, hence length of in-
candescent tail or band indicates about 0.1 second to go from 1500 deg F to

approximately 1000 deg F

surface concentration of power may
be as high as 30 kw per sq in.

A logical next step after estab-
lishing conditions that meet the re-
quirement for sharply delineating
the hardened layer is to increase
the concentration of power to the
point where the temperature grad-
ients in the material are steep
enough to cause a rapid flow of
heat from the surface into the
metal behind it. It then becomes
possible to accomplish the whole
hardening operation of localized
heating and quenching in a single
step. The process is thereby simpli-
fied and made more reliable by the
elimination of the separate quench
and the hardened layer is more
sharply defined.

A process that depends on steep
temperature gradients in the
heated zone necessarily is limited
as to the thickness of the case that

can be produced. The outside sur-
face should not, of course, be
melted, and the inner edge of the
layer to be hardened must be at
some temperature above the Curie
point. The temperature distribution
required in the region between these
two layers is a complicated func-
tion of power, time, frequency and
the temperature it is necessary to
attain. It has been established,
however, that cases from five to
fifty mils thick can be produced on
steels of moderately high harden -
ability, and thicker ones on steels
having qualities approaching those
of air -hardening alloys. It is be-
lieved that this range fills an im-
portant gap between the relatively
thin cases of the carburizing and
nitriding processeS, and the thicker
ones obtained with low -frequency
induction heating.

As indicated, the factors involved
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FIG. 4-Scanning speed required fo
hardening various wall thicknesses by
self -quenching, down to 1/2 -in. Numbers
on curve refer to power requirement rela.

alive to lowest

enter in a complicated manner. An
experimental approach has there-
fore been used almost exclusively
in determining the operating para-
meters. It will be useful, however,
to examine the effect of one of the
parameters, namely frequency, to
determine its importance from
theoretical considerations.

Function of Frequency

Frequency enters the picture
through its effect on the depth to
which the heating energy pene-
trates. The depth of penetration is
determined by the attenuation suf-
fered by alternating magnetic flux'
as it progresses through conduct-
ing materials. This attenuation is
due to the shunting action of the
conducting metal in conjunction
with the inductive reaction of the
medium, as affected by the permea-
bility of the metal." For flux
fields without divergence, this at-
tenuation has exactly the form of
the attenuation of a wave progress-
ing down a transmission line.

The complete propagation con-
stant of a line consisting of L
henries per unit length in series
and G mhos conductance per unit
length in shunt is

v= L G = Idice L G, 2 +
L G/2 = a +0 (1)

on rationalization of the jj. ~Since
we are interested in heating ef-
fects only, the phase shift factor
is not of interest, the attenuation
factor telling us all we need to
know. In terms of the properties
of the material it becomes

a = 1l w A e/2 nepers per meter, or (2)

a = 8.7 11 w A e/2 db per meter (3)
jk and cr being in mks units of
permeability and conductivity re-
spectively. The depth at which the
flux, or current, is attenuated by 1
neper is defined as the penetration
depth and is equal to

d = 1/a = 1I 2/raucr (4)

Since we usually want to know
the depth of penetration in thous-
andths of an inch and use cycles
per second rather than radians per
second, and since the handbook
tables list the permeabilities of ma-
terials relative to that of space and
the conductivity in cgs units, a com-
posite form of Eq. (4) will be given
where

= relative permeability
a, = conductivity in mhos/cm, and
f = frequency in megacyles
d = 1.98 1/1/fi M1 al mils (5)

The values of and cr, that
sho,ild be used require some ex-
amination before inserting them in
the formula. (7, is a function of
temperature, decreasing about 9
times as the temperature rises
from room to hardening tempera-
ture. The relative permeability of
steel is a function of temperature,
becoming unity above the Curie
point (about 1425 deg. F. for plain
carbon steels). It is also dependent
on the strength of the magnetic
field in which the steel is placed, be-
ing effectively unity if saturation

values of magnetization are greatly
exceeded.

A chart presented in Fig. 1
shows the penetration depth in
steel as a function of frequency for
room temperature and for tempera-
tures just above the Curie point.
Copper is also shown for compari-
son. With this as a guide, fre-
quencies can be chosen that will,
first, ensure efficient operation, and
secondly, confine the heating to a
zone within that which is to be
hardened. The first requirement
is met by using a frequency that is
high enough so that the penetra-
tion depth is less than about a third
of the thickness of the piece; the
incident energy is then nearly com-
pletely attenuated, i.e., absorbed,
by the metal. The second is met by
use of a frequency high enough so
that most of the power is absorbed
well within the thickness of the
case desired.

Radio Frequency Power Requirements

Power requirements, as indi-
cated, are high. For SAE. 1095
steel (drill rod) the power required
to secure cases of varying thick-
ness by the self -quenching method
is shown in Fig. 2. The power re-
ferred to on the chart is that actu-
ally delivered to the steel.

These data were obtained on 1. -
in. diameter rods, which are con-
sidered to have enough metal be-
hind the heated zone to yield a
maximum quenching rate at the be-
ginning of the cooling cycle. That
is, further increase in diameter
does not affect the slope of this
part of the cooling curve, because
there has been time for no increase

FIG. 5 Appearance of hardness -testing indents at 100 times magnification.
These micrographs show a 20 -mil layer with several impressions in a line from
the core to the edge. The micrograph at the left is SAE. 1095 steel, while
the one at the right is SAE 4340 alloy steel. (Courtesy Wilson Mechanical

Instrument Co.)
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in the temperature at the center
of the rod during the short heat-
ing cycle. It is the rate of cooling
above 1000 deg F that is most im-
portant to the hardening process.

On a rod of this diameter the
surface area per inch length is In X
1-k = 3.9 sq in. For power outputs
within the range of generating
equipment of a reasonable size (be-
low 100 kv) it is necessary to limit
the length of rod treated at one
time. For this reason it becomes
necessary to heat a piece progres-
sively, with only a narrow band be-
ing heated at any one time. This
"scanning" method can only be ap-
plied lengthwise of pieces of regu-
lar section; if it is attempted to
scan around the circumference, or
in any pattern that returns the
heating coil to the starting point, a
softened area will be produced
there.

The appearance of a 3 -in. diam-
eter tube as it is drawn through a
single -turn inductor such as is
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commonly used in the scanning
process is shown in Fig. 3. The in-
candescent band immediately under
the inductor tails off in the direc-
tion of the motion of the tube and
indicates roughly how long an in-
terval elapses while the tempera-

.ture of the surface falls to "black
heat". It will be noted that the coil
is of small -diameter tubing (A -in.
0.D.) and closely spaced from the
work (is -in.). These conditions are
necessary to give the required sur-
face concentration of power.

It is often desired to harden the
surface of a hollow cylindrical
piece, such as the wall of an en-
gine cylinder. Here the thickness
of the material becomes an im-
portant factor in determining the
speed with which the heating must
be accomplished. This is shown in
terms of scanning speed in Fig. 4,
for wall thicknesses down to it -in.

A considerable increase will be
noted for the smaller thicknesses,

(Continued on page 188)

FIG. 7-Structure of core, transition zone,
and hardened layer of 1095 steel after
treatment lasting 0.1 second at 500 kc. Top
section shows thickness dimensions of
these regions while bottom views show the
micro structure in each of the three zones,

at 1500 times magnification
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Front elevation of the oscilloscope -
deflection amplifier having a voltage

' amplification of 5000

Back elevation of the amplifier as con-
structed at the David W. Taylor Model

Basin

Right profile showing the arrangement
of component parts and tubes in rack -

and -panel instrument

A Stable Direct -Coupled
rHE DESIGN of high -gain, wide-
frequency - range direct - cou-

pled amplifiers always has been
hindered by a number of factors
which are difficult to control. The
term "direct -coupled" as used in
this paper embodies any type of
interstage coupling system for
vacuum -tube amplifiers which per-
mits response of the system to sig-
nal potentials of zero frequency. It
is not restricted to the case of zero -
resistance connection between the
output terminal of one vacuum -tube
stage and the input terminal of a
following stage.

The problem of maintenance of
proper electrode potentials in di-
rect -coupled amplifiers usually has
occasioned the necessity for hav-
ing either the output or the input
terminals average the signal com-
ponent of their output about some
potential other than that of ground.
The use of transformers or capaci-
tors as interstage coupling elements
destroys the feature of response to
signals of zero frequency.

Direct -coupled amplifiers of high
gain often are troubled with uncon-
trollable .drifts in output potential.

By G. ROBT. MEZGER
Formerly at David Taylor Model
Basin, Washington, D. C.: now at
Naval Training School (Pre -Radar),
Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.

The term "drift" is used here to
indicate any change, usually un-
controllable, which will cause an
undesired variation of either the
a -c or the d -c component of the
output of an amplifier. It is used
in contradistinction to the term
"noise" which is reserved for refer-
ence to short -time disturbances.

Drifts in direct -coupled ampli-
fiers have been known to achieve
such magnitude that attempts to
correct them have carried the tubes
in the latter stages of the amplifier

FIG. 1 --Hypothetical circuit for direct
coupling between two tubes

beyond their operating range. Cir-
cuit arrangements which have been
used to maintain proper electrode
potentials usually involve the place-
ment of power supplies or batteries
in such a manner that they are re-
quired to carry signal potentials.
As a result, these large masses,
with their high stray capacitance to
ground, shunt the high -frequency
components of the signal and des-
troy the high -frequency perform-
ance of the amplifier.

Solutions for the Problem

A circuit which has been widely
used of late for direct interstage
coupling is shown in Fig. 1. In
this circuit, a voltage divider is

+NY

11%
FIG. 2-Basic circuit in which a tube,

T_, stabilizes the amplifier
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FIG. 3-Complete basic circuit for the
stabilized amplifier. Resistors Re. R',.
Rs and are combined into a single
resistor; the same is true of R, and R',

An aperiodic coupling element per-

mits response to zero frequency
and to high frequencies limited
only by 'conventional limitations in

RC coupling. Useful in CR-tube de-

flection; has a voltage gain of 5000

AMPLIFIER
placed between the plate of the first
stage and a potential source which
is highly negative with respect to
the grid of the second stage. The
two resistors in the divider, R, and
R2, are so chosen that the potential
of point a is exactly the operating
potential desired for the grid of
T,. Attenuation of the signal orig-
inating at the plate of T, will ap-
pear at the grid of T, because of
the IR drop across R..

As the negative -potential source
at which Rs is terminated is made
more negative, R2 must be in-
creased to maintain the same aver-
age potential at point a. The at-
tenuation therefore becomes less.
If the plate of T, were operating at
an average potential of +100 volts,
and if Rs were terminated at a
source which was negative by 1000
volts with respect to ground, only
ten percent attenuation of the sig-
nal would occur.

The advantage of the circuit of 
Fig. 1 as a d -c coupling element is
apparent. It requires, however, a
high -potential source of low cur-
rent -capacity, and variations in po-
tential of the source will be evident
in high -gain amplifiers.

By inspection of Fig. 1, it can be
seen that if it were possible to con-
trol the flow of current through R,
and R, so that it is absolutely con-
stant, i.e., so that there would be no
change in potential drop through
R, regardless of signal -potential
variations, the signal originating
at the plate of T. would then ap-
pear unattenuated at point a. This
would be accomplished, for in-
stance, if Rs were increased to in-
finity, as is implied in the forego-
ing, so that the current flowing
through the network would be con-
stant at all times. It is also equiva-
lent to saying that if a signal were
applied at point a which was equal
in both magnitude and phase to the
signal at the plate of T., then re-
gardless of the current flowing
through R. the signal potential at
point a would be the desired po-
tential.

A Direct -Coupling Circuit

The application of just such a
signal at point a is accomplished
by the circuit of Fig. 2. In this
circuit, Ts operates as the infinite
resistor previously described; the
IR drop through R which is pro-

duced by the flow of the plate cur-
rent of Ts, provides the proper
average potential at point a while
introducing no signal attenuation.

In Fig. 2, the main elements of
the coupling device between T. and
Ts are resistor R1, which has the
same function as does Ri in Fig. 1,
and triode T. which, with its cath-
ode -load resistor, replaces R,. T.
operates to maintain the potential
of point a exactly equal in magni-
tude and phase to the potential
which originates at the plate of T,.

Consider the coupling element
first as a voltage divider made up
of the series combination of
r of Ts, and R.. Then, neglecting
any effects caused in Ts by Rs, the
signal at point a wouldi be the plate
signal of T, reduced by the factor
(r, + R4) / (Ri + r, + R.). If,
however, the plate current of Ts
is decreased just sufficiently, with
any increase in es, to permit Ts to
develop across R. a signal poten-
tial of the proper magnitude to
compensate exactly for the attenu-
ation produced by this voltage di-
vider, the desired condition for
potential at point a will have been
obtained. In this manner, Ri will
simulate a resistor which provides
a potential drop but which carries
no current. This is accomplished
by maintaining constant the plate
current of Ts regardless of changes
in es.

Control of plate current of T.
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to maintain it absolutely constant
is effected by varying the cathode
potential of the tube by an amount
which will vary.r, just sufficiently
to compensate any change in plate
current which would be caused by
variations in e3. Resistor Rs is
added, therefore, as shown in Fig.
2, to develop the control potential
necessary across the cathode of T3.
The value of R3 is so chosen that,
when operating in series with R,
as a voltage divider across the in-
put potential ea, the voltage drop
across Rs, with constant plate cur-
rent simultaneously flowing through
R4, is just sufficient to alter the
parameters of T3 to compensate
any change in plate current. When
this condition prevails, the signal
potential originating at T, will
cause the signal component of the
potential at point a to equal ex-
actly, in both magnitude and phase,
the output signal from T1; and

of T. will be absolutely constant.
The average potential of point a,
furthermore, can be controlled by
design to be exactly the desired op-
erating potential for the grid of
T.

Analysis of the Circuit

This circuit may be analyzed
rigorously as follows: From the
definition of constant plate cur-
rent requires that A e, -A ep/p.,
where e, = ea - e5 and e, = e, - ea.
Both e, and e, depend upon
Therefore, introducing ea as inde-
pendent variable and passing to in-
firlitesimals in place of the finite
variations, the condition for con-
stant ip becomes

(1)ft-
1 be,

O Oft
The two partial derivatives oc-

curring in Eq. (1) can be readily

evaluated by applying Kirchhoff's
laws to the circuit of Fig. 2:

e3 = ep r ipR4 iiR4

e3 - ipR4=
R3 + R4

4

eP e3[I R6 + R41+
2ip[R3R+9 -

R3

6e3 R3 + R4 - R3 + R4 (2)

Similarly,
eg - e6 - ip) R4 = es - ipR4 -

( es - 2pR4
R4k R3 + R4

For the purpose of this discussion,
e, can be assumed constant. In the
circuit actually used, this is as-
sured by the adoption of a push-
pull circuit. Then

beg R4

Oft Ra + RS (3)

Substituting Eq. (2) and (3) into
Eq. (1), the condition for constant
ip becomes

- R4 1 R3
or R4 = -14

113 + 11,4 p R3 + R4
The value of R., then, is equal to

,u,/? where p, = gmrp at the condi-
tions under which the tube is op-
erated. The value of R3 is not found
to be critical in practice. It may
vary as much as 15 percent with
little change in operation of the
circuit. R3 may be determined em-
pirically by measuring the plate
current of T3 while varying simul-
taneously the plate -supply for Ts
at the common junction of R3 and
R,.

The proper grid -bias potential for
Ts is taken from the cathode -load
resistor of T2 by adjustment of
R7 and Rs. The circuit between the
grid of Ts and the cathode of Ts
is degenerative and operates only
to maintain a constant bias poten-
tial on the grid of T,, so that a rise

6eP = 1 R4

FIG. 4-Cascaded direct -coupled amplifier, showing voltages with respect to
ground. For reasons stated in text, this circuit proved impractical

in grid potential (rise and fall of
potential are given here with re-
spect to signal ground potential,
which is at a level of -400 volts
with respect to absolute ground in
the amplifier described) of Ts in-
creases the plate current of T.

The potential of point a with re-
spect to ground (signal) is thus
reduced, and the grid potential of
T. is reduced an equal amount,
thereby reducing the cathode po-
tential of 7', and the grid potential
of T, by an amount just sufficient
to compensate for the original rise.
It is this self -stabilization of the
coupling element, operating to com-
pensate stage by stage for unde-
sired variations of circuit condi-
tions, which permits these stages
to be cascaded without danger from
long-time drifts rendering the am-
plifier unusable.

An inspection of Fig. 2 will show
that the compensating action de-
scribed will occur not only for vari-
ations in the parameters of T, and
Ts, but that it will occur also for
any signal which appears at the
plate of T,. This circuit, then, while
it is extremely stable, will pass no
signal and will not function as an
amplifier.

Elimination of Degeneration

A means for permitting the cir-
cuit to be self -compensating but
nevertheless allowing it to function
as an amplifier is shown in Fig. 3.
In this circuit, an amplifier, identi-
cal in every respect to the ampli-
fier of Fig. 2, has been added to
the original circuit to provide a
push-pull circuit. It will be noted,
however, that, by use of the paral-
lel connection of the cathodes of
each amplifier tube in each stage,
a variation in cathode potential of
one tube in a stage will cause a
change in ip of the other tube, and
a signal caused by such a change
will appear in balanced form in
the output circuit. If an unbal-
anced input signal, then, is applied
to the input of the amplifier of
Fig. 3, the common connections of
the cathodes of T, and T', and T2
and T's will cause a balanced signal
potential to appear at the output
terminals.

The circuit in this form is suit-
able only for push-pull output po-
tentials, which adapts it ideally to
deflection of a cathode-ray tube.
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This may restrict its usefulness
for some other applications. The
input signal may be either balanced
or unbalanced with respect to
ground in this circuit.

By the self -compensating action
described in the foregoing, any
variation of cathode temperature,
which changes r5 and g,,, and which
has been a main cause of drift and
variation of amplification in direct -
coupled amplifiers, has been virtu-
ally eliminated. The part of the
circuit of Fig. 3, therefore, which
consists of all elements following
the plate terminals of T, and T',,
may be viewed as a single unit for
a direct -coupled amplifier consist-
ing of a self -compensating coupling
element and an amplifying stage.
The coupling element has the ad-
vantage of introducing no signal
attenuation, and it operates to cor-
rect continuously for any of the
usual circuit variations which
cause drift in the output signal.

Stages may be cascaded to pro-
vide increased gain. It is signifi-
cant that the self -compensating
feature of the coupling element
permits stages to be cascaded with-
out the effects of individual stage
drifts becoming cumulative due to
succeeding amplification. The num-
ber of stages which can be cas-
caded is limited only by the de-
mands for economical power -sup-
ply design and by the noise which
is introduced by the first stage,
which noise is not eliminated by
the circuit. By suitable design of
the circuit, the proper value of Rs
generally -may be provided to ob-
tain the requisite frequency re-
sponse, gain, and average output
level which may be desired.

In practice it has been found
that R, is relatively high. Accord-
ingly, the stray circuit -capacitance
and the interelectrode capacitances
of Ts and T, operate as a shunt to
ground for the high -frequency
components of the signal at point a.
By the addition of C1, the effect of
these stray capacitances is neutral-
ized. Limitations on high -fre-
quency response of the stage, then,
become the same as those govern-
ing the operation of conventional
resistance -capacitance -coupled am-
plifiers. The value of C, must be
large with respect to the sum of
stray circuit -capacitances and the
interelectrode capacitances of T2

32 8
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FIG. 5-Schematic of complete stabilized direct -coupled amplifier. Parts list
is given in the accompanying text

PARTS LIST FOR FIG. 5

R1, Ru - 1 meg, 1 w Ras - 35,000, 1 w
/13, R4 - 200,000, 1 w Ras - 1 meg, 1 w
Rs- 300,000* Ras - 20,000, pot.
R. - 20,000, 1 w R40, R41-100,000, 1 w
R7 2 meg, 1 w Ru - 5,000, 10 w
Rs, Rs - 25, 1 w R411 75,000, 1 w
solo, Ru - 100,000*
Ru -2 meg, 1 w
Ri3- 20,000, 1 w
Ru 300,000*
RIS --- 2,000, 10 w
Rai - 1,000, 1 w
Rar - 50, pot.
R18 -1,000,1 w
Rao - 2,000, 10 w
Rea - 250. pot.t
Raa - 25,000, 1 w
R22 - 200,000, 1 w*
RIZ -2 meg, 1w
Ru 10.000, 10 w

R44 1 meg, 1 W
Ru -15,000, pot
R46 75,000, 1 w
R47, R46-100,000, 1 w
Ro - 1 meg, 1 w
Rao - 20,000, pot.
Rat - 1 meg, 1 w
Ru - 75,000, 1 w
Ru - 15,000, pot.
Ru 75,000, 1 w
R55 -- 150, 10 w
Rsa, Ri7 300, 10 w
Rea, Roo, Rao - 100,000, 1 w
RI. - 1 Meg, 1 W

R26 100,000, 1 w Ru - 100,000, pot.
R26 -10,000, 10 w R62 -15,000, 10 w
R27 100,000, 1 W Re4 - 1 meg, 1 w
R29 -2 meg, 1 w R66 - 250,000, 1 w
R29- 200,000* Rio 75,000, pot.
Rao, Ras - 2,500, 10 w R07- 75,000, 1 w
R32 - 10,000, 10 w
Ria - 100,000, 1 w
R34- 35,000, 1 w
R35 - 10,000, 10 w
R36 100,000, 1 w

Ca, Cs, Cs, C4 - 0.1 600 V
Ci4 Co, Cs, Cs -8µf, 600 v, el
Cs, Coo -2 pf, 1000 v, oil

Cu, Cu, Cu -4 baf, 600 v, oil
C14, Cu 8µf, 600 v, elec.
Cal, Car, Cie - 1.0 pf, 600 v, oil
Ss - Two -gang rotary, each gang
SP, eleven -position
So SP3T rotary
Si - Two -gang rotary, each gang
SP, three -position
54 - DPST toggle
La, Ls - Power Transformer, 180
va, 400-0-400 v, 200 ma d. c.,
5 v -amp, 6.3 v - 5.14 amp, Thor -
demon T -13R16.
Ls- Power transformer, 590-0-
590 v, 200 ma d.c., 6.3 v-3 amp,
Kenyon T-247.
Las Li, U, L7, Ls, Ls - Filter
choke, 12 h at 0 ma, 5 h at 200
ma, d.c., 80 ohms, 1600 v insula-
tion test, Thordarson T -67C49.
Fa -5 amp, Type 3AG
Pa, P2 - Ten -terminal flush fe-
male chassis connector, Jones S-
310 -FP.
Ps - Flush female chassis con-
nector
P4 - Three -terminal female chas-
sis connector, Amphenol PC3F.
Pa, Pe, P7 - Banana jack

ec. Po, Ps Seven -terminal termi-
nal strip

 Precision -type, (IRC Type WW -4), wire -wound resistors.

t Rao consists of ten 25 -ohm, 1/2 w resistors, connected in series across the terminals
of an 11 -position rotary switch, and isolated from the remainder of the circuit with a
1000 ohm, 10 watt resistor at either end of the switch.
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and T.. In practice, a capacitance
of 0.01 pi or more has been found
satisfactory for circuits of the type
shown here.

Distribution of Potential

The circuit of Fig. 4 illustrates
the type of potential -distribution
problem encountered in the appli-
cation of the direct -coupled ampli-
fying unit to a three -stage cascaded
direct -coupled amplifier.

The first stage, which consists
of T, alone, is a conventional direct -
coupled amplifier. Its output signal
is superimposed upon its average
plate potential of +150 volts. T.
operates as a coupling element to
the grid of T3, which is an ampli-
fier. T, and T. operate in like man-
ner to T. and T.. The average po-
tential, with no signal applied to
the input circuit, is given for all

significant points in the circuit.
It will be noted that the output level
of each stage, exclusive of the in-
put stage, is at ground potential.

The feedback resistor I:4, which
is shown in Fig. 4, has no function
in the distribution of average po-
tential. It is employed, rather, in
the final design of the amplifier
as a gain -control element.

Design for a Typical Amplifier

Figure 5 illustrates schemati-
cally a complete design for a direct -
coupled amplifier. The maximum
voltage -gain of the amplifier is
5000 times. Its input impedance is
100,000 ohms. The high -frequency
response of the unit is given in
Fig. 6. The low -frequency response
of the amplifier is uniform, at the
maximum value shown in Fig. 6,
to zero cps.

Fig. 6 -High -f requency response characteristic of the amplifier

FIG. 7-Input attenuator detail. Each resistor is a 1/2 -watt unit

TABLE I. Overall Amplifier Gain as a
Function of Attenuator Setting and Actual

Amplifier Gain

Attenuator
Setting

Amplifier Gain Setting

1000 2000 5000

0 0 0 0
1 1 2 5

2 2 4 10
3 5 10 25
4 10 20 50
5 20 40 100
6 50 100 250
7 100 200 500
8 200 400 1000
9 500 1000 2500

10 1000 2000 5000

The amplifier has been designed
for direct deflection of a Du Mont
Type 5LP5 cathode-ray tube, which
is operated with a second -anode po-
tential of 1000 volts and an inten-
sifier -electrode potential of 2000
volts. Instability of gain and drift
cannot be observed on the screen
of the cathode-ray tube. The am-
plifier is operated entirely from al-
ternating -current power.

Input Circuit

A balanced input attenuator
(Fig. 7) is provided in the ampli-
fier for reduction of the input sig-
nal to an amplitude which is proper
for the grid of the first stage and
for control of the magnitude of the
output potential. The attenuator
gives steps in gain in the ratio of
2 to 1 as closely as could be ob-
tained with available values of
standard commercial resistors.
Eleven fixed positions of the input
attenuators are available which,
with three fixed values of ampli-
fier gain, give a total of 33 gain
positions. The maximum attenu-
ation, exclusive of the "OFF" po-
sition, is 10'. The gain settings
available are given in Table I.

Immediately following the input
attenuator in the circuit is a three -
position switch which will ground
either side of the amplifier input
for use with signals which are un-
balanced with respect to grbund.
An ungrounded position is provided
for use of the amplifier in the con-
ventional balanced manner.

Balance of the Amplifier

The term "balance" is used to
refer to the overall adjustment of
any or all of the characteristics of
an amplifier to readjust the output -

(Continued on page 352)
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ABOVE: In one step of the grinding process, the quartz wafers
are placed in pentagonal holes in planetary gears that revolve
and rotate with abrasive between two cross -grooved plates

LEFT: The quartz wafers are held in place by suction and
ground against a resinoid diamond wheel on this automatic

lapping machine

Lapping QUARTZ for War

Some of the techniques used in processing crystals at
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. plant of North American Philips

After partial orientation with a conoseope I
(above), accurate checking of the sawing
angle is made by x-ray diffraction on the

instrument at the left
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Measurement of High Vacuums

Gages used in the development of electronic and other devices employing low pressures
measured in microns of mercury are described. Their application to automatic control of

manufacturing processes is discussed

Ignitron mercury -arc rectifier equipped with an industrial type vacuum gage
having a handwheel and pinion for operating the mercury plunger. The gage

is at the extreme right

THE INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION of
gaseous and nuclear discharges

is creating a demand for instru-
ments that measure the pressure
in vacuum systems. There is also a
growing demand for instruments
that automatically control pressure,
or control an electrical quantity as
a function -of pressure. It is, there-
fore, timely to discuss some of the
various vacuum gages which are
used in the development and appli-
cation of electronic devices.

By far the most extensive ap-
plication for such vacuum gages
is found in the production of dis-
charge tubes and incandescent
lamps. However, many other indus-

trial processes now require the use
of low pressures measured in mi-
crons of mercury. In this connec-
tion, the barometer -tube diagram
of Fig. 1, comparing pressures, will
be of interest.

Barometer Vacuum Gage

The barometer vacuum or Mc-
Leod vacuum gage operates on the
principle of trapping, by means of
mercury, a definite volume of gas
in the closed end of a glass tube,
and measuring the volume of the
sample after a definite pressure has
been applied. The better the va-
cuum-i.e., the smaller the number
of gas molecules per unit volume-

By H. H. ZIELINSKI
1,, um and Chemical Section
Industrial Engineering Division

General Electric Co.
Schenectady, N. Y.

the smaller the volume will be after
compression.

According to Dalton's law, the
total pressure of a gas mixture is
equal to the sum of the partial
pressures of the component gases.
The gage, however, will not indi-
cate the partial pressures of vapors,
as for instance of mercury and
water, which condense at the pres-
sure applied in the use of the gage.
It will read only the total pressure
of permanent gases present in the
vacuum system.

The form of this gage, which has
found general application, is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The glass tube (1)
is connected to the vacuum system.
The mercury contained in the gage
can be lifted by means of a plunger
(7), so that it will rise in tubes (5)
and (1), and close off the entrance
to the bulb (4) and tube (3), When
further pressure is exerted on the
plunger, the mercury will enter
bulb (4) and tube (3), the end of
which is sealed, and will compress
the gas volume which has been
trapped in tube (3).

A scale (2), calibrated in mi-
crons, is provided on tube (3) so
that the vacuum can be read di-
rectly on this scale. A marked com-
parison tube (6) is provided on
tube (1) so that the operator is
able to bring the mercury column
up to a definite level. This level
corresponds to a definite pressure
on the volume trapped in tube (3).

E'
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FIG. 1-Columns of mercury (Hg) at various pressures

The scale of the McLeod gage is
usually arranged to read pressures
from 0 to 300 microns. Readings
can be estimated within limits of
about 0.1 micron, which is usually
sufficient for technical purposes.
Another type is available for read-
ing pressures from 0 to 3000 mi-
crons. Special gages are in use for
measuring a range of 0.01 to 10
microns.

The gage is easy to manipulate,
and the only care which has to be
taken concerns the speed of raising
the mercury column. This must be
done slowly in order not to break
the closed end of the gage and to
prevent disrupting into sections the
mercury column in the small tube,
which causes incorrect reading. In-
dustrial type gages are generally
equipped with handwheels and pin-
ions for operating the mercury
plunger, so that slow movement is
assured.

The McLeod gage 4s generally
used to calibrate electrical types of
vacuum gages, and is quite popular
for laboratory work. Pump -evacu-
ated rectifiers are usually equipped
with this type of gage.

Thermocouple Vacuum Gage

The thermocouple vacuum gage
employs the heat conductivity of a

FIG.

FIG. 2-The barometer vacuum or McLeod gage

3-Thermocouple vacuum gage tube

Bohery

Milkommehr

Ibrearm gage lobe

kficroam
(Low retvdance lype)

Rheostat tbr current of(justrnent

FIG. 4-Circuit for thermocouple vacuum
gage

gas or vapor as a mean of measur-
ing the pressure in a vacuum sys-
tem.

Heat conductivity depends on
pressure, i.e., on the number of
molecules present in the system.
Thus the essential element of this
gage is a thermocouple contained
in a glass envelope in the form of a
vacuum tube, as shown in Fig. 3.
The tube is provided with an ex-
tended neck by means of which it
may be connected to the vacuum
system, either through a rubber
hose or glass tubing.

A typical tube contains a filament
to which a constant current of 0.03
to 0.05 ampere is supplied by a dry
battery, this current being variable
by means of a rheostat as shown in
Fig. 4 to provide suitable full-scale
adjustment. The output voltage of
the thermocouple is indicated by
means of a low -resistance microam-
meter. High output, corresponding
to high temperature at the ther-
mocouple, indicates low pressure or
good vacuum, because under this
condition the heat conductivity of
the gas is low. Vice versa, low ther-
mocouple output indicates a poor
vacuum.

The scale of the microammeter
may be calibrated in arbitrary di-
visions to enable the vacuum to be
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FIG. 5-Characteristic curve for a thermocouple vacuum gage

read by means of suitable curves,
thus allowing the instrument to be
used in connection with any num-
ber of gage tubes. The microam-
meter may also be calibrated di-
rectly in microns, in which case
the instrument is used with one
gage tube for which it is calibrated.
Obviously, the calibration of the
tube will depend on the nature of
the gas or vapor for which it is to
be used, since the heat conductiv-
ities of various gases and vapors
at a given pressure are different.

A typical complete vacuum gage
is supplied in a metal case contain-
ing filament milliammeter and
thermocouple microammeter, as
well as the rheostat. Mounted in a
suitable socket, the gage tube may
be located at any convenient point
in the vacuum system. The range
of pressures to which this device is
usually applied is from 1 to 100
microns. It has mainly been sup-
plied for use in laboratories. The
characteristic curve of readings is
shown in Fig. 5.

Hot -Filament Resistance -Type

The hot -filament resistance -type
or Pirani-Hale vacuum gage uses
the rate at which heat is conducted
away from an incandescent filament
for indicating the pressure in a
vacuum system. Since the rate of
heat conduction is a function of the
number of gas and vapor molecules
in the vacuum system, it is also a
function of the gas pressure. There-
fore, the higher the pressure in the
vacuum system, the lower will be
the temperature of the filament.

Assuming the use of a filament

material with a high temperature
coefficient, such as tungsten wire,
any temperature change of the fila-
ment will result in a relatively large
change of resistance. To make the
change of resistance of the filament
available for indicating purposes, it
is connected to one branch of a
Wheatstone bridge as in Fig. 6.

Assuming that the bridge is excited
by constant voltage and also that
the other three branches of the cir-
cuit have constant resistances, then
a galvanometer or microvoltmeter
connected across the bridge circuit
will give different indications for

r --
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Reclifter
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tube
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To o.c.

supply

Apjusting
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*Won)

too

EXCITATION
UNIT

-/ncilcator tube

To rectifier
vacuum chamber

VACUUM
DETECTOR

--Potentiometer

9

VACUUM
REGULATOR

J

various pressures in the vacuum
system.

In the practical application of
this vacuum gage, the filament is
incorporated in an indicator or de-
tector tube which is not sealed but
is connected to the vacuum system.
Another branch of the bridge cir-
cuit contains a highly evacuated
compensator tube in comparative
position to the indicator tube. The
bridge circuit is balanced after the
indicator tube has been evacuated
to the lowest obtainable pressure,
so that under this condition all
branches of the bridge circuit have
approximately equal resistances.
This condition corresponds to zero
indication. When the pressure de-
creases and the resistance of the
filament in the indicator tube in-
creases, the unbalance in the bridge
circuit causes a current to flow
through the instrument, the scale
of which may be calibrated di-
rectly in microns.

Uses for Pirani-Hale Gage

This gage may be used both for
local and remote measurement of
vacuum and also for the purpose of
controlling vacuum through a con-
tact -making device, as shown in
the connection diagram of such a
vacuum -regulating equipment (Fig.
6). The instrument of this

eec-iC}"
0 0 }

-Electrons

mos
CO.Cf;-

83 8
,64.1 1251.

To vacuum
system

Aeibroommeter
if used

MIcroommeter

1111.
Amplitier

slooe

FIG. 6-Hot-filament gage connected in a FIG. 7-Circuit for an ionization gage,
bridge circuit of a vacuum regulator using a triode tube
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ment is provided with a set of con-
tacts so arranged that the indicator
needle may close these contacts if
it reaches a selected point on the
micron scale.

To relieve the needle of any me-
chanical stress required for exert-
ing a sufficient contact pressure, a
small motor is used in the regu-
lator diagrammed. It presses the
needle in regular short intervals
against the contact bar, through
a reciprocating movement, thereby
closing the circuit to the vacuum
pump. When the needle returns to
the selected point, usually low on
the scale, another contact is caused
to open the circuit.

Devices of this type are usually
employed to ring an alarm or trip a
rectifier off the line in case vacuum
fails. They may, however, be used
for automatic control of vacuum
pumps if this is desired.

The particular gage referred to
is calibrated for a range of 1-10
microns. Readings may be esti-
mated to about 0.1 micron.

Ionization Gage

The ionization gage is perhaps
the simplest means for quantita-
tively measuring a high vacuum.
This gage, which consists essen-
tially of a three -electrode vacuum
tube, makes use of the fact that an
electron emission current from a
hot cathode will cause ionization of
gas molecules in the tube by bom-
bardment. These ions will flow to
any electrode which is maintained
at a sufficiently high negative po-
tential with respect to the hot
cathode.

The number of ions caused by
the collision of a constant electron
flow with gas molecules is a meas-
ure of the number of gas molecules
present, and therefore of the pres-
sure in the vacuum system. Figure
7 shows the connections of such a
three -electrode tube. Here the grid
of the tube, used as an anode for
attracting electrons, is held at a
constant positive potential with re-
spect to the filament -type cathode.
The electrode which in other appli-
cations of such tubes is used as an
anode in this case serves the pur-
pose of a collector plate for ions.

A direct voltage of, for example,
125 volts, is applied between cath-
ode (-) and grid ( ) to obtain a
sufficient flow of electrons. At the

same time, a constant difference of
potential of, say 25 volts, is applied
between the collector plate ( - ) and
the cathode ( ), and the electron
emission is maintained constant by
controlling the filament current.

The ion current is a definite func-
tion of the gas pressure, and, there-
fore, a microammeter may be con-
nected in the plate circuit and can
be calibrated to indicate directly
the vacuum in microns. By shunt-
ing the microammeter, the sensi-
tivity of the gage may be adjusted
to suit the prevailing conditions of
pressure.

One typical ionization gage may
be used for indicating pressures as
low as 0.01 micron, and a useful

FIG. 8-An emission gage using a diode
tube

range may be from 0.01 to 10 mi-
crons. The upper limit of pressure
for this type of gage is that at
which ionization takes place
throughout the tube, that is,
throughout the entire space be-
tween filament and grid. This may
occur-depending on the design of
the tube used-at any pressure be-
tween 100 and 200 microns. In this
case, some of the ions will go to the
cathode and the plate current is
then no longer a function of the
number of gas molecules present in
the vacuum system. Furthermore,
rapid destruction of the filament -
type cathode will occur as a result
of bombardment by ions.

The principal application of the
ionization gage is in laboratories
dealing with electronic research
and in factories producing vacuum
tubes.

In some cases, especially when
the ionization gage is used for con-
trol purposes, it is advantageous to

use an amplifier stage in series with
the gage (Fig. 7). The sensitivity
may then be changed by varying
the resistance in series with the
plate, thereby changing the voltage
drop for a given ion current.

Emission Gage

A more recent means for quali-
tatively indicating the degree of
vacuum, or a leak in a vacuum sys-
tem, is the emission gage, which
uses a diode tube for indicating the
presence of gas in the vacuum sys-
tem.

In this case, the gage tube con-
tains two electrodes, as shown in
Fig. 8, one being the hot cathode
and the other the anode, which is
arranged close to the cathode. The
cathode is heated by a standard
low -voltage battery of perhaps 1

volt, while the applied anode volt-
age may be obtained from a small
45 -volt radio battery.

As long as no gas molecules are
present in the tube, an electron
emission current may be read with
a microammeter. If, however, any
gas is allowed to enter the vacuum
system, the emission breaks down,
and the microammeter in the anode
circuit will read zero.

Leak Detection

This system is used for indicat-
ing leaks in a vacuum system, for
instance in an electronic tube being
evacuated. In such a case, oxygen
is blown through a small hose
against the tube connected to the
pump, while the microammeter in-
dicating the emission current of
the gage tube is observed. If the
gas has a chance to enter the va-
cuum system, and through the sys-
tem the gage tube, the emission
current will disappear. The current
will return as soon as the gas flow
is interrupted, i.e., the hose is re-
moved.

This method of leak detection is
so sensitive that the location of a
leak may be determined by direc-
ting the flow of gas against a par-
ticular spot.

The leak detector has until now
mainly been used in the testing of
vacuum tubes for possible leaks,
while such tubes are being ex-
hausted. Its application may, how-
ever, be extended to any other sys-
tem in which a high vacuum has to
be maintained.
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PHOTOELECTRIC
An electronic medical instrument for recording the state of fullness of blood vessels. It
measures ear opacity by means of a tiny phototube and lamp clipped to the ear. The
phototube is connected to a unique direct -coupled push-pull amplifier feeding the mov-

ing coil of an inkwriter

By W. E. GILSON, Univ. of Wisc. Medical School, Madison, Wisconsin

PLETHYSMOGRAPH is defined as
"an instrument for record-

ing graphically the size of a part
as determined by the state of full-
ness of its blood vessels". This is
ordinarily done by placing the part
in a chamber filled with air or wa-
ter, and measuring the displace-
ment of the filling medium with a
tambour or similar means. This
gives quite accurate quantitative
results, but is rather inconvenient
and almost impossible to apply to
some parts.

An extremely convenient but less
accurately quantitative method is
photoelectric plethysmography, in
which a beam of light is transmit-
ted through the tissues and onto
a phototube, the amount of light
reaching the phototube depending

on the absorption of light in the re-
gion. This depends to a consider-
able extent on the amount of blood
in the tissues at the moment. With
each contraction of the heart, blood
is forced into the peripheral vascu-
lar system, causing a momentary
dilatation and an increased absorp-
tion of light.

A fingertip pulsation as recorded
with a capacitor -coupled amplifier
and cathode-ray tube, simultan-
eously with a record of the cardiac
action potentials, is shown in Fig.
1. Note the delay between contrac-
tion of the heart (at point B) and
the arrival of the pulse at the finger
(at point A). In addition to this
pulsation there is a slow change
due to variations in arterial tonus,
as well as other factors. This slow

FIG. 1 (Left)-Recording of cardiac action
potential (lower record, with beginning of
cardiac contraction at B), and fingertip pul-
sations (upper record, with onset of pulse

at Al .

FIG. 2 (Below)-Ear opacity is measured
with this arrangement, which is a modifica-
tion of the Hertzman-Dillon plethysmo-
graph. A compact version is being used by
high -altitude fliers to monitor the amount of
oxygen in their blood, as this is also

related to ear opacity

CE22
;Ear /-pholotube

1- 90v
grid

WIMMIMM11/.. 

a3n dc.
g MCI

%/1/1//M1

change can be recorded only with a
direct -coupled amplifier. An exam-
ple still occasionally seen is blush-
ing of the face and ears as a re-
sponse to certain emotional stimuli.

A similar but more pronounced
effect may be obtained by the Val-
salva experiment, in which an at-
tempt at forced expiration is made
with a closed glottis. This raises
the intrathoracic pressure above
the venous pressure, preventing re-
turn of blood to the heart and pro-
ducing engorgement of the peri-
pheral vessels, especially of the
head. This is the most convenient
method for testing a photoelectric
plethysmograph designed for use
on the ear.

Photoelectric plethysmography
was first introduced in Germany in
1934,' and developed further in this
country''''

Recording Opacity of the Ear

In connection with a research
problem it became necessary to re-
cord with an inkwriter the amount
of blood in the ear simultaneously
with several other inkwritten rec-
ords, these records being made by
a six -channel Grass electroenceph-
alograph. One of the electroen-
cephalograph inkwriters was not
being used for other purposes, so
it seemed desirable to use it for re-
cording the ear opacity.

An inkwriter as used for electro-
encephalography consists of a mov-
ing coil and field magnet assembly,
much like a dynamic speaker, with
the moving coil connected to a lever
system which amplifies the motion
and applies it to a pen. The moving
coil is wound with fine wire, usually
No. 41, to a d -c resistance of about
2,500 ohms. Thus it may be con -
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FIG. 3-Push-pull amplifier circuit used with the plethysmograph to actuate one
pen of a six -channel Grass electroencephalograph

nected directly into the plate cir-
cuit of a vacuum tube, which is
necessary in order to record fre-
quencies down to one or two cycles
per second. Such frequencies are
frequently found in pathological
electroencephalograms. (For fur-
ther information on the Grass elec-
troencephalograph see appendix A,
Atlas of Electroencephalography,
F. A. Gibbs and E. L. Gibbs, Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1941.)

Plethysmograph Design

A modification of the Hertzman-
Dillon plethysmograph was used,
the design being changed to allow
the light transmitted through the
ear to fall directly on the cathode
of the phototube, thus obtaining
considerably higher output. This
modified instrument, shown in Fig.
2, gives an output of the order of
one volt with a moderate change
in ear density, such as that caused
by a Valsalva experiment. A tube
well adapted to this purpose is the
Continental Electric CE 22 of the
flat end type. (This tube is sup-
plied with either a round or flat
end, and it is necessary to specify
in order to receive the one desired.)

The electroencephalograph ampli-
fiers are capacitor coupled, and
would work well for recording pul-
sations in the ear, but could not of
course be used for recording sus-
tained changes in ear opacity. Thus
it was necessary to develop a di-
rect -coupled amplifier with suffi-
cient power to drive the inkwriter.

Amplifier Circuit

The amplifier circuit is shown in
Fig. 3. The output stage is of a
conventional push-pull type, driven
by a push-pull phase inverter with
a large cathode resistor. The phase
inversion is produced by means of
the large voltage drop in the com-

mon 30,000 -ohm cathode resistor.
This voltage drop is always larger
than 45 volts, so as to make the
cathode positive with respect to the
grid as required for negative grid
bias. The input grid of tube 1 is
grounded, and the signal is applied
to the input grid of tube 2.

When the grid of tube 2 is made
more negative by a change in
phototube resistance, the cathodes
of both input tubes also become
more negative (closer to -45 v),
because of the decreased voltage
drop in the common cathode resis-
tor. The effect is thus to bring the
grid of tube 1 closer to the cathode
in potential; since the grid was or-
iginally negative, it becomes less
negative with respect to its cathode.
This is just as if the signal had
been applied from grid to grid,
rather than from one grid to
ground. Therefore, given a suffi-
ciently large cathode resistor, the
signals on the two plates of the first
stage will be 180 deg. out of phase
and approximately equal 6. a 7.

The line voltage on which the
photoelectric plethysmograph was
to be operated had frequent large
transients, and it was decided to
eliminate interference from these
by operating the first stage of the
amplifier on batteries. The drain
is extremely small, so that long
battery life can be expected. The
output stage was operated from a
rectifier power supply in order to
obtain sufficient power. Push-pull
operation makes this stage almost
completely stable even with large
changes in line voltage.

When operating as an electro-
(Continued on page 318)

FIG. 4 -Inkwriter record obtained by a Valsalva experiment with the photoelectric
plethysmograph. The dip between points A and B indicates increased congestion

and corresponding higher ear density
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AIRCRAFT RADIO

Aircraft radio mechanic adjusting a 10 -frequency combination transmitter
and receiver at United Air Lines maintenance base at Cheyenne, Wyoming

Communications laboratory of United Air Lines in Chicago

By A. F. TRUMBULL
San Mateo, Calif.

AIRCRAFT radio mechanics em-
ployed by commercial airlines

can be divided into three groups:
line service mechanics, who check
the radio equipment and affiliated
installations in the aircraft itself ;
shop mechanics, who are respon-
sible for the overhaul, maintenance,
rebuilding and revision of such
items as transmitters, receivers
and other removable equipment;
project mechanics, who make major
alterations in the equipment and
the installation.

General Requirements of
Maintenance Mechanics

All mechanics assigned to air-
craft radio maintenance must hold
at least a second-class radiotele-
phone license, in addition to tech-
nical and personal qualifications.
Versatility is highly desirable since
a man may be used for all three
types of work. An understanding
of the requirements for each type
of aircraft radio mechanic can be
of value, however, in placing those
new men whose aptitudes make
them best suited for one particular
type of work.

Line Service Mechanic

Generally the airplane radio line
service mechanic must be able to
think and act quickly, be cheerful,
present a good appearance, and be
cooperative to a greater degree
than the shop man. He must be able
to diagnose quickly and accurately
any irregularities in the operation
of every single component of an
aircraft radio installation, to de-
termine whether or not it is operat-
ing properly and if not, how to fix
it. His remedial measure may be
nothing more than replacing a de-
fective unit, but he must know for
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MAINTENANCE
Duties and required qualifications of each type of aircraft radio mechanic, and general
discussion of maintenance procedures used by large commercial airlines to keep both
ground and flying radio equipment in proper condition with minimum plane lay -over

sure that the unit is defective and
that its replacement will cure tie
trouble.

Shop Mechanic

The airplane radio shop mechanic
is not required to make the light-
ning decisions so necessary in
"through service" work, but his

technical knowledge and his ability
to handle tools and machine -y are
important. He can assume a more
or less steady gait at his bench
work. The slow -but -sure type of
man is valuable at such work, as it
usually requires a great deal of
patience, consistent and deliberate
thinking, planning ahead and some -

Test panels in the radio -electric department of United's base in
Cheyenne. Left to right: Automatic direction -finder test panel;
receiver test panel; interphone and loop test panel: oscillo-
scope for visual checking; a -f signal generator and vacuum -

times the development of ideas. An
analytical mind and a creative in-
stinct are definite assets in radio
shop work, especially when com-
pletely rebuilding some unit of
radio equipment.

Project Mechanic

Project work consists of the in -

tube voltmeter; communications unit test panel; a f power
amplifier; loop gear box test panel: all -wave receiver for
checking frequencies: microphone and headset test panel:
autosyn test panel: relay test panel: generator test panel
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Radio rack mock-up of a Mainliner, wired so sets can be
operated as in flight, to study the effects of proposed changes

without holding an airplane out of service

stallation of new units, the altera-
tion of existing installations and
major overhaul and repair jobs.
The airplane radio project me-
chanic requires many of the attri-
butes of both the line service me-
chanic and the shop mechanic. His
work is usually in the airplane it-
self and is accomplished at the time
the plane is in the shop for engine
change and/or plane overhaul. He
must be able to cooperate with
others to a high degree, and must
work fast and accurately so that
the plane will not be out of service
because of his slowness or mistakes.

About 25 percent of an aircraft
radio installation was changed
every year prior to the war, in the
interest of modernization and im-
proved operation. The changes
usually involved the "fixed" equip-
ment in the plane, frequently not
readily accessible, hence the work
had to be of high quality and re-
quire no future attention.

Communications Laboratory

Some of the major airlines main-
tain a communications laboratory
for development work on local prob-

Signal generator used for measuring frequencies and aligning
all aircraft radio receivers carried aboard Mainliners. Push-

buttons select any of 24 crystal -controlled frequencies

lems involving too small an equip-
ment market to interest aircraft
radio manufacturers, or for work
requiring flying equipment and
other facilities available only to an
air transport company.

Aircraft radio equipment is
usually designed to meet the aver-
age requirements of all commercial
airlines, and the communications
laboratory may often engineer such
changes as are desirable for its
own airline. Operating service
problems which require laboratory
equipment and technicians are also
handled by the laboratory staff.

Desirable Qualifications for Aircraft
Radio Mechanics

In addition to actual radio train-
ing and experience, it is highly de-
sirable that all aircraft radio me-
chanics have at least a high school
education, including courses in
physics, mathematics through alge-
bra and trigonometry, mechanical
drawing and machine shop prac-
tice. Training in sheet metal work,
welding, brazing and soldering and
experience with internal combus-
tion engines and instruments is

also desirable in radio maintenance
work.

Much or all of this apparently
unrelated training is often lacking
in applicants for positions in air-
craft radio. So often it is not real-
ized that aircraft radio mechanics
must thoroughly understand the
functions and importance of all
airplane controls and the funda-
mentals of airplane design. The
knowledge of controls is necessary
so that he will not damage, throw
out of adjustment or obstruct the
movement of any airplane controls
when doing his particular job. A
knowledge of the fundamentals of
construction makes him realize that
even the smallest rivet, gusset or
brace may be an important struc-
tural member. Accordingly he must
not drill holes, bend parts, or other-
wise alter any structure without
first obtaining proper authority.

Opportunities

Radio maintenance mechanics
usually start as apprentices or help-
ers at 40 to 75 cents per hour.
Raises are usually periodical, and
aftr the required length of serv-
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ice the apprentice is made a me-
chanic at approximately 75 cents to
$1.00 per hour. Progress from
there to master or lead mechanic
and to supervisory duties is usually
dependent solely on ability.

Aircraft Radio Maintenance Stations

Radio maintenance facilities are
usually established at one or more
stations on the airline, so neces-
sary work can be done during lay-
overs between trips. At other than
terminal stations a plane is avail-
able only from 5 to 30 minutes,
which is insufficient to accomplish
any work other than replacement
of some item of removable equip-
ment.

Maintenance Foreman

The facilities at an aircraft radio
maintenance station are usually in
the charge of a radio maintenance
foreman, who answers directly to
the chief mechanic at the station.
Such a foreman frequently has as
added responsibilities the entire
plane electrical system, emergency
ground radio station repair, and
electrical and communication facili-

ties in airport buildings of the
airline. It has been found that
much better results are obtained if
the entire electrical system of the
plane is made the responsibility of
one department. Any good radio
man can handle the straight elec-
trical work, but the converse is sel-
dom true.

The responsibilities of the main-
tenance foreman, presuming they
are electrical as well as radio, might
be itemized somewhat as follows :

(1) Maintenance of the plane
radio equipment (both removable
and fixed), pilot's headset and
microphone equipment, and the use
and care of all radio shop equip-
ment.

(2) The instruction of radio me-
chanics, assigned to the various
crews, in the proper maintenance
of the plane radio and electrical
systems.

(3) To act in an advisory ca-
pacity to the crew chief or chief
mechanic in the correction of any
reported irregularities of radio or
electrical systems.

(4) To see that the instructions
issued by the superintendent of

communications are carried out.
(5) To contact and instruct the

flying personnel with respect to the
operation of radio equipment..

(6) To maintain proper spare
equipment and parts at strategic
stations on his division.

(7) To prepare all forms and
records required by division or field
headquarters, and/or the Civil
Aeronautics Bureau.

(8) To be on the alert to sug-
gest improved servicing methods.

(9) To assign radio mechanics
to the various crews, and arrange
for radio mechanics to rotate shifts
so that each man spends sufficient
time in the shop. to keep fully fa-
miliar with radio maintenance work.

(10) To contact other stations
on his division, at regular intervals
approved by the division superin-
tendent, in order to advise and in-
struct the crew chiefs, chief me-
chanics and radio mechanics at
those stations in the proper in-
spection and servicing of radio and
electrical equipment.

Formal maintenance orders are
issued as bulletins by the superin-
tendent of communications.

Panel for testing microphones and headsets in sound -proof box Air -operated vibration generator designed especially for testing
and recording their response curves aircraft radio equipment
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Computing CIRCUIT
A method is outlined for computing the voltage across a particular element of a network
at any desired cycle after application of a repetitive discontinuous waveform, such as a
rectangular pulse. General equations are given and a numerical example is worked out

F A WAVEFORM consists of aI number of cycles which cannot
be expressed by a limited number
of harmonically -related sinusoidal
terms, and yet successive cycles are
identical, we have a repetitive dis-
continuous waveform. An example
of such a voltage waveform is a
train of rectangular pulses.

This paper outlines a method for
the computation of circuit re-
sponses to repetitive discontinuous
voltage waveforms. As compared
to alternative methods,I. 2. the math-
ematical development is simpler and
a clearer physical picture is ob-
tained. A general description of
the method will be given, illustrated
by working out a specific applica-
tion.

General Statement of Problem

In Fig. 1(a) a source of voltage
e is connected to a load Z. The volt-
age waveform is as shown in Fig.
1(b). During the interval 0 t < .1.,
the voltage can be expressed by the
function f(t). At 7 there is a dis-
continuity, and from 'r to T, the end
of the cycle, the voltage is expressed
by the function p (t --r), where
t has any value between .1. and T.
It is required to find a circuit re-
sponse e' where e' is the voltage
across a particular element of the
network, during the nth cycle. In
the case shown in Fig. 1(b), there
is a single discontinuity in the
voltage waveform at t = T. It may
happen that there is more than one
discontinuity, or it may happen
that p (t - ,r) is zero.

With p (t - 'r) zero, if the inter-
val (T - T) is sufficiently long so
that the response is effectively zero
before the commencement of the
next cycle, the problem reduces to
one which can be solved by con -

By

JOHN B. TREVOR, JR.
Contract lengineer

Naval Research Laboratory
Anacostia, D. C.

ventional methods. This is done by
setting up two equations, one for
the period when the emf has a
finite value, and the second for zero
applied emf. The first of these equa-
tions will have initial conditions
corresponding to rest conditions for
the circuit, while the initial condi-
tions for the second equation will
be found from the value of the first
equation at the instant t = T.

First Step in Solution

The general case, where at the
end of the cycle the response is not
zero, will now be investigated. The
first step consists in finding the re-
sponse for the first cycle. At the
instant before the start of the first
cycle, there is zero response, hence
the initial conditions will be given
by, in the notation of Fig. 1, the
response to f(t) at t = 0. Now
f(t) expresses the emf until some
time 1., where 7 T. If T = T, e'
for the first cycle has been evalu-
ated. In case T < T, the response
over the interval 2 < t < T must be
found. The equation for the re-
sponse over the second interval is
obtained by solving for the response
to p (t - 'c), with initial conditions
appropriate to the value of the en-
ergy stored in the network at
t = ,r due to f (t). The first step in
the solution for the response to the
nth cycle of emf is then the solution
for the response to the first cycle.

The steps in the solution will be
illustrated by solving an actual ex-
ample. The network of Fig. 2 is ex-
cited by a source of d -c potential

which is connected to the network
through switch S. This switch is
closed cyclically for an interval .r

and opened for an interval (T
The switch may be -a rotating com-
mutator or some type of relay which
is repetitively energized and deen-
ergized. The resistance of the volt-
age source is lumped with series
circuit resistance in R,. It is re-
quired to find V, the voltage across
C during the nth cycle. The applied
emf will have the following form:

e=f(t)= E where 0 (1)
e= p(T-r)=0 wherer<t<T

The emf is then a pulse of period
T and of length r. The fact that
p (t - r) is zero simplifies the equa-
tions of the example, but does not
result in any loss of generality
since it is assumed that at T the re-
sponse is not virtually zero.

It can be shown' that, for the
first cycle,

RI+ R2

= E[R1-1- R11 RiRiC t
whereOgt6r (2)

Here ii is the current through R.,
the subscript of i referring to the
first cycle.

From Eq. (2), since V =E - iR,
where 0 < t < T,

R1 ± RI
a R1R,C

+ Rs
Now V is given by

vi=E 13 (1- e '19, where 0 tsr (5)

The subscript of V again indicates
the first cycle.

Equation (5) gives V1 for the
first part of the cycle only. The
value of V, for the second part of
the cycle will now be found. At
t from Eq. (5) :

Vi =E (1 - -air) (6)

With S open, it is evident that C

(3)

(4)
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RESPONSE to Pulses
discharges through R, alone and
we can write:

vi= E 13 (1- e -`1?) e - (7)
where r St 5 T

and a:=1/RIC (8)

Equations (5) and (7) give V, for
the entire first cycle from t = 0 to
t = T. This completes the first step
in the solution.

Evaluation of Response for Following
Cycles

At the end of the first cycle the
response has a finite value different
from zero. It is therefore to be ex-
pected that the response to the sec-
ond cycle will not be identical with
the response to the first cycle. The
superposition theorem is an impor-
tant aid in evaluating the response
to the second and following cycles.
In brief,' this theorem states that
the response of a network to a num-
ber of voltages is equal to the sum
of the responses to the individual
voltages, if the network is linear.

The superposition theorem al-
lows the response to the nth cycle
to be expressed as the sum of the
response to the external emf, which
is found for the first cycle, plus the
response to the energy stored in the
circuit at the end of the (n - 1)
cycle. Beginning with the start of
the first cycle, when no energy is
stored in the circuit, the response
equation or equations are found for
the applied emf. These equations
are solved for the response at t = T.
Then the response during the sec-
ond cycle is equal to the sum of the
response to the applied emf and the
response due to the energy stored
in the circuit at t = T for the first
cycle. A similar process yields the
response to the third and following
cycles. Thus, a general expression
for the nth cycle can be set up. It
is of advantage to regard t as zero
at the start of the nth cycle, and
(n - 1) cycles to the left of the
zero point.

This step in the solution will also
be illustrated by the example of
Fig. 2. As shown previously,

VI=E (1- e -"ft) where 0 StSr (5)

V1= E (1- e -aiT) e T)

where r StS T (7)

At the end of the first cycle, from
Eq. (7),

E R (1- e -a") e (T T) (8)

where V1" = V, at the end of the
first cycle.
But

V"1= V'2 (8a)

where V', = V2 at the start of the
second cycle. During the interval
0 t ,s of the second cycle, ca-
pacitor C discharges through R1
and R, in parallel, giving rise to a
voltage term

V'2 alt

According to the superposition the-
orem, V., the value of V for the

e z

p(t- )

T Time

b)

e'

FIG. 1-Block diagram (a) and voltage
waveform (b) for the problem under

consideration

FIG. 2 --Network used as actual example
in illustrating the various steps involved

in solution of the problem

second cycle, is given by adding this
term to Eq. (5) :

V2= E (1- e-aig) rze-'11
where 0 S t S r (9)

and from Eq. (8) and (8a) :
112=E 0[0- e-'10

+e a2 (T - 7) (1- e -al') e

where 0 t Sr (10)

For the remainder of the cycle,
where T 5- t < T, V, is found by

substituting t = T in Eq. (9), and,
recalling that the discharge is
through R1 only over this portion
of the cycle,
V2= E /31(1- -"iir) (1+ e -T)] e -°2(t - 7) (11)

where rStS T

and 7 =- air +ne (T -r) (11a)

In a similar way V, can be found.
From Eq. (11), letting t = T,

V"2= 1"2-= E fs (1- e -air)
[1+ -71 -a2 (T r)

Then, from the same considerations
used in the derivation of Eq. (10) :

V.= E 13[(1- e -6'19 + (1- -air)
e (7. -1) (1+e -7) e -cY1

where 0 < t LC. T, and over the rest
of the cycle:

V2= E '3[1- e -air)
(1+4 -Y+ e -a2 (1 - T)

where rStS T.
It is convenient to generalize the

results for the second cycle, found
in Eq. (10) and (11), from the su-
perposition theorem, to similar
equations for the nth cycle:

Vn-E (1- e-'10+ r.e -'21g (12)
where and 15n5 co

V.= [E 13 (1- e -al')
+ V1 -a2 (7, -

whererStS T and 15n5 co (13)

Here V' is the initial voltage across
C at the start of the nth cycle.

Expansion and Solution of the
General Equations

Having found a general expres-
sion for the response during the
nth cycle, it is necessary to expand
this equation and solve it in closed
form. This solution takes the form
of a summation. If there is a dis-
continuity in the applied emf dur-
ing the cycle, then there will be two
equations, each covering part of the
cycle.

Returning to the example of Fig.
2, Eq. (12) and (13) can be ex-
panded for the nth cycle. By com-
parison with the equations for the
second and third cycles, the equa-
tions for the nth cycle are:

V=E 0E1- e -a")±(1- e -air)
,-a2 (T - (1+, -7+ e -17

. e (2-2)7) e
where 0 StSr and oSnS

Vn= E 13(1 -e -ail [1+, -7+, n-27
e - 7)

shererStSTandlSn_ W.
The terms in the brackets are
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geometric progressions with the
sums :

6 -7(,-1) - 1 e - 1
and-7 - 1 e -7 - 1

Hence V. can be written

= E (1 - r6 -7 -- 1
-a2 (t -T)

(14)
wherer5t5 T and 15n5 co.

V,, = E 3 (1 - e -ais)

e-7 (n-1)- 1]
E (1 - e -aiT) e-a2(T T)[

-aig (15)
where 05t5r and 15n5 co.

Equations (14) and (15) are a
complete solution of the illustra-
tive problem. There are, however,
a number of other results which
are of some interest.

"Steady -State" Solution

Having found equations which
give the response for all portions
of the nth cycle, it is convenient to
let n -+ co and derive equations
equivalent to the steady-state equa-
tions for sine -wave emf's.

In the case of Eq. (14) and (15),
the steady-state equations, found
by letting n - co, are:

Von=E (1 - e -air)[ 1
1-C-7

(16)

where 7 ..5t5 T
Va' = E 13 (1 - Cal') +

E,9 (1 -e -air) e -VT-7) [1 1 2_7]E'Y (17)

where 0 < t and the subscript
oo for V indicates n --> co.

Time Constant Formulas

In the example of Fig. 2, the time
constant for charging C may be
defined as the number of cycles,
multiplied by T, which it takes for
V to rise to (1 - 6-1) of its final
value at 'r as given by Eq. (16).
Letting N be the particular value
of n which gives this result, from
the ratio of Eq. (16) and (14).:
V N = (1 - e-1) =
Vco

re -7N - 1
E 0 (1 - L ra2(g-T)

-
E (1 - Cal') [

1
1 ra2fg-n

= 1 - e -7N
From which

T RN = 1/7 and NT = /T
The time constant for decaying

V when excitation is removed is
1/a,2 =

Numerical Example

The circuit of Fig. 2 will now be

70
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FIG. 3 -Output voltage plotted against time for the first seven cycles, the tenth
cycle and the final steady-state condition in the circuit shown, for the numerical

values and waveform assumed in the example

solved for the voltage V across
capacitor C for specific values of
R1, R2, C, and Ed,,, where the open -
closed cycling of switch S is speci-
field. Let R1 = 1.8 meg., R2 = 0.15
meg., C = 0.5 pi, and Ed. = 100
volts.

Switch S opens and closes in a
cyclic manner such that the period
of closure is 0.01 second and the
open period is 0.09 second. In the
notation used previously, this cor-
responds to T = 0.01 sec. and T
= 0.10 sec.

Let it be required to find the volt-
age V of Fig. 2 from the first
closure of switch S until steady-
state conditions are established. .

From Eq. (8),
a2=1/RIC=1.11

From Eq. (3),

al = R1 + R2 - 14.45
R1R2C

From Eq. (4),

=
R1 + R2 - 0.925

and from Eq. (11a),
= air+a2 (T-7-)=0.2444.

Since the time constant of the
circuit of Fig. 2, with a rectangu-
lar pulsed waveform, has been
shown equal to T/y = 0.41 sec., the
fourth cycle will just fail to bring
V up to 0.63 of its final value. By
plotting the first seven cycles, the
tenth cycle, and the steady state,
the value of V from the start of
the first cycle to the. steady state
can be shown reasonably well. Sub-
stituting the values of a,, «2, $, and
y just found in Eq. (14) and (15),
the transient state is found:

V.=57.1 (1- e0.2444,) e -1.11(1-0.01)
where 0.016E60.1 and 15n5 CO

= 92.5- (40.7+51.8 e-"444 (*-1))E -14.455
where 05E50.01 and 157.45 co

The steady-state equations, from Eq. (16)
and (17), are:

V =57.1e-111 mai
where 0.01 6. t 50.1

V =92.5 -40.7E -1445e
where 06tg 0.01

Figure 3 shows, in graphical
form, the value of these equations
for the first seven cycles, the tenth
cycle, and the steady state.
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ADDITION of photoelectric smoke -
detecting apparatus to the

Rich system for detecting smoke by
sight and smell provides for ships
at sea an automatic fire alarm sys-
tem comparable in speed and effec-
tiveness to the finest modern in-
stallations in buildings.

Air samples from each space pro-
tected by the automatic Rich -Audio
system are drawn through indi-
vidual pipe lines to the detecting
cabinet, usually in the wheelhouse,
by an exhaust fan. The pipe outlets
are positioned in concentrated

Detecting
FIRE at SEA

Air samples drawn from each protected
space in a ship are examined by a smoke -
detecting unit containing a self -generating

photoelectric cell and a light source

beams of light that illuminate
smoke particles and provide visual
detection. The air samples are dis-
charged into the wheelhouse, so that
smoke will also be detected by smell
when present.

Each pipe line is provided with
an automatically controlled solenoid
valve that momentarily diverts the
air sample tD a long tube for photo-
electric observation. A light beam
is directed through this tube to a
photovoltaic cell connected to a
meter -type relay, as shown above.

A motor -driven selector switch

Numbered pipe outlets in the smoke -detecting cabinet show
the ship's officer at a glance which space is afire when the
photoelectric cell sets off the automatic alarm in the Rich -
Audio fire -detecting system made for ship use by Waiter

Kidde & Co., Inc., of New York

energizes one valve after another
at four -second intervals, and drives
a number -wheel indicating which
line is being diverted at any in-
stant. If no smoke is present, the
number changes and another line is
diverted for photoelectric inspec-
tion. Smoke causes operation of the
alarm signals and stops the selec-
tor switch so the number remains
on the control panel to indicate the
source of the smoke. Controls can
be adjusted to compensate for dust
on the lens, mirror or photoelectric
cell surface.

Smoke -detecting cabinet with front panel removed to show
pipes going to various parts of a ship. The lamps under the
pipes make faint smoke visible in windows under the numbers
in the pipe outlets, and the large lamp at bottom center pro-

vides light for the photoelectric cell
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Filament and. Heater.
Mathematical analysis of volt-ampere characteristics of various filament metals. Resulting
equations are plotted as a reference chart that gives filament current, temperature and

wattage for any electron tube at various operating voltages with good aceuracy

FREQUENTLY in the design and
application of electron tubes

it is necessary to predict the value
of filament current and possibly
also the filament temperature when
the applied filament voltage devi-
ates from the normal or rated
value. Such an instance occurs
when two or more filaments having
different volt-ampere characteris-
tics are operated in series and it is
required to predict the voltage
variation across each individual
filament with respect to the supply
voltage variation. The solution of
this problem requires a knowledge
of the volt-ampere characteristic of
each filament. The voltage across
each filament can then be deter-
mined for any arbitrary assumed.
current value. If appropriate cur-
rent values are chosen, a curve of
each individual tube voltage versus
the supply voltage can be con-
structed.

A knowledge of the individual
volt-ampere characteristics over the
required range may not be readily
available unless it has previously
been experimentally determined. It
is the purpose of this paper to indi-
cate a method of constructing the
volt-ampere characteristic if the
current is known for at least one
operating voltage. The knowledge

By CECIL E. HALLER
RCA Victor Division

Radio Corporation of America
Lancaster, Pa.

of this point enables the current to
be predicted at a new operating
voltage with good accuracy provid-
ing the change in voltage is within
approxintately -.-L-25 percent of the
known voltage. The same analysis
will also permit the determination
of the value of watts and tempera-
ture in terms of the known operat-
ing condition.

Basic Filament Equations

In order to illustrate the method
of transposing the operating condi-
tion of a filament, the two basic
equations involved in the design of
filaments and heaters for electron
tubes will be considered.

The first equation is :
W = Ki

where
W = power radiated in watts
K1 = constant of proportionality, which

includes the area of the emitter
T = temperature in degrees Kelvin
n = an exponent which is reasonably

constant for a given metal over a
limited range of temperature.

The second equation is:
W = E'/R = PR

TABLE I. VALUES OF EXPONENTS FOR FOUR FILAMENT METALS

Material Temp. vs. n 2n - Or 2

nt. n.
Tungsten 1000°K 5.65 1.20 1.65 0.650 0.292
Tungsten, 2000°K 4.93 1.19 1.61 0.612 0.327
Tungstenr 2500°K 4.66 1.20 1.59 0.590 0.341
Molybdenum, 1000°K 5.32 1.15 1.64 0.645 0.309
Molybdenum, 2000°K 4.99 1.15 1.63 0.625 0.326
Tantalum, 1600°K 4.80 0.785 1.72 0.720 0.358
Tantalum, 2800°K 4.80 0.785 1.72 0.720 0.358
Nickel 1000°K 4.65' 0.62" 1.76 0.764 0.379

* Values by different investigators range from 4.65 to 5.29.
** Estimated from experimental data on nickel.

where
E = applied filament voltage
R = resistance of the filament, which is

in general a function of temperature
I = filament current
In order to solve Eq. (1) and (2)

let
R = 7'nr

where
K2 = a constant of proportionality

= an exponent which may be regarded
constant over a limited temperature
range.

Solutions of Eq. (1), (2) and (3)
for W, I, and T in terms of E
yield :'

2/4,

W=1C,(K1lf2)n.-Fit,(E)n.-1-n, (4)

- 2

/ = (Ks) 2 lKii/C2) -
(E) nu, ± 74.

2 2

T - ,) nw nr (E) 11. ?I, (6)
/1.2

Thus, when using W., I., T., E.
and W., I T., E. as the known and
unknown conditions respectively,
Eq. (4), (5) and (6) may be
written :

(5)

(7)

(8)

(6)

Use of Average Values for Exponents

Values for n,,, have been deter-
mined for some of the more com-
mon metals, and are given in Table
I. The exponent n, includes the
change of total emissivity with tem-
perature. Since the total emissivity
of metals increases with tempera-
ture,' the Stefan -Boltzmann law of
radiation requires that n, be
greater than four. For materials
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having an emissivity independent
of temperature the value will be
four. The value of n, for some met-
tals at different temperatures is
also given in Table I. These limited
data indicate n., ranges from 0.6
to 1.2.

If W, and W2, the watts radiated
at temperatures T. and T. are
known, then

log ( WI/ 1172)n,, =
log ,( TI/ T2)

In a like manner, if R, and R2 are
the resistances at temperatures T,
and T2, then

log (R1/R2)
nr = log (7V T2
These permit an experimental
check of the values of n and n,. if
two sets of operating conditions
are known.

Table I also gives the value of
(n. - nr)/ (n n). It will be
noted that it ranges from 0.59 to
0.76. It is now of interest to see
what error results in using an aver-
age value of this exponent in Eq.
(8). A voltage ratio E./E. of 1.25
will be taken as the maximum volt-
age for which Eq. (8) is to be used.
If the exponents 0.59 and then 0.76
are used, the respective values of
current ratio /././ are 1.140 and

1.185 or a deviation of only ±1.9
percent from the mean value.

Plotting the Chart

It is evident therefore that an
average exponent can be chosen
which applies to all the metals in
Table I, and in general
fr_o rE.N
r ) Ex )

0.75 <
Ex

< 1.25

(10)

is true to sufficient accuracy for
most engineering purposes. This
equation has been drawn as the
current curve for the chart in
Fig. 1.

It can further be shown that the
accuracy involved in assuming
2n/ (n,, n,) = 1.61 and 2/ (n,
n,.) = 0.327 is even greater than for
the case just discussed. Then

\ 1.61

Tx (Ex) 0427

EoT, =
These equations are plotted in
Fig. 1.

In order to check Eq. (8) and
Fig. 1, data were taken for a wide
variety of electron tubes. It will be
noted from Fig. 1 and Table II that
the calculated values of current
deviate, in general, by less than ±4

(11)

(12)
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FIG. 2 -Volt-ampere characteristics for series operation
of filaments or heaters having different characteristics

percent from the measured val-
ues. We can conclude from this
that Fig. 1 is generally applicable
to all types of electron tubes for
the specified range of (E,/E).5
Some samples of the use of this
curve will now be given.

Example I. The type RCA -826
has a thoriated-tungsten filament
rated at 7.5 volts and 4 amperes.
What will be the filament current
at 5.62 volts (75 percent of rated
voltage) ? Tracing up from 75 on
the horizontal scale in Fig. 1 to the
current curve, and then across,
gives 83.8 percent. The new fila-
ment curve is then 0.838 x 4 = 3.35
amperes. By actual measurement
the current was found to be 3.34
amperes. While no temperature
measurements were made at this
voltage one would expect the tem-
perature to decrease to 91 percent
of its rated value in degrees Kelvin.

Example 2. An oxide -coated cath-
ode has a temperature of 1000 deg.
K when the heater is operated at 5
volts. What voltage will be re-
quired to increase the temperature
to 1060 deg. K? From Fig. 1, when
T./T. = 1.06 one finds E,/E, =
1.19 or E, = 5 x 1.19 = 5.95 volts.
The heater voltage was found to be
6.0 volts when determined experi-
mentally. If the voltage had been
increased to 7 volts, then E,/E
1.4 and L/T. 75-2. 1.118 or T. = 1118
deg. K. Actual measurements indi-
cated the temperature to be 1135
deg. K.

Two Filaments in Series

In order to examine the opera-
tion of filaments or heaters in
series, let two tubes T. and T2, hav-
ing the same nominal voltage rat-
ing, be connected in series to a
power supply E, (see Fig. 2). In
general the filaments of tubes T,
and T. may have different volt-
ampere characteristics. Such dif-
ferences may be due to the indi-
vidual variation of filament current
when read at a specified or rated
voltage. These variations of fila-
ment currents, which are expected
and normal, result from the neces-
sary manufacturing tolerances on
both materials and processes.

The usual filament current toler-
ance on receiving and the smaller
transmitting tubes whose filaments
or heaters might be operated in
series is generally of the order of
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Type
Number

Filament
or

Heater

TABLE II.

Type

MEASURED AND CALCULATED DATA ON TYPICAL TUBE SAMPLES

Rated Voltage Reduced Voltage Increased Voltage

of
Emitter E

I.,. Ob-
served E .1

LI Ob-
served

1.1 Calc.
from Fig. 1

'', Oilier-
ence E.rs

1 r 2 Ob-
served

I. Calc.
horn Fig. 1

r "0 Differ -
ence

203A Filament Th-W 10.0 3.28 7.5 2.72 2.74 +0.7 12.5 3.70 3.76 +1.6
801 A Filament Th-W 7.5 1.22 5.62 1.05 1.02 -0.3 9.38 1.42 1.40 -1.4
807 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.87 4.72 0.74 0.73 -1.4 7.88 0.99 1.00 +1.0
813 Filament Th-W 10.0 5.00 7.50 4.12 4.18 +1.5 12.5 5.80 5.72 -1.4
815 Cathode Oxide 6.3 1.65 4.72 1.39 1.37 -1.4 7.88 1.88 1.89 +0.5

826 Filament Th-W 7.5 4.00 5.62 3.35 3.34 -0.3 9.38 4.55 4.58 +0.7
833A Filament Th-W 10.0 10.10 7.5 8.50 8.44 -0.7 12.50 11.60 11.56 -0.3
836 Cathode Oxide 2.5 5.05 1.88 4.22 4.25 +0.7 3.13 5.75 5.78 -10.5
861 Filament Th-W 11.0 10.05 8.25 8.30 8.40 +0.1 13.75 11.50 11.50 0
866 Filament Oxide 2.5 5.00 1.87 4.03 4.18 +3.7 3.13 5.80 5.72 -1.4

913 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.600 4.72 0.504 0.502 -0.4 7.88 0.685 0.687 +0.3
1616 Filament Oxide 2.5 4.90 1.87 3.97 4,10 +3.3 3.13 5.73 5.61 -2.1
1624 Filament Oxide 2.5 1.83 1.87 1.47 1.53 +4.1 3.13 2.12 2.09 -1.4
2050 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.575 4.72 0.489 0.481 -1.6 7.88 0.657 0.657 0
2051 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.605 4.72 0.515 0.506 -1.8 7.88 0.688 0.693 -10.6

8025 Filament Th-W 6.3 1.94 4.72 1.65 1.61 -2.4 7.88 2.19 2.22 +1.4
9001 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.157 4.72 0.135 1.31 -3.0 7.88 0.177 0.179 +1.1
1T4 Filament Oxide 1.4 0.0525 1.05 0.043 0.044 +2.3 1.75 0.0613 0.0600 -2.2
6SK 7 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.310 4.72 2.61 2.59 -0.8 7.88 0.352 0.355 +0.9
6SS7 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.150 4.72 0.129 1.25 -3.1 7.88 0.170 0.172 +1.2

12A6 Cathode Oxide 12.6 0.156 9.45 0.134 1.30 -3.0 15.75 0.177 0.178 +0.6
2 AP1 Cathode Oxide 6.3 0.595 4.72 0.508 0.498 -2.0 7.88 0.668 0.680 +1.7

5 to 10 percent. In order to insure
satisfactory operation initially and
throughout the expected life of the
tube, the tube manufacturer usu-
ally specifies the percentage the ap-
plied filament voltage may be al-
lowed to deviate from normal. This
voltage deviation is usually of the
order of ±5 percent for the thori-
ated-tungsten type emitters and
±10 percent for the oxide -coated
filament or heater -cathode types. It
becomes apparent that for series
operation of the filament or heaters
the supply voltage variation needs
careful consideration in order to in-
sure that the individual filament
voltage tolerances are not exceeded
on either T, or T2.

If T4 and T2 are both high or
both low filament -current tubes,
no problem exists since the volt-
ampere characteristics are substan-
tially identical (i.e., they have the
same currents for the same applied
voltage). Only the combination
needs to be considered, where one
has the higher limit value and the
other has the lower limit value of
filament current.

Determining Permissible Filament
Voltage Variations

As a specific problem, assume the
filament -current tolerance to be
±5 percent and let it be required
to determine the permissible varia-
tion of supply voltage without ex-
ceeding an individual tube voltage
range of ±10 pefcent. This prob-

lem frequently arises in the design
of mobile transmitters when the
filament or heaters are operated in
series.

The bogie or normal volt-ampere
characteristic BKE of Fig. 2 may
then be constructed from Eq. (10).
For T the 5 percent high filament -
current tube, the equation of the
volt-ampere characteristic is

= 1.05
E\ 0.61

(13)
re E,,)

Curve AJD can be constructed from
this equation.

Similarly for Tx, the low filament -
current tube, the equation is

(W/0) = 0.95 (L/E0)061 (14)

which is represented by the curve
CLF in Fig. 2.

An arbitrary current may then
be assumed in order to determine
the individual voltage across tubes
T, and T2. The supply voltage is
represented by the sum of the volt-
ages across T, and T2. If T, (the
high filament -current tube) has
the minimum permissible voltage
0.9 E. represented by point A, tube
T2 (the low filament -current tube)
will have a voltage represented by
point 0. The sum of the two volt-
ages at points A and 0 represents
the minimum permissible supply
voltage consistent with the previous
imposed condition of ±5 percent
filament -current tolerance and ±10
percent individual voltage toler-
ance.

In a similar manner the maxi-
mum voltage 1.1 E. that can be ap-
plied to T2, the low filament -current
tube, is represented by point F, and
the voltage on Ti, the high filament -
current tube, by point G. The sum
of the voltages at points G and F
gives the maximum permissible
supply voltage. The nominal sup-
ply voltage is twice the nominal
tube voltage or 2 E. since it was
assumed the nominal voltage rat-
ings of T, and T2 were identical.
The maximum permissible percent-
age of supply voltage deviation may
then be calculated directly from the
graphical analysis. This solution
indicates supply voltage toler-
ance of +1.7 percent and -2.0 per-
cent.

It is interesting to note that the
distance A to P represents the max-
imum permissible range of supply
current. This suggests that if the
supply voltage cannot be main-
tained within the required limits, a
series ballast tube whose current is
maintained within the range A to
P might be used to permit a larger
variation in the supply voltage. The
use of the ballast tube would of
course require an increased supply
voltage in order to supply the re-
quired voltage drop of the ballast
tube.

An alternative solution to per-
mit wider supply voltage tolerances
consists in shunting the low fila-
ment -current tube with a resistor.
This resistor is adjusted until both
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tubes have substantially the same
filament voltage. This method is es-
sentially one of shifting the oper-
ating point on the volt-ampere char-
acteristic of the low filament -cur-
rent tube and resistor until at nor-
mal supply voltage it coincides with
that of the high filament -current
tube. This method does not, how-
ever, make the volt-ampere charac-
teristics identical and therefore
never can permit a percentage sup-
ply -voltage change equal to the per-
mitted percentage of individual
filament voltages. In order to sim-
plify adjustments, adjustable re-
sistors are frequently used across
both filaments.

Generalised Solution for Tubes in
Series

The method of the solution of two
tubes in series may be generalized
for NH tubes having high filament
currents in series with NL tubes
having low filament currents, as
shown in Fig. 3. Let

m = percentage filament -current
tolerance

p = permissible percentage tol-
erance of individual applied
voltage

The volt-ampere characteristic of
a limit tube is expressed by
(.G\

-
(100 -Fm)(E.) 0.61

k /0 / loo k E. (15)

But since E./E. for the limiting
condition of maximum voltage on a
low filament -current tube is equal
to (100 + p)/100, Eq. (15) may be
re -written for a low filament -cur-
rent tube as

(100 + e.61 1100 m

k.r./ max. k 100 k 100
 (16)

where La. is the maximum permis-
sible supply current when at least
one each of limit values of high and
low filament -current tubes are op-
erated in series. Similarly, the min-
imum permissible current is given
by
(i. \ 100 p \ 100 + m

min. ( 100 )0.41( 100
(17)

Equations (14) and (15) form the
basis for calculating the current re-
quirements imposed upon a series
ballast tube should one be used.

The values of current given in
Eq. (16) and (17), when substi-
tuted in the appropriate equations
for the volt-ampere characteristics,
give the voltage at points G and 0
respectively as

E.) (100 -1- p)(100- m\
kE/ k 100 )100+m)
and

() (1.00 - p) 000 M l'64

E0) k 100 )k100 -m)
The value of (E./E.) given in

(18)

10
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FIG. 3-Generalized solution for any number of tubes in
series, some having high and some low filament current

(19)

Eq. (18) represents the voltage
across a high filament -current tube
at the maximum permissible supply
voltage, while the value given in
Eq. (19) represents the voltage
across a low filament -current tube
at the minimum permissible supply
voltage. The sum of NH voltages
given in Eq. (18) + N,, voltages of
the value (100 + p) /100 gives the
maximum supply voltage or
(E.\
k E. I max.

= [1°°1 + P)
000 +

N\\c
100 -I- p+ mk 100 ) (20)

In a like manner the minimum sup-
voltage is
) F100 - p)

k min.= N L mo
poo+mymi+Ng000 -73)

(21)m / loo
The percentage of supply voltage
tolerance becomes
% E.

imo
normal =

N
100 kloo +

NH+ NL

 N k 100 /two + p
100

.) (22)
% E, below normal

NL RICI°00 P) (1°1100 -3
m

NH+ NL
Nu(100-p\

100 ) 1100
(23)

Equations (22) and (23) were de-
rived on the premise that at least
one tube of the group had a fila-
ment current (100 + m) /100 times
rated value and at least one other
had (100 - m) /100 times rated
value. This premise imposes the
condition that both NH and NL must
be different from zero in Eq. (22)
and (23). If either NH or NL is
zero, the solution is simple as all
possess the same volt-ampere char-
acteristic. The permissible supply
voltage percentage deviation is p.

Application to Universal Receivers

It is common practice in the de-
sign of a-c/d-c sets in which the
filaments or heaters are connected
in series to use tubes that have dif-
ferent values of rated filament volt-
age. The analysis of this condition
can be reduced to an expression
similar to Eq. (22) and (23) ex-
cept that NH and NL must include
the equivalent number of respective
tubes in terms of the lowest nom -

(Continued on page 354)
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FIG. 3-Vector diagrams show-
ing that input of circuit is

always constant and resistive

Antenna POWER DIVIDER
Chart facilitates finding correct values of L and C for any desired division of currents in

a two -element broadcast array, with constant phase shift and constant resistive input

71 SIMPLE power divider for a two -
in, element broadcast antenna ar-
ray can be built from the basic cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 1. Here resis-
tors R represent actual measured
values of characteristic impedance
for the two transmission lines and
must be equal, while L and C are
variable and allow for any power
division desired. As long as the cor-
rect relationships are maintained,
the input impedance will be resis-
tive and of a constant value, and
most important, the phase shift be-
tween lines will remain constant.
This means that the operator can
vary tower current without having
to change phasing adjustments.

The required relationships are
that XLX, always be equal to R2
and that Z./Z., always be equal to
the current ratio K, which is equal
to the square root of the power
ratio.

By means of the chart in Fig. 2
it is possible to observe these rela-

By EARLE TRAVIS
Chief Engineer, ,Station KVEC

San Luis Obispo, Calif.

tionships automatically and find
quickly the values of X, and X, for
any current ratio desired. The
chart gives the cosine value for each
series circuit. From this, the angle
and its tangent can be found in a
trig table, and the reactance value
of each branch computed from
X4 = R tan A and X,, = R tan B.
Knowing the operating frequency,
L and C are computed from L =
X,/27cf and C = 1/274X..

Usually it is best to let cosine B
be negative so that branch B is ca-
pacitive. This allows for smaller
units, but the capacitor must with-
stand fairly high voltage. In the
case of high power it might be bet-
ter to let cosine B be positive so
its circuit is inductive. This will
call for larger units, but the capaci-
tor will not have to withstand such
high voltage.

Example: Operating frequency

is 1000 kc, current ratio is 3/1 and
R is 230 ohms. For a current ratio
of 3/1, the chart gives a value of
0.950 for cos A, and a trig table is
then used to find tan A = 0.3284.
Similarly, cos B = 0.312 and tan
B = 3.044. Substituting in X. = R
tan A, XA = 230 x 0.3284 = 75.51
ohms. Similarly, X = 230 x 3.044
= 700 ohms. Allowing X. to be ca-
pacitive, C = 1/6.28 x 1,000,000 x
700 = 227.5 µpl. X, is then induc-
tive, and L = 75.51/6.28 x 1,000,-
000 = 12 µh. The alternate solution
with XA capacitive and inductive
gives C = 0.0021 ,uf and L _= 111.4
/211.

The vector diagrams in Fig. 3
cover three different current ratios.
Note that when the two current vec-
tors are added in each case, their
sum is always the sate and is along
the reference axis. This shows that
the input of this power -dividing
network is always resistive and of
constant value.
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New Enemy Radio

Analysis of German and Japanese aircraft radio sets manufactured in 1943, with details
of new Japanese Model 99 Type 3 aircraft command set. Current enemy production
shows distinct improvements over earlier models, with no apparent shortages of materials

This FuG 16Z German aircraft radio command set is divided into five individual
magnesium alloy castings fitted together by means of dowel pins and elec-

trical plugs and jacks

UP to the present time, the gen-
eral consensus has been that

German and Japanese radio equip-
ments are poor in construction, poor
in performance, heavy in weight
and hard to service. While this may
have been true in older and obsolete
radio equipment, it definitely does
not hold true now. Newer, modern
types of enemy radio equipment
have long replaced the obsolete sets.
Also, the latest 1943 sets show dis-
tinct improvement over the same
models manufactured in 1941 and
1942 with no substitution of critical
materials whatsoever.

German Equipment

German aircraft radio equip-
ment is characterized by excellent
mechanical delign, standardization
for mass production and extensive
use of magnesium alloy die cast-
ings, only about 64 percent as heavy
as aluminum. Each tube utilized in

the construction of a receiver has
been enclosed in a separate com-
partment of the die casting for
shielding purposes. The castings
are fitted together by means of
dowel pins and electrical plugs and
jacks. One receiver may consist of
as many as four separate castings
fitted together. In the event one
section is faulty, it may be quickly
replaced by a duplicate section.

Of the 31 tubes used in one com-
plete German radio set, only two
different types are used; 25 receiv-
ing tubes Type RV12P2000 and 6
transmitting tubes Type RL12P35.
This standardization may sacrifice
some efficiency by using a pentode
tube for a diode or triode, but it
simplifies servicing and means few-
er replacement part requirements
in the field.

All important units in German
equipment are readily detachable
from their mounting frames for

servicing or replacement, connec-
tions being made through multi -
point plugs and sockets. All air-
craft equipment is supplied with
voltages from 24 to 28 -volt dyna-
motors, driven from the main air-
craft battery and generator. All
microphones used are of the throat
type, leaving the wearer's mouth
free for oxygen equipment.

The characteristics of German
tubes are expressed by their nomen-
clature. Thus in the type RL12P35
tube R stands for the German
word Rohren, or tube; L is an ab-
breviation of the German word
Leistungs, meaning power; 12 is
the filament voltage in volts; P sig-
nifies pentode; and 35 indicates the
overall dissipation of the tube in
watts (plate dissipation here is
30 watts and screen dissipation is
5 watts). For Type RV12P2000.
high -frequency pentode receiving
tube, R means Rtihren or tube; V
stands for VerStarker or amplifier
type tube; 12 signifies the filament
voltage; P indicates a pentode; and
2000 represents the transconduc-
tance.

Low temperature coefficient in-
ductors and capacitors are used to
insure frequency stability since no
crystals are used. German labora-
tories have done considerable re-
search and probably lead in the
field of temperature -compensating
devices to maintain frequency
stability. Variable capacitors are
especially manufactured for an in-
dividual circuit to permit short con-
nections. Steatite shafts permit
stators to be grounded.

German FuG 16Z Set

The German FuG 16Z aircraft
radio command set, first introduced
in 1941, is now in mass production
and is incorporated in practically
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Equipmen

By LT. JOHN J. WILLIG
Research Division

Aircraft Radio Laboratory
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio

all types of German aircraft. Al-
though its primary function is for
command purposes (aircraft to air-
craft voice communication), it is
also used for air -to -ground con-
tacts and direction finding. It
operates in the frequency band
from 38 to 42 Mc and has an output
of 5 watts. (The original FuG 16,
designed in 1935 and described in
April 1944 ELECTRONICS, had an
output of 12.9 watts.) The 5 -watt
output is ample for command pur-
poses and prevents the signal from
being picked up at great distances
by the enemy.

The effective range of this latest
command set is 125 miles at 10,000
feet and 250 miles at 40,000 feet.
Radiotelephone emission is used.
The transmitter consists of an

Mockup of German
FuG 16Z set being
operated by the au-
thor. This set was
first Introduced by
the Germans i n
1941, is now in
mass production,
and is used in prac-
tically all types of

aircraft

electron -coupled oscillator with
quency doubling in the plate cir-
cuit, driving a single amplifier tube.
The transmitter amplifier is grid
modulated by a single receiving

f re - which is driven by a stage of
speech amplification. The modu-
lator is mounted on a separate cast-
ing setting between the transmitter

(Continued on page 356)

tube

ANTENNA MATCHING
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Japanese Model 99 Type 3 aircraft radio command set taken 1943. Design, workmanship and performance are excellent,
from a plane that crashed in Kunming, China in September following American rather than German construction practice
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Power Efficiency in NONLINEAR

Application of the Chaffee contour -diagram method of analysis to the determination of
power efficiency in nonlinear transmission systems with tubes operating as class B or

class C amplifiers. Practical examples are given

FIG. 1-Power transfer in a transmission chain connected to a nonlinear source

THE POWER EFFICIENCY of such
high -power devices as class C

stages in radio transmitters has for
a long time been a factor of great
importance. Lately the power effi-
ciency of such low -power devices as
class C operated ultra -high -fre-
quency converters has been given
considerable thought.

Both the devices mentioned have
one thing in common ; an inner im-
pedance that varies within wide
limits. As the inner impedance is
variable, such technical terms as
"conjugate match" and "critical
coupling", used in the class A
terminology, lose their conven-
tional meaning and must be re-
placed by modified technical terms
or new technical terms.

Fundamental Considerations

The source connected to the
transmission chain in Fig. 1 may
represent an oscillating tube with
its supply. In its symbolic form the
source is shown to have one d -c
part and one a -c part, the former
delivering the d -c power P to the
latter, and the latter delivering the

a -c power P, to the transmission
chain.

In the general case the a -c
source is nonlinear. The emf and
inner impedance of such a source
cannot with advantage be expressed
in simple mathematical form, and
an analytical treatment of the
power relations is therefore not
practical and may not even be pos-
sible.

In a special case the source is
linear and may then be truly char-
acterized by an emf E in series
with an inner impedance Z, inde-
pendent of amplitude. A simple
analytical treatment can now be
made but is not of much interest,
as linear operation is mostly used
when the output power is compara-
tively small.

As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the dc -ac
generator feeds into a load Z, via
a number of transmission sections
1, 2, ....n, which are introduced
either to provide matching or to
convey power from one point to
another. A transmission section as
shown may represent a trans-
former, a link coupling, a feeder, or

a radiation coupling to a receiving
device.

The power P. developed in the
load ZL. is the utilized power. (All
power notations refer to active
power.) The amount of power de-
livered to a particular section 1, 2,
....n of the system, or to the
load Z, may be calculated if the
proper input impedance ZL ZL.,

.ZL., or ZL. is known (assuming
steady-state conditions). The total
power at the specified point is the
sum of the component powers, a
component power being the power
developed by a particular frequency
component.

Any specified output power PL
PL or P. is conveniently
expressed as a fraction of any spec-
ified source power. Such a fraction
is known as power efficiency and
may for practical purposes be de-
fined as

specified active output powern - (1)specified active input power
Power efficiencies may generally

be classified as ac -ac power efficiency
1 and dc -ac power efficiency
(and in case of rectifying devices
ac -dc power efficiency 71.d). For de-
termination of the power efficiency
the nature of each one of the two
powers concerned must be known.
It may, for example, be necessary
to know if the output power in-
cludes the fundamental component
only, or if it includes all components .

produced. In addition it may be of
interest to know how the power
readings are related to various
parameters.

If the input power Pis.measured
at small amplitudes and the output

power P. measured at large am-
plitudes, an error may intentionally
or unintentionally be introduced
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TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

which makes the measurement un-
reliable. In this way boosted power
efficiencies can be obtained, which
even exceed the limiting values
given by mathematical analysis,
based on the assumption that P and
P refer to the same amplitude
value.

Any power efficiency referring
to the source and a specified load
in a circuit may be termed total
power efficiency. Examples of total
power efficiencies are 71,,,, and 71,. in
Fig. 1. A total power efficiency may
be broken up into one power effi-
ciency for the source, Ti., and one
power efficiency for each following
transmission section,

By HARRY STOCKMAN
Cruft Laboratory

Harvard University
Cambridge, Mass.

The total power efficiencies are then
computed as
us. = //aa 7/1 (2)

Was = nds m 7/2 nz (3)

For x = n the power efficiencies in-
clude the entire system and may be
referred to as overall power effi-
ciencies 11. and lid- This proce-
dure is convenient as the power effi-
ciency for each one of the trans-
mission sections can be investi-
gated and improved without the
necessity of taking the circuit com-
ponents of the rest of the transmis-

sion chain into consideration. The
total power efficiency is maximum
when each 71 figure involved is
maximum.

It is desirable that -t h, 719, ...
be expressed in network parameters
for the individual section. A trans-
formation of the load impedance on
the output side of a section to the
input side of the same section makes
possible a treatment free from volt-
age and current considerations.
Thus in case of section 1, as re-
drawn in Fig. 1(b) with the load

reflected to the input side as Z'L2
Pul/PLI = P Re (Z' L2)112 Re (Z Li)

nt = Re (n.)/ Re (ZL!) (4)

This method is of special impor-
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tance for matching sections employ-
ing coupled circuits. An applica-
tion follows.

Class A Application

In the first case to be considered,
the source in Fig. 1 is a tube oper-
ated in class A with small constant
amplitude. The tube is treated as a
linear device. The emf may be
sinusoidal and have the form e =
En, sin cot, and the constant inner
impedance expressed as Z = R
jX. A simple derivation shows that
conditions for maximum power
transfer require Zia to be the con-
jugate quantity of Z. Then

(PLO,. = E2/4R (5)
where E = Em/V/2. For this con-
dition

naa = PLI/Pg = 50%. (6)
P, is here the source of a -c power
(fictitious) in the equivalent plate
circuit for the tube concerned.' An
ac -ac efficiency of 50 percent is the
theoretical limit for the conditions
specified. The maximum dc-ac effi-
ciency may be much below 50 per-
cent.

Treatment of Class C Devices

The concept of "conjugate match"
loses its significance not only for
class C operated tubes, but as well
for some class B and class A oper-
ated tubes, especially when the ap-
plied amplitude is comparatively
large. The reason for the deviation
from the "conjugate match" prin-
ciple may be the inconstancy of the
plate resistance, or the fact that
matching to a multiple or fraction
of the plate resistance is desirable
rather than a matching to the plate
resistance itself. It is well known
that for some operation of class A
and class B amplifiers the introduc-
tion of an "optimum load imped-
ance" solves the problem as far as
the technical side is concerned.
Thus the turns ratio and imped-
ances of a transformer, when
matching a loudspeaker to an out-
put tube, may be determined with
the optimum load impedance of the
tube as the only known tube design
data. The plate resistance (or ra-
ther average plate resistance) of
the tube is of no interest.

In the more extreme case of class
C operation of radio -frequency am-
plifiers, the introduction of an op-
timum load impedance is not a suf-

ficiently good solution. Various
methods for dealing with radio-
frequency power tubes have been
developed.

The following treatment is de-
scribed by Chaffee!' a. ` Static
measurements are performed to
give static characteristic curves,
preferably epe, curves, from which
may be calculated so-called con-
tours, joining points of equal driv-
ing power, plate dissipation, output
power, plate efficiency, etc. An al-
ternative method is to measure the
various operational voltages, cur-
rents, and powers and plot the con-
tours in the epe, axes system.

An example of an epe, diagram,
.including several contours, is shown
in Fig. 2. The position of the Q
point in the upper left corner is de-
termined by the applied d -c grid
potential, -175 volts, and the ap-
plied d -c plate potential, 1,000 volts.
For these values the plate current
is zero. When a sufficiently large al-
ternating voltage is applied to the
grid, class C operation with pul-
sating plate current results. The
fundamental component of the plate
voltage may reach an amplitude of
the order of 500 to 1,000 volts, the
actual value being determined by
the impedance in the plate circuit.
Contours are shown for the plate
dissipation P,, the output power
P = and the plate efficiency
(Eff), = = P,/(P+ Pb)

Examples

As an example of the use of the
graph,* assume E,, = 290 volts, E,,
= 590 volts, and RE, = 1,500 ohms.
The path of operation Q -b will then
have its end -point b located as
shown, so that P, = 80 watts, P, =
120 watts and (Eff), = 60 percent.

As another example, assume Eg,
= 280 volts, E5, = 840 volts and
R, = 3,000 ohms. The path of oper-
ation Q -d will now have its end d
located further down, so that P. =
20 watts, Pb = 120 watts and (Eff),
= 85 percent. The position of the
end -point of the path of operation
must be given proper consideration.
The contours a -b and c -d for plate
loads of 1,500 and 3,000 ohms repre-
sent loci for end -points when the
amplitudes are varied.

 In the diagram amplitude is indicated
by an eye -brow over the symbol rather than
by the subscript m.

A Practical Application

A transmission system including
a class C amplifier is shown in Fig.
3 (a). (Neutralization and modu-
lation circuits may be added). The
power tube, to which the diagram
in Fig. 2 applies, feeds via an out-
put transformer and a feeder a
center -driven antenna of input im-
pedance ZL. = iXL.. It is
assumed that the antenna half-
length h is slightly less than a
quarter wavelength so that XL, = 0.
It may further be assumed that
equals the characteristic impedance
R, of the feeder, so that no stand-
ing waves appear on the feeder and
no reactance is reflected into the
secondary of the transformer.

The main requirement on the cir-
cuit elements L. and C. is that they
provide resonance for the funda-
mental transmission frequency.
The ratio L./C, is not critical from
the point of view of matching, as
the mutual impedance M will be
adjusted accordingly so that the
load presented to the tube will be
the one required by the end -point
in the contour diagram. The pri-
mary IX, is tuned to resonance to
secure a tube load impedance of
zero phase angle and thus secure
efficient operation of the tube.

The tube T with power supply
represents the dc -ac source in Fig.
1. Leaving the grid dissipation and
the grid driving power out of con-
sideration, the power efficiency of
interest will be the one indicated
in Fig. 3(a). The plate efficiency
71a. = 712, is obtained from contour
diagrams of the type shown in Fig.
2. The output transformer efficiency
71, is computed as indicated by Eq.
(4), in accordance with the tuned
equivalent circuits in Fig. 3 (b) and
3 (c).

= Re (V1,2)/Re (ZIA) = co' 111.2/Rt.2 (R1 -I-
w2 MVR L2). (7)

(The coil resistance of the second-
ary circuit is assumed to be neg-
ligible compared with RE,,.) It is
important to realize that the power
efficiency described by Eq. (7) re-
fers to the transformer and its load
only; the tube is in the circuit all
the time, but is disregarded in this
discussion.

With the tube left out of consid-
eration the circuit is linear and the
mutual inductance M and coefficient
of coupling k = M/(L,L2)1 can
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therefore be estimated in terms of
critical coupling. For a trans-
former with both circuits tuned to
resonance, critical coupling may be
defined by one of the two relations :

0.0 M2 = RI R (8)
or k2. = 1/Q1(22. (9)

Here Q1 = wL1/R1 and Q2 = 0).L,//?..
As this discussion of critical coup-
ling does not have anything to do
with the tube, Q1 refers to the pri-
mary circuit above with no resis-
tance component reflected from the
tube into the circuit. At critical
coupling the transformer efficiency
of Eq. (7) becomes

1/ (1 + (k./k)2)1 = 50 percent (10)
I k = k.

Class A Operation

It will now be temporarily as-
sumed that the tube is operated in
class A with limited amplitude, so
that the entire circuit can be con-
sidered linear. The vital question
is now: what coupling in the trans-
former yields maximum power in
the load impedance The sim-
plest case is at hand when the plate
resistance of the tube is so high
that when reflected into the pri-
mary circuit it becomes almost
negligible compared with R1. In
this case maximum power transfer
is obtained when the critical coup-
ling described by Eq. (8) and (9)
is maintained. This follows di-
rectly from Eq. (5), or rather from
the assumed conditions under which
Eq. (5) is derived. Equation (6)
gives the system power efficiency
as 50 percent.

Consider next a class A tube with
somewhat lower plate resistance.
The reflected plate resistance r',
in series with R1 must now be taken
into account and it is therefore
necessary to increase the coupling
in the transformer until the con-
dition

w2 M2 = (R1 + r'p) RLs (11)

is obtained. The power developed
in RL, is then maximum and the
power efficiency of the (tube, trans-
former, load) system is 50 percent.

It would be permissible to say
that the conditions for maximum
power transfer are obtained for
critical coupling in the system, but
it is better to continue using the
term "critical coupling" for the
transformer and load only, espe-
cially as the case just discussed is

of limited practical value. As far
as the transformer is concerned it
is over -coupled and has an efficiency
above 50 percent.

Now consider the general case
when the tube is operating in class
C and the system is nonlinear. It
is tempting to continue to think of
the tube as represented by a re-
flected resistance in the primary
circuit of the transformer, as this
explains why overcoupling yields
increased output power. It is, how-
ever, dangerous to think in terms of
class A in nonlinear circuit appli-
cations. An equation like Eq. (11)
would be misleading if r' were
used to represent a nonlinear
quantity, and would not be of
much use anyhow as r', is then
a notation for something that can
not be given a simple mathematical
form. There is then so much more
reason to restrict the term critical
coupling to the transformer part of
the circuit. This does not mean,
however, that the distance between
the coils is to be adjusted for crit-
ical coupling. As before, consider-
able overcoupling is required, and
the 711 figure may in a practical case
be fairly close to 100 percent. Thus
for a high k value, such as k =
10 k.,
fn = 11(1 (k./k)') =99 percent.

I k = 10 k. (12)

If in Fig. 3 the losses in the an-
tenna are neglected and the losses.
in the feeder known, the over-alL
dc -ac power efficiency is obtainable

rias , = Tit 712, as indicated by
Eq. (3). Here the plate efficiency
71a. = II, is obtained from the con-
tours as previously described.

Conclusion

The necessity for standard defin-
itions of various power efficiencies.
and their theoretical limits has been
stressed. The simplicity of a sys-
tem, in which the overall efficiency -
is broken up into a source efficiency
and a number of section efficiencies,.
is brought out in the discussion. In
the treatment of class C devices,
reference is made to the paramount
possibilities of the Chaffee contour
method. A transmission system is.
discussed, in which the source effi-
ciency is obtained by this method..
It is suggested that for class C op-
eration the term "critical coupling'
be restricted to the matching device
only.
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THE design of the thermometer
to be described is based on an

accidental observation of the ex-
tremely high temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance of some organic
materials. As these materials also
have a high resistivity, the two
properties combine to produce a
thermometric  substance for a re-
sistance thermometer of extra-
ordinary sensitivity. The higher
the resistivity of the organic mate-
rial employed, the greater the volt-.
ages which can be applied without
dissipating sufficient power to in-
terfere with the accuracy of the in-
strument.

The electronic thermometer in its
present form utilizes a glass bulb
1 in. long and in. in diameter com-
pletely filled with the thermometric
liquid. Two electrodes, entering the
bulb through a conventional stem,
consist of metallic wires about
0.015 in. in diameter and dipping
A. in. into the liquid.

Electrical Characteristics of Materials

The conductivity of the bulb in-
volves two factors-the real con-
ductivity of the material, and a
polarization effect dependent on the
surface of the electrodes. The latter
effect appears to be related to the

Go.

ELECTRONIC

Complete electronic thermometer. The dial at the right is
mechanically coupled to the potentiometer used for estab-
lishing the control point, and the meter at the left indicates
temperature deviation in degrees above and below control point

viscosity of the material, and any
movement of the liquid has a con-
siderable effect on the resistance.

The resistance is a function of
frequency, and the current is pro-
portional to the applied voltage up
to voltages much higher than any
electrode polarization voltage so far
observed.

We are using various voltages up
to about 20 volts per bulb. With an
apparent resistance of some 100,-
000 ohms at room temperature, this
gives a current of 200 microam-
peres and a dissipated power of 4
milliwatts. These are average fig-
ures, and great variations are pos-
sible for special purposes.

Temperature Coefficients

The apparent resistance R,

1.0
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I
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FIG. 1-Typical thermometer bulb characteristic plotted on
rectangular coordinates

plotted against temperature t on
rectangular coordinates is given in
Fig. 1. The general shape of this
curve is common to a wide variety
of materials, and approaches the
relation

Rt = Ro- (1)

The same data is plotted on semi -
log paper in Fig. 2. The temper-
ature -resistance relation is usually
linear for a substantial part of the
useful temperature range when
plotted in this way.

The temperature coefficients in
the useful ranges are negative in
almost all cases, but some of these
materials change to a positive tem-
perature coefficient at higher tem-
peratures.

While the resistance between two
small immersed electrodes decreases

1.0

----1,
cm

a)

a
,

a)
tx
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t '

a_
n_

0.1
Temperature (t)

FIG. 2-Same data as in Fig. 1, plotted on semi -log paper to
show, linear relationship
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THERMOMETER

Typical thermometer bulb designs

FIG. 3-Basic vacuum -tube circuit
employed for the electronic ther-

mometer or heat control system

rapidly with increasing tempera-
:, ture, the apparent capacitance gen-

erally increases almost as fast. In
some cases the capaitance between
the two electrodes was 1,000 times
the geometric capacitance, in spite
of the fact that the dielectric con-
stant of the liquid was only between.
3 and 5. An average value of tem-
perature coefficient of these mate-
rials at room temperature is 2.5
percent per deg F.

The apparent resistance of a bulb
may range from 100,000 ohms to 1
megohm at room temperature, de-
pending on the material, size of
bulb and other factors. To utilize
the extraordinary properties of or-
ganic materials for temperature in-
dication or control an electronic
method is indicated because of the
high resistance of the bulbs.

Vacuum -Tube Circuit

The basic circuit employed in the
electronic thermometer and control
system is shown in Fig. 3. Section
A is the bridge element in which a
change in temperature of the bulb
results in an a -c signal being pro-
duced across the output terminals
of the bridge. Section B (omitted
when the device is used as a ther-
mometer rather than for automatic
control) is merely a conventional
amplifier. Section C is the discrim-

Description of a new temperature meas-
urement and control system utilizing a
resistance thermometer consisting of a
small glass bulb filled with an organic
material having a high temperature co-
efficient of resistance. Sensitivity can
be adjusted for a ±0.01 deg F control

range

inator element which receives the
a -c signal and produces a pulsating
direct current flow between the
plates of the two triodes to actuate
either an indicating meter or a
sensitive relay. This section is es-
sentially an a -c Wheatstone bridge
with one triode section serving as
the variable resistance element.

The plates of the double triode
are fed with a.c. to provide a sim-
ple and convenient phase discrim-
ination feature in the bridge. If the
a -c signal voltage from the bulb
circuit is in phase with the plate
voltage of the vacuum -tube bridge,
the triode plates will be positive
when the grid of the left-hand tube
is positive. Consequently, the im-
pedance of the left-hand tube will
be lower than that of the right-hand
tube and current will flow in one
direction through the meter or re-
lay. Conversely, if the a -c signal

voltage is 180 deg out of phase with
the vacuum -tube plate supply, the
meter or relay current will flow in
the opposite direction.

If either the two plate resistors
or the grid bias of the left-hand
tube are adjusted so that current
flows between the two plates at all
times, an unbalance in one direc-
tion will cause an increase in cur-
rent, while an unbalance in the
other direction will cause a de-
crease.

The circuit can be adjusted in
various ways in accordance with
particular requirements of indica-
tion or control. It is substantially
unaffected by normal drift in va-
cuum -tube characteristics in serv-
ice, because both tubes drift in the
same direction. The effect of dif-
ferences in tube characteristics
when the tubes are changed can be

(Continued on page 362)
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Effects of
ELECTRIC SHOCK
An engineering report discussing in detail the three major causes of accidental electro-

cution. Considerations of voltage, current, frequency and duration are taken up. Chances

for survival under various conditions are analyzed. Electrocardiograms are shown

AELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S knowl-
edge of the response to an ap-

plied electromotive force should not
be limited to networks of resistance,
capacitance, and inductance. It
should include, also, the response of
a human being. Unfortunately, the
engineer usually knows little more
than the layman about the latter
subject, even though he is much
more exposed to the hazards of elec-
tricity than is the average person.
This article is written to acquaint
the engineer with the basic princi-
ples of the effect of electricity on
the human organism.

The first recorded death due to
electricity was that of a stage car-
penter at Lyon in 1879. He touched
a 250 -volt line. This, however, was
not the first use of lethal electric
potentials, for they were used as
early as 1849 in the first perform-

ance of Meyerbeer's 'II Prophete",
and in 1857 in lighthouses in Eng-
land. As early as 1890, the electric
chair was introduced by the state
of New York. Here voltages of
1200 to 1700 volts were used. In
electrocutions currents up to 8 am-
peres were sent through the vic-
tim's body for 3 to 8 minutes.

The death rate due to accidental
electric shock was low at the be-
ginning of the century, being about
200 a year in countries like Eng-
land, the United States, and Ger-
many. It rose rapidly, until in
1915 the rate was 0.8 per 100,000
annually. Since then it has re-
mained quite constant, and at
present is 1 per 100,000 per year.

Causes of Death by Shock

Death by electricity is due to one
of three fundamental causes: a
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FIG. 1-Electrocardiogram and dia-
gram of normal heart

FIG. 2-Electrocardiogram
Time

of a sheep's
heart in ventricular fibrillation

cessation of respiration due to a
block in the part of the nervous
system controlling breathing; a
serious reduction of the circulation
of the blood, due to ventricular
fibrillation of the heart; or an over-
heating of the body. Of the three,
the second of these is the most dan-
gerous, for there is no practical
way of bringing a fibrillating heart
into a normal beat. Of course,
death may be the result of a com-
bination of the above causes, or due
to complications, such as a broken

FIG. 3-Effect of electric current on sus-
ceptibility of sheep hearts to ventricular
fibrillation. Each shock was applied for
0.03 sec at 60 cps, in the most sensitive

part of the cycle

neck, etc. The mechanisms of death
will now be discussed in more detail.

Variations in Body Resistance

In the layman's mind, (as well
as in that of the engineer) a great
deal of confusion exists as to
whether the current or the voltage
of the circuit is the determining
factor in death. This is quite in-
excusable, for as early as 1913' it
was clearly understood that the
current passing through a person's
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Microwave Development Section

Electronics Engineering Dept.
IVestinghouse Elect. & Mfg. Co.

Bloomfield, N. J.

body (rather than the voltage ap-
plied) was the determining factor.
The reason for the wide variation
in voltage required to send a lethal
current through a human body is
that the resistance of the body
varies from 1000 ohms when wet
to 500,000 ohms when dry.

The resistance of the body is
made up of the skin resistance and
the internal resistance. The former
is large when the skin is dry (70,-
000 to 100,000 ohms per sq. cm.),
but falls to less than a hundredth of
this value when wet. The internal
resistance is low because the ten-
dons, muscles, and blood are rela-
tively good conductors.

In high -voltage shocks serious
burns are often produced because
the high voltage punctures the
outer skin. The body resistance
then suddenly falls from a high
value to the low value of the in-
ternal resistance.

It is understandable that the ef-
fect a given current will have de-
pends on the current path through
the body. It is found that the heart,
the brain, and the spinal column
are the three most critical regions.

Effect of Current Magnitude

Let us consider the effects pro-
duced when the magnitude of a 60 -
cycle current is slowly increased.
Numerous studies' have shown that
the threshold of perception is 1 ma.
In other words, currents less than
1 ma are not even felt, provided
abnormally large current densities,
as result from pin -point contacts,
are not produced.

Currents from 1 to 8 ma are per-
ceptible, but not yet painful. When
the currents reach a value of 8 to
15 ma they are painful, and cause
an involuntary contraction of the
muscles affected. Muscular control,
however, can still be exercised. Cur-
rents of 15 to 20 ma are painful,
cause involuntary contraction, and
muscular control is lost. Currents
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FIG. 4-Effect of position of shock in
cardiac cycle on susceptibility of sheep

hearts to ventricular fibrillation

FIG. 5 (RIGHT)-Effect of duration of
shock on threshold current for sheep
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of 20 to 50 ma, passed between
arms, or an arm and a leg, involve
the chest muscles and breath-
ing becomes difficult. Currents
of 100 to 200 ma, when passed
through the body in a path that in-
volves the heart region, produce
ventricular fibrillation (an uncoor-
dinated beating of the various heart
muscles).

Currents in excess of 200 ma
produce burns; if they take a path
involving the heart region, the
heart action is suspended for the
duration of the current passage,
but generally is resumed at the end
of this period.

If the path involves the part of
the nervous system controlling
respiration (such as hand to hand,
hand to foot, head to hand, etc.) a
block in the respiratory system is
produced. If artificial respiration
is applied, the body may resume
its own breathing after as long as
8 hours; if the damage to the
respiratory - controlling nervous
system is severe, however, breath-
ing may be suspended indefinitely.

Ventricular Fibrillation

The phenomena of ventricular

fibrillation and respiratory block
deserve closer attention. Ventricu-
lar fibrillation is an uncoordinated
contraction of the various heart
muscles, which makes the heart
practically useless as a pump. The
phenomenon can better be under-
stood by reference to the electro-
cardiogram and diagram of a nor-
mal heart in Fig. 1. The stimulus
A corresponds to the contraction
of the auricles, which contract to-
gether. The stimulus B corresponds
to the contraction of the ventricles,
which also contract together.

The electrocardiogram for ven-
tricular fibrillation can easily be
recognized, for it -has the irregular
pattern shown in Fig. 2." Experi-
mental work on human hearts in
regard to fibrillation is of course
impossible. But guinea pigs, rab-
bits, and sheep also are subject to
fibrillation, so considerable work
has been done with them.

The variation of the percentage
of shocks causing fibrillation with
the magnitude of the current passed
through the body of a sheep is
shown in Fig. 3.3 Each point repre-
sents about 75 trials. Note that the
susceptibility increases with cur -

UNDERSTANDING PROMOTES SAFETY

ESSENTIALLY medical in character, this paper explains why some people die
and some don't after accidental contact with electric circuits

CATHODE-RAY and other electronic apparatus employs high voltages and it
is the thought of the editors that the information contained in these pages may,
therefore, save many lives
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TABLE I.
RESULTS OF A BRIEF EXPOSURE TO A -C POTENTIALS

Body resistance
assumed to be 100 volts 1000 volts 10,000 volts

Very low, with good
contact

(About 1,000 ohms)

Certain death;
slight burns

Probable death;
marked burns

Survival; burns and
other sequelae;
very severe

Higher
(About 10,000 ohms)

Painful shock;
no injury

Certain death;
burns pro-
bably slight

Probable death;
severe burns

High with bad
contacts

(About 100,000 ohms)

Scarcely felt Painful shock,
but no severe
injury

Certain death; burns
slight if resist -
ante remains
high

rent up to a maximum, and then de-
creases as the current is increased
further. This is in agreement with
observed data on man, for it has
been observed that as the voltage
increases on high -voltage shocks,
the percent that can be resuscitated
increases.

For shocks short in duration
compared to a heart cycle, the prob-
ability of producing fibrillation
varies with the part of the heart
cycle in which the shock occurs.
This is shown by the dash -dash
curve superimposed on the electro-
cardiogram in Fig. 4. This sensitive
phase represents the decreasing
contraction of the heart muscles.
At any other time, the heart is
quite insensitive to shock.

Duration of Shock

Finally, the effect of shock length
was studied. The results are plotted
in Fig. 5. Note the sudden increase
in susceptibility to fibrillation as
the shock length approaches the
length of the heart cycle. What
happens to this curve as the shock
length is decreased to much smaller
values, say one microsecond, is an
interesting question, but no au-
thentic data is available on this
subject.

Resuscitation Principles

Numerous methods have been
tried to bring a fibrillating heart
back to a coordinated beat. Of these
the method of counter shock first
used by Abilgaard in 1775 to arrest
fibrillation in cocks seems the most
promising. It has been used with
success on guinea pigs and dogs.
It consists of an application of a
shock of high intensity and short
duration through the heart. The

obstacles encountered in trying to
apply this to humans are: (1) dif-
ficulty in determining whether a
heart is actually fibrillating; (2)
the availability of proper facilities
for applying the shock; (3) the
counter shock, if improperly ap-
plied, may actually become the
cause of the death. As a result, the
recommended procedure in all cases
of electric shock is to apply re-
suscitation immediately, and not
attempt to apply counter shock.

In many cases of electric shock
the victim becomes unconscious and
stops breathing, but his heart keeps
on beating. This is due to a break
in the nervous system controlling
respiration. The nerves are para-
lyzed by the currents and no longer
transmit stimuli to the lungs. Here
one difference between the opera-
tion of the heart and lungs becomes
evident; the nervous center which
controls the lungs is located in an-
other organ, the brain.

The brain and heart must always
be supplied with oxygen. If the
oxygen supply ceases, the person
first becomes unconscious. If the
supply of oxygen to the brain is cut
off for more than 5 to 8 minutes,
damage is done to the Betz cells in
the cortex of the brain. This dam-
age is permanent and cannot be re-
paired by the body. If the person
should be brought back to life his
mental capacity will be impaired.
Serious damage of this kind results
in idiocy.

If the damage to the nervous sys-
tem is not too severe, the block will
pass away (0 to 8 hours) and the
person will resume breathing of his
own accord, provided the person
has been kept alive by supplying
the vital cells of the body with

oxygen in the meantime through
artificial respiration. This explains
the prescribed procedure in all
cases of electric shock: apply
artificial resuscitation immediately
and continue until rigor mortis sets
in.

In cases of severe damage to the
cells of the nervous system con-
trolling respiration (dislocation of
the nuclei, swelling of the nucleoli,
and cytoplasmic loss of granule)
the natural breathing of the body
is never resumed.'

The third cause of death is exces-
sive heating of theltody. The rea-
son for death here is not obscure.
The detailed mechanism of death is
a medical matter and its discussion
would lead us too far astray. It is
sufficient to remark that death is
due to the destruction by heat of
some vital organ, or to hemor-
rhages, or to third-degree burns.

Effect of Frequency

A further characteristic of cur-
rent that determines its effect on an
organism is its frequency. A ready
example is that of direct current
and 60 -cycle alternating current.
The bearable direct current is

(Continued on page 250)

FIG. 6-Effect of frequency on tolerance
current
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THERMAL NOISE
In a Parallel RC Circuit

Chart giving thermal noise voltage in microvolts produced by random electron movement
in a circuit composed of resistance shunted by capacitance, for any desired band width

and for entire frequency spectrum

HE LOWER LIMIT to the magni-MItude
of voltages which- can be

measured is set by the so-called
"thermal agitation" voltages which
arise spontaneously in the measur-
ing apparatus itself. When listened
to, this noise manifests itself as a
rushing, hissing sound, and is fa-
miliar to all who have worked with
high -gain, wide -band audio ampli-
fiers.

Basic Formula

This voltage is a result of the
random movement of electrons in
a conductor, and is a function of
the temperature of the conductor,
its resistance, and the band -width
over which the voltage is measured.
Since components of all frequencies
and random phasing are present,
one can only specify this voltage in
terms of its rms value. The for-
mula relating the above variables is
as follows :

E = 14kTRaf (1)

In this formula, E is the rms vol-
tage appearing across the terminals
of the resistance, k is Boltzmann's
constant, equal to 1.374 x 10" Joule
per degree Kelvin, T is the temper-
ature in degrees Kelvin, R is the
resistance in ohms, and i f is the
band -width over which the voltage
is measured. At room temperature
this formula becomes

E = 1.28 X 10-'0 IRV (2)

This formula holds only for pure
wire -wound resistances of zero

By C. J. MERCHANT
The Brush Development Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

phase angle. In the case of a gen-
eral two -terminal impedance con-
taining reactances as well as resist-
ance, F. C. Williams has shown*
that one may compute the thermal
noise voltage in either of two ways :
(a) one may consider that only the
resistances in the impedance give
rise to thermal -agitation voltages,
and that the reactances serve only
as filtering agents by suppressing
or re-inforcing certain frequency
bands; (b) one may reduce the im-
pedance to the equivalent series cir-
cuit, integrate the resistive com-
ponent of the impedance over the
desired frequency band, and sub-
stitute the result in place of RAf in
formula (2). This formula then be-
comes

E= 1.28 X 10-u'llf R df (3)
fl

Using either method leads to identi-
cal results.

Noise in Crystal or Condenser
Microphone Circuit

A case which arises frequently is
that of computing the noise voltage,
over a given band -width, which
arises from a resistor shunted by
a capacitor. This is the case of a
crystal or condenser microphone
which, together with its grid leak,
acts as the input circuit of an am-

 Williams, F. C., Thermal Fluctuations
in Complex Networks, Wireless Section,
Journal of the I.E.E. 13, p. 53, Mar., 1938.

plifier. Since such microphones, if
their frequency characteristic is
flat over a wide range, have rela-
tively low output, the thermal noise
output of the microphone and its
grid leak often determines the min-
imum signal which can be meas-
ured. The other limiting factors
are the ambient noise of the room
and the shot noise of the first tube
of the following amplifier.

The resistive component of the
impedance of a resistor and ca-
pacitor in parallel is given by

Re (Z) -R \) (4)14
where R is the value of the resistor
in ohms, and ck = f/fo, where fo is
the frequency at which 2Cc = R, and
is given by fo-= 1/27cRC, where C is
in farads. Substituting this ex-
pression in Eq. (3) and re -writing
f1, f, and df in terms of 4, expressed
in radians, one has

E = 1.28 X 10-1011.1:2(1d-02)(?:1)
= 1.28 X 10-10 arctan 4.2 - arc:tan 4'

42q7C (5)
Equation (5) shows that the

high -frequency regions contribute
very little to the total noise voltage
output. Thus, if one computes the
voltage developed across a given re-
sistor in parallel with a given ca-
pacitor between f,, and 100 fo, it is
found to be equal to 44.7 x 10'/VC.
For the same R and C, the total rms
voltage developed between f, and
infinity equals 45 x 10"/VC.
Thas, the entire region between
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100 fo and infinity contributes less
than 1 percent to the total output.
Hence if, as is generally the case,
one desires to know the total noise
output from a resistor and capaci-
tor in parallel as measured by an
amplifier whose lower cut-off fre-
quency is in the vicinity of f and
whose upper cut-off frequency is
many times fo, it will be substan-
tially correct to take this upper
cut-off frequency as infinity.

Basis of Chart

The accompanying chart was con-
structed by taking the lower fre-
quency limit f, as some multiple N
of f, and the upper frequency limit
as infinity. It gives the value of
the rms fluctuation voltage E be-
tween the frequency limits 4 (in
radians) = N and 42. = oo, where 4i
= f/f., f. = 1/2xRC, and the
value of E is obtained from the fol-
lowing transformation of Eq. (5),
in which E is in ,uv and C is in µpi:

128 arc cot iE
.v'C 2a

(6)

To accomplish this transformation,
ck is set equal to infinity, so that arc
tan y6 equals n/2 radians or 90 deg.
The resulting expression under the
radical is then equal to arc cot 42,L,
The change in the numerical coeffi-
cient is a consequence of expressing
E in 07 and C in Auf in the above
equation.

Thus, suppose it were desired to
find the rms noise -voltage developed
across a 20-uuf capacitor and a
10-megohm resistor in parallel, be-
tween the frequency limits of f =
400 cps and infinity. Here f, is the
frequency at which X, = R = 10
megohms, and from the equation
fo = 1/22cRC we get 800 cps as the
value of fo. Hence N = f/fo = 400/
800 = 0.5, and the intersection of
the abscissa C = 20 µµf and the
contour N = 0.5 is found to occur
on the ordinate marked 12 p.v.

Example of Chart Use

By taking advantage of the fact
that noise voltages add as the
square root of the sum of the
squares of the component voltages,

(70) 100

.(9) 90

(8) 80

(1) 70

(6) 60

(5) 50
R

E
C

(4) 40

(3) 30

(0) 20
4.

_

*''..............._
.

.
N.

4,' 5
5 (0.8) 8

I(0.7) 7 1.

tg (0.6) 6

" (0.5) 5

(0.4) 4
4.-.-so

(0.5) 3 4,.
'co

(0.2) Z

(0.1)
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1

(100........f ) (200...,a) ( 0.00 1..d) (0.002,.t) (0 Oim 1)

C a pac i fa nce C in ,u,urf en "4

Chart giving rms value of fluctuation voltage across Ft and C in parallel, between
a given frequency limit and infinity. The frequency limit is converted into a
value N as explained in the accompanying article. When values in parentheses
are used on one scale, the parenthesis values on the other scale must be used

the chart can be used to find the
noise voltage developed when
neither of the frequency limits can
be considered infinite. Suppose, for
example, it were desired to find the
voltage developed across the above
R and C between the frequency
limits of 400 and 800 cps. From the
above, the rms voltage developed
between 400 cps and infinity is 5µv.
Proceeding in a similar manner one
finds the rms voltage between 800
cps and infinity to be 3.5 uv. Hence
the voltage developed between 400
and 800 cps equals 1/52 - 3.52 or
approximately 3.6 uv.

Effect of R on Noise
Output Voltage

It is worthwhile noting that the
total noise voltage output of a
given resistor and capacitor in
parallel, measured between the fre-
quency limits of zero and infinity,
is independent of the value of R,
and depends solely on the value of
C, as long as R is some finite value
different from zero. The value of
R serves only to determine the dis-
tribution in the spectrum of the
total energy, which is determined
by C. Stated in a somewhat differ-
ent fashion, for any given value of
C, the voltage output measured
between f = 0 and f = fo is the
same as the output measured be-
tween f = fo and f = infinity.
Either of these statements may be
verified by reference to Eq. 5.

Total Fluctuation Voltage
Up to Infinite Frequencies

Although no amplifier or meter
can be made that will indicate to
infinite frequency, the concept of
total noise generated over the total
spectrum is useful, since it sets an
upper limit to the thermal agitation
voltage to be expected from an im-
pedance, no matter what the band-
width over which the actual meas-
urement is made. Thus,. by refer-
ring to the contour labelled N = 0
on the chart, it is seen that ir-
respective of either the resistor or
the bandwidth, if C = 10 lug the
total fluctuation voltage will be less
than 20 uv. In some cases this
might be all the information
needed, as, for example, in the case
where the following amplifier it-
self had a noise- or hum -level of
several times this quantity.
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 An effective anti-aircraft battery requires

co-ordinated team work, and in our business

too, we are .not content to only develop iso-
lated items, but we constantly co-ordinate and

engineer a COMPLETE line of related parts.

For example, miniature sockets, shields and

nut straps as illustrated ... Write for samples.

CINCHMANUFACTURING CORPORATION, 2335 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 12,111..
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITE D- CARR FASTENER CORPORATION, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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Industrial X -Ray High in the Air on Cracking Unit
AS RESULT of the successful use of
x-ray testing, it was possible to
complete the 250 -foot high "Balti-
more Giant", a fluid catalyst crack-
ing unit for high-octane gasoline at
the Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey's refinery in Baltimore,
without welding defects. All welds
were x-rayed.

Technical experts of Kelley-
Koett Co., worked with the Stand-
ard Oil Development Co. and M. W.
Kellogg Co., general contractors for
the cracking unit, and stripped
down a standard 220,000 -volt x-ray
unit made by the Covington eon-
cern. After fitting the unit to spe-
cial rigging, the equipment was
crane -hoisted from level to level.

The x-ray testing of welds in
awkward locations went forward
successfully despite rainstorms and
unavoidable jars and jolts, and is

View of the x-ray control pane! hanging
at one of the skyscraper levels Colored
signal lights replaced the doubly in-
sulated telephone for commun cation
with operators at the tube head when

construction noises were too great

believed to be another indication
for post-war x-ray applications in

Transformers and other units of the x-ray machine were stripped of protective covers
to reduce weight. The only protection against the elements is the tarpaulin shown

rolled up atop the suspended crib

The head of the x-ray tube was
mounted down inside the reacter for
examining the welds in the lower coni-
cal sections, A monorail carriage runs
on a track parallel to the weld seam

shipbuilding, plant construction and
other heavy -industry uses. Solu-
tions to some of the unusual mount-
ing problems are shown in the pho-
tographs.

Test Set for Strain Gages
By E. H. HEINEMANN

Chief Engineer
El Segundo Plant

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

WIDESPREAD APPLICATION of strain
gage techniques to the measure-
ment of stress and strain, and for
the accurate determination of ap-
plied loads, has necessitated the
development of many special instru-
ments for the manufacture of
strain gages. The electronic instru-
ment to be described has proven ex-
tremely useful as a limit indicator
for calibrating gages in the process
of manufacture and routine check-
ing of gage installations. Consider-
able saving of time is effected as
compared to previous methods in
which a galvanometer is used as the
indicating device.

The instrument is shown in the
photographs and consists of a null
balance circuit using 6E5 tuning-

eye tubes as null indicators. It is
compact and portable, is not critical
regarding severe handling, and
may be operated by inexperienced
personnel. Small enough to be set
up close to the actual work, it per -
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Family Portrait . . .
Bearing the Mallory Stamp of Dependability

Save as you Serve
Buy War Bonds

MYP. R. MAL LORY a CO., Inc.

ALLOR
ELECTROLYTIC,
FILM AND PAPER

CAPACITORS

REMARKABLY numerous is the family of Mallory dry
electrolytic capacitors. So numerous, in fact, that not all

its members are pictured here. But one thing the family has
in common-reliability! You can depend on a Mallory capacitor,
no matter what the specific job it was designed to do.

Mallory capacitors are the outgrowth of years of development
in Mallory laboratories. They embody improvements which
have contributed directly to the growth of radio itself. Today
they offer greatly increased operating temperature ranges . . .

remarkable reductions in size for rated capacity . . . a much
greater span of efficiency and life. In addition, Mallory
improvements in handling methods, and in control of source
materials, assures uniform quality in every. capacitor.

Millions of Mallory dry electrolytic capacitors are in service
today. They are standard equipment with radio and electronic
equipment manufacturers. For specific data, write today for
free literature-or see your nearest Mallory distributor.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6 INDIANA
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Bridge circuit and electronic amplifier used to feed the grids of the 6E5 indicator tubes.
The plates of these tubes are supplied with a.c. by the high -voltage winding of the

power transformer

mits strain gages to be checked as
work is in progress.

The gage under test is connected
to two terminals on the front panel.
Evidence of faulty wire in the
gage, open gages, corrosion of the
wiring junctions, or poor insula-
tion of the gage to ground is im-
mediately apparent as either com-
plete opening of the shadow angle
or as an erratic flutter in this angle.
Change of resistance in a gage due
to aging or other factors may be
determined in terms of the stand-
ard gage resistance by noting the
point on the dial at which balance
is obtained. The balance dial is
graduated in percent tolerance.

Circuit

The circuit of the gage test set
is shown in the diagram. In this,
the gage to be tested becomes an
arm of the bridge circuit built into
the instrument. Resistors have
been provided in the bridge to
accommodate 200, 400 and 800 -ohm
gages. Other sizes could be taken
care of by additional resistors in
the reference arm of the bridge.

With the balance potentiometer
set to center position (zero on the
dial), any unbalance of the bridge
will be applied to the first tube of
the voltage amplifier. The ampli-
fied output (60 cps) of the amplifier

is applied to the two grids of the
tuning eye tubes in parallel. Since
these tubes have 60 -cycle a.c. on
their plates, the shadow angle of
one or the other of the tubes will
change, depending on the phase re-
lation of the grid signals with re-
spect to the plates.

The amount by which the bal-

tlectronic test set for calibrating strain
gages during manufacture. The dial
adjusts a potenaometer to balance a
bridge circuit and is calibrated in per-

cent tolerance

ante potentiometer must be moved
in order to return the bridge to
balance is a measure of the varia-
tion of the gage resistance with
respect to the standard resistors in

the bridge circuit. Balance is in-
dicated by the return of the shadow
angles to their original setting.
The shadow angles of the 6E5 tubes
are usually adjusted as close to
zero as possible by means of the
1,000 -ohm potentiometers which
vary the grid bias of the 6E5's.
This adjustment is made from the
front panel by means of a screw
driver. The "check -read" switch
is turned to the "check" position
for this adjustment to remove the
voltage from the bridge.

Resistors R R,, R,, R., and R. are

Internal view of the components and
their mountings in the strain gage test
set. The gain of the amplifier is ad-
justed by the shaft at the rear of the

chassis

all precision wire -wound resistors
whose accuracy is better than 0.05
percent. These are used as a stand-
ard reference. The dial is cali-
brated by using an additional set of
precision resistors with the speci-
fied tolerance. The dial divisions
represent percent deviation from
the nominal values of 200. 400, and
.800 ohms. This marking was used
since the calibration will be same
for all three ranges.

The gain of the amplifier may be
adjusted from the rear of the test
set if necessary. Spread of the
dial may be varied by adjustment
of the two padding resistors, Re and
R,. To make this adjustment, the
unit must be removed from the case
and the dial recalibrated.

Operation

In using the test set to check a
gage already installed, the gage in
question is connected to the proper
terminals on the front of the set.
If the shadow angle has been prop-
erly adjusted beforehand, and the
dial is at zero, the change in angle,
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wh is used...
THE ELECTRONIC CALIBRATOR
A recently designed automatic calibrator for fre-
quency meters used in conjunction with adding ma-
chines largely eliminates tedious hand calibration,

es man hours, reduces element of human error,
s production.

oto Courtesy l'hilco Corporation

THERE'S A JOB FOR

BY GUARDIAN '4IP'Series 120 Relay

The Philco 126 -tube Electronic Calibrator employs a system of fast and slow -
acting relays and solenoids to bring about desired end actions. One application
is the transferring of readings from the storage bank (shown above) to the key-
board of the adding machine. Operated by the plate current of OA4G tubes the
relays on the storage bank energize the adding machine solenoids which press
the proper number key of the adding machine.

The Guardian Series 120 relay used in this application is a small, sensitive
unit having a minimum power requirement of 0.5.VA and an average of 2 VA.
Coils are available in resistances from .01 to 6,000 ohms. Contact combina-
tions up to single pole, double throw with 12.5 amp. points. Send for Bulletin 120.

The solenoid is Guardian Series 4 available for either A.C. or D.C. use. Series
4 A.C. at a maximum stroke of 1' permits a pull of 14 oz. intermittent duty,
3 oz. conti duty. Series 4 D.C. at a maximum stroke of 1" permits a
pull of 6 oz. intermittent duty, 1 oz. continuous duty. Send for information.

Series 4 Solenoid

Consult Guardian whenever a
tube is used-however-Re-
lays by Guardian are NOT lim-
ited to tube applications but
are used wherever automatic
control is desired for making,
breaking, or changing the char-
acteristics of electrical circuits.

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC
I 625-H W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

coMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN WAR INDUSTRY
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if any, will indicate deviation in
resistance from that of the stand-
ard. Erratic fluttering of the
shadow angles indicates faulty in-
stallation.

If the set is to be used for adjust-
ing gages during manufacture, the
procedure is the same as above ex-
cept that the bridge is made to
balance by adjusting the resistance
of the gage itself. This may be
done while the gage is connected in
the circuit. The advantage of this
method is that the operator may
use both hands for soldering and
adjusting, while at the same time
observing the shadow angle. It is
not necessary to wait for a galvano-
meter to come to rest before read-
ing the indication.

It is possible to hold gages to
better than 0.02 percent of the
value of the standard resistors with
this method, without sacrificing
quantity of production.

Planes Deliver Plywood
Radio Masts
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS equipment
flown into captured air fields in-
cludes a sectional antenna mast of
tubular plywood devised by the sig-
nal corps. First used in the Afri-
can campaign, the mast weighs but
a fraction of solid wood or metal
masts which were cumbersome to
handle. Two miles of plywood sec -

Lightness
plywood mast are demonstrated by a
workman at the plant of Maryland
Engineering Co., manufacturers of the

mast

and strength of the tubular

tions, enough for 150 masts of the
75 -foot height, can be loaded into a
single trailer -truck. Complete masts
can be packed by the dozen on trans-
port planes and flown anywhere.

Three men can erect the plywood
mast and have the radio equipment

in operation within 30 minutes. The
sections are first assembled on the
ground, then the base end is set
into a hinged metal socket fixed to
the ground by long spikes, and the
mast raised by a boom. Once erect,
it is braced in position by two sets
of three guy -wires which run out
to a radius of 13 feet. The guys are
attached to long pegs hammered
into solid ground or to corkscrew-
shaped anchors driven into soil.

The plywood tubes forming the
mast are four inches in diameter
and have a wall thickness of I in.
The fifty -foot mast is composed of
four sections about eleven feet long,
plus a top section of four feet, eight
in. Plywood sleeve couplings are
used at the joints and are fastened
by metal collars drawn tight by
eye -bolts. Mast sections strapped
into one bundle, with squares of
plywood protecting the ends from
damage and providing a solid base
for packing, form a package that
weighs 152 pounds. Guy -wires,
hardwarO, and square parts are
packed separately.

Electronic Cooking and Sterilization of roods
IN ONE INVESTIGATION of the use of
electronic equipment for cooking,
experiments have been made on a
great variety of food products.
These have included cereals, steaks,
breads and sea food. The results
obtained have varied widely and

Complete kit of units forming the plywood antenna mast that is flown to captured
airfields for ground -to -plane communication by the Army Air Force. Three men can

erect it in 30 minutes

range from excellent to poor, ac-
cording to data presented by V. W.
Sherman, manager of the Indus-
trial Electronics Division of Fed-
eral Telephone and Radio Corp., in
a paper delivered before the Chi-
cago chapter of the Institute of
Food Technologists in May.

He reported that cases of non-
uniform heating were traceable to
the geometry of the part. For ex-
ample, in cooking oysters, it was
observed that since a portion of the
oyster was higher than the re-
mainder, the highest part received
the maximum heat and actually be-
gan to carburize or burn before
complete cooking had taken place
in the thinner sections. In the case
of steak, heat seemed to develop
uniformly during the early stages,
but sometimes, during the latter
stages, grease released by the heat
concentrated in the lower portions
of the meat and resulted in a non-
uniform distribution of heat. In
the case of breads, very satisfactory
results were secured provided the
lower plate was preheated so as not
to chill and thereby retard the heat-
ing of the dough in contact with it,
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RC WILL BE READY
with TYPE MP HIGH FREQUENCY POWER RESISTORS

When the hour of Victory arrives, industry can
count on IRC to supply its pent-up needs for

all types of resistors. Mass production methods
now in operation in these, the world's largest
resistor plants, assure ample quantities at favor-
able prices.

AN INVITATION
If resistances will play a part in your post-war
products, consult IRC. You're sure to obtain
unbiased counsel because IRC makes a
broad and varied line ... is not limited
to just a few specialties. Naturally,
your confidence will be respected.

IRC makes more

I

401 N.

NOTE THESE QUALITY FEATURES
OF IRC MP HIGH FREQUENCY RESISTORS
1. Extra strong ceramic tube has exceptionally
low loss characteristic at high frequencies.

2. Metallized filament coating is of high specific
resistance and eliminates skin effect at U. H. F.

3. Several baked coatings of special varnish pro-
vide adequate protection against the effects of hu-
midity and shield resistor from mechanical injury.

4. Pre -curing and stabilizing of resistance coating
at high temperatures eliminates appreciable

FOR PERT
aging.

5. Tests indicate that water cooling at
tap pressure increases power rating
approximately ninety times.

rARiAilt

i1I $1
Broad St. Philadelphia 8, Pa.

types of resistance units, in more shapes, for more applications than any other manufacturer In the world.
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THE greatest single factor in the wide acceptance

of Jefferson Electric Transformers, is the ability to

insure "quality" while producing in great quantities.

If you need a few or a million, Jefferson Electric

facilities, experience and manufacturing control insure

like quality for all.

Reports from all over the world emphasize the value

of Jefferson Electric Transformer reliability under all

manner of conditions,-from the Arctic to the Equator

-from the moisture -laden coastal regions to the arid

desert areas.

With all factors-engineering, designing, research,

manufacture of all components under one control, in-

surance of "quality" with quantity is secured. You can

bring your particular requirements to "transformer

headquarters" with full confidence that recommenda-

tions and suggestions will help you save time-and the

transformers furnished whether in small or large quan-

tities will be alike in quality.... JEFFERSON ELECTRIC

COMPANY, Bellwood (Suburb of Chicago), Illinois.

Canadian Factory: 60-64 Osler Ave., W. Toronto, Ont.

ANSVORMERS

or possibly the action of the leaven-
ing agent.

Cost of Cooking

The possibility of using elec-
tronic_ heat as a domestic cooking
medium has often been considered,
but the economic aspect is the real
drawback to its immediate utiliza-
tion in the home, according to Mr.
Sherman. He stated that a two -
quart container is entirely prac-
tical for electronic cooking and
would require about 2 kw of energy.
However, the cost is prohibitive at
the present time due largely to the
fact that the power tubes require
an expensive high -voltage power
pack.

Development of power tubes cap-
able of operation on plate voltages
as low as 440 or even 220, would
eliminate the pack expense and pro-
vide a relatively low-cost source of
high -frequency energy for cooking.

Heating of food products for pur-
poses other than cooking or dehy-
dration was exemplified by success -

.24
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FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES

The relation between electrical loss fac-
tor and frequency is shown by the
curves above for a representative selec-

tion of foods

ful work in heating cakes of choco-
late to the melting point for the
purpose of converting it into a
liquid state so that it could be more
readily handled.

Another example was the heating
or roasting of cocoa beans. It was
found possible to spread these on
a belt, pass them between plates
carrying radio frequency energy
and thus heat the cocoa beans so
rapidly as to shell them by a sort
of explosive action. An interesting
possibility in connection with this
was that continued heating re -
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. in Resistance to
Corrosion and Moisture

This is a standard test at Shure Brothers. The microphone
is connected to the air pressure line and submerged. No

bubbles - its "insides" are protected against rain and ocean
spray. More than that, Shure engineers have successfully defeated

corrosion of iron, steel, brass and aluminum microphone parts- and they
were the first to moisture -proof, successfully, Rochelle Salt Crystal

Microphones. You may well look to Shure engineers to provide you with better
microphones and headphones.

SHURE BROTHERS, 225 West Huron Street, Chicago
Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices
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Shallcross Portable
KILOVOLTMETERS

Other Shallcross High -

Voltage Equipment

1Cilovoltmeter
Multipliers

Corona -protected
High -Voltage

Resistors

Special Apparatus
for Any High -Voltage

Measuring
Requirement

Write For Details

Now available for rapid delivery, Shall-

cross Kilovoltmeters are produced in a
complete line for the measurement of the
high potentials encountered in radio trans-
mitters, radar, television equipment, X-ray
systems, dust precipitators, and similar
high -voltage equipment. Ruggedly con-
structed, yet light in weight, the instru-
ments are suitable for either laboratory or
field work, and are entirely safe in opera-
tion. Full scale accuracy on a typical 1,000
ohms -per -volt Shallcross D. C. Kilovolt-

meter is ± 2%. The accurate fixed wire
wound resistors are closely calibrated and
properly aged. Corona protected resistors
can be supplied for measurements up to
200 KV.

In addition to its standard line, Shallcross
likewise produces regularly a wide variety
of "tailor-made" Kilovoltmeters and high
voltage Meter Multipliers to match indi-
vidual requirements. Write for details or
engineering recommendations.

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
DEPT. E-74, COLLINGDALE, PA.

ENGINEERING  DESIGNING  MANUFACTURING

leased oils from the cocoa beans and
this may have future commercial
value.

Sterilization of food products
has developed into perhaps the most
important food job for electronic
heat at the present time. Whether
it will continue to hold this position
remains to be seen, but there is
now a very imposing list of appli-
cations. A number of slides were
shown illustrating the electrical
loss factor of various foods with
various water contents.

Electronic Sterilization

Loss due to insects in grain prod-
ucts amounts to hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars per year. The sub-
ject of insect damage in stored
grain products and in food in gen-
eral is one of extreme importance
not only from the standpoint of
monetary loss but also from the
standpoint of public reaction.

Two boundary temperatures have
been tentatively fixed in the food
sterilization problem. An air tem-
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Change of temperature and power with
heating time for Bisquick mix in dry
form. Here the power input remained
practically constant during sterilization

perature of 180 deg F is considered
as maximum allowable temperature
for drying wheat without injury
to the milling and baking qualities,
while a temperature in the neigh-
borhood of 130-140 deg. F is re-
quired to destroy insect life.

In the sterilizing of food with
electronic heat, the product can be
treated after packaging. For ex-
ample, a carton containing 24 boxes
of pancake flour can be sterilized as
a complete unit on its way to the
warehouse. A heat-treat time of
10 to 30 seconds is usually adequate
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NEW : The same equipment redesigned and

4111,

housed in a Lindsay Structure cabinet built
by Russell R. Gannon Company, Cincinnati.

OLD: Electrical therapy equip
ment housed in heavy cabinet
of ordinary construction.

THESE PRE -FORMED ALL -STEEL HOUSINGS
SAFEGUARD YOUR EQUIPMENT

Llectro-encephalo-
graph in its original
form, mounted on
telephone relay racks
and weighing 800
pounds.

The same equip.
ment redesigned for
mounting in an Ls
cabinet. The unit is
easily moved, weighs
only 200 pounds.

XII
Lindsay Structure

method of assembly.
Units of Ls are easily
assembled, disassem-
bled, reassembled.

Cabinets and housings that are light, strong, and streamlined in
design can quickly be assembled from Lindsay Structure, modern
method of light steel construction. Utilizing all. the strength of light
metal sheets through uniform tensioning, Ls resists racking and strain
-protects delicate electrical and electronic equipment against damage,
dust, and moisture. No welding, riveting, trimming, or special tools are
required for its assembly.

All parts for Ls are die -formed to exact specifications; completed
units have an attractive machine -finished appearance. Equipment and
housing alike are readily repaired when Ls is used; parts for Ls are
interchangeable, and readily available, while removal of the nearest
panel leaves the mechanism beneath it accessible for servicing.

Investigate the advantages of Lindsay Structure today. Send drawings,
data, or blueprints to Lindsay and Lindsay, 222-D West Adams Street,
Chicago 6, Illinois; or 60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.

LINDSAY
S STRUCTURE

U. S. Patents 2017629 , 2263510, 2263511
U.S. and Foreign Patents and Patents Pending

IT S -T R E -T C H E -S STEEL
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INTELLIGENTLY

iPEED/If.,...
The Lafayette Radio Corp. organization, built soundly over a

period of 25 years, functions in two "key" shipping centers- Atlanta

and Chicago.Yeswe maintain tremendous stocks of radio and electronic

components and equipment. But, equally important, there are "brains"

to go with them. Our men are truly appreciative of what you are up

against these days...whether you're a giant of industry, the little service

man around the corner, or represent a military agency or training school.

Because we are well versed in all fields utilizing electronics, your orders

are handled intelligently. At our fingertips is complete data on shipping

routes, priorities, effective substitutes ... all things a purchasing agent

wants to know. Write, wire, telephone or teletype - get to know the

superior service of Lafayette Radio Corp.

NEW -8 -Page CIRCULAR, listing merchandise available for immedi-

ate delivery, will be rushed to you on request. All items are subject

to prior sale. Write or wire Dept. G7.

S. We specialize in equipment for laboratory and
experimental use. Such equipment built to your speci-

fications, if you desire. a Cortp.
901 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Illinois* 265 Peachtree Street, Atlanta 3, Georgia

to develop a temperature of 130
leg F. Experiments have shown
hat complete destruction of all in-

sect life is accomplished in this
short time. The power required
depends upon lb per hour.

Cost

The cost of the heat treatment
and also the power required are
both low. The 3 -kw output unit
will develop over 10,000 btu per
hour and is operated for a power
cost of 5¢ an hour based on 1¢ per
kw -hour rate. Under these condi-
tions, about 480 one -lb packages can
be sterilized each hour for 5¢ worth
of power. The total cost, including
not only power but also vacuum
tubes and amortization of the 3 -kw
equipment over a 10 year period,
would amount to 17¢ per hour.

The maintenance of electronic
equipment is practically limited to
the replacement of tubes. Power

150

50

25

TIME IN SECONDS

As shown in the curve above, pea soup
powder took about 50 percent more
power at the end of the run than at the

beginning of electronic sterilization

tubes have an average life of about
5,000 hours. In the case of recti-
fier tubes, 10,000 hours is com-
monly obtained.

Generation of heat in a food
product is accomplished by means
of dielectric hysteresis; that is, the
molecular friction experienced by
the food particles under the action
of an alternating electrostatic field.
The heat developed per pound of
food per second may be expressed
mathematically : H = C x L.F. x
f x V', where H = rate of heat in
btu per second per pound of mate-
rial; C = a constant involving den-
sity, specific heat and unit conver-
sion factors; L.F. = loss factor ex -
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COLD -FORGING

SKILLFULLY EMPLOYED

LICKED THIS
FASTENING PROBLEM

"Cold -forging"
proof #21...

more each month

The special fastening illustrated here may not
look tough to everyone ... but design engineers
will recognize immediately this job called for
fastening experts - both in tool design and cold -
forging technique.

Scovill has what it takes in cold -forging skill
to assure delivery of fastenings to meet your exact
requirements -with maximum savings in money
- materials - motions.

What's more-you can rely on Scovill judgment
to help you determine the fastening best suited
for your assembled product. Make use of Scovill's
many years of experience by calling in one of
our Fastenings Experts. He will help you not
only choose between "special" and "standard",
but in designing a part to fill your specific need.

Keep your fastenings problems from becoming
really tough - as other Scovill customers have
done - by calling in one of our Fastenings Experts
when your product is still in the design stage.

S,COVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY'
WATERVILLE SCREW

PRODUCTS DIVISION
WATERVILLE 48. CONN. .Cu

TEL. WATERBURY 3-3151

NEW YORK, Chrysler Building DETROIT. 714 Fisher Building CHICAGO, 1229 W. Washington Boulevard . PHILADELPHIA, 18 W. Chelten Avenue Building
PITTSBURGH, 2882 W. Liberty Ave.  SYRACUSE, Syracuse - Kemper Insurance Bldg.. LOS ANGELES, 2627 S. Soto St. . SAN FRANCISCO, 434 Brannan St.
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Distant flashes of lightning were used to magnetize needles
by Joseph Henry during his experiments at Princeton in the
1840's. The needles were placed in coils attached to a metal
roof and grounded. This little-known incident demonstrated
to Henry that electromagnetic force was propagated -
"wave -fashion."

Electronic research is an ever -unfolding drama that often
magically turns into real -life factors-as Stancor engineers
discover almost daily-and the values of which they build
into the devices now being perfected for better
coordination and control of communication.

SEND FOR NEW COMPLETE CATALOG

STANCOR
701444,enotetd

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

1500 NORTH HALSTED ST. - CHICAGO 22

Manufacturers of quality transformers,
reactors, power packs and allied products

for the electronic industries.        

A continuous belt has been added to
this Megatherm electronic heating unit,
made by Federal Tel. & Radio Corp.,
for conveying packages of food prod-
ucts between metal plates for dielectric

heating to provide sterilization

pressed as a decimal; f = frequency
in megacycles; V = volts per inch
of preform.

It will be observed on examina-
tion of the formula that the heat
per pound per unit time can be in-
creased most rapidly by increasing
voltage. By doubling the applied
voltage, the rate of heating is in-
creased 4 times. It is also possible
to increase the heating rate by in-
creasing frequency while at the
same time allowing the voltage to
remain fixed. As a practical mat-
ter, however, if the frequency is in
the order of 10-20 Mc, all of the
common food materials can be read-
ily handled at voltages safely
within their dielectric strength.

For many practical reasons, it is
not desirable to use an excessively

.24
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FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES

Loss factor curves for tea and three
forms of coffee, ground, drip and pul-
verized, show that the loss factor is
substantially independent of frequency
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Breeze Flexible Conduit Shields and Protects
Communications and Wiring Systems

Any current -carrying wire in an
aircraft electrical system is a
potential source of interference
with radio communications unless
properly shielded. Breeze Flexible
Shielding Conduit, produced in a
wide range of diameters, can be
used in conjunction with Breeze
Conduit Fittings and Multiple
Electrical Connectors to meet prac-
tically any shielding requirement.

Itires

The custom design of complete
radio ignition shielding harnesses is
a Breeze specialty, based on years
of pioneering experience in the field.

Breeze Flexible Shielding Con-
duit is in service today with fight-
ing units of land, sea, and air,
supplementing the many other
well-known items of Breeze equip-
ment that are helping the United
Nations along the road to Victory.

CORPORATIONS, INC. NEWARK, N. J.

Breeze Shielding guards com-
munications against high fre-
quency interference from spark
plugs and ignition system circuits.

PRODUCTION FOR VICTORY PRODUCTS FOR PEACE
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* *

The Smallest

691 SWITCH

IN PRODUCTION
AND USE!

This NEW ACRO MINIAC-the
smallest fully enclosed snap -

action switch in production and
use - is built with the well-
known patented ROLLING SPRING
that eliminates friction, maintains
higher contact pressure and pro-
longs life.
Built with a bakelite case, it is

only 1-3/16" long, 13/16" wide
and only a trifle over 1/4" thick.
Designed with 4 mounting holes

* *

3/32" diameter. Unusually well
adapted for stacking in multiple
assemblies. Stainless steel pin
actuator. All parts are non -corro-
sive. Ali contacts are of fine silver.
Blades and rolling spring of beryl-
lium copper. Single pole, normally
open or normally closed and
double throw. Available with air
gaps, .010" to .040". Standard
operating pressures in 3 ranges
from 5 oz. to 20 oz.

RATED AT 15 AMPS., 115 VOLTS, A.C.
Write for details today.

ACRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
1316 Superior Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio

New York, Chicago, Buffalo, Detroit, Dallas, Omaha, St. Paul, Kansas City, Memphis, Tampa,
Baltimore, New Orleans, Phoenix, Los Angeles, Dayton, Toronto, Canada

high frequency. It is good engi-
neering, however, to take full ad-
vantage of the highest conservative
working voltage.

Certain operating data, such as
electrical loss factors, and also the
appearance of the heating fixtures
and the appearance of the elec-
tronic unit itself can be more
clearly understood by studying the
accompanying illustrations.

Electronic Voltmeter with
5 -ma Meter

BY EDWARD M. YARD

MOST VACUUM -TUBE voltmeter de-
signs incorporate a sensitive indi-
cating meter, usually a microam-
meter requiring only 100 to 200
microamperes for full-scale deflec-
tion. With a single d -c amplifier
stage, the minimum full-scale di-
rect voltage range is often 3 to 6
volts. It is frequently convenient
to have slightly lower full-scale
ranges for use in ordinary testing
in laboratory or shop, and often
desirable to o!ttain these ranges
without the necessity of using mi-
croammeters or complicated cir-
cuits involving more than one stage
of d -c amplification.

With regard to the meter, it is
not intended to question the prac-
tical qualifications of a microam-
meter for voltmeter service, but to
point out that nowad.tys a milliam-
meter is frequently ay.tilable where
a microammeter is not. The mil-
liammeter has the ad 'itional ad-
vantage of lower cost and somewhat
greater mechanical and electrical
stamina. Any of these factors may
be sufficient to influence the desire
to design a practical el-ctronic volt-
meter having a d -c full-scale range
in the neighborhood of I volt using
a 2 to 5 -milliampere meter.

Electronic voltmeters utilize a

vacuum -tube as a d -c amplifier,
thus securing the advantage of a
high meter input resistance with-
out the necessity of using a gal-
vanometer of high internal resist-
ance. This is possible by virtue of
the high grid input resistance of
most high -vacuum tubes when oper-
ated with the grid negative with
respect to the cathode. These cir-
cuits are usually operated with
large amounts of degenerative
feedback and low anode potentials
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Before the war we accepted big,
juicy steaks as a part of our every-
day lives. We ordered them ...
got them ... and enjoyed them,
without a thought of the day when
a steak might be a rare treat.

The same thing happened to Brass,
Bronze and Copper. For years
these metals met the exacting re-
quirements of peacetime indus-
try. Then, to crush the vicious forces
of would-be world rulers, Ameri-
can industry converted for war.

The need forWestern metals neces-

sitated stepping up our production
time after time in our mills at East
Alton, Ill., and New Haven, Conn.
Exacting specifications were met
and are continuing to be met so
that the fighting men of the Allied
Nations will have all the ammuni-
-ion and other tools of war that
-rhey need.

Possibly Western metals can help
you in meeting war requirements
now and peacetime requirements
later on. We will do everything
we can to meet your specifications
... now and later.

BRASS MILLS
Division of WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY, East Alton, Ill.

BRASS BRONZE PHOSPHOR BRONZE NICKEL SILVER COPPER
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AM MONITORS
For AM Broadcasting the RCA line

includes the 311 -AB Frequency Monitor

shown above and the 66-D Modulation Monitor-

both FCC approved types-and
the relatively new Type 300-C Phase Monitor,

the finest instrument yet designed

for adjustment and monitoring of directional

antenna arrays.

FM MONITORS

For FM Broadcasting the RCA line

before the war included the Type 322-A
Modulation Monitor shown above and the Type 336-A

Frequency Monitoring Equipment-

units which were specifically approved by the

FCC for FM station use.

Planned for production after the war

is a combined modulation

and frequency monitor of improved design.
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FOR ALL KINDS OF BROADCASTING

RCA manufactures a complete line of broadcast equipment-
including not only such operating units as microphones, ampli-
fiers and transmitters, but also such necessary accessories as
modulation, frequency and phase monitors; audio measuring
equipment; and field intensity meters.

RCA Test and Measuring Equipment units meet all the needs
of FM, Television and Short -Wave Broadcasting as well as AM
Broadcasting.

The proof of these RCA equipments is in their widespread
use. Almost every broadcast station has one or more; nearly all
the networks have several. Other manufacturers use them. The
RCA companies-NBC, RCA Communications, Radiomarine
Corporition and RCA Laboratories-use them in large numbers.

RCA BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

war
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA VICTOR DIVISION N. J.
LEADS THE WAY.. IN Radio . . Television . . Tubes . .

Phonographs . . Records . . Electronics
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TELEVISION MONITORS

Fes -elevision Broadcasting

RCA. developed and produced the only lee

of test and monitoring equipment

specifically designed for Television use.

This line includes the 351-A

Viceo Sweep Oscillator shown above, the

35) A Square -Wave Generator, the 711-A

Laboratory -type Oscilloscope and other

uni-s of matching design.
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FIELD INTENSITY METERS - A field intensity
meters happe been tee industry .s sta.7dard for o er
ten years. Pie laie:t models the 308-A 13roae-
cast Fiela tensity Meier, COVETNIg 'he rangefran
120 ke. to 18,000 Lc., and 301-B 1,41t-
Frequenc, Field Intensity Yee-, covering 11.e
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Individ11ual
Designed

TO YOUR
S

Harnesses or other wiring assembly in
your plans, now, or for the future, in-
dividually designed by HOWARD! Send
your specifications to HOWARD, spe-
cialists in the design and manufacture of
radio equipment.

OWARD MANUFACTURING CORP.
* BUY WAR BONDS * COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

*The second
Army-Navy"E"

Award citation for
high achievement in
war production, contin-
uing a long record of war
service, is a source of justi-
fiable pride to the manage-
ment and personnel of The
Arnold EngineeringCompany.

The star will serve as an incen-
tive to The Arnold Engineering
Company to continue with the same
high devotion, energy and skill to
turn out products for the war effort.

147 EAST ONTARIO STREET, CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
Specialists in the Manufacture of ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS

in order to obtain high circuit sta-
bility and maintain the highest pos-
sible grid input resistance. In such
circuits, the criterion in determin-
ing tube choice is the minimum
order of grid current obtainable in
the circuit. Special tubes have
been built for such service, where
maximum input resistance is the
primary concern.

However, such extremely high
input resistance values are not al-
ways necessary. Where input re-
sistance of the order of one meg-
ohm per volt is satisfactory, which
is true of a large percentage of the
work for such a voltmeter, it is
possible to design a d -c amplifier
with considerably higher current
handling ability (power output) by

Ohmso 0.-- D-C volts
Itsv 50,,

Sv .5. 1

/0
me

cz, 5meg,

Range sw.

500v

35meg

N.

1851

Ohms
0.02

x

400

Zero
adjust

?.500

0-5ma

1.5volts 50 1000 /00
-T-

500

/15-V:a-c

Fig. 1-Complete circuit of the electronic
voltmeter using a 0-5 ma milliammeter.
Voltages ranges from 1.5 to 500 volts
are covered with an input resistance of

one megohm per volt

taking advantage of tubes having
higher transconductance, and by
reducing degenerative feedback.
This can be accomplished with ade-
quate stability for the purposes in-
tended in circuits of rather conven-
tional configuration. Such circuits
will yield meter deflections of 5 ma
for one volt input or even less.

Tube Types

Tubes such as the 6AG7, 1852,
1851, and 70L7 are available and
have a transconductance between
5,000 and 10,000 microhms. A
suitable type must have high trans -
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radensallo
of Craftsmanship

Superior craftsmanship has long been
identified with leadership. Such artistry may be

found in the finely engineered airplane engines of today. The
RAULAND Tuning Capacitor, shown above, is likewise a fine example

of RAULAND engineering craftsmanship. Its battle -toughness is blended with

a precision -accuracy which insures minutely controlled variations and a fine degree of
tuning. These are the qualities you can be sure of when you specify an Electroneered* product.

* Elect roneering -the RAULAND term embracing engineering vision, design and precision craftsmanship.

RADIO  RADAR  SOUND COMMUNICATIONS  TELEVISION

Electroneering is our business
THE RAULAND CORPORATION CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

Buy War Bonds and Stamps! Rauland employees are still investing 10% of their salaries in War Bonds
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are faster ... and cost less to use ... because they're

0 ?HOPS
StREV4S

HOE
THE

0
0404EERED

"%PERO
RECESS

r.

7;ffid-R00-#
The American Phillips Recessed Head
fits firmly onto the 4 -winged driver
. . . which can't slip out or twist out
in any direction. So the faster meth-
ods of driving (spiral and power) are
safe to use. No fumbling, no dropping
of screws. Time is saved.

The American Phillips Screw and
Driver form a single unit that is auto-
matically self -aligning. No fussing
around to get a straight start, no fa-
tiguing nerve strain which leads to
poor work that must be done over.
Here again . . . time is saved.

c57
The American Phillips Screw and
Driver stay in alignment under the
stress of the driving operation. So the
screw can't be driven any way but
straight. No burred heads, no scarred
work. Screw head is set up tight and
flush every time. Total time savings: UP
TO 50% . . . not to mention savings
of screws and materials.

AMERICAN SCREW COMPANY
PROVIDENCE 1, RHODE ISLAND

Chicago 11: 589 E. Illinois St. Detroit 2: 502 Stephenson Building

Put the Screws on the enemy...BUY BONDS!
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CENTRALAB occupies a distinctive place in the industry with its Coil
Forms of Steatite and Centradite*. Countless new uses for these cera-
mics are being developed daily in industry. The unique electrical and
physical characteristics of these ceramics are being combined in var-
ious ways to form new applications. Our laboratory and engineering
facilities are at your disposal. Write for Bulletin 720.

Producers of Variable
Resistors Selector
Switches Ceramic Ca-
pacitors, Fixed and Vari-
able  Steatite Insulators.

°CoII a= the tdee$
where low theme(
paoaion Itigt rv.i.tanco
to heat Ached; low so

<laity and to. kw. ,ta,
tons are rectuu,.d.
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Clarostat Type 43
WIRE -WOUND MIDGET

Smallest unit now available
of that rating.

Rated at 2 watts. 1 to 10,000
ohms.

Matches Clarostat Type 37
midget composition -element
control-in appearance, di-
mensions, rotation, switch.

Available with or without
power switch.

.

Available in tandem assem-
blies-suitable combinations
of wire -wound and compo-
sition -element controls.

Type 37 composition -ele-
ment controls rated at 1

watt. 500 ohms to 5 meg-
ohms.

A

CLAIOSTAI

* They look, measure and operate the same
- these Clarostat wire -wound and composi-
tion -element midget controls. Fully inter-
changeable, mechanically. Can be made up
in various tandem assemblies.

Clarostat Type 37 midget composition -
element controls have been available for
several years past. Their stabilized element
has established new standards for accurate
resistance values, exceptional immunity to
humidity and other climatic conditions, and
long trouble -proof service.

And now the Clarostat Type 43 midget
wire -wound control is also available, to
match Type 37 - matched in appearance,
dimensions, rotation, switch.

For neatness, compactness, convenience,
trouble -free operation - just specify these
Clarostat matched midget controls.

* Write for literature. Submit that re-
sistance or control problem. Let us
quote on your requirements.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.  285-7 N. 6a St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

conductance, adequate plate current
handling capacity, and a relatively
straight line plate -current -to -grid -
voltage curve over the operating
range (sharp cut-off rather than
variable -mu). The above named
tubes among many others would
satisfy these conditions.

Some initial experimental work
was done with a 6J5. The results
were satisfactory, but this tube was
discarded for those of higher trans -
conductance in order to obtain low-
er full scale voltage ranges. In the
instrument described, an 1851 was
used because there was one on
hand. and because it has a trans -
conductance of 9000. The above
values of transconductance are for

Fig. 2-Stripped to essentials, the elec-
tronic voltmeter consists of a bridge
circuit in which the current flow in the
milliammeter is proportional to the un-

balance of the bridge

characteristic operating conditions
as an amplifier and are used here
only for general comparison pur-
poses.

The reduction in feedback can be
accomplished while maintaining the
bias requirements by tapping the
cathode of the d -c amplifier to a
point on the power -supply voltage
divider which carries a relatively
heavy bleeder current. This method
proved much simpler than others
which were tried, and yielded satis-
factory stability for all purposes
intended.

Bridge Circuit

The circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
contains a high transconductance
tube with much less degenerative
feedback than is usually the case.
The circuit is of the bridge type to
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a

PLAN
for the

MAN
with a

PROBLEM

IS THE problem one of finding sources of new

production in the fields of electronics or radar? In that

case G. I. has the facilities, experience and personnel

to take on new assignments.

If your problem is marked
Post War we may have the solu-

tion to that also, for our plans have long
been formulated for the swing back into peacetime

production with a minimum of interruption. As before,
our Post War forte will be variable condensers

and record changers - in addition to
which there will be new items

of considerable interest.

G. I. has, on official admission, already broken more

than one production bottleneck. Leadership has been

firmly established in the volume output of variable

condensers with many circuit applications never before

possible, complete wired assemblies and

sub -assemblies, automatic tuning mechanisms, precision

tuning devices and other items in electronic, radar

and communication equipments.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT
829 NEWARK AVE., ELIZABETH 3, N.
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FOR TOUGH MILITARY CONDITIONS

IMPROVED TYPE! Seal out dust, moisture and fungus from trans-
formers, relays, vibrators and other sensitive component parts.

FUSED INTO ONE PIECE. Glass -to -metal vacuum tight hermetic
seal. Resists corrosion. Thermal operating range of -70°C
to 200°C. Insulation leakage resistance, 30,000 megohms,
minimum, after Navy immersion test.

SOLDERING TEMPERATURE NOT CRITICAL. Simple, easy to
attach by means of high frequency, oven -soldering or stand-
ard soldering iron.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE TODAY for information. Complete
details will enable us to make specific recommendations and
send appropriate samples.

Electronic Division, Dept. E-2
RESEARCH  DEVELOPMENT  MANUFACTURING
CINCINNATI 12, OHIO
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ON CABLE ASSEMBLIES

rnpherol as-
erriblies can be

atilde in ar
ccmbination ,f
connectors COS-
ch.cters enc con-

 For the cable assemblies that go into
your products you can use Amphenol-made
cables and save precious time and money
at every step. Amphenol has the equipment,
the skill, the experience and the production
line set-up to make them on a mass produc-
tion basis-and make them properly. Such
assemblies will be manufactured exactly in
accordance with your specifications.

Amphenol makes not only the cables but
the parts that go into them. Why not elmi-
nate' the details and the costs that enter
into' the procurement and control of the
many components of cable assemblies.
Amphenol's service also eliminates for you
the cost and maintenance of all tools and
testing equipment that are necessary and the
personnel complications that go with them.

The finished Amphenol assembly or har-
ness is a sales asset to your product in ser-
vice and in appearance. Amphenol quality
of product and workmanship is known the
world over.

Tell us what you need.

Connectors
V ittings

Conduit
Cable s

Radio V' art

pi Synthetics

AMERICA
PHENOLIC

CORP ORAIION

N

Po S. 54th Avenue,
Chicago

SO, All



Shipping Dept.
Speeds

Delivery to
Any Point

a

Centratized
Procurement

and Expediting
Staff4-_-.

Section of
Stock Floors
Containing

World's Largest
Stocks

Get all your

ELECTRONIC

and RADIO needs

from this one

central source

Call ALLIED First . . . it's the shortest, fastest
way to get what you need. Here's why:
(1) Largest and most complete stocks under
one roof (2) Over 10,000 electronic and
radio items on hand for rush delivery
(3) Latest supply data from leading man-
ufacturers (4) Centralized procurement
and expediting (5) Technical assistance
(6) One source ... one order ... one billing.
You save time and work!
Whether you need one item or a hundred,
make Allied your procurement headquar-
ters. Thousands do.
Write, Wire, or Phone Haymarket 6800.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 24-G-4 Chicago 7, 111.

New R -F Resonance and Coil Winding Calculator
Easy to use! For fast ac-
curate determination of
resonance factors and
coil winding data.
No. 37-955. Postpaid, 25c

All these well known makes-and MORE!
RCA Burgess E. F. Johnson Shure
Raytheon Knight Cutler -Hammer Astatic
Hickok Bliley Hart & H e g e m a n Amperite
Triplett General Electric Littlefuse Jensen
Supreme Cornell-Dubilier Stancor Utah
Mallory Sprague Thordarson Janette
Ohmite Aerovox Belden Sangamo
I R C Hallicrafters Meissner Dumont
Centralab Hammarlund Amphenol Bussman

ti

FREE
Complete

Up-to-date
BUYING
GUIDE

balance out the initial plate current
and obtain an initial meter reading
of zero. In operation, the tube
serves as one arm of the bridge, the
initial balance of which is upset by
the change in the tube plate resist-
ance caused by a change in grid
bias as the result of applying a di-
rect voltage to be measured to the
grid circuit.

Figure 2 illustrates the funda-
mental bridge arrangement on
which the design of this circuit is
based. The current flowing in the
milliammeter connected across the
bridge as a detector is proportional
to the unbalance and to the signal
causing it. A resistor is used in
series with the meter to bring its
deflection for 1.5 volts input to the
grid to exactly 5 ma. The sensitiv-
ity without this resistor is nearer
1 volt for full-scale deflection. A
scale can be drawn calibrated di-
rectly in volts.

Ohmmeter

By making the primary range
1.5 volts, it became possible to in-
clude an ohmmeter in the instru-
ment rather simply, using a single
flashlight cell for voltage supply.
This ohmmeter operates upon the
principle of measuring the voltage
drop across the unknown resistance
in series with a known resistance
across a known voltage. The scale
is calibrated directly in ohms. This
feature has proved very convenient
for measuring resistance in the
megohm range.

Because of the relatively heavy
current drain on the power supply
for such service (30 milliamperes),
it was decided to use somewhat
more filtering than is usually the
case in electronic voltmeters. This
heavy current makes the instru-
ment slow in heating. It takes
from ten to twenty minutes before
the slow zero drift is overcome.
This has not proved annoying in
actual use, since after the first five
minutes the drift is very slow.

No voltage regulating circuits
have been used to stabilize the
effects of line voltage fluctuations,
and in over a year of use none has
been found necessary. However,
tests show that the zero setting
shifts an appreciable extent with
line voltage changes. The effects
on calibration are negligible (2 per-
cent or less for ±10 volts in the
line) if the zero is corrected. In a
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SPRING -TENSION LOCKING

ACTION I
ARCHED PRONGS

MMI

awe

_YA-0111-

STARTING POSITION

INWARD THREAD LOCK

irAe
s1 1.\w

ARCHED SPRING LOCK

DOUBLE -LOCKED POSITION

An arched spring lock and an inward thread lock are basic

features found only in Speed Nuts. The ingenious design that sets

up these two forces accomplishes more than you'd realize unless

you checked into it more closely.
Spring steel Speed Nuts have a base which is well arched,

and arched prongs that are formed to follow the helical pitch of

standard screw threads. As the screw is tightened, the arch is
reduced, forcing the prongs deeper into the root of the screw
threads. This provides a double spring -tension lock that prevents

vibration loosening.
Speed Nuts eliminate the use of lock washers and are 50%

to 75% lighter in weight than other self-locking nuts. They are

faster to apply and drastically reduce assembly costs. Double
your use of Speed Nuts and you will double your assembly

savings. Write for literature.

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC.
2106 FULTON ROAD CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

In Canada Wallace Barnes Co., Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

In England . . . Simmonds Aerocessories, Ltd., London

OkeitweAfrkdel-i.144erfalea"
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YOU CAN PROVE TO YOURSELF

IN FIVE SECONDS...

THIS- NOT THIS

That new BH Fiberglas "extra
Flex"Sleeving is more flexible
than saturated sleeving

WE'VE TOLD YOU about the non -fraying quality of
the new BH Sleeving. But don't forget the extra
flexibility we've built into it. You can prove this
to yourself with the five -second test of sleeving
flexibility:

Obtain from us a sample of BH Extra Flexible
Fiberglas Sleeving equal in size to the saturated
sleeving you use now.

Following Figure 1, hold eight -inch lengths of
both BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving and
saturated sleeving between the thumbs and fingers
of both hands. Stretch both sleevings to make
them straight.

Now release the sleeving ends held in your left
hand. Instantly, the new BH Fiberglas Sleeving
will fall limp, proving its extra flexibility. The
saturated sleeving will remain straight, practically
inflexible. The comparison is shown in Figure 2.

NON -FRAYING  FLEXIBLE  HEAT -RESISTANT
NON -INFLAMMABLE  WATER-RESISTANT
NON -CRYSTALLIZING at LOW TEMPERATURES

The new BH Extra Flexible Fiberglas Sleeving is
woven from the choicest continuous -filament Fi-
berglas yarns. It possesses high dielectric strength,
is water-resistant and, like all BH Sleeving and
Tubing- is non -inflammable.

All sizes from No. 20 to %", inclusive, are avail-
able. Write for samples of this radically new and
different sleeving today-in the sizes you desire.
Seeing is believing! Bentley, Harris Manufactur-
ing Co., Dept. E, Conshohocken, Pa.

NON -BURNING IMPREGNATED MAGNETO TUBING  NON -BURNING FLEXIBLE

VARNISHED TUBING  SATURATED AND NON -SATURATED SLEEVING

N.."#7 BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
Conshohocken, Penna.
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What's EMBROIDERY got to do
with making RADIOS?

Both fine needlework and the delicate tasks of

assembling quality electronic fighting equipment

are natural for the supple hands of women, who

compose 75 per cent of Detrola Radio workers.

After Victory their skill and trained fingers will

build highest quality radio and television for the

American home. Speed Victory-Buy War Bonds.

ORRO[11 REIDIO
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL DETROLA CORPORATION  BEARD AT CHATFIELD, DETROIT 9, MICH.

C. RUSSELL FELDMANN ctr PRESIDENT
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... of a more successful design for your product,
with new adaptations, new uses, and new possi-
bilities. For the types of ends possible on torsion
springs are practically unlimited in size and
shape. But engineering the best spring end for
your application requires experience in design-

making it calls for great skill in tooling, and ex-
tensive production machinery. That's exactly
why you should turn to Muehlhausen engineers
for solution to your difficult spring problems.
MUEHLHAUSEN SPRING CORPORATION

Division of Standard Steel Spring Company
760 Michigan Avenue, Logansport, Indiana

it .111#/aSE#
WPRINGS

EVERY TYPE AND SIZE
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PRESS WIRELESS
\NW TRANSmirrtRs

Awarded to our
Hicksville, Long Island Plant
for outstanding Achievement

in War Production
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Now off to the wars, Press Wireless
"400's" will be available for civilian
service fronts when peace permits.
Here is a versatile transmitter of ex-
ceptional value for airport, police
department, ship -to -shore and other
exacting radio communication work.

Continuous coverage throughout
its frequency range of 2.1 to 18
megacycles; both crystal and master
oscillator frequency control with re-
markable stability in the latter; better
than 150 words per minute keying
speed and automatic carrier control
from remote point over two -wire tele-
phone line are only a few of this
transmitter's many outstanding serv-
ice characteristics.

The "400" is one of a number of
units Press Wireless is manufacturing
toward the development of complete
radio communication systems of the
highest economy and efficiency,-
for war today,-for peace tomorrow.

Sales Office, Manufacturing Division . Executive Offices

S
p IDE, Licio ,.

1475 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N. Y. , A. S LULL Wil 11111.;. 435 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

RIO DE JANEIRO MONTEVIDEO BERNE SANTIAGO DE CHILE NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES LONDON HAVANA
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Specify
TELEX RECEIVERS

High Fidelity in Powerful, Rugged
Lightweight Magnetic Receivers!

TELEX experience in helping
supply the small, rugged, high

fidelity, powerful magnetic receivers
required by the Signal Corps should
be of great assistance to you.

Wherever you specify efficient,
high fidelity magnetic receivers in
your product design, these small,
lightweight, rugged receivers-made
by Telex, the creator of the world's
first wearable electronic tube hearing
aid-will meet your requirements..

Write us and tell us your problem.
Our engineers are in a position to
help you solve it quickly, efficiently,
economically.

Telex Experience Offers:
Magnetic Receivers:
Cu. Vol.-Approx. 0.3 cu. in.
Impedance-Up to 5000 ohms.
Sensitivity -18 dynes/sq. cm. for 10
microwatt input.
Construction-Rugged, stable, using only
finest materials, precisely machined-no
diaphragm spacing washers in Telex
receivers.

Transformers and Chokes:
Cu. VoI.-Down to .15 cu. in.
Core Material-High permeability steel
alloys.
Windings-To your specs. (Limit of six
outside leads on smallest cores.)

PRODUCTS COMPANY
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS DIVISION

TELEX PARK MINNEAPOLIS  MINNESOTA

grinding and polishing. In many
cases, the final result was not al-
ways as exact as it might have
been.

The machine contains a probe,
mounted in conjunction with a
Westinghouse Silverstat regulator,
which is used to follow the contour
of an accurate model. The model
may be made either actual size or
to scale. As the probe is moved
across the model, it affects the posi-
tion of the Silverstat as shown in
the diagram. Through an electronic
amplifier, the cutting tool is moved
correspondingly with respect to the
work by electric motors.

With a well designed machine
tool and an actual size model, the
contour of the model can be dupli-
cated within two or three thous-
andths of an inch when a feed
speed of twenty to thirty inches
per minute is used.

0 0 0

Electronic Control for
Low -Capacity Spot Welders
SPOT-WELDING of vacuum tube
parts, with either welding tongs or
a small bench welder, can be ac-
complished with a new thyratron
welding control that provides pre-
cise control of low -capacity spot
welders. Other applications for
which the control, in combination
with the proper welding trans-
former, may be used include the
welding of solid or stranded wires
to terminals of copper, brass,
bronze, steel, or ferrous alloys;
joining two tinned -copper, steel or
alloy wires; and spot-welding thin
pieces of various alloys.

Announced by the Industrial Con-
trol Division of General Electric
Co., the unit operates on either 230
or 460 -volt, 60 -cycle power and is

Only three tubes are contained in this
thyratron welding control panel de-
signed for low -capacity spot -welders
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HOW TO MAKE PERMANENT ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

SERI
STRIPPED CONDUCTOR INTO

HYDENT CONNECTOR BARREL/

*IADENT

CONNECTOR TO WIRE

WITH BURNDY HYTOOL

* INSTALLED
permanently

RESISTS LOOSENING INDEFINITELY

When you indent a HYDENT connector to a wire, you eliminate all
doubt about the strength and permanency of the connection and its
ability to resist loosening even under severe vibration. You know
it's a, permanently sound connection, because simple indenting com-
presses conductor barrel and wire into virtually one strong homo-
geneous whole. Further, the HYDENT connector is of pure copper
one-piece construction, a feature which eliminates all extra contact
surfaces, thereby assuring maximum electrical conductivity.

You'll find indenting a real time-saver, too; both for production
and maintenance needs. Ask us to send you full details today.

Burn
BURNDY ENGINEERING CO., INC.
107 BRUCKNER BOULEVARD, NEW YORK 54, N. Y.

IN CANADA: Canadian Line Materials Ltd. Toronto 13
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YESTERDAY

(Photos courtesy
I -T -E Circuit Breaker Co.)

TODAY

70-movreed
The design engineer of 1911 worked wonders with the limited materials at
his disposal ... yet few of us would want to go back to 1911 models. C -D
DILECTO, a laminated phenolic plastic, was first made in 1911, when it was
introduced as a "waterproof" type of vulcanized fibre. Today C -D DILECTO
is available in many different grades ... each engineered to meet specific
electrical insulating problems.

C -D Laboratory Research is continuous and tomorrow will be producing
new electrical insulating materials to meet the ever more exacting demands
of electrical engineers. If experimental work will assist you in your post-war
plans ... write us today.

NV -44

DILECTO
laminated phenolic
electrical insulation

NEMA standards exist for the regular

grades of laminated phenolics. These

standards provide sufficient design

data for the normal electrical insulating

requirement. Where special problems

are encountered, such as excessive

moisture, high or low temperatures,

U -H -F, arc tracking; the C -D Labora-

tory Staff of trained technicians will

study your problem and if necessary

develop a special grade of DILECTO

to meet it.

Through special manufacturing
methods, and Laboratory control, the

properties of regular grades of
DILECTO can be changed to meet

special problems. For example, the
C -D specifications for special DILECTO

XPLW require the following properties

as compared to NEMA standards for

XXXP- both "low loss" grades of
DILECTO.

1/4" THICKNESS

C -D

Control NEMA

Standards Standards

Tensile Strength

lbs. per sq. in.. . 10,000

Flexural Strength

lbs. per sq. in.. . 20,000

Compressive Strength

lbs. per sq. in. . . 30,000

Water Absorption,

24 hrs., percent . .75

Dielectric Str., Short

5,000

12,000

25,000

.85

Time, volts per mil

Power Factor -

1000 Kc

600

.026

360

.030

Dielectric Constant . 4.00 5.20

DILECTO catalog DO 43 gives com-

plete data on regular and special
grades, provides design suggestions,

and information on standard sizes of

sheets, rods and tubes. Send for your

copy today.

Ce/FiAtte,trAd= Dirmicla FIBRE COMPANY
Established 1895.. Manufacturers of Laminated Plastics since 1911-NEWARK 16  DELAWARE
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THE NUT THAT
SOLVED

THIS PROBLEM

How to Make Each of 328 Fastenings
Carry an Equal Share of the Load

Each wing of a DC -3 transport
plane is fastened on with 328
nuts and bolts.

Unless the stress and strain are
distributed equally, some of the
bolts shear off.

The answer was found in Elastic
Stop Nuts. These nuts can be
given precisely the right tension
-then lock fast.

This is one of the important
structural fastening jobs which
Elastic Stop Nuts have solved.

We've been told Elastic Stop
Nuts, by solving many such
structural fastening problems,
have revolutionized aircraft con-
struction.

These nuts lock fast - are safe.
They stay tight and secure even
in the face of unusual vibration.
That's why they are approved
for fastening such vital parts of
an airplane's structure.

It's the elastic collar that does
the trick. It molds itself to the
bolt threads and grips them
tight. The nut can't jiggle loose.

LOCKED ON
THE BOLT BY

THE ACTION OF
THE GRIPPING
RED COLLAR.

THE COLLAR

IS ELASTIC,
THE NUT CAN BE

USED TIME AND
TIME AGAIN.

MADE IN All SIZES AND TYPES -WITH
THREADS TO FIT ANY STANDARD

TYPES OF BOLTS.

After the war ESNA nuts with
the red collar will be ready to do
the hard jobs of peacetime pro-
duction.

Any fastening problem you an-
ticipate will be welcomed by our
engineers. They are ready to help
you solve it and recommend the
proper Elastic Stop Nut.

TRADE MARE OF
ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

ELASTIC STOP NUTS
Lock fast to maize things last

UNION, NEW JERSEY AND
LINCOLN. NEBRASKA
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MURDOCK gii0Plaim
Have Passeithe Baffle Testi

MURDOCK'S
the Choke when Peace Comes!

WE INVITE

Sub -Contract
Orders

Our busy plant still

has facilities for mak-

ing more Radio
Phones and related

parts on a sub -con-

tract basis. If we can

help you in this field,

please write us!

IN lurching tank and shell -swept fox-
hole MURDOCK Radio Phones have
met and stood the acid test of war.
Their surprisingly clear and sensitive
reception has never failed to bring a
message through without distortion.

Tried and perfected in the heat of
battle, MURDOCK will give you when
peace returns all the advantages of the
world's keenest radio ears!

Write for Catalogue!

WM. I. MURDOCK CO.
136 Carter St., Chelsea 50, Mass.

an adjustable, synchronous -preci-
sion, electronic type in which only
three thyratron tubes perform all
the functions. Two tubes control
the primary current of the welding
transformer and another tube con-
trols the firing time. Since the
tubes have the same current rating
on either voltage, the transformer
used on a 460 -volt supply can be
twice as large as that used on a
230 -volt source. This approximately
doubles the secondary current.

On a duty cycle not exceeding ten
percent, the control is rated at 53
amperes rms (primary current of
the welding transformer). As
shown in the photograph, a cali-
brated time adjustment on the front
of the panel provides either one-
half cycle or any number of com-
plete cycles from one to ten.

Switch Tube
ONE OF THE TUBE TYPES registered
by the RMA Data Bureau during
April is, in reality, a single -pole,
double throw, vacuum -sealed switch
for mechanical actuation. It has
been given the tube type designa-
tion 1S21 and contains a flexible
diaphragm in the base.

Maximum ratings for the unit
are given as hold -off rms voltages
of 7.5 kv internal and 15 kv exter-
nal at sea level, and 7.5 internal and
4.5 kv external at 40,000 feet. Life
of the device at 15 amp rms is 10'
operations; at 3 amp, 10' opera-
tions; and at 0.1 amp, 0.5 x 10' op-
erations. Registration number 375
has been assigned by RMA.

TWO SUNSETS in one day can be
achieved with television, Ralph R.
Beal of RCA Laboratories told
members of the San Francisco
Engineering Council.

"Here in San Francisco," Mr.
Beal said, "you will watch Old Sol
dip beyond the New Jersey Palis-
ades as a television camera atop
Radio City, New York, scans the
horizon at sunset. Then three
hours later, New Yorkers in the
darkness of the evening will catch
up with the sun as a television
`eye' in San Francisco sends a
panorama of the Golden Gate back
across the Continent as the sun
ends the day over the Pacific."
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How to Choose Tubes

for Electronic

Heating

Because so many factors affect the choice of tubes for electronic
heating, RCA engineers have summarized here some of the most
important ones, and have prepared the table below to enable
you to choose tubes by power output rating and frequency.

RCA

TYPE

POWER
OUTPUT*'

at Max. Ratings

MAX. FREQUENCY
COOLING

METHOD

AMPL.
FACTOR

PRICE
@ Max.

Input
Me

@Max.%
Input

Mc %I Tube
Watts

2 Tubes
Watts

9C21 100,000 200,000 5 25 @ 70% W & F 38 51,000.00

9C22 65,000 130.000 5 25 @ 70% F 38 1,100.001

892 14,000 28,000 1.6 20 @ 50% W 50 190.00

892-R 10.000 20,000 1.6 20 @ 50% F 50 360.00t

889 10,000 20.000 50 150 @ 50% W 21 220.00

889-R 10,000 20,000 25 100 @ 50% F 21 325.00t

833-A.
1.440

11,000
2,880
2.000

20
30

75 @
75 @

65%
72%

F 1

N j
35 76.50

827-R 1,050 2,100 110 F 16 135.00

806* 450 900 30 100 @ 50% N 12.6 22.00

8000° 375 750 30 100 @ 50% N 16.5 13.50

8005° 170 340 60 100 @ 60% N 20 7.00

826 86 172 250 300 @ 80°. N 31 19.00

"Indicates that intermittent rati gs are available.
"*Tube output values are shown. Deduct circuit losses for power to load.
N-Natural air cooling. F-Forced-air cooling. W-Water cooling.
t-Renewal price when similar radiator in good condition is returned prepaid

at time new tube is purchased

Power Output: Not all RCA tubes available for electronic heat-
ing are listed above; those listed, however, make possible a range
of tube output power in easy steps from 86 to 200,000 watts or
more. Most types fall in the "medium mu" class, making them
exceptionally stable, even under changing load, yet the "mu" is
high enough to keep excitation requirements at an economical
level. By utilizing tubes in push-pull or push -pull -parallel circuits,
the power output required can be closely approached.
Power Supply: All power output values are for typical operating
conditions under continuous service, and with d -c plate supply.
If the oscillator tubes are to operate on a -c plate supply, the
output power will be reduced.
In lower -power equipment, self -rectification may be economical;
at high -power, however, the investment in power tubes is usually

SEND THIS FOR MORE DATA

RCA, 728 So. Fifth Street, Harrison, N. J.

Please send me data sheets on the RCA tubes

checked below:
9C21 0 892-R
9C22 0 889

0 892' 0 889-R

O 833-A
O 827-R
O 806

0 8000
0 8005

826

Name

Company

Address

City
State .............

best used by supplying direct current to the plates, and getting
full output.
Filament voltages supplied to tubes should be accurately adjusted
and should not fluctuate. Attention to this factor will help to
assure long tube life.
Output Frequency: The chart shows that the RCA tube line
provides for relatively high power even at very high frequencies.
For special applications not covered by the tubes listed here, write
RCA tube engineers (address below).
Cooling: Of the tubes listed, all those delivering 1 kw or more
require forced -air or water cooling. Where mobility of equipment
is desired, forced -air cooling is usually preferred to water cooling.
To prevent unnecessary maintenance, especially for water-cooled
tubes, carefully observe the cooling requirements of the tubes.
Intermittent Service: Certain RCA tubes (marked *) have
increased ratings for intermittent service.
Dependability: In industrial service, continuity of operation is
very important. To assure dependability, electronic heating equip-
ment should be designed with comfortable "safety factors," not
only with respect to tubes, but also for other components whose
failure might cause tube damage and outage of the equipment.
Electron tubes are inherently maintenance -free devices designed
to give long life under normal operating conditions.
Take plant conditions, such as heat, dust, vibration, humidity,
etc., into account when installing electronic equipment just as in
the case of other industrial apparatus. Ordinarily, however, spe-
cial precautions should not be necessary.
Tube Replacement: -RCA distributing and warehousing facilities
simplify tube replacement problems, giving quick service in all
parts of the country. Naturally, wartime conditions create an
abnormal situation, but rated orders are handled with dispatch.
Engineering Aid: RCA tube ap-
plication engineers are available
for consultation on your elec-
tronic design problems. Your in-
quiries are invited. Write, stating
your problem, to Radio Corpo-
ration of America, Commercial
Engineering Section, 728 So.
Fifth St., Harrison, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION  CAMDEN, N. J.

The Magic Brain of all electronic equipment is a Tube .

and the fountain -head of modern Tube development is RCA.



Talk is Important, here
Transmitting orders, reporting results, ex-

changing information . . . even words of en-

couragement and commendation . . . that's the

service that Communication is performing in

every phase of our military operations, and

under the most adverse and difficult conditions.

At the front, Communication . . . or just plain

talk . . . is helping win battles, but at home talk

could be fighting on the side of the enemy.

That's why we must heed the warning, "Let

the man with the mike' do your talking".

He knows just what to say.

THE ROLA COMPANY, INC., 2530 SUPERIOR AVENUE  CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
Makers of Transformers, Coils, Head Sets and other Electronic Parts for Military Communications Systems

BOLA
April 8th a Star was added to Rola's Army -Navy "E" flag.

MATERS OF THE FINEST IN SOUND REPRODUCING AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
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Selenium Corporation of America
09)/teicHZ-

The S.C.A. SELENIUM RECTIFIER

SEALECI:1141*ELECTRODES
AN EXCLUSIVE S.C.A. DEVELOPMENT

w.
Jv

ALL S.C.A. SELENIUM RECTIFIERS HAVE HIGHEST OUTPUT PER UNIT WEIGHT, UNLIMITED LIFE,

CAN BE USED IN TEMPERATURES FROM -55°C TO + 75° C AND REQUIRE NO MAINTENANCE

The S. C. A. Selenium Rectifier with the Dual Sealed- In Electrode offers:

Maximum contact area at increased pressure Added protection against moisture

and corrosion Undisturbed electrical contact after application of surface coating.

Permanence of rectifier characteristics and full plate efficiency Increased field of

applications  Shock and vibration -proof operation Complete interchangeability

with all conventional selenium rectifiers

'Available only in S.C.A. Selenium Rectifiers. Trade Mark and Patents Applied For

SELENIUM BCORPORATION of AMERICA
1719 WEST PICO LEVARD LOS ANGELES 15, CALIFORNI



3/8" COAXIAL
TRANSMISSION

LINE

QUICK DELIVERY can be made on this extremely
low loss transmission line. Especially suited for RF
transmission at high or ultra -high frequencies, it
has wide application (1) as a connector between
transmitter and antenna, (2) for interconnecting
RF circuits in transmitter and television apparatus,
(3) for transmitting standard frequencies from
generator to test positions, and (4) for phase
sampling purposes.

Andrew type 83 is a 3/8" diameter, air -insulated,
coaxial transmission line. The outer conductor ma-
terial is soft -temper copper tubing, easily bent to
shape by hand and strong enough to withstand
crushing. Spacers providing adequate mechanical
support are made of best available steatite and
contribute negligibly to power loss.

Accessory equipment for Coaxial Transmission
Line, illustrated:

Type 853 Junction Box: Right angle box required
where very sharp right angle turn is necessary.

Type 825 Junction Box: Three way T box for
joining three lines at right angles.

Type 1601R Terminal: Gas tight end terminal
with exclusive Andrew glass to metal seal. Incorpo-
rates small, relief needle valve for discharging gas.

Type 810 Connector: Cast bronze outer con-
nector with copper sleeve for inner conductor.
Andrew Company manufactures all sizes in coaxial
transmission lines and all necessary accessories.

Write for Descriptive Catalog

Type 810

Type 83

Type 853

Type 825

Type 1601R

Andrew Type 83 (3/s" diameter) coaxial transmis-
sion line is manufactured in 100 foot lengths and
may be purchased in coils of this length or in
factory spliced coils of any length up to 1/2 mile.

ANDREW CO.
ANDREW

363 EAST 75th STREET
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

Surface
Hardening

(Continued from page 105)

but at the same time there is an
economy of energy. At the higher
speeds less power is lost by heat
conduction in from the surface, as
indicated by the relative power fig-
ures associated with each curve.

The data presented so far apply
to SAE. 1095 Steel. Power require-
ments are higher and range of per-
missible operating conditions wider
for steels of higher hardenability,
such as alloys containing large
amounts of nickel, manganese,
chromium and the like. If we sup-
pose the effect of these elements to
be commutative, it is possible to
estimate the required operating
conditions for full or partial hard-
ening from the analysis. As more
work is done on a variety of steels,
data will become available that will
put production hardening on a
quantitative basis similar to that
which now exists only in laboratory
tests like the Jominy hardenability
test.

Design of Suitable Inductors

The inductors used for this kind
of work must be accurately con-
toured to suit the work piece, of
small cross-section to concentrate
the power as much as possible, and
provided with a channel for 1 to 5
gallons per minute of cooling
water. The configuration of an in-
ductor placed within 0.050 in. of
the work and carrying current of
such a frequency that the penetra-
tion depth is less than a similar
figure, is more properly thought of
in terms of its length rather than
of the area enclosed by it, which is
usually taken to calculate induct-
ance. The inductance and resist-
ance per unit length looking into
such a coil is of the order of 0.01 +
j 0-1 ohms at 0.5 Mc at room tem-
perature. The problem of coupling
between impedances of the level of
the usual tank circuit reactance
(50-100 ohms) and impedances of
less than one ohm is most satisfac-
torily solved by making the coup-
ling as tight as possible. This
makes it possible to transfer power
to the inductor circuit without tun-
ing the secondary and without an

188
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INDUSTRIES
MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INC., GREENWICH  STAMFORD  BRIDGEPORT  NEW MILFORD  NEW YORK
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THE MOST ECONOMICAL METHOD
LOCATING sleeves for the electronic tubes shown above

were once machined down from solid nickel rod and
then drilled. Now they are formed without waste out of
sheet stock by MULTI -SWAGE. This saving of metal is
but part of the economy. MULTI -SWAGE sleeves are
formed in one operation and at a higher rate of produc-
tion. All of these facts contribute to the substantially to
price of the MULTI -SWAGE product.

While reducing cost, MULTI -SWAGE has provided
a bonus of certain improvements. For example, with the
old sleeve, a copper washer was put on the tube pin
ahead of it. Heat was then applied, melting the washer
and thus brazing the sleeve at its upper end. MULTI -
SWAGE sleeves are made from copper -surfaced stock. The
copper becomes a lining, which when melted, runs to both

Back the Attack
THE MOST 'ECONOMICAL METHOD OF PRODUCING SMALL

ends where the sleeve touches the pin. The result is a more
secure assembly without the extra cost or need for hand-
ling separate washers.

This case for MULTI -SWAGE is presented with the
ide t it may suggest where this process can help you
reduce the cost of small, solid or hollow, cylindrical metal
parts and perhaps improve your product. Write to our Re-

"- search and Development
Division for further in-
formation.

AD CH
multiswage

PROMS

These are typical "Multi -Swage'
products. This process will turn
out large volume speedily while
maintaining close tolerances
accurately.

Buy War Bonds
METAL PARTS TO CLOSE TOLERANCES WITHOUT WASTE

THE BEAD CHAIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
88 MOUNTAIN GROVE STREET, BRIDGEPORT 5, CONNECTICUT
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WAX

Insulating and Impregnating

COMPOUND
FORMULAS
55 Years in the Making

4AMOMIMMIMMDOW,ak. grarhAIMIM

MITCHELL -RAND
for

L

55 YEARS
THE ELECTRICAL

INSULATION
HEADQUARTERS

For more than half a century the Mitchell -Rand research depart-
ment, in its efforts to serve industry, developed Waxes, Insulating
and Impregnating Compounds to meet every known requirement of
the Electrical and Electronic industries.

The vast assortment of more than 3500 Wax and Compound formu-
las, developed over this long period of time, covers every possible
requirement of today and is available at Mitchell -Rand
"Electrical Insulation Headquarters-.

-
0.,

m` 0, coop'''.

SINdsell-Rand

COMPOUNDS

WAXES
ow AA

GUIDE.
BOOK

YIRNlII SW INSULATION ari

FREE FOR THE ASKING
Write today for your Free Card of Varnished
Tubing with samples ranging from size 0 to 20 to
fit wires from .032 to .325 inches ...other valuable
aids, are the M -R Guide Book of 'Electrical Insula-
tion ... the Wall Chart with reference tables, elec-
trical symbols, allowable capacities of conductors,
dielectric averages, thicknesses of insulating mate-
rials and tap drill sizes ... and the M -R Wax and
Compound Guide Book ... they are full of valuable
information ... write for them on your letterhead.

Write today on your letterhead

MITCHELL -RAND INSULATION COMPANY; INC.
51 MURRAY STREET COrtlandt 7-9264 NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Fiberglas Varnished Tope and Cloth
Insulating Papers and Twines
Cable Filling and Fathead Compounds
Friction Tape and Splice
Transformer Compounds

A PARTIAL LIST OF M -R PRODUCTS
Fiberglas Braided Sleeving
Cotton Tapes, Webbings and Sleevings
Impregnated Varnish Tubing
Insulating Varnishes of all types

Fiberglas Saturated Steering and Varnished Tubing
Asbestos Sleeving and Tape
Extruded Plastic Tubing
Varnished Cambric Cloth and Tape
Mica Plate, Tape, Paper, Cloth and Tubing
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Look ahead . . . Prepare your Salesmen

For the Peacetime Electronic Era to Come!

 Where will you fit in the fiercely com-
petitive markets that will come with the war's
end? Your position can be determined now,

by the methods you employ now, in the design
and engineering of your post-war products. Right

now, with the aid of seasoned electronic
and mechanical engineers, your peacetime items

can be started toward top -rank positions in their re-
spective fields.

Alert manufacturers, with a view toward post-war
sales and quick acceptance of their products, are

urged to consult with National engineers now,
on matters electronic, electrical or mechanical.
Write today-Your inquiry will receive prompt

attention.

----QUARTZ CRYSTAL PROBLEMS ----
Our engineers and crystallographers are ready and

willing to help you on the following items:
Radio Receivers
Television Receivers
F -M Receivers
Transmitters
H. F. Inter -Communications

Crystal Oscillators
Filters
Stabilizers
Timing Equipment
Police Transmitters

Supersonic Devices
Control Devices
Diathermic Devices
Induction Heating
Frequency Standards

Address your inquiry to-Crystal Division

Electrical and al Engineering

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
Designers and Manufacturers of Electrical and Mechanical Devices

5013-25 NORTH KEDZIE AVE., CHICAGO 25, ILLINOIS

excessive amount of kva in the
tank circuit proper.

The amount of inductive react-
ance in the inductor circuit is a
determining factor in the ultimate
choice of operating frequency.
Take, for example, the case where
it is desired to deliver 100 kw to a
3 -in. diameter cylinder at 0.5 Mc.
The length of the inductor is ap-
proximately 10 in., exclusive of
leads. Its total impedance is then
0.1 + 1.0 ohms. To deliver 100 kw
to the load, approximately 105 kw
must be delivered to the inductor
coil, so that

1.05 X 105 = 12 X 0.1
I= 1.03 X 108 amp
IX = E e 1030 volts

across the ends of the coil. At
higher frequencies the voltage for
similar powers would be propor-
tionally higher. If we are working
with 112 -in. spacing between the coil
and the work piece, the total air
gap at the ends of the coil is only

and dangerously high voltage
gradients exist.

Evaluating the Results

The methods of evaluating the
results may be of interest here.
Hardness measurements across the
hardened zone were made with the
Knoop indenter' with a loading of
500 grams. The indent so produced
is small enough across the short
diagonal to permit readings every
few thousandths of an inch, which
gives an accurate picture of the
variation in hardness across the
hardened layer.

Figure 5 shows how these in-
dents appear at 100 diameters
magnification. The length of the
long diagonal indicates, inversely,
the hardness at the point of inden-
tation. The hardness readings ob-
tained from these indents have been
plotted against their locations in
Fig. 6. It will be noted that no dip
in hardness exists between the
fully hardened part and the core of
the piece. This can only be true if
the prior heat treatment has left
it in a fully annealed condition. It
is the practice, however, in some in-
stances, partly to harden the piece
and then put a hardened shell on
it. It then becomes impossible to
avoid a slight drawing action at
the edge of the hardened zone.
However, the thickness of the re-
gion so affected is small, of the or-
der of 0.001 in. to .002 in., and
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DOING what couldn't be done in glass has become
a habit at Corning-and this is a good example.

"You can't solder metal to glass"- they said. But
Corning Research did it.
Now Corning has developed a metallizing method
whereby the base for the solder becomes an insepara-
ble part of the glass and so provides a permanent, air-
tight seal. The metallized layer solders almost as easily
as brass or copper and is not harmed by normal solder-
ing temperatures. Parts can be soldered to it by any
ordinary soldering iron, soft -air -gas flame or induc-
tion heating.
Also important-Corning type metallizing can be ap-
plied to an extremely wide range of glasses. Where

CORNING
means

Research in Glass

Did we hear
someone say

this was
impossible?

extreme resistance to thermal or mechanical shock is
required it can be applied to Corning's tempered
glasses. Where electrical characteristics are of first im-
portance it can be applied to Corning's special low -
loss glasses.

This unique method of metallizing is just one of the
ways that Corning's knowledge and experience may
some day save you time and money. If you'd like to
know more about us, we have a suggestion. Send for
the study, "There Will Be More Glass Parts In Post -
War Electrical Products." It's free. Just write to the
Electronic Sales Department E-7, Bulb and Tubing
Division, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.

Electronic Glassware

ELECTRONICS -July 1944

"PYREX'. and "CONNING- are registered trade -,narks of Corning Glass Works
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PROVED IN SERVICE
POSTER TRANSFORMERS

MEET EVERY NEW NEED WITH THE SAME
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE THAT HAS MADE
THEM "FIRST" IN ELECTRONIC REQUIREMENTS.

FOSTER is FIRST AGAIN WITH

THEIR NEW VITROSEACTERMINAL
a development that has definite advantages over
other types of hermetic seals for tropical use.

The electrode can be bent at an angle 90°
from the upright position without breaking
the glass in the seal. In fact, it can be bent
and straightened several times and then the
terminal will break before the glass is dam-
aged.

Extremely high resistance to thermal shock.

The metallic parts are cold rolled steel,
rather than expensive alloys.

The terminals are fused directly into the
metal in multiple. Ordinary seals are made
up individually and are soldered into holes
in the transformer case.

A loop is provided for easy hook-up.

UNITS USING SAME TERMINAL CONSTRUCTION
500 VA Plate Transformer Plate Reactor fi'ament Reactor Dual Bias Reactor

111".

SPECIALISTS IN BUILDING TRANSFORMERS SINCE 1938

A. P. POSTER COMPANY
TRANSFORMER ENGINEERS & MANUFACTURERS
719 WYOMING AVENUE, LOCKLAND 15, OHIO
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QUESTION: Are you planning post-war radio manufacture?

We urge you to include variable air condensers of Radio

Condenser Company. We think this important because today

apparatus of our armed forces and

provide such accurate tuning that these men (your post-war

prospects) will want the same type reception in their commer-

cial sets. Available after the war will be both our variable air

condensers and push button tuning devices. Plan to use both.

RADIO CONDENSER CO.
CAMDEN, N. J.

RADIO CONDENSER CO. LTD., TORONTO, CAN.
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Probably the most important single factor in modern
warfare is complete, dependable communications. De-
pendable communications require a dependable power
supply. Pincor is proud of its part in furnishing portable
gasoline -driven and other eDectrical power supply units
to the fighting front as well as to the home front.

Look to Pincor for your postwar needs in power plants,
motors, converters and battery chargers.

DYNAMOTORS . CONVERTERS

GENERATORS .... D C MOTORS

POWER PLANTS...GEN-E-M3TORS

BUY WAR BONDS!

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR
5 8 4 1 W. DICKENS AVIE.
CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
EXPORT ADDRESS: 25 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, U. S. A.  CABLE ADDRESS: SIIMONTRICE, NEW YORK

probably has little effect on the
strength of the piece.

Micrographs at high and low
magnification are shown in Figure
7. The low magnification shows the
general appearance, depth, transi-
tion zone and core, while the high
magnification shows the structure
is those three zones.

As stated, wear and fatigue tests
to date have been limited. Tests
which have been made indicate a
superiority of self -quenched pieces
over those hardened by other in-
duction methods. It can be said,
pending complete evaluation, that a
method is available that offers new
possibilities as to accuracy of con-
trol of depth and hardness in this
important category of heat treat-
ment.

REFERENCES

(1) Somes, H. E., Hardening of Inside
Diameters by Inductive Heat Treatment,
Iron cf Steel Engineer, July, 1941.

(2) Schelkunoff, S. A., The Impedance
Concept and Its Application to Problems of
Reflection, Refraction, Shielding and Power
Absorption, Bell System Technical Journal,
January, 1938.

(3) Wheeler, H. A., Formulas for the
Skin Effect. Proc. I. R. E., September, 1942.

(4) Journal of Research, National Bureau
of Standards, 23, July, 1939, RP 1220

SI

ELECTRONIC CONTROL
OF WIND TUNNEL

A technician checks some of the elec-
tronic equipment used to control the
speed of a 24 -foot fan in America's
fastest wind tunnel. It produces gales
of 700 miles an hour, almost equal to
the speed of sound, and was dedicated
by Boeing Aircraft Co. as the Edmund
T. Allen Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tories in memory of the test pilot killed

last year
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Write for your

GUIDE
self -bound for
convenience

Through the courtesy of the
publishers of Electronics we ore
able to distribute to purchasing
agents, engineers, etc., bound
copies of the 1944 Buyers Guide
of Electronic and Allied Equip-
ment .. . requests on Company
Letterheads sh ould be addressed
to Dept. EG, A. W. Franklin
Manufacturng Corp., 175 Varick
Street, New York City 14.

SOCKETS
MINIATURE

OCTAL

DIHEPTAL
BAYONET TUBE

LOCKIN
GLASS TUBE

ACORN
PILOT LIGHT

DIAL LIGHT
CRYSTAL HOLDER

BATTERY

CATHODE RAY
of Laminated, Bakelite

or Ceramic Construction

TERMINAL BOARDS

CONNECTION BLOCKS

PLUGS
of Moulded or

Laminated Construction

BANANA PINS
ROTARY SWITCHES

METAL AND NON-
METALLIC STAMPINGS

If you have not received your copy of the 1944

FRANKLIN CATALOG . . NOW is the time

to write for one.

ANFRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CORP.
175 VARICK STREET NEW YORK 14, N. Y.
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Electronic Equipment Measures Nerve Activity
NERVE CELLS in the human body
have a firing action similar to that
of a thyratron and impulses are
transmitted from point to point in
seriatim style by one cell firing an-
other, according to Warren S. Mc-
Culloch, M.D., head of research at
Illinois Neuropsychiatric Institute.
Speaking before the membership
of Radio Club of America in New
York during May on the subject of
"Electrical Measurements of Nerv-
ous Activity", he pointed out fur-
ther that if all the nerve cells in a
human were arranged in a contin-
uous succession and the first fired
at birth, the chain would still be
ticking away at death without
having reached the end.

Dr. McCulloch stressed the ur-
gent need for electronic education
among pre -medical students, so that
the number of workers investigat-
ing the electrical behavior of the
nervous system may continuously
be increased. Few in the field at
present have the combined medical
and electronic background neces-
sary for an understanding of what
makes the brain and its associated
nerves work.

Subjects included in the presen-
tation were theory of the origin
of electrical activity of the nervous
system, electro-chemical reactions
maintaining that activity, the wir-
ing diagram of parts of the system,
measurement of physical and chem-
ical alterations by electrical and
electronic methods, and the rela-
tionship of readings to convulsions
and fatigue.

In a period of open discussion
following the lecture, detailed as-
pects of the electronic equipment
used in such investigations were
covered, and the doctor related a
number of case histories correlat-
ing theory with physical manifes
tations.

One interesting example con-

cerned one of his colleagues who
submitted to a shock treatment for
severing the electrical brain con-
nections involved in a neurotic pat-
tern. After the treatment he could
remember his wife and his car but
not his house, his daughter, nor his
fountain pen. He had owned his
car about six years, lived in his
house about five. His daughter was
only two years old. In a few hours,
the electrical connections had so re-
stored themselves that the recollec-
tion of his house returned. In a
few days, he remembered his
daughter. But it was two weeks be-
fore his fountain pen became fa-
miliar. He had bought it the day
before the operation.

ward at the same instant that an
impulse causes rotating members
to assume a reference position.
During the time interval of wave
travel to some reflecting surface
and its subsequent return, these ro-
tating members determine a new
position for the pointer to assume
at the moment of reception of the
reflected wave.

Rotating electromagnet Normally
Stationary armature

Rotating armature

Friction clutch

Friction
Cam contactor clutch

Signal generator

Sound transmitle

Contact' microphone

Fig. 1-Mechanical arrangement of an
electronic instrument for indicating dis-
tance or depth directly on a dial. It
operates by permitting impulses of re-
flected sound waves to determine the

pointer position

Measuring Distance with Reflected Waves
BY ERNST NORRMAN

Williams Ball, lVis.

THE INSTRUMENT to be described
gives a direct continuous indica-
tion of distance or depth by trans-
lating the time interval that a wave
takes to travel between two points
into a unit of linear measurement.
Sound waves are particularly suit-
able for this purpose because of
their relatively slow speed of prop-
agation.

The instrument operates by
transmitting a sound wave out -

The complete assembly of the
instrument is shown in Fig. 1. A
motor drives a cam at a predeter-
mined speed, for instance 10 rps.
Coupled to the motor by a friction
clutch is a shaft carrying an arma-
ture and an electromagnet. The
clutch is so adjusted that there is
normally no slippage between the
motor and the shaft that carries
the rotating electromagnet.

The armature on the shaft ro-
tates between the poles of a sta-
tionary electromagnet. When this

Fig. 2-Circuit of electronic amplifier for energizing the electromagnets that position
the indicating pointer of the depth measuring instrument
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 Write on company letterhead for
Industrial Catalog and Engineering
Manual No. 40. Gives helpful inform-
ation on the selection and application
of Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches.
Address Ohmite Manufacturing Co.,
4983 Flournoy Street, Chicago 44.

2 Model "H"
Rheostats

in Tandem

3 Model "R"
Rheostats

in Tandem

wo, three or more Ohmite Rheostats are often mounted
in tandem for simultaneous control of several circuits, or

phases of a circuit, by means of one knob. Typical use
is in motor speed control. They can also be connected in

series or parallel to provide additional wattage such as may
be required in some generator fieid control applications.

Any of Ohmite's ten rheostat sizes, or combination of sizes,
may be utilized...rheostats ranging from 25 watts to 1000 watts

and from 1-9/16" to 12" diameter ... with uniform or tapered
windings. Concentric control assemblies can also be produced.

In Resistance -Control, Ohmite Experience Makes a Difference!

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4816 FLOURNOY STREET  CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS

EeR cad° HAUTE'
RHEOSTATS  RESISTORS  TAP SWITCHES
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The HATHAWAY Type OA -2 OS-

CILLOGRAPH GALVANOMETER em-
ploys a magnetic circuit of unique design,
combining for the first time, high sensi-
tivity with small size. Universal mount-
ing is 5/8" wide, allowing Type OA -2's
to be mounted side by side on 3/4" centers.
Therefore, oscillographs using this gal-
vanometer may use more elements in a
given space.

t,

EASILY CLEANED-The moving ele-
ment and cell window are unusually ac-
cessible for repair and cleaning. The oil -

tight cell box is filled with damping fluid
permitting operation of this galvanometer
in any position.

WIDE RANGE of natural frequencies
and sensitivities. High flux density in the
air gap keeps both sensitivities and natural
frequency at highest possible peak.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN SP -156
Detailed study will convince you that Type
0A-2 Galvanometer has many definite ad-
vantages over old types. Address Hathaway
Instrument Co., 13U So. Clarkson, Denver
10, Colorado.

stationary electromagnet is ener-
gized by a pulse of current it pulls
the rotating armature into line
with its poles. The rotating elec-
tromagnet, which is keyed to the
same shaft as the rotating arma-
ture, becomes aligned as shown
each time the stationary electro-
magnet receives a pulse. The en-
ergizing pulse must be of very
short duration, so that the arma-
ture and the rotating magnet are
barely pulled into position but not
held for any length of time.

A second armature is positioned
to cooperate with the rotating mag-
net so that it becomes aligned with
the poles when the electromagnet
is energized. This armature is
held in a stationary position by a
friction clutch. Both electromag-
nets and armatures have windings
so that the armatures can take only
one position in respect to the elec-
tromagnets.

Electronic Amplifier
Since the energizing impulses in

both magnet systems must be of
brief duration, an amplifier has
been designed for converting im-
pulses, such as trains of audio or
supersonic waves, into undirec-
tional impulses of very brief dura-
tion.

The circuit of a suitable ampli-
fier is shown in Fig. 2. The plate
of the first stage may be tuned to
the frequency of the incoming sig-
nals. The 884 thyratron has a rela-
tively high grid bias to prevent it
from firing except at the reception
of signals of a predetermined am-
plitude.

.In the circuit, capacitor A is
charged through resistor B. A pos-
itive grid impulse of sufficient am-
plitude causes the tube to fire and
discharge capacitor A through the
coils marked Electromagnets. These
coils correspond to one of the elec-
tromagnets and its cooperating
armature of Fig. 1. The duration
of the impulse depends on the
capacitance of capacitor A and the
impedance of the coils.

During the time that the thyra-
tron is not fired, capacitor A
charges through resistor B. The
large resistance value of B pre-
vents the tube from striking again
until capacitor A has a certain
charge. Thus, even if its grid
swings positive after the initial
capacitor discharge, it cannot strike
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A GOOD COIL is strictly an engineering propo-
sition. For the greatest efficiency it must be
tailored to fit the application. That's why every
Anaconda Coil is designed-not just made.

Anaconda coil engineers weigh and deter-
mine all the many factors entering into pro-
ducing the correct coil for the intended use:
type, shape, size, winding, insulation, treat-
ment, cost. Obviously, there are well-nigh lim-
itless variables possible.

There is also another important advantage
Anaconda Coils have-good magnet wire. The
very copper used in the manufacture of Ana-
conda Magnet Wire is mined, refined and fab-

ricated into wire
by the one organ-
ization-its qual-
ity directly con-
trolled at every
stage.

It's a highly effective triple combination.
Copper producer to magnet wire manufacturer
to coil engineer.

Add to it modern plants ... efficient, engi-
neered manufacturing equipment ... experi-
enced skilled personnel-

... and you have the reason for the depend-
ability of Anaconda Magnet Wire and Coils.

D.

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY

4 1240

GENERAL OFFICES: 25 Broadway, New York 4 Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
CHICAGO OFFICE: 20 North Wacker Drive 6 Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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QUARTZ CRYSTALS

100

FREQ. -KC

CHANNEL

REX SASS ET Y, INC.

FEL RALE, F LA

TYPE 100
 2,000 KC to 10,000 KC

 Tolerance .005% - .01% - .02%
 Two Mount in Octal Socket

Shown Actual Size

tHAE+NNEl

TYPE 300
 2,000 KC to 10,000 KC
 Tolerance .005% -.01% - .02%
 Plugs in 5 Prong Socket

TYPE 200
1,000 KC to 10,000 KC

 Tolerance .005% -.01% - .02%
 Banana Plugs Spaced .750"

Shown
Actual

Size

These crystals are manufactured to the highest stondard of
quality by the most modern equipment and precise means known
to the art. All units are scientifically adjusted by X -Ray and,
before shipment, are thoroughly tested for frequency, drift, and
activity, throughout your specified temperature range.

Shown
Actual

Size

TYPE 400
 4,000 KC to 10,000 KC
 Tolerance .005%-.01%-.02%
 Straight Pins .500" Spacing

When ordering simply select the type that meets your require-
ments as to physical dimensions consistent with the crystal fre-
quency. Specify the desired tolerance, operating temperature
range and permissible drift from nameplate frequency through-
out this range, and the type of oscillator tube and circuit in which
the unit will be used.

Telephone, telegraph, or write for prices on any quantity from one to ten thousand units of any type.
Our engineering department will be very happy to co-operate with you.

l,00011c441.-
AVIATIONE EQUIPMENT

RADiO

REX BASSETT
INCORPORATED

FORT LAUDER DALE, FLORIDA.
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C.C. ,,50.348-1
British Ref. ,,110H-507
Signal Corps ,PL -Q173

ELECTRONICS - July 1944

C.C. ,u.50.389-1

British Ref. #10H-528

C.C. =50.350-1
British Ref. P.110H-585
Signal Corps .S0-1.53

C.C. ,50.387-1
British Ref. ,--10H-701
Signal Corps MC -277
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BREAKER

When designing a line of circuit

breakers having a wide range of cur-

rent ratings, selection of the proper type

Chace Thermostatic Bimetal will en-

able you to use one size and shape of

bimetal element for the full range of

circuit breakers so designed.

By following this practice, one size of

circuit breaker will meet a wide range

of current demands, provide maximum

flexibility in manufacturing control,

and reduce your production cost.

Send us detailed information for con-

fidential recommendations regarding

the most efficient type of thermostatic

bimetal element to use in your over-

load circuit breakers and other ther-

mal control devices.

WM. AC E co
Thermostatic Bimeta s and Special Alloys

1630 BEARD AVE  DETROIT 9 , MICH.

0

again until the wave train has
ceased ; and each train of waves
will be registered as a brief uni-
directional impulse initiated by the
first positive half cycle of the wave
train.

Operation Under Water

Figure 1 also shows the arrange-
ment for sounding in water. At
each revolution of the motor shaft,
the cam contacts close momentarily
so that a wave is transmitted to-
wards the bottom by the signal gen-
erator and transmitter. The outgo-
ing signal is picked up by a con-
tact microphone at the sound trans-
mitter and amplified by amplifier
1. The output of this amplifier de-
livers a very short impulse to the
stationary electromagnet and its
armature.

At the moment the sound signal
is transmitted, the rotating magnet
is lined up in its vertical position
as shown by Fig. 1.

The wave is reflected from the
bottom and picked up by micro-
phone 2 and is amplified by sound
receiver 2 which delivers an im-
pulse of brief duration to the coils
of- the rotating magnet and its
armature. Some time has elapsed
between the zero setting of the ro-
tating electromagnet by the out-
going impulse and the arrival of the
reflected wave. During that time
the rotating electromagnet has re-
volved a number of degrees. There -

Cam
contactor

Printer bar

Av*I111111219

Moio1...41

F) 'Nlvilki Signal
IVgenerator Sound

e"
L

"L 111111 lie w r

I
Battery

Reference
line

Sound
transmitter

Paper

1

AL. - Micro --
phone

Fig. 3-A continuous recording of depth
may be made by permitting the im-
pulses of the reflected waves to actuate

a printer mechanism

fore the normally stationary arma-
ture and its pointer line up at a
certain angle on the scale deter-
mined by the angle of rotation of
the electromagnet during the time
interval between the transmission
of the sound wave and the reception
of the reflected wave.

This process will be repeated at
each revolution of the cam. It the
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Precision Crystals

by the Buslikehk
To meet the wartime demand for the mass production
of quartz crystals having highly precise electrical char-
acteristics, our engineers designed this special high-
speed automatic lapping machine, known as the Q -Lap.
Results: Fast rough grinding of single crystals up to
%" thick; parallel grinding of blanks with respect to
reference surface to within .0002"; rapid grinding of
special angle blanks to within 2 minutes of arc; excel-
lent surface despite rapid grinding.

The Q -Lap and the X-ray Quartz Crystal Analysis
Apparatus, both developments of North American
Philips, are described in the booklet "How Quartz
Crystals Are Manufactured." Write for it today.

Send today for this
FREE booklet!

ore co ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS by

NORTH
Pat.

tERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.

Behind the North American Philips Company is a
learn of outstanding electronic engineers, headed -by
one of America's leading physicists, and coached by a
group with world-wide experience resulting from fifty
years of research and development. Today, we work far
Victory; tomorrow, our aim will be to serve industry.

NORELCO PRODUCTS: Quartz Oscillator Plates; Amplifier,
Transmitting, Rectifier and Cathode Ray Tubes; Searchray
(X-ray) Apparatus, X-ray Diffraction Apparatus; Medical
X-ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories; Electronic Measur-
ing Instruments; Direct Reading Frequency Meters; High
Frequency Heating Equipment; Tungsten and Molybdenum
products; Fine Wire; Diamond Dies. When in New York, be
sure to visa our Industrial Electronics Showroom.

Executive Offices: 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. 1

Factories in Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.; Mount Vernon, N. Y.
(Metalix Division); Lewiston, Maine (Elmet Division) 1

North American Philips Co., Inc.
100 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Kindly mail a free copy of the booklet, "How Quartz
Crystals Are Manufactured" to:

Name

Title

Company

Address
C-7
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TRANSMITTING TUBES
CATHODE RAY TUBES
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

E N -RA
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

OWENSBORO  KENTUCKY
EXPORTS IS MOORE STREET NEW YORK

RECEIVING TUBES
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
FLUORESCENT LAMPS
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BASS BONDED
MICA

has
iong been

known
as aelectrical
insulation.

Likewise,
as spe-

cialists
in the fabricotionofthis,

of this mateial,
we have

tong been known
os a

depend_
source

for all types of fabricated
parts

to

with

the ability
to produce

them better
.

faster
and at lower

cost!Let us prove
this to you. Send

us thefor yournextOur large stock
of Glass

Bonded
Mica

is availabte
in a// thicknesses

and meets

sp....peak:an azoicat.42.44.
,GLASS BONDED MICA, PHENOL FIBRE,
VULCANIZED FIBRE, RUBBER, ASBESTOS,

CORK, CORPRENE AND OTHER MATERIALS

BranchiOffices: NEW YORK: 420 LEXINGTON AVE., DETROIT: 14319 STRATH MO OR AVE.
PHILADELPHIA: 6710 HOLLIS ST., CHICAGO: 4317 RAVENSWOOD AVE.
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Unusually Low Noise Level! Better Regulation!

CML 1100
'komiffeltiog

CML 1110

Model 1100 Table Model
for Use in Laboratory

Model 1110 Designed

for Rack Mounting

USES: These two regulated power
supplies are identical in electrical
performance and differ only in
their panel arrangement. The ex-
cellent regulation and extremely low noise level they offer qualify
them for many applications, both in the laboratory and in the factory-
where excellent performance and ability to operate on a continuous
basis are essential. The fact that the regulated high voltage and the
unregulated heater winding are isolated from each other and from
chassis makes it possible to use these supplies as sources of "B" or "C"
voltage. Two supplies may be connected in series aiding to give twice
the voltage obtainable from one supply.
DESCRIPTION: The Model 1100-1110 supplies use a special series
regulator circuit employing a high gain two -stage control amplifier.
This circuit arrangement is responsible for the excellent regulation and
low noise output of the supplies. The supplies are shipped for opera-
tion on a 115 -volt, 50 to 60 cycle source, and will operate satisfactorily
with a 10% line voltage variation about the nominal value. The fuse
posts for the line fuses are mounted on the rear apron of the chassis.
A time delay relay is incorporated in the unit to delay the application
of the high voltage until all the tube heaters arrive at operating tem-
perature. The high voltage output and the unregulated heater voltage is
brought out to the output socket on the rear apron of the chassis. The
high voltage is also brought out to the pin jacks on the front panel so
that a voltmeter may easily be connected to the circuit for checking
purposes. The high voltage can be turned on or off by means of a
toggle switch on the panel.
SPECIFICATIONS:

Power Input . . . 105-115-125 volts, 50-60 cycles
Power Output . . . 200 MA from 225 volts to 300 volts
180 MA from 300 volts to 320 volts
Total noise content in output is less than 5 millivolts. Regulation
within 14% from no load to full load.
Unregulated A.C. voltage from 6.3 V 5 Ampere center tapped
windings.
Tubes . . . One 83 rectifier, three 6B4G series regulator tubes, one
6SL7 twin triode, one VRI05-30 voltage regulator, one VRI50-30
voltage regulator.
Model Mounting
1100 Cabinet
1110 Rack

VOLTAGE REGULATED

POWER
SUPPLIES

WRITE FOR

DESCRIPTIVE

BULLETIN

Length
161/8"
19"

Height
8 3/4"
83/4"

Depth
91/2"
91/2"

COMMUNICATION
MEASUREMENTS
LABORATORY

Rotobridge Electronic Generators Power Supply Units

120 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

depth is constant, the rotating elec-
tromagnet will always be energized
at the same angular position, and
its cooperating armature and in-
dicating pointer will remain at rest
in that position. If, however, the
depth is changing, then the time
interval between the outgoing and
incoming signals changes, and the
energizing of the rotating electro-
magnet takes place at different
angles. The armature and the in-
dicator follow these changes and
move back and forth, always show-
ing the correct depth.

Alternative Arrangement

When less accuracy is required,
the stationary electromagnet, its
cooperating armature, microphone
1 and amplifier 1 may be omitted.
The rotating magnet is then keyed
to the motor shaft, and the cam is
keyed in such a position that the
rotating magnet is in its vertical
position when the cam closes the
contacts. However, errors in the
timing of the closing of the cam
contacts and other variables in the
sound transmitting system may
then cause appreciable errors in
the measurements.

The greater the speed of rota-
tion of the electromagnet the
greater will be the angular dis-
placement of the indicator hand
per foot depth, and thus the easier
and the more accurate will be the
reading of the dial. It must be
understood, however, that the ro-
tating electromagnet must not
make more than one rotation be-
tween the transmission of a signal
and the reception of its reflection.

A depth of about 200 feet is the
limit at which a rotational speed
of 10 rps can be used. At greater
depths a speed of 1 rpm is suit-
able. If it is desirable to measure
great depths with the same abso-
lute accuracy as shallower depths,
one fast and one slow system may
be used.

Charting of Depth

By means of the apparatus shown
in Fig. 3 a graph can be made of
the bottom of the sea. The re-
cording apparatus consists of a cy-
lindrical drum on the surface of
which is stretched a single -turn
wire helix, a knife-edge printer bar
mounted coaxially with the drum,
and a motor to rotate the drum. A
sheet of paper is fed slowly be -
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Guthman. Engineers recognize that the important

need in Frequency Modulation receivers is to

have excellent wide band I F coils. Guthman

high gain I F coils operate on frequencies from

4.3 mc to 30 mc, and provide maximum fre-

EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & co.Guag I N C

15 SOUTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO
PRECISION MANUFACTURERS AND ENGINEERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
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Precision grinder-a "cog" in the
Remler tool room which is equipped

with complete facilities

THE SUM OF SMALL JOBS well done adds up to the
mighty effort necessary to achieve the long hard march to
victory. Remler's contribution to the common task is the manu-

facture of complete sound transmitting systems, radio . . .

plugs and connectors. Twenty-five years of experience in elec-

tronics and plastics plus complete modern facilities for plan-
ning, design and manufacture are at the disposal of prime
contractors. Further assignments welcome.

Wire or telephone if we can be of assistance

BEMLER COMPANY, LTD. 2101 Bryant St.  San Francisco, 10, Calif.

REMLER
SINCE 1918

-Onnounciny & Communication 4uipment

PLUGS &
CONNECTORS
Signal Corps  Navy Specifications

Types: PL N A F

50-A 61 74 114 150
54 62 76 119 159
55 63 77 120 160 1136-1
56 64 104 124 291-A
58 65 08 125 354 No.
59 67 109 127 212938-1
60 68 112 149

P L P PLO P L S

56 65 56 65 56 64
59 67 59 67 59 65
60 74 60 74 60 74
61 76 61 76 61 76
62 77 62 77 62 77
63 104 63 104 63 104
64 64

OTHER DESIGNS TO ORDER

210
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HOW BIG A CABLE?
The impedance characteristics of
Ultra -High Frequency Cables are
dependent on the physical dimen-
sions - the size of center conduc-
tor and the inside diameter of the
coaxial braid.

You can easily determine impe-
dance by the use of this Intelin
Chart. Apply a straight edge, with
the crossover at the desired impe-
dance on the center scale. The
other two scales then indicate, for

BUY MORE BONDS

any scale position, the correspond-
ing conductor size and dielectric
size necessary for the desired
impedance.

Federal, long recognised
as a manufacturer of
better vacuum tubes, now
leads with new production
methods resulting in still
greater tube efficiency
and length of life. Every-
where, it's Federal tubes
for superior transmitting
and industrial power per-
formance.

[14

A full size copy of this chart is
yours on request. Write for it
today!

Remember, Intelin Cable is more
than insulated wire - it is special-
ized transmission line - made
with watchmaker accuracy.

In the Intelin Cable family there
is a type to match your ultra -high -
frequency problems, a cable bal-
anced in all electrical properties
to do your job.

INVEST IN THE FUTURE

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Newark 1, N. J.
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POWERFULLY INTERESTING are these let-

ters from our boys at the front. So often we
read how the vital communications wire
that CORWICO makes is helping toward final
Victory. For the duration-we are pledged
100% to this big job.

*Another excerpt from a letter to William
Ogert of Cornish Wire Co., from his son
overseas, telling how CORWICO wire
is in daily use in his fighting outfit.

cornish
WIRE COMPANY, INC.
15 Park Row, New York City,

New York

Made r_ y _ny-ingrati iactt iengineati"

tween the drum and the printer
bar. A printing element under the
printer bar serves to make the
prints on the paper.

The printer bar is operated by
an electromagnet so that a short
impulse causes the bar to be mo-
mentarily depressed. This causes
the printing element to be pressed
against the paper strip at a point
depending on the momentary posi-
tion of the wire helix in respect to
the printer bar.

As the drum rotates, the point of
the wire helix that is directly un-
der the printer bar moves trans-
versely across the paper. There-
fore the location of the print de-
pends on the angular position of
the drum at the moment the printer
bar is depressed. As the paper is
fed forward, the prints or dots
form a line along the paper.

If the printer bar is actuated
at intervals equal to one revolution
of the drum or an even number of
revolutions, the line will be parallel
to the edge of the paper. Equal
intervals that are not exactly syn-
chronized with the speed of a drum
will cause a line to be printed di-
agonally across the paper, and ir-
regular intervals will cause a com-
plex graph to be printed.

On the drum shaft is mounted
a cam which closes a pair of con-
tacts once per revolution and causes
a sound signal to be transmitted.
The reflected sound is picked up by
a microphone, amplified, and caused
to operate the printer bar. The
cam is keyed to the shaft in such
a position that the sound signal is
transmitted when the left end of
the wire spiral has just passed un-
der the printer bar.

If the depth is shallow, and the
reflected sound signal is received
a very short time after the trans-
mission, the printing will take place
near the left edge of the paper.
As the depth, and the interval be-
tween transmission and reception
of the signals, increases, the print-
ing takes place.farther and farther
to the right edge of the paper. If
the depth is irregular, the line may
be similar to the graph in Fig. 3.

In order to avoid errors, arrange-
ments are made to print a reference
line at the left side of the paper.
The depth is then figured from
that line rather than from the edge
of the paper.

To obtain still greater accuracy,
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Station WMFM is under the management of Walter J.
Damm, one of the pioneers of FM broadcasting. This
transmitter operates in conjunction with The Milwaukee
Journal's Radio City which ranks among the finest radio

installations in this country.

FM STATION WMFM
Operated by "The Milwaukee Journal"

On the air since January 1940

Frequency: 45.5 Megacycles
Input to final amplifie-: 60.5 kw.
Antenna output: 41.5 kw.
Total hours operation to date: 11,000
Percent operating time to outages:

99.969%
Type of transmitter: REL No. 521 DL
Type of antenna: REL 2 -Bay Turnstile

COMPARE THIS RECORD
Only REL has built FM transmitters in this

high -power class. Yet the performance record
of WMFM compares favorably with even the
low -power installations of other makes.

The demonstrated dependability and efficiency of
WMFM and many other REL transmitters definitely
establishes the superiority of the Armstrong Phase
Shift method of frequency modulation employed in
REL transmitters of all power ratings.

RADIO ENGINEERING LABS., INC.
Aea-fra., N . Y.
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PROMPT DELIVERY
de'

...without
sacrifice of
QUALITY
. . . is the result of incorporating into the SECO production
system the high efficiency and ease of control inherent in
every POWERSTAT variable voltage transformer.

Whether your voltage control application requires a standard
or a specially designed POWERSTAT, there is a minimum interval
of time between the receipt of the purchase order and the
delivery date.

Consult SECO engineers for equipment to control voltages
from 115, 230, and 440 volt single or polyphase circuits and
be assured of a quality controller.

POWERSTAT
VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

SEND FOR BULLETINS 149 LE and 163 LE

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC COMPANY, 206 LAUREL ST., BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

SUPERIOR eieditic
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Having a front well designed is important but
it is what goes behind the panel that really counts.

In Techrad products the greatest artistry is in the
technical engineering behind the panel. This is true
of the product as a whole and it is true
of each individual component. A case in
point is the LRR-4 low radiation receiver
pictured above together with one of its
components...a Techrad designed turret
coil. This receiver is F.C.C. approved for
low radiation. The excellence of design

TECHRAD

BEHIND THE PANEL...
...SOUND ENGINEERING

and construction is clearly visible here. These thor-
oughly shielded, low -loss coil sections are one of the
outstanding contributions to the performance of the
receiver. They are typical of the kind of thorough

engineering every Techrad product gets.
Years of experience have taught Techrad

engineers the value of such close attention
to even the smallest detail. This is one
of the many reasons why you can have con-

fidence in the name Techrad ...Remember,
master engineering takes nothing for granted.

Technical Radio Company
Over ten years of continuous experience

275 Ninth Street  San Francisco 3, California
Export Agents: Frazer 8 Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco 11, California, U.S. A.
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Big Business
Within

a Business

WettoosP Alie,e0,140e. makes
some exacting demands-for instance die cast-

ings so intricate and precise that ordinary sources

can't supply them profitably and in quantity.

So we built, equipped and staffed

our own die casting department.

It's a big one-rates among the

five largest aluminum alloy die

cast plants in the country. It has a

huge capacity-much more than even we

need. But its size assures our customers

prompt delivery of almost any quantity of Cannon Connectors,

on short notice without the slightest sacrifice of the well-known

Cannon qualities-easier assembly, better fit, greater strength with

less weight, longer trouble -free life.

Cannon slide films with sound covering assem-
bly and soldering techniques are available on
request. Address Department A- 120, Cannon
Electric Development Company, 3209 Humboldt
Street, Los Angeles 31, California.

CANNON ELECTRIC
Cannon Electric Development Co. Los Angeles 31, California

Canadian Factory and Engineering Office: Cannon Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES - CONSULT YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BOOK

a microphone at the sound trans-
mitter may be used to pick up the
initial signal to print the reference
line. The drum might also be
coupled to the motor shaft by a
friction clutch and the zero setting
system previously described be
used.

A ship sailing back and forth
over a certain area can very rapidly
map the bottom by using this in-
strument.

Cosmic Rays
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION Of COS-
mic rays formed a portion of a
lecture delivered by Edgar Berry
before the Argentine Local Center
and abstracted in the Journal of
the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers (Savoy Place, Victoria Em-
bankment, London W. C. 2, Eng-
land) for December 1943.

It was at first believed that cos-
mic rays had their origin in the
stars or nebulae around us, but
Compton and others found that 98
percent of the rays are deflected by
the earth's magnetic field. .Experi-
ment shows no variation in the
quantity of the rays according to
whether the Milky Way is directly
overhead or well towards the hori-
zon, but as the earth moves at 300
km per sec round the center of the
Milky Way there is 0.1 percent more
cosmic rays on the leading side.
This percentage is the exact rela-
tion the velocity of the earth bears
to that of light. These investiga-
tions show that the rays come from
the depths of space, where they ap-
pear to move at random.

Their energy is equivalent to that
of a current flowing into our earth
of 1/7 ampere at 10' volts. Their
penetrating power is greater than
that of any other rays hitherto
discovered; after traversing the
atmosphere, which is equivalent in
stopping power to 10.33 m of water,
they bury themselves to a depth of
100-300 m below ground.

The number of rays which reach
us exhibits a daily variation, be-
cause it depends upon the amount
of atmosphere they have to pass
through and also upon the earth's
magnetic field. This stops all rays
having energy less than 500 mil-
lion electron -volts, and also has the
effect of spreading the remainder
out towards the Poles from the
Equator. The density of distribu-
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A TECTINIDAT OPINION SURVEY TOO RADIO ENGINEERS FROM TIRE PRODUCT

DEMI:040Ni DEPARTMENT. WEsTNAGNODSE. RADIO DIVISION. SMTIMORE. MARYLAND

CALLING ALL RADIO ENGINEERS!
In the interest of better broadcasting ... and as a check on the

features we are incorporating in our new transmitter designs...
Westinghouse would like to know what radio engineers think
about transmission equipment, feature by feature.

There's more than one way to "skin a cat", but there's one best
way. You men who are responsible for operating the equipment
are interested, we believe, in these factors:

HIGH FIDELITY SIGNALS . . . CONTINUITY OF SERVICE

SIMPLICITY OF CONTROL . . . LOW OPERATING COST

EASE OF MAINTENANCE

We will appreciate knowing what you consider the best way to
incorporate these advantages in postwar transmitters. To facili-
tate this, the questionnaire booklet pictured above will be
distributed to all stations in the near future. If you do not receive
your copy . . . write Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, Dept. 7-N, East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. J-08075

Westinghouse RADIO DIVISION
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES ... OFFICES EVERYWHERE

AM ELECTRONICS *F M
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COLE STEEL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
will again be available after the war

Ta6ticating Ptoduct3

TAL
Tough assignments are part of our day's work. Whatever the product
- instrument housings, boxes, chassis - we are geared to design,

fabricate and finish.

'The Plant ilah in_ _Out Plant
Our huge plant and entire organization are devoted 100% to war
production. Many firms have found it advantageous to sub -contract
to us part of their work. Whatever your problem, let us help you.

Send for brochure,"THE PLANT BEHIND YOUR PLANT".

STEEL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
349 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
218

Factory: Brooklyn, New York
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AT LAST... A
.offiesit:ETit-BRATION

we can tell
about it!

etitelir;tstfi,

30 YEARS OF SPECIALIZATION
Through two wars and a quarter century of
peace, we have designed and manufactured
RELAYS and CONTROLS for U. S. Navy,
Signal Corps, Coast Guard and leading
radio equipment manufacturers . . . rang-
ing from thumbnail -size relays to 50,000
watt motor driven rephasing units. Give
us a "try" at your relay problems.

FREDERICK, MARYLAND
RELAYS, CONTROLS, AND MAGNETIC DEVICES
FOR ELECTRONIC & INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT,
in Modern Vehicles of War,
takes a terrific beating from
shock and vibration. ROTO-
TROL, designed for just
such conditions, has served
thousands of planes, ships,
tanks and other automotive
equipment with absolute de-
pendabi:ity.

LAST MONTH,
in this space,
we listed the distinctly

new advantages offered

by this new type of

Relay. Engineers from

many fields have al-

ready asked for "More
information" . . . . which

is now

YOU.

available to

Send for
FILE RE -47
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THIS CAN BE

YOUR STAFF

THE electronic engineers who direct the making

of Pan -El Control Crystals are ready to work with

you in the development of circuits for any applica-

tion calling for the accurate control of frequency.
Through the War their experience has broadened
tremendously.

In order to intelligently produce the crystals needed

for so many modern purposes, it has been necessary

for these men to know how they are used, and even

to devise variations of crystals and circuits to achieve

specific results heretofore thought impossible.

That kind of knowledge can serve in your postwar

planning, and the men on our staff who have it are

at your service, as are the full facilities of our quan-

tity -production of the most difficult known crystals.

PAN -ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES, INC.

500 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia

QUANTITY PRODUCERS OF STANDARD AND SPECIALJ 0411 J

tion of the rays at the Equator and
at sea -level is 0.03 per cm', and that
at latitude 45 deg is 10 times this
value. Cosmic rays produce 30-35

ion pairs per cm of air at 1 atmos-
phere pressure, and it requires 35

electron -volts to create a pair.
The rays cause many secondary

phenomena such as the transmu-
tation of the elements and the cre-
ation of helium and hydrogen, be-
sides causing ionization in the
atmosphere; they also produce ab-
normal variations in animal and
vegetable life. The secondary rays,
produced when cosmic rays strike
atoms: appear to be reflected from
minerals, oil and water in the crust
of the earth. Cosmic rays are one
of the causes of the uncertainties
associated with flashover in high -
voltage work.

The device for the detection and
counting of cosmic rays comprises.
two wires side by side in a glass
tube across which a gradually in-
creasing voltage is applied until
the sparking potential is ap-
proached. To prevent flashovers, a
high resistance is placed in series
and connected to a sensitive detec-
tor such as an electronic electrom-
eter. To determine the direction
of the rays, two counters are placed
one above the other and are con-
nected in series and wired to a
negatively charged screen -grid
tube; thus a record is made only
when each grid attains a positive
potential. When a cosmic ray passes
through the counter, positive and
negative ions are produced, those
of one sign being attracted to the
walls and the others to the center
wire.

Wilson's expansion cloud cham-
ber is still the best means of ob-
taining a photographic record of
the effects of cosmic rays upon gas
molecules. It was by means of this
apparatus that the positron was
discovered by Dr. Carl Anderson in
1932. In 1938 the mesotron, or
heavy electron (approximately 200

times heavier than the electron)
was discovered in the Wilson cloud
chamber when studying cosmic
radiation. The average life of the
mesotron is estimated at one mil-
lionth of a second.

The positron has the same mass
as the electron, namely 9 x 10'
grams, but its charge is of oppo-
site sign, and the force of attrac-
tion between them is 10" times
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Look into any product calling for low -torque

power, and you'll quite likely find a General

Industries Smooth Power motor. You'll see them

in a host of applications on the war front. You'll

meet them on the home front in tape recorders,

animated displays, record changers, turntables

and similar devices.

There are good reasons for this wide use of

Smooth Power motors. They're velvety in opera-

tion as their name implies. They accelerate quickly

and smoothly to their maximum speeds.

Name your specifications and you'll probably

find them met by one of our large family of

standard designs. Or, if you have special require-

ments, we'll adapt a motor from our regular line

or design a new one for you.

So, for compact, low -power motors for present

or postwar jobs, get in touch with us. And, if your

plans call for moderate size mechanical or electrical

devices, you'll find our manufacturing facilities

interesting. Right now, we're helping Uncle Sam

conclude his present business, but eventually

we'll be looking for more work for our modern

plant and skilled people. We'll gladly serve you.

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES COMPANY
ELYRIA, OHIO

ENERAL
NDUSTRIES

COMPANY
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TUBES GET THE MOST

UNEXPECTED ABUSE

Signal Corps tests for Electronic Tubes are
exacting . . . and rightly so. For tubes to be
totally satisfactory for civilian or military use,
they must be built to operate under the most
severe and unusual conditions. That is why
"vibration testing" was a routine procedure at
TUNG-SOL long before the war.

TUNG-SOL research engineers are continuously
working to find "weak points" and developing
ways and means of overcoming them. With the
advent of the glass base tubes for instance, the

THE TUNG-SOL WAY
OF COOLING TUBES PREVENTS
BREAKAGE OF GLASS BASES..
While a tube is cooling, during man-
ufacture, air is blown against the
center of the glass base through a
hole in the holder thus cooling the
base from the center out while nat-
ural cooling takes place from the
edges in. This uniform cooling re-
lieves internal stresses in the glass,
a cause of breakage.

cause of base fractures was
discovered and a production
procedure was developed to
eliminate it.

Manufacturers and users of
Electronic Equipment will find every tube in
the TUNG-SOL line a tube of proven merit.

Why not have TUNG-SOL engineers think and
work along with you while you are planning
your new developments?

TUNcimSOL
ELECTRONIC TUBES

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS. ALL -GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT INTERMITTORS
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1)1.31C -NI

CRITERIA

by LOUIS SCHEI'
Mihnnical Engin",

GENERAL CERAMICS
and

STEATITE CORPORATION
KEASBEY NEW JERSEY

IN ORDER to take full advantage of

General Ceramics & Steatite Corporation's

facilities for the production of high quality steatite

insulators, we are offering a new booklet,

"DESIGN CRITERIA". This booklet describes the

various methods of manufacture and outlines in detail

the characteristics peculiar to good steatite insulator designs.

Adherence to the principles outlined. in this booklet

in the design of new insulators will result

in lower costs, quicker delivery

and improved quality.

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

tE) 5967
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Commutation is the heartbeat of a
motor or dynamotor. A schoolboy might define this
important function as: "conducting the right voltage to
the right place at the right time." That description is
simplicity itself, but not so simple are the design
calculations upon which commutator manufacture
and performance are based.

In d.c. machines, such as Eicor motors
and dynamotors, commutation reverses current
direction thousands of times per second, each reversal
involving the making and breaking of a momentary
contact. To provide years of unfailing service, the
commutators must be large enough to carry the current
and dissipate the heat but still be of a diameter small
enough to afford moderate peripheral speed and long
brush life. Division of the commutator into segments
of proper number is based on such factors as voltage,
composition and size of brushes, and on performance
requirements.

The individually formed copper and
mica segments are hydraulically swaged into permanent
position on the mica lined steel core. After heat
treating, high potential tests are made between
segments and from each segment to ground to prove
insulation. When the commutator is mounted and
connected as part of a complete armature, it is finished
by turning and undercutting (illustrated), and then by
machining to concentric limits measured in "tenths."

Good commutation, so vital
to the fine performance of an Eicor unit,
can be consistently achieved only
by men with specialized knowledge
and experience.

TE INC), 1501 W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S. A.

DYNAMOTORS  D. C. MOTORS  POWER PLANTS  CONVERTERS
Expo'', Ad Aorierna, 89 Broad Sr., New York, U. S. A. Coble. Auriemo, New York

greater than gravity. The union of
a positron and an electron results
in their mass being completely an-
nihilated and generally gives rise
to two photons, or electromagnetic
waves, travelling in opposite direc-
tions with the velocity of light.
These can be reconverted into the
same material matter in the con-
fines and powerful electric fields of
atomic structure. This cycle of
change shows that matter and en-
ergy are of the same origin.

The work of Goldsmit, Einstein
and DeBroglie shows that matter
or materials have a fixed energy
and have any velocity from zero up
to the velocity of light, whilst elec-
tromagnetic radiation can travel
only at the velocity of light but can
have any energy from zero to in-
finity-the energy always being
proportional to the frequency of
the wave. Also, every frequency
corresponds to a voltage and every
voltage to a temperature; thus,
there is an upper limit to voltage,
temperature and frequency.

The diameter of an electron has
never been measured directly, but
calculations based on its electrical
energy of charge and its mass at
zero velocity show that the radius
is 1.42 x 10' cm, while the radius
of the proton, which is 1.835 times
heavier than the electron, is 10'
cm. The density of the proton is
5 x 10" that of the electron.

In considering protons and elec-
trons we are dealing, therefore,
with centers of energy and not with
the ordinary matter or material
that we have been brought up to
believe in. Matter is able to exist
either as a corpuscular material
obeying the laws of gravity or in
an undulatory ethereal state.

The whole universe, including
man, forms one comprehensive
unit and when any particle of this
universe changes its state, it is
transplanted by different types of
radiation and rebuilt in the depths
of space.

Microdensitometer with
D -C Amplifier

By S. R. WINTERS

PHOTOTUBES, used in conjunction
with a direct -current amplifier in
a null circuit where readings are
obtained from a calibrated light
wedge, comprise an electronic mi-
crodensitometer designed by Joseph
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They U.,
came
to
Machlett
for
the
answer

Some time ago a group of distinguished
scientists and engineers designed, on
paper, a most remarkable new instru-
ment that could be invaluable in a
certain war activity But when the final
calculations had been completed, it

was realized that the device required
a tube that not only had never been
made, but perhaps never could be in
adequate numbers.

An impressive delegation of these
gentlemen visited the Machlett Labora-
tories, and expla ned the situation.
Would we study the matter? "If you
conclude the problem cannot be solved,"
they said in substance, "we shall have
to revise our design and be satisfied
with only a fraction of the desired per-
formance, because we know that if a

tube is too difficult for you, certainly no
one in the world can make it."

This is the kind of challenge Machlett
likes. Today that tube is produced in
quantity and is serving our country at
war.

Some day the full story of that extra-
ordinary achievement can be told. Now
it can only be referred to in general
terms, as an example of the skill that
makes Machlett the world's largest
manufacturer of X-ray tubes for medi-
cal, dental and industrial uses. Today,
Machlett, in addition, makes various
electronic tubes for special purposes in
those fields and in radio. Machlett does
not make apparatus, but tubes only ...
Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Springdale,
Connecticut.

Machlett x-ray tube with rotating anode 100

kilovolts; 50 kilowatts.

RAY TUBES SINCE 1898

TODAY THEIR LARGEST MAKER
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7 Tit 4...gyffr
SEND US YOUR SPECIFICATIONS ON STANDARDIZED ITEMS, OR LET

US HELP DEVELOP NEW USES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS. WE ARE EXPER-

IENCED PAPER CONVERTERS ... HAVE A NEW, UP-TO-DATE PLANT

...AND ARE IN A POSITION TO SERVE YOU WELL AND PROMPTLY

INDUSTRIAL GASKETS; DIE CUT SPECIALTIES
Pierce industrial gaskets: manufactured to precision dimen-
sions from paper, felt, cork, asbestos, synthetic rubber, leather
or special compositions; meet specifications for resistence to
oil, water, gasoline, heat, pressure. Die -cut specialties: pro-
duced by rotary press, platen press, punch press, or drawing
methods from paper, felt, cork, special compositions.

PACKAGING AND SHOP PRODUCTION ENVELOPES
Pierce packaging envelopes for holding small flat parts;
metal -top envelopes for secure fastening and convenient re-
opening; waterproof and greaseproof envelopes to meet all
specifications; duplex shop -order envelopes - with protective
glassine panels: the modern method of keeping blueprints and
production orders together during work in progress.

NEW...SAF-T-PAK BOXES FOR SMALL PARTS
Pierce Saf-T-Pak Boxes: specially designed to individual re-
quirements for the protection of small precision parts and
other fragile items easily damaged in shipment. Can be pro-
duced from kraft, chipboard, or special compositions in a
wide variety of forms with die -cut cells, cushion liners, par-
titions, other construction features of protective packaging.

SPIRAL -WOUND PAPER TUBES AND CANS
Pierce spiral -wound tubes and cans: in diameters from 4"
to 6" - any required length - from waterproof paper, kraft,
chipboard, special compositions. Also, Pierce Saf-T-Pak
tubes with felt liner for protection of fragile parts in shipment.
Pierce protective caps and tubes for male and female threads:
made in any size, waxed or plain.

* WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND COMPLETE INFORMATION

Neutakietaled 4 PIERCE PAPER PRODUCTS co., 2726-A AUBURN STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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Here's The Precision Factor
in Radio Frequency Control

PRODUCTS COMPANY
1519 McGee Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Producers of Approved Precision Crystals for Radio Frequency Control

For the inside facts about precise radio frequency con-
trol, look inside the holder!

Crystal Holder Units are made in many types, but each
depends upon the quartz -crystal blank for its accuracy
in final performance.

This is why more and more electronic engineers specify
quartz oscillator plates made by Crystal Products Com-
pany. Here they get crystals made under the most
exacting methods of control. Here, too, they find valu-
able cooperation in engineering the crystal and its holder
for any specific circuits.

Our products and our services are available to you. Use
them-and be sure of satisfaction.
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Look to Sperti

FOR ADVANCES IN
SELECTIVE RADIATION

You have known of Sperti, Inc. as a
pioneer in the field of selective radiation.

Sperti lamps for the irradiation of food,
to increase vitamin D content, are widely
applied. So also is the Spertifier, an
ultraviolet source radiating in a selected
band. For some time it has been standard
equipment in many packing plants, locker
plants and meat markets where it inhibits
the growth of mold. It allows tenderizing
enzymes to act in the meat without mold
and without spoilage.

The Sperti ultraviolet lamp combin-
ing ultraviolet and infrared rays has been
accepted by the medical profession and
domestic users.

While Sperti is engaged in war work,
these products of selective radiation have
necessarily given way to more urgent
military demands.

But in the laboratories beyond Sperti,
engaged in pure research, work on selec-
tive radiation has continued with devel-
opments that may have wide postwar
applications in broadly diversified fields.

It is suggested that you maintain a con-
tact with Sperti, Inc. so that you may be

kept informed of these later developments.

Sinai INCORPORATED

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, MANUFACTURING CINCINNATI, OHIO

G. Baier, associate professor of zo-
ology at the University of Wiscon-
sin. The instrument provides a
rapid method of measuring the tur-
bidity of tiny amounts of solutions
and requires samples of only one cc
in standard 75 by 10 mm chemical
test tubes for any determination.

Two phototubes are employed in
a balanced bridge circuit and read-
ings are obtained by adjusting a
light wedge, calibrated in percent-
ages of illumination, transmission
from 100 to zero, to balance the
quantity of light absorbed by the
unknown over the control speci-
men. The electronic circuit func-
tions on the null -reading principle
and is employed to show the balance
point. Graphs were made from di-
lutions of India ink and copper sul-
fate (using suitable color filters),
and the linearity of these graphs
was in conformity with data of the
Bouguer-Beer law.

The circuit of the microdensitometer
contains a 0-200 microammeter to regis-
ter the unbalance of the bridge circuit
formed by the phototubes. Not shown
in the diagram, a 150,000 -ohm resistor
is in series with the meter to limit the
current to slightly less than full-scale

deflection of the pointer

A year was spent in designing,
constructing and testing the device
for use in biological work in the
study of animal relationships, in-
volving the measurement of the
amount of precipitate in suspen-
sion. However, the instrument is
also applicable to related biological
problems, as well as to measuring
the density of colored solutions by
employing color filters.

Sensitivity and reliability are the
two -fold advantages claimed for
this new densitometer, in addition
to its requirement of only very min-
ute amounts of a chemical solution
to make an exact determination.
The two phototubes have maximum
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MEM
HOLTZER -CABOT
SPECIAL FRACTIONAL HP MOTORS
DESIGN D TO F T THE APPLICATION

If Operizting characteristics, speeds, azarcis, ambients e c.,
were always similar for products... standard "off -the -shelf"

motors could be used for most cases. However experience

proves that operating conditions do vary in motor applica-
tions - and the only way to meet performance requirements

is to use a special motor specifically designed to meet oper-

ating conditions such as load cycle, speed stability, speed
control, reversal of rotation, atmospheric conditions, quiet-
ness, etc.

For over 50 years Holtzer-Cabot has concentrated its facilities

in the design and application of special fractional HP motors

to meet the exacting performance requirements of such

products as instruments, aircraft, machine tools, business
machines, etc. And although today all of our energies are
being utilized in building motors for military products, our
motor development engineers will gladly discuss your peace -

product motor problems with you.

.16

So.

%a.

oft

THE

HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC COMPANY
Designers and Builders of Special Fractional HP Voters and Electrical Apparatus

125 AMORY STREET, BOSTON 19, MASS.

New York, N. Y. Chicago, III. Phiadelohia, Pa.
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Announcing

the New

WILCO

BLUE BOOK
Giving valuable data on Thermo-

static bimetals (Thermometals),
Contact materials, and special ma-

terials of value to Design Engineers,

Production Engineers and Purchas-

ing Agents.

Thermometals
(Thermostatic Bimetals)

The Wilco Blue Book deals with the
29Wilco Thermometals (Thermostatic
bimetals) -what they are-how they
are made-their properties, functions,
applications and temperature ranges.
Particularly outstanding are the 37
pages of formulae and charts, which
give detailed graphic data regarding
deflection rates, corrosion resistance
characteristics, resistivity, etc. A large
part of the Thermometal section is
devoted to formulae on the behavior
of various shapes and types.

Contact Materials
The Blue Book also fully describes

the new developments in Electrical
Contacts made during 30 years of pio-
neering research in this field. New
and old Wilco contact materials listed
and described include Silver, Plat-
inum, Gold, Powder Metal and Tung-
sten Contacts; Wilco Aeralloy Mag-
neto Contacts; Collector Rings and
Brushes for use in rotating and con-
trol devices; Silver Clad Steel for
Bearings, shims and other industrial
purposes; Gold -Filled and Rolled
Gold Plate and Radio Wire.

The new Blue Book will be sent free
to engineers, purchasing agents, in-
structors in engineering schools and
others. Wilco sales engineers will

A 90 -page, authoritative treatise
on Themometals and Contact

Materials

gladly call at your plant to discuss
problems involving the application of
Wilco products to current or pro-
jected devices, or send us your prob-
lems for analysis.

The new edition of the Wilco Blue
Book makes available to you the ex-
tensive knowledge and reasearch of a
company, which since 1914 has been
an outstanding producer of precision
thermostatic bimetal and contact ma-
terials. To get your FREE copy,
write today.

THE H. A. WILSON COMPANY
105 Chestnut St. Newark 5, N. J.

THERMOMETALS ELECTRICAL CONTACTS

PRECIOUS METAL BIMETALLIC PRODUCTS
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MOLDED MICA

CAPACITORS
The Navigator takes a depth

reading from the FATHOM-

ETER located in the Chart

Room.

Somewhere in the South Pacific
Coast Guardsmen tune in on
their portable set-up on the

beach to establish radio contact
with, their ship standing off

shore.

Somewhere inside this Fathom-
etcr-somewhere in the portable
radio set-up-but always in a
vital spot, will be found
EL-MENCO SILVER CAPACITORS

performing, in their unobstru-
sive way, their very important
functions.

Our sew Capacitor Catalogue, for
manufacturers of Electronic Equip-
ment, is now ready for distribution.
Send for it today-on your firm letter.
head.

7ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. CO.
WILLIMANTIC CONN.

'"'11111111111111111NIMMIIIIII=IMMINEMI
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FOR LOW
ABSOLUTE
PRESSURES

WHAT IS A MI 0
0

Has it legs? Does it bark like a dog? Many people using vacuum
pumps and working with microns couldn't identify a micron if
they saw one. When used in reference to pressure (absolute) a
micron is the weight of a column of mercury 0.001 millimeter in
height. A column of mercury 1 MICRON (.001 mm) in height
produces a pressure in pounds per square inch of 0.0000193,
which is mighty close to nothing. But every KINNEY Com-
pound Dry Vacuum Pump must pump down to 0.2 micron before
being shipped!

Thousands of KINNEY Vacuum Pumps are maintaining the
low absolute pressures so vital in the electronic industry.

ASK FOR BULLETIN 18
We also manufacture vacuum tight valves, liquid pumps,

clutches and bituminous distributors.

KINNEY
MANUFACTURING CO.

3565 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON 30, MASS.

New York  Chicago  Philadelphia  Los Angeles  San Francisco

sensitivity in the red and infra -red
region and readings were obtained
against dilutions of a standard so-
lution of copper sulfate, containing
6 percent (6.1336 grams of cupric
sulfate pentahydrate per 100 ml of
water) of copper sulfate. Previously
designed densitometers have re-
quired relatively large samples of
solution for satisfactory analysis.

Operation

In the Baier microdensitometer,
both phototubes function through
one light source; changes of in-
tensity in illumination having the
same effect on both cells but no in-
fluence on the null reading. Voltage
to the amplifier circuit and the pho-
totubes is stabilized by a VR 105-30
voltage -regulator tube. The instru-
ment functions on the principle that
a very minute change in light in-
tensity falling on one phototube
against that falling upon the other,
after they have been adjusted prev-
iously for the null point, causes a
change in electronic emission of one
phototube. Accordingly, the grid
of the electronic amplifier becomes
either more or less negative than
when at the null.point and the tube,
in turn, causes the microammeter
in the plate circuit to indicate a
deflection.

A light wedge (decreasing the
size of the light -transmitting win-
dow) is then manipulated to cause

The turbidity of small amounts of solu-
tions in chemical test tubes can be
measured with this electronic micro-

densitometer

the microammeter to register the
null reading again, returning the
phototubes back to the same de-
grees of illumination and electron
bombardment as in the first place.
The amount of movement of the
light wedge, necessary to return
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THREE
RE -CONVERSIONS
ARE BETTER
THAN ONE

HOW TO AVOID WAR

CONTRACT "STYMIES" ON

POST-WAR PRODUCTION

Lewyt offers a solution of this
problem to a manufacturer who
"fits" into our schedule. Per-
haps we can plan now to assist
with your electronic, electrical
and mechanical parts produc-
tion, or complete assembly,
chassis and housings. Write for
48 -page illustrated book, "Let
Lewyt Do It". No cost or ob-
ligation. Consult Thomas Reg-
ister for Lewyt listings.

LEWYT CORPORATION

62 BROADWAY, BROOKLYN II, N.Y.

Twice we've experienced readjustments from peace to war and back again.
We've carried on through lush times and lean times, booms and depressions
and every kind of business cycle. 194-? will be our third re -conversion.

American Industry drafted us by their own selective service act to fight
their parts -production battles 53 years before Pearl Harbor. We've been
in thousands of engagements . . . we've employed every known strategy . . .

and some secret devices of our own . . . to defeat high production costs.

War -born companies of the 1940's have had no experience with peacetime
invasions on competitive - cost strongholds. When "C -Day," comes the
Conversion Casualty List will be high among sub -contractors brought up
in the "Cost -Plus School" of production.

Lewyt is not a war baby. Lewyt is a "Manufacturer's Manufacturer" with
56 years' experience devising less costly methods of making things better.
Lewyt has the peacetime production ability you need. Maybe we can't
figure on your re -conversion manufacturing problems now. But we can
quote on WAR BONDS. They start at $18.75.
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Tensile strength of leads and connec-
tions far in excess of requirements.

Tough, plastic shell molded around
bracket providing a secure bond with
mechanical strength far beyond any

normal requirement.

Rounded edge will not cut or fray wire
insulation.

Voltage Breakdown between contacts -
1200 Volts. Voltage Breakdown to ground
-5000 Volts.

Lug on contact fits in groove in shell so
That contact cannot be turned or twisted
when inserting lamp.

Center contact mounted so that it can-
not protrude from shell and short on
chassis when lamp is removed.

Plastic shell is recessed for contacts,
which cannot be pushed or pulled out
cf position.

Stronger, tougher, heavy walled plastic
shell.

A variety of different mounting bracket
styles available, suitable for practically
any mounting.

For Your Present and Post -War Production
Lenz Dial Light Sockets have always been known for their superior mechanical
qualities and electrical characteristics.

Now these sockets are still further improved, with even greater mechanical
strength. A stronger, tougher plastic shell is attached to the bracket with a
new type of construction that provides a virtually unbreakable bond between
shell and bracket. Its excellent electrical characteristics are maintained.

Consider these Lenz Dial Sockets for your present and post war production.
Write for sample today.

In Business Since 1904

LENZ ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.
1751 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
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THE GAS GETTER VII

Now that pure Ductile Zirconium is

a reality, uniform production of

transmitting tubes, rectifiers and cath-

ode ray tubes with a perfect gas getter

is within grasp. For here is the metal

virtually
unequalled as a gas getter,

now available as readily workable wire,

sheets and rods for anodes, grids, or

tube supports that can be heated.

Ductile Zirconium,
produced by the

Foote process (decomposition
of Zir-

conium tetraiodide in vacuum), has

structural advantages
that make prac-

tical its widespread use-long obvious

from its physical properties.

Zirconium, as you know, is a con-

tinuous getter at elevated temperature

sorbing all but the rare gases. As

t' cally all gases
such, it cleans up p

in vacuum tubes, producing a better

vacuum with less pumping time. Large

quantities of oxygen and nitrogen and

TROUT A MIRROR!
hydrogen can be sorbed without

forming new phases . . . up to 40 atomic

per cent of oxygen and 20 atomic per

cent of nitrogen without X-ray evi-

dence of a compound.
Except with hydrogen, the process

is not reversible. Sorbed oxygen or

nitrogen is not liberated even at tem-

peratures exceeding
15o0°C. And since

Foote Ductile Zirconium won't vola-

tilize below 2900°C., there's no mirror-

ing deposit on tube walls . . . clear

d inter-electrode
glass is assure
leakage is reduced. Consider Ductile

Zirconium as a source of more perfect

vacuum . . . longer tube life . . .and

perhaps other startling benefits yet un-

discovered! Small pieces, for instance

can be welded to the molybdenum

anode for getter flags. Ask us for

specific data that might well fit your

electronics plans.

IKE MEANS
BUSINESS

From "A" for "Air Conditioning" and "Ammunition" to "W" for

Welding and "White ware", Foote research and products are in

demand by American industries. Whatever your business there is

a strong possibility that you can use one of the hundreds of Foote

products (ores, minerals, chemicals and alloys) to advantage or

that you may benefit through Foote research. Find out what

Foote is doing within your industry. Let Foote work with you

in developing the materials you use.

e1,5>ra "head
//1 //41/ast/ye/ Ores

tg/ler' Chd/II/b0/8
PHILADELPHIA  ASBESTOS  EXTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Home Office: 1617 SUMMER STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
West Coast Repr.: Griffin Chemical Co., San Francisco, Calif.  English Repr, Ernst B. Westman, Ltd., London, Engi
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Where Commands are Pilaf . . .

At high altitudes and under all temperature and
humidity variations, Permoflux Dynami: Headphones
meet pounding battle requirements with rugged
-mechanical strength and the utmost in communication
ntelligibility. The same engineering principles that
set tie pace for improved headphone performance
under adverse noise conditions are making their con-
tribution to the superior line of Permoflux Speakers,
Microphones, Transformer_ and other electronic
appa-atus.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VIC7ORYI

TRADE MARK

FLUX
PERMOFLUX CORPORATION
4916-22 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 39, III.

PIONEEIE MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS

the instrument to the null point, is
an exact measure of the quantity of
light absorbed by the unknown sam-
ple. Thus, this densitometer is
brought to an arbitrary null point
for each determination by control-
ling the light shed upon the two
phototubes.

A pair of like sample chemical
tubes, when positioned successively
in the path of the illumination go-
ing to one phototube, will not cause
a change in the null point. If one of
the tubes is replaced by an un-
known chemical tube of different
density, less light will go through
to fall on the one phototube, and
the light wedge must be adjusted
to return the apparatus to the null
reading. Graphs are plotted, on

Light from a centrally located bulb
shines horizontally through a tubing to
shielded phototubes at the ends of the
chassis in the microdensitometer. Chem-
ical test tubes containing solutions are
inserted in each llghtbeam through

orifices in the tubing

semi -logarithmic paper, of the
light -wedge observations to be had
from solutions of known density,
and the unknown sample concentra-
tion is obtained by referring to the
known graphic determination. With
a calibration curve for any sub-
stance, it can be employed for com-
puting the unknown sample, inas-
much as the light wedge cannot
alter its calibration, as is possible
using direct readings from photo -
tube -meter instruments.

The degree of sensitivity can be
controlled by varying the voltage
impressed upon the phototubes, or
on the plate and screen of the am-
plifier tube. Different ranges of
sensitivity can be provided by vary-
ing the screen voltage from a
tapped voltage divider with a multi -
pole switch. The apparatus may be
also used as a turbidimeter and
abridged spectro-photometer.
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PUT YOUR
WIRING ASSEMBLY

REQUIREMENTS
in good hands

No Wiring Harness Is Too Complicated For Us To Produce
If your production needs include wiring har-
nesses, bonding jumpers, or cable assemblies-
you have everything to gain by getting in touch
with Whitaker ... Backed by a quarter of a cen-
tury of experience in cables for automotive, elec-
trical, radio, marine, and aviation applications,
our organization is well qualified to turn out

work quickly . . . accurately . . . satisfactory . . .

in volume-to your specifications . . . Whitaker
has the "know-how", skilled manpower, and
ample plant facilities for a big volume of war-
time and post-war production.

We solicit your inquiries, and invite you to mail
us wiring diagrams or blueprints of your units.

WHITAKER CABLE CORPORATION
(Formerly Whitaker Battery Supply Company

Kansas City, Mo. St. Joseph, Mo. Philadelphia Oakland

Cables, Wiring Harnesses and Assemblies for Automotive, Aircraft, Marine and Radio Equipment
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Engineering and Ingenuity
These drawn -and -formed metal parts are good examples of what our customers

say is one of Ucinite's strongest points . . . ingenuity.
Ucinite believes in utilizing the skill of its engineers and the ingenuity of its

production men to cut corners and costs at the same time. We like to stick to
simple tools, as we did in making the metal parts and assemblies shown above.

The results show up in the greater flexibility of our manufacturing schedules, in
the higher quality of Ucinite products and in lower prices . . . which can be proved
by direct comparisons.

The ICINITE CO.
Newtonville 60, Mass.

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.

{Specialists in RADIO a ELECTRONICS

LAMINATED BAKELITE ASSEMBLIES

CERAMIC SOCKETS  BANANA PINS &

JACKS  PLUGS T CONNECTORS ETC.
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Sanyamo CapaeitouCatirke

. Big transmitters require "big" capacitors. Not Necessarily "Lig" in
physical size, but "big" in performance-in faithfjlness of operation
under severe operating conditions. SANGAMO TYPE G CAPAC TORS
are truly "big" in this re3I sense of the word. Used h equipment which
freqiently necessitates KVA ratings in the hundreds of Thousands, Type G

capacitors were designed and are manufactured "to carry the load",
whether for continuous or intermittent duty. Built to -Le exacting speci-
fications of the American War Standards for Fixed Mica Dielectric
Capacitors, (temperature rise, retrace characteristics, and temperature
coefficient, as well as humidity requirements) the dependable perform-
ance of many thousands now in service is the best p-oof of the inherent
quality of these capacitors.

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS



FUNGICIDAL COATING
FOR ALL

PHENOLICS

Ih'201QA 951
 This Bee Terminal Block consists of a pat-

ented stud assembly on a laminated phen-
olic base. It enables our fighting men to
repair electrical connections "on the spot"
without, often -unavailable soldering equip-
ment, crimping tools, etc.

 To protect the phenolic base against fun-
gicidal attack and the effects of moisture
infiltration, L. S. Brach Mfg. Corp. coats
their Bee Terminal Blocks with INSL-X
No. 95T*. This revolutionary coating ad-
heres perfectly to all phenolics seals

against moisture  prevents leakage paths
 protects against fungicidal attack. Ap-
proved by U. S. Army Air Forces.

INSL-X fungicides exceed government specifications

NOTE -for fungus resistance by several hundred per cent.NOTE -Official tests show they are non-toxic to
humans.

*Recommended by U. S. Army Signal Corps

Fungicide Manual EL Free - Write Today!

THE INSI. X CO., Inc., 851 Meeker Avenue Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Detroit Los Angeles Philadelphia

Zeros of Bessel Functions
THE TABLES SHOWN give the posi-
tive real roots between 0 and 25 for
function and first derivative of Bes-
sel functions of the first kind.
These tables were prepared by D.
B. Smith, L. M. Rodgers and E. H.
Traub for use by the Research Di-
vision of the Philco Engineering
Department and appear in the Jour-
nal of the Franklin Institute for
April, 1944.

Table I is a table of the roots of
the first derivatives (J'n) of the
functions. These roots were com-
puted by one of three methods de-
pending on the values of the argu-
ment and the root. For values of

TABLE I
Roots of Jil(L) = o

Root

Order
1 2 3 4

0 0.0000 3.8317 7.0156 10.1735
1 1.8412 5.3314 8.5363 11.7060
2 3.0542 6.7061 9.9695 13.1704
3 4.2012 8.0152 11.3459 14.5859
4 5.3175 9.2824 12.6819 15.9641
5 6.4156 10.5199 13.9872 17.3128
6 7.5013 11.7349 15.2682 18.6374
7 8.5778 12.9324 16.5294 19.9419
8 9.6474 14.1156 17.7740 21.2291
9 10.7114 15.2868 19.0045 22.5014

10 11.7709 16.4479 20.2230 23.7608
11 12.8265 17.6003 21.4309
12 13.8788 18.7451 22.6293
13 14.9284 19.8832 23.8194
14 15.9754 21.0154
15 17.0203 22.1423
16 18.0633 23.2644
17 19.1045 24.3819
18 20.1441
19 21.1823
20 22.2191
21 23.2548
22 24.2894

5 6 7 8

0 13.3237 16.4706 19.6159 22.7601
1 14.8636 18.0155 21.1644 24.3113
2 16.3475 19.5129 22.6721
3 17.7888 20.9724 24.1469
4 19.1960 22.4010
5 20.5755 23.8033
6 21.9318
7 23.2681
8 24.5872

9

0 25.9037

the argument 15 or less, and for
orders seven and below, the first
three roots were obtained by the
method of successive approxima-
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JUST

4044,s

4ss

GET THIS TIMELY, NEW

Dry Electrolytic Capacitor CATALOG
Every day finds dry electrolytic capacitors
establishing new standards of perform-
ance in applications formerly reserved
for other types. Small, light and inex-
pensive, dry electrolytics have been
steadily improved to a point where they
meet the most exacting specifications.
These include salt air, reduced pressure,
low and high temperature extremes, tran-

sients, r -f impedance, sealing, "shelf life,"
and many more. In addition, Sprague Dry
Electrolytics are available in unlimited
combinations of capacity and voltage rat-
ings, with special electrical characteris-
tics, and in containers for every mechanical
requirement. You will find this big new
catalog a handy guide to dozens of stand-
ard and countless special purpose types.

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, North Adams, Mass.
(Formerly Sprague Specialties Co.)

SPRAGUE \;1
CAPACITORS KOOLOHM RESISTORS
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NOW THE SIGNAL CORPS HAS
A BETTER TUBE SOCKET

Another Engineering Accomplishment of The Hubbell Development Laboratory

Pr HE IMPROVED rectifier tube socket
-A- in some of the Army's radio communi-

cation sets resulted from Harvey Hubbell,
Inc. being asked to make the socket by a
builder of the equipment. Even though
the socket had been made by other manu-
facturers, the Hubbell Development Lab-
oratory made its own analysis for possible
improvements.

Four structural changes to give the
socket greater dependability, were recom-
mended by the laboratory. These changes
are shown in the diagrams below. They

were immediately approved by the Signal
Corps and are now incorporated in all
sockets of this type manufactured by
Hubbell.

The influence of Hubbell engineering
is seen in the electrical and electronic fields
and throughout industry in general. The
modern Hubbell line of connectors,
switches, sockets and receptacles is the
result of more than half -a -century of in-
tensive research and development. New
products have been created to satisfy ex-
isting needs. Other products long in use

MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS BY HUBBELL

fill Spring Clip re -designed with coiled re-
inforcing springs securely held in place and tern-
pered to withstand maximum heat. This in-
creases contact pressure, equalizes bearing on
tube pins and "snubs" the contacts against re-
laxation. (2) Second "Hold -Down" added to
prevent tube from "jumping" or rising due to

vibration and to completely eliminate any ten-
dency of the tube to rock. (3) Rivet Heads
"bossed in." A raised boss surrounding the con-
tact blade mounting rivets was added to the
ceramic insulator. This reduced high -voltage
leakage by increasing the length of the current
path. (4) Contacts anchored to ceramic insula-
tor to assure proper positioning.

have been improved to keep abreast of
changes in service conditions.

Today the% need for Hubbell products
by manufacturers of war equipment limits
our commitments for additional business.
The laboratory, however, is available to
those who need help in the engineering
of electrical connectors for war time appli-
cations and for post-war uses. Send the
details of your problems to Hubbell De-
velopment Laboratory, Bridgeport 2, Conn.,
or if you prefer we will have one of our
technical advisers call upon you.

TRADE MARK

HUBBELL
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
OF HARVEY HUBBELL, INC.

15.23 STATE ST., BRIDGEPORT 2, CONN.
242
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There's a big difference in Fasteners ... even in

ordinary Slotted Screws. It pays to insist on
Fasteners that are made right. Here are some
common faults to look for in Slotted Screws . . .

SLOTS SLOTS

TOO TOO

VEEP SHALLOW

HEAD BREAKS DRIVER SLIPS DRIVER CAN'T ENTER HEAD BREAKS WORK MARRED

It is commonly assumed that "screws are just screws"-
all pretty much alike-regardless of who makes them.
However, quality varies widely even in the common
wood or machine screw, and it makes a lot of difference
both in assembly time and in amount of spoiled or
marred work.

The enlarged photographs above picture a number of
the common faults actually found in a single purchase
of commercial screws NOT made by National.

Insist on the screws you buy having clean slots of
the right depth, properly centered, free from burrs,
with good threads and points. Attention to details such
as these will result in lower assembly costs and a much
better. product.

THE NATIONAL SCREW & MFG. CO., CLEVELAND 4, 0.
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"1KNOVII-HOW
o in Design

o in Manufacture

o in Delivery

PRACTICAL experience sharpened and
broadened by the exacting test of war.

Such is the story of Templetone's amazing
progress and growth in the field of elec-
tronics. From the designing stage, through
every phase of manufacture to "on the
dot" deliveries, Templetone's proven
"know-how" in serving Uncle Sam pre-
sages even greater Templetone progress in
the peacetime era to come.

Electronics Division

TEMPLETONE
RADIO COMPANY

Mystic, Conn.

tions using elementary functional
equations derived from the series
solution of Bessel's equation. The
values of J0 and J, for this method
were taken from Table I of Gray,
Matthew and MacRoberts, "Bessel
Functions." When values of the
argument separated by 0.01 caused
the function to change from one
sign to the other, two additional
places were interpolated, assuming
linearity.

Higher roots, i.e., the 3rd and
above, of the order to and including
seven, were obtained by the M'Ma-
hon series. The equations used
were found on page 260 of Gray,
Matthew and MacRobert. However,
the equation for the zeros of the
first derivatives as given there is
incorrect, the equatiori given being
that for the (S 1)th root, and not
for the Sth root as indicated there.

For orders above the 7th, Tay-
lor's series was used for all roots
by taking successive approxima-
tions. The values of J(x) for all
orders for integral values of x up to
;6_ are given in Table II of Gray,
Matthew and MacRobert. From this

trP
TABLE H

Roots of InVIO=

Root
ft

Order
1 2 3 4

0 2.40483 5.52008 8.65373 11.79153
1 3.83171 7.01559 10.17347 13.32369
2 5.t3562 8.41724 11.61984 14.79595
3 6.38016 9.76102 13.01520 16.22347
4 7.58834 11.06471 14.37254 17.6160
5 8.77142 12.33860 15.70017 18.9801
6 9.93611 13.58929 17.0038 20.3208
7 11.08637 14.82127 18.2876 21.6416
8 12.22509 16.0378 19.5545 22.9452
9 13.35430 17.2412 20.8070 24.2339

10 14.47550 18.4335 22.0470
11 15.58985 19.6160 23.2759
12 16.6983 20.7899 24.4949
13 17.8014 21.9562
14 18.9000 23.1158
15 19.9944 24.2692
16 21.0851
17 22.1725
18 23.2568
19 24.3383

5 6 7 8

0 14.93092 18.07106 21.21164 24.35247
1 16.47063 19.61586 22.76008
2 17.95982 21.11700 24.27112
3 19.40942 22.58273
4 20.8269 24.1990
5 22.2178
6 23.5861
7 24.9349
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ROCNBESTOS
FIRENNNLL

RADIO
NOOKUP

IMRE

Sizes
No. 22

to 4 AIN in
1000 volt

rating,
and So. 12,. --

The first
ightweight,

small diameter,
flame-resistant

'hookup
wire, designed

in 1981
and widely

used since
in

14 and
16 OTC,

in 8000 volt.

airborne
and ground

communication
systems,

electronic

devices,
instruments

and apparatus.
Opoerating

em-

peratures
range trona

VZ5° C
to minus

50 C. Also with

tinned
copper

shielding
braid

and in twisted
pair or

tripled
construction.

ROCKBESTOS
THERMOSTAT

CONTROL
WIRE.

Sizes No.14,
16 and

18 AWG
in two

to sirs conductors

with .0125,
.025" or

(for 115 volt service)
.081

of felted

A roulti-conductor
control

wire for low voltage
inter -

asbestos
ins-ulation

and steel
armor.

omunicating,
signal

and temperature
control sys

tems. lts life-tnne
heatproof

and fireproof
insulation

and rugged
abrasion

-resisting
steel armor

will give
you

roof circuits.
trouble -p

ROCKBESros
600

VOLT A .V_C
SW11C1lBOARD

WIRE

Sizes
to 410

XING with
varnished

cambric
and ra

regnated
asbestos

insulation
and grav,

blak,
white or

Cois,ine
fire insurance

and fine appearance
in your

switchboards
with Rockbestos

,1/4N.c.
Switchboard

colored
flameproof

cotton braid.

\Vire. It is fireroof.,
will not

dry out under heat, and

sharp clean
bends can

be made
without

cracking
tlie

braid as the asbestos
firewall acts

as a cushion.
Rck:

bestos
Elinge

Cabl
d Switclaboard

Bus Cable

have the sanie characeristics.

ROCNBESTOS

rivE
LEAO

WOE

Etas high dielectric
strength

and moisture
resistance

for

use where
heat and lanai:Ay

are ncountered.
No. 0

to 4, /ONG
solid or stranded

copper,
roonel

or nickel
conductors

insulated
with synthetic

tape
and various

thicknesses
of felted

asbestos

finished
in black.,

white or colors
for coding

purposes.
Also

with All -Asbestos
insulation

only,. where high moisture
resistance

is not

required.

NEW YORK. BUFFALO, CLEVELAND,
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CHICAGO, PITTSBURGH, ST.

INVESTIGATE ROCKBESTOS PERMANENTLY INSULATED

WIRES, CABLES AND CORDS

Wire -planning products when they are on the drawing boards
eliminates possible wire bugs that will cause trouble and customer
dissatisfaction after the product reaches the user. By giving ad-

vance consideration to operating conditions, voltages, dielectric

strength, diameters, probable ambients, etc., product designers

can then select the right wire to fit the specific requirements,

thus assuring dependable, long-lived performance when the
product reaches the user.
If you haven't wire -planned your peace product, investigate
permanently insulated Rockbestos wires, cables, and cords. One

of the 122 standard constructions will probably meet your
particular requirements. These wires all have a permanent
asbestos insulation that resists heat, flame, moisture, cold

oil, grease and alkalies.
If you need help on your wire problems . . . whether it be
complete solution of your wire needs or special wire con-
structions . . . Rockbestos Research will gladly cooperate

with you. Write to nearest branch office or:

Rockbestos Products Corporation, 413 Nicoll St.

New Haven 4, Conn.

FOR VICTORY . . . BUY WAR BONDS

ROCKBESTOS RESEARCH
Solves Difficult Wiring Problems

LOUIS, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, PORTLAND, ORE.
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BELLEVILLE 9

through direct wire transmission or
with modulated radio carrier waves

PURPOSE: To control a number of operations in a variable sequence
from a remote location where the physical limitations and economic
factors, such as distance, dictate the use of only one pair of wires or
radio carrier waves.

FEATURES: Range - 10 to 20 cycles per second.
Sensitivity - Less than 3.0 seconds from impression of a 5 volt
0.0012 ampere current pulse of constant amplitude and at the reso-
nant frequency to which the relay is adjusted.

Selectivity - Resonant frequency plus or minus 2.5% under above
conditions for response.

Stability - Excellent over a wide range of ambient temperature
and pressure.

Contact Capacity - In controlled circuit, 50 milliamperes.

An illustrated technical bulletin will be furnished on request.

WALLACE & TIERNAN
PRODUCTS, INC.

AI6

NEW JERSEY
^f,
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The Problem of
Black Light Prospectors

... and how

MALLORY
Vibrators

Solved It

The Mineralight is a quartz ultra -violet lamp which, when
used in darkness, excites vivid color responses from fluo-

rescent objects. It is especially valuable in assaying
minerals; and in all parts of the world its magic black
light rays are uncovering hidden wealth in scheelite, mer-
cury, zinc and other ores.

In ordinary prospecting, no source of commercial alternat-
ing current is available to operate the lamp. So the
makers of the Mineralight came to Mallory for help in
obtaining high voltage direct current from a low voltage
storage battery. Standard Mallory vibrators were recom-
mended, and proved their long life and dependability in
arduous service. Today the Mineralight is an indispensable
instrument in mill and mine operations.

This performance record, like those established by
Mallory vibrators in millions of automotive, aircraft and
electronic devices, is not a happen -so. It was earned the
hard way-by long experience, quality workmanship, and
the most extensive research ever undertaken by a vibra-
tor manufacturer.

If the use of your product depends on the conversion of
power from low voltage or battery sources, Mallory
"know how" can serve you well.

14REll' PR Lt.; eLf1P4
Vit3R4tENT

Typrpc'
29

FOR US

6 VOLT
U.S LEMRS PA r

2.032,4.w 0.4'
P R. MAL L of?

mo./A.,4p0
MA OE in.

Buy More War Bonds

Preferred by the Armed Forces-
MALLORY Vibrapack*

Flexible, heavy-duty vibrator
power supply, built to take
rough handling and to operate
under great extremes of heat,
cold and humidity. Widely used
under war conditions. Ideal for
peacetime products.

*Vibrapack is the registered trade-
mark of P. R. Mallory & Co.,
Inc., for vibrator power supplies.

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

VIBRATORS
AND VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLIES
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"PACKAGED METAL ENGINEERING*"
saves you time, money, labor on

PRECISION FABRICATED PANELS

A0V,tttro
_* ,

0

IS

PRODUCTION
DECORAIIN

%

INGENUITY

Grammes has the complete production facilities and precision
skills to produce Panels, Dials, Escutcheons, Bezels, and Name
Plates that are intricate, varied and unusual. Typical of doing
the unusual is this etched radio panel-a masterpiece of 22 ac-
curately placed holes and 4 -color enameling on bonderized .031
gauge steel.

Grammes "Packaged Metal Engineering" provides ONE ver-
satile source of fabricating and assembly skills, with 69 years of
"know-how" experience. The all -under-one -roof facilities listed
provide a centralized set-up for efficient, rapid, and economical
production.

Let the all-inclusive services and facilities of "Packaged Metal
Engineering"-*in one package . . . in one service, we take over
ALL responsibility-acting as YOUR Factory, from Design Re-
search to Drop Shipments-help you save time, money, and
labor on your parts or product.

CONTRACT SERVICE
-your COMPLETE manufacturing source

From idea development and product improvement to post-war manu-
facture, Grammes Contract Service facilities are available NOW for
Research, Design, and Engineering. Let us work with you, complete
confidence assured. Send today for our booklet- "Contract Service by
Grammes"- address Dept. 1-7.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

"MASTER CRAFTSMEN IN METAL"

ESTABLISHED 1875

DETROIT CLEVELAND

Agilk

 STAMPING
 DRAWING
 SPINNING
 WIRE FORMING

 ETCHING
 LITHOGRAPHING

 TOOLS & DIES
 EMBOSSING
 HARD ENAMELING

 SCREW MACHINES

 LINE ASSEMBLY

 MACHINING
 SPRAYING

 HEAT TREATING

 DRILLING
 WELDING
 PLATING
 ENAMELING

DECORATED METAL

PRODUCTS SPECIALISTS

-applying artistic
designs and finishes
that add beauty and
color to your product.

MILWAUKEE PHILADELPHIA

DECORATED METAL PRODUCTS  ETCHED DIALS  PANELS  PLATES  CONTACTS 'TERMINALS  CLIPS  LUGS  ETC.

table all derivatives of J.(x) may
be obtained.

Table II is a table of the roots
of the Bessel functions themselves
and, with the exception of the first
roots of the 16th through 20th, or-
ders were all calculated by the last
mentioned method, taking two
points for each root and interpolat-
ing.

The first roots of the 16th
through 20th orders were obtained
by use of the formula found on
page 143 of Jahnke and Emde, "Ta-
ble of Functions" third edition,
which equation holds good only for
high orders of the functions.

It is believed that the tables are
accurate to the extent that the last
figure is within plus or minus two
of the correct value.

Effect of Thin Oxide
Films on Cathodes
POSSIBLE MODIFICATION in existing
theories of oxide -coated cathodes
are suggested in a paper by George
E. Moore and H. W. Allison of Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., ab-
stracted in the Physical Review for
April 1 and 15, 1944. Data are pre-
sented which indicate that approxi-
mately 0.001 monomolecular layer
of alkaline earth oxide absorbed on
tungsten or molybdenum filaments
produces optimum thermionic emis-
sion which is approximately the
equivalent of that obtained with
conventional oxide -coated cathodes.

An effort was made to eliminate
the effects of free alkaline earth
metal. It was found that the heats
of adsorption of the oxides to either
tungsten or molybdenum are equiva-
lent to the heats of formation of
stable compounds and are in the
order BaO, SrO, CaO; and that for
Sr0 (and probably for Ba0) the
tenacity of adsorption to the sup-
port metal is in the order Me, W,
Ta, Pt-Rh.

The order of the thermionic emis-
sion is the same in the various sys-
tems investigated. The chemical ac-
tivity of the oxides is in the same
order. It is suggested that differ-
ences in the dipole characteristics
of the three alkaline earth oxide
molecules are responsible for the
differences in thermionic emission,
adsorption, and chemical activity.
A theory involving oriented adsorp-
tion is proposed which appears to
account for the phenomena.
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Type C-6363
Switch Circuit
Breaker

Type C-7220
Precision Snap
Switch. 12 amps.
30 Volts D.C., 125
l'olts A.C.

Type C-2851
Thermostat. For
such use as
Roughing Con-
trols on Outer
Crystal Ovens

Type C-4351
Thermostat.
Used for Tube
Warming, Tube
Cooling, High
Limit Controls,
etc.

Type ER Series.
Ambient Com-
pensated Time
Delayed Relays

Type B-3120
Thermostat and
Heater, Crystal
Dew Point Con-
trol

Type RT Ther-
mostat. Adjust-
able Tempera-
ture Control

open *.
t% 19

ose

it's closedclosed .. 
Klixon Disc -Operated Controls
provide accurate, dependable performance

Actuated by the scientifically calibrated ther-
mostatic disc, Klixon disc -operated controls
"snap" the circuit open with a quick, clean
break-and "snap" it closed again to a solid
make no matter how often they operate. Be-
cause Spencer Controls have no complicated
relays, toggles, magnets or other fussy parts,
their accurate performance is unaffected by
shock, vibration, motion or altitude regardless
of the position of mounting.

No matter what your control problem-such
as motor and transformer overheat protection,
electrical circuit overload protection, thermal
time delays or temperature control for radio
equipment-it is probable that one of the many
standard types of Klixon snap -acting Controls
will meet your requirements. Write for com-
plete information today.

SPENCER THERMOSTAT COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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COMPACT, HERMETICALLY -SEALED
TRANSFORMER FOR AIRBORNE SERVICE

A type of hermetic
seal construction
to meet the newest
rigid requirements
of the Armed
Forces.

High efficiency in a small
package... this compact
high frequency power
transformer (60 to 2600
c. p. s.) fills a difficult
airborne application.

Since the terminal seal em-
ploys metal and glass, abso-
lute protection is assured
against all performance
difficulties usually caused
by climatic changes.

TRANSFORMER DIVISION

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 WEST HURON STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

7r7434.4-4544~),_ ,,,c,tiectee'ses ,94ere /g95
ORIGINATORS OF TRU-FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

Electric Shock
(Continued from page 142)

about three times that of the 60 -
cycle current. This problem has
been studied from two angles, one
the maximum current which a per-
son could stand before distress was
caused and second, the amount of
current required to kill laboratory
animals.

The former method of attack was
taken by A. E. Kennelly and E. F.
Alexanderson.5 Their data is sum-
marized in Fig. 6. In each case the
current was slowly increased until
it was felt that further increase
would cause distress. Note that the
current that can be tolerated with-
out distress rises rapidly with fre-
quency.

Above 100,000 cps the only effect
produced by the current was that
of heat. The explanation that has
been advanced for this behavior is
that the alternations of the current
are too rapid to have any effect on
the nerve cells.

The heating effect of the higher -
frequency currents is used to ad-
vantage in diathermy machines
where frequencies of 500,000 to
1,000,000 cps with currents of 0.5
to 5 amperes are used. A second
application is electrosurgery. Here
a platinum needle and a large elect-
rode are used. The needle produces
such a high current density that
the tissues are completely de-
stroyed by heat.

The second line of attack was
taken by A. G. Conrad and H. W.
Haggard°. They studied the cur-
rents necessary to cause death for
shocks of different durations at
various frequencies. Their results
on rats are summarized in Fig. 7.
Note that the amount of current re-
quired to kill increases with the
frequency.

These results as well as those of
W. Kouwenhoven, D. Hooker and
E. Lotz7 show that the frequencies
that are the most dangerous are
those in the neighborhood of 60
cps.

Let us turn our attention to the
number of electrical accidents that
actually occur, and the percentage
of them that turn out to be fatal.
An analysis by E. Krohne° of 848
electrical accidents in Germany
from 1930 to 1935 showed that 314
involved voltages under 500 volts,
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A pencil of energy beamed like light

T F YOU'LL imagine an invisible search-
-I- light beam, you'll have a good
picture of how Klystron-generated
radio waves can be directed into a
narrow "pencil" of energy.

0. This direction is accomplished by
suitable reflectors. The beam of
ultra -high -frequency waves travels

in a straight line, and it can pierce
fog, smoke, and clouds which
would stop a light beam.

Sperry -developed Klystron tubes are
used in many equipments now serv-
ing our Armed Forces. Later, Kly-
stronics will open the door to the
development of many ingenious
peacetime devices.

 Klystrons are now being produced
in quantities, and certain types are
available.

The name "KLYSTRON" is a regis-
tered trade -mark of the Sperry Gyro-
scope Company, Inc. Like many
other Sperry devices, Klystrons are
also being made during the emer-
gency by other companies.

Sperry Gyroscope Company
GREAT NECK, N. Y. DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION

GYROSCOPICS ELECTRONICS AUTOMATIC COMPUTATION
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Dependability of radio equipment doesn't begin with the Walkie-

Talkie man reporting enemy movements or directing Allied ad-

vances. . . Dependability originates in plants manufacturing ALL

war equipment so essential in conducting a successful mechanized

war. . . To achieve this dependability, thorough, accurate, efficient

testing and processing equipment is demanded. Kold-Hold's sub-

zero and dual temperature units are productioneered* to enable you

to meet rigid specifications with dependable testing and processing.

... Detailed information on Kold-

Hold products and their many ap-

plications furnished upon request.

Ask for catalog No. S -Z 431.

"HI -Low" Machine *Engineered for Production

446 NORTH GRAND AVENUE, LANSING, 4, MICHIGAN

with an average fatality rate of 15
percent. The remaining 534 re+

ceived voltages over 500 volts, with
a fatality rate here of 33 percent.

W. McLachlan' gives more de-
tailed information based on studies
of 475 cases where electricity alone
was the cause of death, not lack of
resuscitation, broken necks, burns,
etc. (Data by Krohne includes all
these cases, hence this difference
must be kept in mind when compar-
ing the figures. The difference is
particularly noticeable at high
voltages, where death from burns,
etc., is more probable.) McLach-
lan's figures are based on U. S. and
Canadian industrial accidents, and
divide the accidents according to
the potential of the circuit involved:

RECORD OF ACCIDENTS BY POTENTIAL
OF CIRCUIT INVOLVED

Volts
'rota!
Cases

Successful
Revival

0-749 65 63%
750-4999 212 65%

5000-39,999 167 69%
40,000 and over 26 88%

Note that the danger does not
necessarily increase with the volt-
age. This is due to two reasons :
first, the muscular reaction is more
pronounced at high voltages, mak-
ing it more likely that the person
will be thrown clear of the circuit;
secondly, as data on animals has
shown, the heart is not thrown into
fibrillation by very large currents
(greater than 250 ma).

Segregation of these cases ac-
cording to the method of clearing
revealed that of 282 who fell clear,
70 percent were successfully re-
vived of 179 who were pulled clear
from the circuit, 63 percent were
revived. This may appear puzzling
at first, for one would expect the
difference to be more pronounced.
Remember, however, that it takes
only a shock of a fraction of a min-
ute to throw the heart into a fatal
fibrillation or to cause a respiratory
block. After that, the effect is a
heating of the body. It is true that
if the heating is very severe, it may
cause damage to the cells of the
nervous system or severe burns, but
often it is not.

The data by McLachlan shows
that if resuscitation is instituted
soon after the accident, the fatality
can be reduced to 33 percent. This
is in agreement with the figure of
23 percent obtained by Kawaran-
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rear0110M 4alt; IN MINIATURE!

B &W MIDGET
AIR -WOUND INDUCTORS

Now, for the first fine, you can get
& W Air -Wound Coil: in very ;mall

s zes from 1/2" b 11/4'. d ameter, in VI"
s-eps, and in winding p-tches from

4 turns or less per in:h. Almon any
type of moulting can be suppliel.

Applications for these tiny cows in-
clude: coil switching turret assem
intermediate frequent) transforne-s;
F igh-frequency r -f stage; (low -powered
transmitter or receiver:; all types of
test equipment involving tuned r -f cir-
cuits; high-f-equency r.f chokes, aid
numerous otters.'

Tte coils have a high Q, due to the
almost tota! absence of inn lating
material in the electrical field. They are
exceptionally light in weight aid ex-
tremely rigid. Normally wound with
tinned copper wire in sizes from #28
to #14, they can also be suppl ed with
coin Aver, coin silver jacketet bare
copper, or phosphor bronze v re. All
types may be equipped with either
fixed or variable interial or external
couping links, or other non-standard
featres. Samples on request to quan-
tity J iers. Send us your specifications!.

BARKER & WILLIAMSON
235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE UPPER DARBY, PA.

AIR INDUCTORS  VARIABLE CONDENSERS  ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES
Exclusive Expert Roprasenfativer: Lindrtetros, Inc., 10 Rockafeller Plaza, Now York, N. Y., U._S. Ai
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Matching a Relay '
to an output tube circuit involves unusual consider-
ations which are sometimes overlooked. While the
results are not strictly like the above picture, they are
often nearly as unfortunate !

WHAT RESISTANCE WOULD YOU SPECIFY FOR
THE RELAY COIL IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT?

154

Assume it is desired
to energize the relay
from a 2 volt D. C.
signal (positive).

The book says a 1S4 should operate into a 5,000 ohms plate load when
used with a 67.5 volt plate supply. Bear in mind that we wish to put as much
power as possible into the relay under conditions of minimum signal.

If the relay resistance is 5,000 ohms the plate current will be about
1.5 Ma with no signal, and about 3 Ma with a 2 volt signal. The corresponding
power values are .011 watt and .045 watt. How good is the match?

A 67-.5 volt circuit passing 3 Ma has a total resistance of about 22,500
ohms. If less than 25% of this is in the relay coil, it is easy to see that power is
being wasted.

Now suppose we try a resistance of about 16,000 ohms. The plate currents
with and without signal will be around 2.5 and 1.25 Ma., corresponding to pow-
er values of .100 watt and .025 watt. Since a 67.5 volt circuit with 2.5 Ma
flowing has a resistance of 27,000 ohms and we have about 16,000 in the relay
coil, our match, although apparently not perfect, is a great deal better than
before, and accounts for the large increase in relay power. The optimum
match is not necessarily at the point where the circuit resistance is in the
relay, because of the non linear tube plate current characteristic. Usually the
relay resistance should be enough to drop the
plate voltage somewhere near the knee of the
plate current curve for minimum useful input

signal, with due allowance for all
circuit variations.

We are anxious to help you on
Relay Problems. Send us the
details.

Sigma Instruments, INC.

C./...e/nd-66tWe RELAYS
NEW ADDRESS

62 CEYLON STREET
BOSTON 20, MASS.

SIGMA
RELAY

TYPE 4A

SIGMA
RELAY

TYPE 4R

ura in a study in Japan; the figure
of 23 percent obtained by Baraita
in a study in France; and the aver-
age fatality rate for 1930-1935 in
Germany of 24 percent quoted
earlier.

Jez-Blakei summarizes in a prac-
tical form in Table I much of the
data presented in this paper.

Life -Saving Precautions

We will close with a few practical
pointers:

1. Don't entertain a false feeling
of security by believing that resus-
citation can always bring a person
back to life after an electric shock.
If the heart is thrown into fibrilla-
tion (and this is quite possible) for
all practical purposes death is in-
stantaneous.

2. In case of electric shock, apply
artificial resuscitation immediately.
Do not delay to summon a doctor
but try to get help while resuscitat-
ing the victim.

3. Never handle electric circuits
with wet hands or when feet are
wet.

4. If there is no other means of
rescue, use your foot rather than
your hand to free the victim from
the live circuit.

5. When working on high volt-
age, be sure the floor is not a good
conductor (as far as electric shock
is concerned, a concrete floor is a
good conductor).

6. When handling high -voltage
circuits, it is a good rule to keep
your left hand in your pocket.

7. Don't work in a position where
your head is likely to become a con-
ductor in an electric shock.
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/RV -O -VOLT TURING

THE A, B, C OF
IRV-O-VOLT SELECTION

Choose TYPE A-1 where exposure to high
temperature cannot be avoided. Average
dielectric strength - 7000 volts, 5000 volts
minimum.

Choose TYPE B-1 where average dielectric
strength of 4000 volts, 2500 volts minimum,
is sufficient.

Choose TYPE C-2 to insulate the leads of
armatures and field coils later to be dipped
in varnish. Average dielectric strength -1500
volts, 800 volts minimum.

Choose TYPE CT for extra mechanical
strength. A saturated sleeving of special
heavy walled construction.

TO GIVE YOU THESE
5 PLUS -FACTORS
More than flexibility ... more than ordinary insulating
values . . . are offered in the IRV-O-VOLT line of
Varnished Tubing. One reason why: Every length is
varnished inside as well as out.

This extra inside coating means that IRV-O-VOLT
Saves assembly time because of greater inside

smoothness.
Offers unusually low moisture absorption.
 Cuts clean without feathering of braid.
Prevents wicking action when used in oil -filled

transformers.
 Provides a margin of insulating protection even

when outside coating has become chafed.
At ordinary operating temperatures, all types of
IRV-O-VOLT tubing retain their flexibility for
extremely long periods. In semi -rigid or rigid installa-

tions, they will withstand con-
siderably higher temperatures.

For detailed information, or
samples, write Dept. 106.
Wires between motor housing and cast-
ing are insulated with IRV-O-VOLT
Flexible Varnished Tubing.

IRVINGTON VARNISH 8 INSULATOR COMPANY
IRVINGTON 11, N. J.

RESINS EXTENDERS PLASTICIZERS EXTRUDED PLASTIC TUBING
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
Burst phenomenon in FM; railroad radio;
television outlook; costs for FM stations;
position of small business; experimental air-
craft radio; scholarship awards; studying of
world communication; London news letter

Pleas for Sustained Electronic Production
EVEN THOUGH ARMY -NAVY Elec-
tronics Production agency has been
dissolved, the need for highest pro-
duction levels in military elec-
tronics equipment is not abated. In
a letter to prime contractors and
component suppliers, L. R. Boul-
ware, operations vice-chairman of
WPB, pointed out recently that the
L -183-a Limitations Order and Pre-
cedence List are still in effect and
that manufacturers should continue
to observe particularly the require-
ment that purchase orders be iden-
tified with Precedence List desig-
nations and schedules applicable to
them. This information is more im-
portant than ever for efficient ex-
pediting and scheduling.

At the same time, action was
taken against the unauthorized

leakage of critical components into
the hands of jobbers and distrib-
utors for civilian use. John S. Tim-
mons, acting director of WPB ra-
dio and radar division communi-
cated with prime contractors and
test equipment makers by a letter
which stressed the urgent necessity
of conserving all idle and excess
List B items for use in military pro-
duction and to meet the heavy re-
quirements of end equipment for
the armed forces. Idle stocks held

by the Army and Navy and excess
stocks remaining after contract
cancellations with manufacturers
are included in that classification.

Five Video Stations
per Company

AN AMENDMENT to the television
regulations now makes it permis-
sible for a single company to own
or control a maximum of five video
outlets instead of the three previ-
ously specified. In this change, FCC
granted in part a request of NBC
for seven licenses covering trans-
mitters in Chicago, Cleveland, Den-
ver, San Francisco, and Los An-
geles in addition to the present New
York facilities and a previously
existing application in Washington.

Applications are also on file by
NBC for FM stations in the same
cities but existing limitations allow
a maximum of six FM outlets for a
single company.

Strange Behavior of F -M Signals Recorded
LONG DISTANCE BURSTS causing in-
terference to f -m stations have been
continuously recorded by the Fed-
eral Communication Commission

Electronic Evolution Toward the Diminutive
Holding in his right hand one of the latest acorn tubes made by Sonc tone, Dr. Lee
De Forest (center) compares it with one of his own original audions in his left hand.
Onlookers are, left to right, Dr. F. W. Kranz and I. I. Schachtel, vice-presidents, Paul
Schwerin, tube -plant manager, and L. G. Pacent, consulting engineer. Sonotone Corp.

for more than a year. Before any
conclusions as to the causes of out-
side interference in these channels
are reached, findings will be sub-
mitted to the Radio Technical Plan-
ning Board for criticism. However,
certain observations have been
made public recently by the Com-
mission. The study is being con-
ducted in spite of the accent on war
effort because this recording pro-
gram will be impossible when sev-
eral radio stations are assigned and
are operating simultaneously on
each frequency, as will be the case
during the post-war expansion.

Preliminary recording of tropo-
spheric waves were begun in the
early part of 1942 from a location
in Washington but the arrange-
ments were unsatisfactory because
of diathermy interference at this
location. Equipment now installed
at the Commission's monitoring sta-
tion at Laurel, Maryland, has been
recording continuously on four
u -h -f broadcast stations since Feb-
ruary, 1943.

Equipment

The recordings have shown cer-
tain unexpected results with regard
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Calibration of a Lavoie Precision Frequency Meter,
using a Crystal Calibrator deteoped in oL.r laboratories

tilireWetveil
Ia UHF (!alibtaiittit and
eziotal-Conizoi _Method.

In our particular field of specialization we have
originated methods of calibrating UHF equipment
which require a small fraction of the time formerly
necessary for this high precision work. The same
principles have been applied to crystal -controlled
oscillators and harmonic frequency generators.

As manufacturers we do not limit ourselves to
putting into production standardized ideas. We seek
new lines of thought, which are followed by original
experimentation and development. The results have
produced a method for the generation and identifi-
cation of very high harmonic frequencies. We shall
be glad to discuss your specific requirements with you.

141

UHF' PRECISION
FREQUENCY METER

Completely P9riable
Buttery or AC -Operated

.4ccuracy 0.1%

Models available from 100 to 150C
megacycles with 2 to 1 frequency
coverage on each model. Available
only on high priority while our
naticn is at war.

RECOMMENDED FOR:

 Production test.ng
 Measurement of oscillator

drift
 Independent atignment of

transmitters and receivers
 Precise measurements of

frequencies

avoteaXaleffiateria
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

Specialists in the Development of UHF Equipment



ACCURACY...

With
QUAKER CITY GEARS

In base to plane communication, one of the
vital contributing factors toward the accu-

racy of pin -point tuning is precision gears.
Today our allied forces on all fronts are as-
sured this accuracy with Quaker City Gears.
Yes, Quaker City Gears are being used ex-
tensively by our armed faces-in fact, so

extensively we are proud of this-our con-
tribution to help win the war.

QuakerCityGearWporiq
1910-32 North Front Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

to radio propagation over distances
of several hundred miles. These re-
sults indicate a necessity for rapid
expansion of the program in order
to record simultaneously at several
points throughout the Eastern and
Central parts of the United States.
Additional equipment is now being
installed at the Commission's moni-
toring stations at Allegon, Michi-
gan; Atlanta, Georgia ; Grand
Island, Nebraska; and Portland,
Oregon. When completed, there will
be a total of fifteen recorders at
the five monitoring stations. Some
of the equipment was obtained on
loan; some by transferring from
other projects of less urgency.

So far recordings have been made
only up to',117 Mc. Recordings are
also being made of the aural signals
of certain television stations on fre-
quencies of 55.75, 65.75, 71.75 and
83.75 Mc.

Each recorder consists of a Halli-
crafter S-27 receiver having a prop-
erly shunted 5 -ma Asterline-Angus
Recorder in the plate circuit of the
first avc-controlled i-f stage. The
receiver is fed from a simple doub-
let by a coaxial or a twisted pair
line. Where several receivers are
operated at the same site, they are
connected in parallel to the same
antenna lead-in. Power is supplied
to the set through a Raytheon volt-
age stabilizer and the temperature
of the set is held constant so that
calibration and tuning will be
maintained.

Nature of Interference
The amplitudes of the bursts, ac-

cording to FCC engineers, have var-
ied from the lowest levels which
can be measured up to levels well
in excess of that required to render
a satisfactory f -m broadcast serv-
ice. During periods of maximum
activity they may occur at the rate
of several hundred per hour. How-
ever, the amplitudes of but few of
the bursts are sufficient to cause
serious interference to a receiver
operating within the protected area
of an f -m station under present
FCC standards.

Each burst is a sharp increase
of signal strength of very short
duration-seldom covering more
than the time consumed by a single
spoken word or a note or two of
music-from an f -m station located
at a considerable distance from the
observer. The bursts were observed
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RADIO DTELEVISION
and their postwar prospects as viewed by

STROMBERG - CARLSON

WE have built radios since 1924 and commercial television receiving sets as early as 1938.
Our confidence in the future of television is best evidenced by the fact that we have recently
applied for a license to operate our own television broadcasting station. However, in estimating
the post-war market for radio and television, we believe you - and we -will be benefited by
taking a strictly business, common sense point of view.

The Television Prospect . . . as we see it
1. Television has a great future.

2. There is tremendous public interest in television.
However, it will be several years after the war
before enough television stations can be built to
provide full national coverage.

3. As television broadcasting facilities develop-
territory by territory-good business opportun-
ities will be presented to you ... and to us.

When television broadcasting develops in your
territory, Stromberg-Carlson will have a full line
of television receiving sets which will bring to this
rich field the 50 -year -old fact: "There is nothing
finer than a Stromberg-Carlson!"

The Radio Forecast   in our judgment
1. There always has been-always will be-a profit-

able demand for a good radio and radio phono-
graph- a fine musical instrument.

2. For the immediate post-war years, the expanding
market for FM receivers and phonograph com-
binations will provide your greatest profit op-
portunity.

3. We believe that such instruments must have
superlative tone quality and an appearance in
keeping with the best in furniture design.

AND HERE'S OUR PLEDGE
to get you back into profitable
post-war business!
1. We will have - soon after Victory -a fine line of

Stromberg-Carlson FM and AM radios, phonograph
combinations and television receivers in a wide range
of prices.

2. We will have a policy of distribution planned to give
every Authorized Dealer a good profit opportunity on
the Stromberg-Carlson line.

3. And the Stromberg-Carlson name will be even more
widely and more favorably known than ever before.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK

RADIOS, TELEVISION,
TELEPHONES, AND
SOUND EQUIPMENT
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ARPIN
RECTIFIERS

869-B
FOR HIGH
VOLTAGE

HALF WAVE

MERCURY
VAPOR

1. 1101-11LE Protection Against 1.00S14.
.%

2. 11. %ItIvElt. 111.11 111111111:4 1 arbon
le

:1. Withstands High - peak Iii erse
Voltages with No Are Dark

1. Designed for DOI 1:111:11 1 se -
Withstands Vibration

A RECTIFIER THAT INDUSTRY HAS LONG WAITED FOR!
Newly engineered throughout to give industry a rectifier that can
really really "take it." In addition to the special features listed, the
ARPIN 869-B has an extremely heavy oversize cathode shield and
an edgewise wound ribbon filament made of a new alloy which
provides a cathode of large emission reserve and longer life.
Already in extensive use by prominent broadcasters and vastly
superior for Induction Heating equipment

MAXIMUM PEAK INVERSE ANODE (25-150 cycles) 20,000 volts
Maximum Peak Anode Current (25-150 cycles) 10 amperes
Average Anode Current 2.5 amperes

(In -phase filament excitation)
Typieal Conditions in .1 Single Phase.

Full -Ware Circuit (2 tubes)
A.C. Input voltage, 7070 (RMS per tube)-D.C. Output voltage, 6360
Maximum D.C. Load current -5 amperes

WRITE FOR DETAILS ON THE 1169 -II
and other ARPIN lieetifiers.

ARPIN MANUFACTURING CO. Orange,

1

New Jersey

from the higher powered f -m sta-
tions only. This may account for
the failure of amateurs, experi-
menters, and others, to have re-
ported this type of interference.
The bursts are not normally ob-
served from nearby f -m stations,
since the steady ground wave sig-
nal is of sufficient strength to ob-
scure them, but they may be ob-
served in such instances by a sys-
tem of pulsing or by a directional
antenna which discriminates
against the ground wave. At
greater distances where the steady
signal is absent or of low intensity,
the bursts may be heard through
the loudspeaker or may be recorded.

Bursts have been observed by
both methods at distances up to
1400 miles from certain f -m sta-
tions, but are neither so intense nor
so numerous at the longer distances
as they are at distances of 300 to
700 miles. A systematic variation
in the relative numbers of bursts
occurs from hour to hour during
the day, the highest number occur-
ring near sunrise and the fewest
near sunset.

It was pointed out these bursts
may be related in some way to
bursts of somewhat longer duration
and greater frequency of occur-
rence which have been reported by
other engineers on frequencies be-
low 20 Mc. The distances over
which the f -m bursts are received,
as well as certain measurements of
signal path length, indicate they
are ionospheric in origin, just as
are the bursts at the lower fre-
quencies. There is also substantial
agreement between the daily varia-
tions in the f -m bursts and the
lower frequency bursts.

Commission engineers are con-
tinuing their experiments and it is
hoped data will be obtained which
may serve as a basis for approxi-
mating the amplitudes and num-
bers of the bursts to be expected at
various distances from a transmit-
ter at any given time. This determ-
ination involves not only a long-
time measurement of burst ampli-
tudes from f -m stations, but meas-
urements as well of the path lengths
and directions of arrival of the sig-
nals, in order to identify the med-
ium causing the bursts.

Sporadic Action of E -Layer
There is another distinctly differ-

ent kind of interference to v -h -f
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Wheeler to Sickles to Uncle Sam!
How a wartime double play helps produce vital communication devices for the Signal Corps

Thanks to the "Handy -Talkie"
which he carries, the soldier in the

picture is not so isolated as he looks.

The "Handy -Talkie" is a "Walkie-
Talkie's" kid brother. It is so light
and so small that it can go practi-
cally anywhere a man can. Yet it
both sends and receives speech, with
a range of about a mile.

Needless to say, the "Handy -
Talkie" takes terrific punishment in
action. So every one of its parts is
made with the kind of materials
and workmanship that won't let a
Signal Corpsman down in a tight
spot.

The radio frequency coils and
other component parts are made by

TheF. W. Sickles Company, of Chi-
copee, Mass., one of the world's
largest manufacturers of radio and
electronic coils. In turn, the fine in-
sulated wire and the litz wire which
go into many of these parts are sup-
plied to Sickles by Wheeler Insu-
lated Wire Co., Inc.

In its 35 -year history, Wheeler
Wire has tried to make not the most,
but the finest products possible. We
are proud that our facilities and ex-
perience have enabled Sickles and
many other important companies to
produce vital war equipment for
Uncle Sam-quickly.

The Wheeler Insulated Wire Co., Inc.
BRIDGEPORT 4, CONN.

Manufacturers of Magnet Wire... Litz Wire
Coil Windings...Transformers
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL
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PEURSEN,RADIO CO,

moot KIPS, IA
MACK11.1

We Are Busy
Operating 24 hrs. per day in the most

modern, efficient crystal plant.
Every crystal finished individually to exact

frequency mechanically, completely eliminat-
ing hand work, assuring highest uniformity
and quality.

PETERSEN 1IA11110 CO.
Council Bluffs, Iowa

CRYSTALS EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1934

BLAZING THE TRAIL
WAS a system of marking by means of
which the pioneers found their paths
through the woods. Marking in some
form has been identified with man's
progress through all ages - marking to
guide, to record, to identify - and now
in modern industry, methods of marking
accomplish exactly the same things. In
this field one name is outstanding -
MARKEM - makers of power -driven

MARKING
(by MARK EM

means more
then you th;rk

machines and ink compounds for durably
marking most materials and almost any
surface or contour at production speeds.

Ask for Bulletin "Variable
Marking." Give details of your
marking requirements and send
samples of articles to be marked.

( IDENTIFIES, INFORMS,
INSTRUCTS,

GUIDES ASSEMBLY, i
EXPEDITES MOVEMENT, k

FACILITATES INVENTORY 7

reception which has been recog-
nized for some years. It happens oc-
casionally that a normally unheard
station will come in with sufficient
signal strength to operate a re-
ceiver satisfactorily for a consid-
erable length of time-many min-
utes or even hours. This effect,
easily distinguishable from the
burst phenomenon by its duration,
can be produced by transmitters of
low power and has been known to
produce a signal sufficiently strong
to take control of a receiver tuned
to a local station on the same fre-
quency. The cause of this phe-
nomenon has been traced to ab-
normal "patchy" ionic densities in
the lowest of the ionospheric lay-
ers-the "E" layer-and is known
as "sporadic E transmission."
While much data on this effect has
been accumulated at lower fre-
quencies, more is needed for the
v -h -f region.

Both of these interference effects
are being studied by the appropri-
ate Panels of the Radio Technical
Planning Board. With this co-opera-
tion and that of other organizations,
it is believed the Commission will
find a satisfactory solution of the
problems involved.

Working on the Railroad
FEASIBILITY OF RADIO MEANS for
adding safety and efficiency to rail-
road operation is being investigated
at an accelerated pace as the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
orders an investigation and public
hearings on the subject at a future
date, as yet unspecified. The Inter-
state Commerce Commission may
cooperate by establishing a com-
mittee of commissioners to attend.

Specific possibilities mentioned
by James L. Fly, FCC chairman, in-
clude radio -operated block systems,
radio flagging of trains, and com-
munications for crew contact be-
tween engines and rearend cars.
While no regular use of railroad ra-
dio is listed in the United States,
22 applications have been submit-
ted to FCC during 1944 for experi-
mental stations. Represented are :
Baltimore & Ohio and Atlantic
Coast line; Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad Co.; Atcheson, To-
peka & Santa Fe Railroad Co.; Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-
way Co.; Reading Co.; and Denver
& Rio Grande Western as well as
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THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY OFFERS

Engineered Control of Vibration
To Improve Any Moving Product

General Silentbloc mounting for
war vehicle motor, engineered
to absorb motor vibration
and cushion shock from frame.

THE GENERAL SILENTBLOC
Is Used as a Vibration Insulator . . . As a Trouble -Free

Torque Bearing . . . As a Bearing Cushion to Correct Misalignment

GENERAL SILENTBLOC is made
of three main members -1. Straight
or flanged tube. 2. Rubber cushion
ring. 3. Inner sleeve or solid shaft.

TF your product moves, has working
parts or can be harmed by foreign

vibration-General Silentbloc can im-
prove its efficiency, lengthen life and
lower maintenance.

Silentbloc is not a "piece of rubber"
stuck in because it is resilient. These
shear -type mountings, bearings and
couplings are engineered in shape, size
and design to give the exact performance
that solves your particular problem.

In its various forms, Silentbloc can do
three things :
1. Damp vibration or insulate against it.
2. Give trouble -free torque action.

Rubber is inserted in tube under
high pressure; then sleeve is "shot"
through rubber ring with terrific
force. Extreme pull of elongated

rubber produces indestructible
cohesion of parts. Each Silentbloc
design is engineered to give needed
deflection in all planes.

3. Correct for misalignment in bearings
or shafts.
The predictable operation of Silentbloc

comes from its patented principle of
elongation and confinement of the rubber.

-----------------

...............
Before Assembly After Assembly

Our skilled engineers can fit Silentbloc to
your job by varying its size and design,
the elongation, the distortion of inner and
outer diameter of the rubber, the type and
modulus of the rubber. The stretched rub -

THE GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO.
Mechanical Goods Division, Wabash, Indiana

ber stays alive even when not in motion.
Silentbloc has proved its advantages in

many fields-war material, automobiles,
aircraft, industrial and home machinery,
electrical and electronic equipment. It can
improve your product. For fuller infor-
mation, write The General Tire & Rubber
Company, Dept. 90 Wabash, Indiana.

,zr-v

GENERAL
SILENTBLOC

MOUNTINGS... BEARINGS
COUPLINGS
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Here at Conant Laboratories, we're old
timers in a new business. Eleven years ago,
we began the manufacture of Conant
Instrument Rectifiers to fill a definite need.
Today our production is more than
zoo times as great as during our first year,
and we've learned a lot. We've
gone far toward making rectifier type
instruments dependable.

By concentrating strictly on the manufacture
of rectifiers for electrical measuring
and indicating instruments, we have gained
the experience so necessary to
precision production.

Conant Instrument Rectifiers are not
adaptations of power supply
rectifiers, but were, from the beginning
of our company, developed
exclusively for meters.

Yes, indeed, we've gained a lot of
"know-how" in our eleven years
of research and production. If you have
need of a rectifier -instrument
application, you'll want to avail yourself
of our practical experience.

,..

C011i All ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES
6500 0 STREET, LINCOLN 5, NEBRASKA, U. S. A.

gndlarment egeeckfielJ
--..,

20 Vesey St., New York 7, New York
85 E. Gay St., Columbus, Ohio
600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III.
1215 Harmon Pl., Minneapolis, Minn.

2017 Grand Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
7935 Eustis St., Dallas, Texas
4018 Greer Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
1526 Ivy St., Denver, Colo.

4214 Country Club Dr.,Long Beach,Calif.
4205 N.E. 22nd Ave., Portland, Ore.
Coixa Postal 930, Sao Paulo, Brazil
50 Yarmouth Rd., Toronto, Canada

equipment -manufacturing Bendix
Radio Div. of Bendix Aviation
Corp. ; Westinghouse Radio Sta-
tions Inc. ; and Jefferson -Travis Ra-
dio Mfg. Corp.

Construction permits have been
authorized to cover 9 experimental
installations on the B&O between
Baltimore and Pittsburgh and on
the Burlington between Chicago
and Denver as well as into Montana.
Railroad radio in this regard is con-
sidered as distinct from carrier -
current activities using rails or
trackside conductors for transmis-
sion. Radio developments were
contemplated in both the Radio Act
of 1927 and the Communications
Act of 1934. The latter specifically
authorizes FCC in its discretion to
exclude from requirements of its
regulations in whole or part any
radio station upon railroad rolling
stock.

Anniversaries in the
Electronic Family Tree
TWO OF THE PROGENITORS of the
electronic art are celebrating birth-
days. In May 1844, Samuel Finley
Breeze Morse sent the first tele-
graph message, "What hath God
wrought!" over a line between
Baltimore and Washington. His
original apparatus, property of

CENtENARY
OF THE

TELEGRAPH

34
1844
4944

Special issue stamp commemorates the
hundredth anniversary of Samuel F. B.
Morse's "What hath God wrought!"
message, the first practical application
of intelligence communicated by wire.
Photoelectric registration is used for

perforation of the issue

Cornell University now, was sent
to the Capitol for re-enactment of
the original transmission.

Ezra Cornell, founder of the Uni-
versity, was an associate with
Morse in the pioneering work and
invented the special equipment
which dug the trench, laid the ca-
ble, and covered it with soil in read-
iness for the first message. Defec-
tive insulation made the line unus-
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/T3' LIKE &/V/N& YOUR ASSEMBLY
g.E\

LINE A SHOT IN THE ARM .A!':4,

To CW/T6W TO
.4Y.

THE SCREWS
%

WITH THE ENNNEERED RECESS

THAT SPEEDS UP ASSEMBLY AS
,

IT'S

Manufacturers in every industry
can tell you that switching to
Phillips Recessed Head Screws acts
like a tonic to assembly lines.

To start with, you get faster -
much faster - screw driving. Com-
parisons made in scores of plants
prove that Phillips Screws step up
fastening speed as much as 507c.

Next, Phillips Recessed Head
Screws save precious man hours.
The scientifically Engineered
Recess utilizes the worker's full
turning power and skill. Time and
muscle are not wasted on wobbly
starts, slantwise drives and danger-
ous driver skids - nor on correct-
ing sloppy work.

MUCH AS

eflO°0
LLIPS

Finally, with all this increased
speed, you get vastly better work-
manship. Phillips Recessed Head
Screws make driving so simple, so
steady that the most inexperienced
operator soon becomes master of
the trickiest fastening jobs!

If these are the kind of results
you'd like, but aren't getting from
slotted and other type screws, you
owe it to yourself and to your
workers to switch to Phillips - the
screws with the Scientifically Engi-
neered Recess. They cost less to use
. . . because they help you produce
much more. Any one of the 23
manufacturers below will enable
you to prove it in your own plant.

WOOD SCREW.:  MACHINE SCREWS SELF -TAPPING SCREWS  STOVE BOLTS

American Screw Co., Providence, R. I,
The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Central Screw Co., Chicago, III.
Chandler Products Corp.. Cleveland, Ohio
Continental Screw Co., New Bedford, Mass.
The Corbin Screw Corp.. New Britain. Conn.
General Screw Mfg. Co.. Chicago, IlI,
The H. M. Harper Co., Chicago.

TO MAKE WARTIME

QUOTAS AND

PEACETIME PROFITS

Faster Starting: Driver point
automatically centers in the
Phillips Recess ... fits snugly.
Fumbling, wobbly starts, slant
driving are eliminated. Work
is made trouble -proof for
green hands.
Faster Driving: Spiral and
power driving are made prac-
tical. Driver won't slip from
recess to spoil material or in-
sure worker. i Average time
saving is 50%. )
Easier Driving: Turning power
is fully utilized. Workers
maintain speed without tiring.
Better Fastening: Screws are
set-up uniformly tight, with-
out burring or breaking of
screw heads. The job is
stronger, and the ornamental
recess adds to appearance.

International Screw Co., Detroit, Mich.
Ths Lawson & Sessions Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Manufacturers Strew Products, Chicago, Ill.
Milford Rivet and Machine Co., Milford. Conn.
The National Screw & Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
New England Screw Co.. Keene, N. H
Porker-Kalen Corp.. New York, N. Y.
Pawtucket Screw Co., Paw -watt. R. I.

Pheoll Manufacturing CO.. Chicago,
Reading Screw Co., Norristown, Pa.
Russel! Burdsall d. Ward Bolt & Not Co.. Port Chaster, N. Y.
Seovill Manufacturing Co., Waterville, Cons.
Shakebroof Inc.. Chicago.
The Boulhingten Hardware Mfg. Co., Southington, ^min.
Wolverine Bolt Co., Detroit, Nish.

IDENTIFY IT!

Center corners of
Phillips Recess are
rounded
NOT satiate.

Bottom of Phillips
Recess is nearly
flat...
NOT tapered to a
sharp point.



And Alexander Wept   
Because He Had No New Worlds to Conquer

Alexander went as far as he could go
...for 323 B.C.
But his horizon was limited by his times.
Today, with all the marvels of electronics
and electricity before us, we of Webster
Electric find no cause for tears.
Right now our energies are directed full
tilt for victory. But we have things up
our sleeve . . . crystal pickups and car-
tridges that will give even more brilliant
tone production . . . when we can get
to them.
Meanwhile, in thousands of homes all
over America, life is more pleasant, re-
laxation more complete, because their
owners enjoy the richness of radio -
phonograph sets equipped with Webster
Electric pickups.
For these homes . . .and many thousands
more . . . Webster Electric will be ready
with new designs . . . new products for
use in the new world for which we are
all waiting.

WEBSTER
Established

(Licensed under patents of the Brush Development Company)

ELECTRIC COMPANY, Racine, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
1909. Export Dept.: 13 E. 40th St., New York (18), N. Y.

Cable Address: "ARLAB" New York City

WEBSTER ELECTRIC
"Where Quality is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"

LET'S ALL BACK THE ATTACK-BUY MORE WAR BONDS!

able so an overhead installation was
substituted. It was Mr. Cornell who
supplied the name Western Union
to the subsequent operations.

Speaking before the IRE in the
Western Union Building, New
York, I. S. Coggeshall, of the com-
pany, observed that the entire elec-
trical engineering profession, in-
cluding its latest development, elec-
tronic engineering, in actuality
stems from the telegraph. Estab-
lishment of many of the prof es -

Replica of Thomas A. Edison's original
movie studio, the Black Maria. is ex-
amined by John Coakley, of Thomas A.
Edison Inc., and Charles Edison, son of
the inventor and ex -governor of New
Jersey. Scene is in the library and
office used by Edison at the main plant
of the company in West Orange, N. J.

sional electrical societies was by
telegraph engineers and others con-
nected with the industry. In Wash-
ington the Post Office commemor-
ated the anniversary by issuance of
a special stamp (see illustration).

Meanwhile, motion pictures
reached their half -century mark,
dated from the building by Thomas
A. Edison of the so-called Black
Maria studio for filming of the
early cinema. Universal Pictures
doumented the occasion with a news
feature titled, "The Birth of the
Movies" featuring Charles Edison,
former governor of New Jersey
and son of the inventor.

Survey of Postwar
Electronic Employment
REPRESENTING PRACTICALLY the en-
tire radio industry, 400 concerns
are included in a survey presently
being conducted by RMA. Ques-
tions concern 1940 employment,
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PROTECTION FOR WAR . .. PREPARATION FOR PEACE .

GET BOTH WITH NOMA MICA CAPACITORS
The same engineering skill and craftsman-
ship that have made NOMA an outstanding
name in the electrical industry have been
concentrated upon the manu-
facture of capacitors for
vital war -communications
equipment.

NOMA Mica Capacitors, de-
jendable as the name behind
them, are precision -tested for
accuracy of capacity, voltage
breakdown and insulation

resistance.The types illustrated, in all capaci-
ties and tolerances specified in American
War Standard 075.3, are available for

prompt delivery.

Engineered to meet the tough-
est tests of the war, NOMA
Mica Capacitors assure new
accuracies for peacetime appli-
cation. The advice of a NOMA
Capacitor engineer is avail-

able, without cost, to help you
plan for postwar production.

NOMA ELECTRIC CORP.
Eueletio9, 55-63 isa se., zew *ctir4

MANUFACTURERS OF
ELECTRONICS - July 1944

FIXED DIELECTRIC CAPACITORS
267



Coto -Coil
ELECTRICAL COIL WINDINGS

Since 1917

ARE AT THE CONTROLS

In PLAN \-\A KS
SHIPS-and in RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS

So Much Depends On . . .

Winding
Careful Assembly
Correct Impregnation

COTO-COIL precision wound coils, de-
pendable and efficient, are serving in
arctic cold . . . in tropical heat and
humidity . . . in the air . . . on land . . .

under the sea . . . in industry.

Where perfect functioning of electrical in-
stallations is a "must", COTO-COIL
windings, to your specifications, should
be incorporated in your design.

Wartime contracts are
still paramount but some
winding facilities are
available to meet es-
sential industrial needs.

27 years of electrical
coil design and produc-
tion assure your satis-
faction. Phone, wire or
write.

'COTO-COIL CO., INC.
65 PAVILION AVE. PROVIDENCE 5, R. L

present employment, number of em-
ployees in the armed services, and
prospects for future magnitudes of
workers going back to other jobs or
to their homes. Estimates of em-
ployment figures a year after the
war are also being requested. Gov-
ernment and other interested
agencies will be given access to the
figures on completion of work.

Electronic Heat Units
For Plastics
THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS in elec-
tronic heating equipment were ex-
hibited at the May Conference of
the Society of the Plastics Industry
held in Chicago during May.
Among those exhibiting equipment
were Illinois Tool Works, RCA,
Girdler Corp., and Federal Tel. &
Radio Corp. Most of the units on
display had a power rating of two
kilowatts and contained improve-
ments designed for convenience of
operation and safety.

New Kind of Engineer
EFFORTS OF THE American Federa-
tion of Musicians and its president,
James C. Petrillo, to extend musi-
cal activities into the realm of turn-
table operation on the networks has
created considerable heated dis-
cussion in broadcasting circles. By
the terms of an agreement with the
four major networks, jurisdiction
over transcription handling would
go to AFM while other technical op-
erations would come under Inter-
national Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.

As a result of the controversy
ensuing, one anonymous engineer
was inspired to compile for publi-
cation in Broadcasting this list of
functions which might define the
capability of a musician -engineer
of the new school:

First: Remove a record from its
envelope by grasping the bottom of
the envelope with one hand and the
record with the other and moving
the hands in opposite directions.

Second : Holding the record
poised above a turntable, align the
hole in the record so that it is di-
rectly above the small cylindrical
projection on the surface of the
turntable.

Third : Lower the record until it
rests upon the surface of the turn-
table with the hole in the record
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Ingenious New

Technical Methods
Presented in the hope that they will
prove interesting and useful to you.

MACHINE
GROUND

New Precision Step Drill Grinder Simplifies
Production and Maintenance of Step Drills

The quality of a step drill produced by com-
mon methods depends almost entirely on the
skill and attention of the individual tool maker.
However, with the development of the pre-
cision step drill grinder, the human element
has been entirely eliminated, the characteristics
of the step being completely controlled by the
grinding machine without adjustments during
the course of grinding. This automatic feature
insures absolute uniformity, regardless of quan-
tity, and permits large -volume production of
step drills.

The apparent advantages gained through the
use of the step drill grinder are: Permits mass
production of drills ground to exact specifica-
tions, entirely independent of the human ele-
ment. Maintenance, too, is no longer an ob-
stacle as step drills produced by this method
are quickly sharpened by the same uniform
machine -controlled operation. With the step
drill grinder step drills can now be made from
standard drills. These advantages result in a
wider application of step drills which provide
a definite saving of machine tools, man-hours
and cost; this in turn results in greater pro-
duction.

You know there are plenty of benefits in chew-
ing gum, too. That's why all of the Wrigley's
Spearmint we're able to make from our avail-
able stocks is going overseas to our fighting
men and women. You know what a lift it's been
on the job and we wish we could supply every-
body, because we have pride, too, in our work-
manship and productivity. But there just aren't
enough available top quality raw materials right
now to do it. When we can produce it in suffi-
cient quantity, it will be back to you with the
same fine flavor and chewing satisfaction . . .

Wrigley's Spearmint has never been changed!

You can get complete information
from Spiral Mfg. Corp., 5022 North
Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 25, Illinois.

The above illustration shows
mechanical design which re-
quires a hole having diameters
diminishing in steps. This is an
operation for step drills which
has often been neglected due
to difficulty in obtaining and
maintaining step drills.

Step drills produced by our
method are quickly sharpened
by the same uniform, machine -
controlled method.

Y-1 27

completely surrounding the afore-
mentioned small cylindrical pro-
jection.

Fourth : Raise the pickup head
from its support and swing it out
over the record in such a manner
that the stylus is directly above the
first groove in the record.

Fifth: With the head (the pickup
head, not the musician's head)
poised in this manner slowly lower
it until the stylus rests in the first
groove of the record.
' Sixth: Throw the switch. This

should start the motor. (If not, run
to the control room and holler for
an engineer.)

Materials for Electronic
Experiments
IN A NEW RULING, the War Produc-
tion Board says a person who gets
materials with the priorities assis-
tance of Preference Rating Order
P-43 may use them to build experi-
mental electronic equipment for his
own use. Interpretation 2 to Limi-
tation Order L-265 states that the
restrictions of paragraph (b) (1)
apply to persons only to the extent
that they are engaged in the manu-
facture of electronic equipment for
transfer or commercial use.

Electronic Institute
for Power Engineers
ELECTRONIC SERVICES to industry
were recently expounded for a
group of industrial engineers from
Philadelphia Electric Co. by mem-
bers of the staff of RCA Victor
Div., Radio Corp. of America, at
their Camden plant. Three days
were devoted to high frequency
heating while plant broadcasting
and communication systems and the
electron microscope were described
and demonstrated on the fourth
day.

An explanation of electronic
power heating was given by Fred
W. Wentker, manager of the elec-
tronic apparatus section, in a talk
at the opening session.

Graphic evidence of its advan-
tages was presented in demonstra-
tions of soldering, drying, sealing,
and other processes with heat gen-
erated by electrical currents alter-
nating at frequencies of 400 kc to
200 Mc.

Later, the utility engineers were
escorted on a tour of RCA's appli-
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Here's why:
The HARVEY organization devotes itself entirely to

the development and production of electronic and
radio equipment and components.

The HARVEY organization has the engineering and
creative resources to assure you a source of supply of
the utmost reliability. This was true long before the
present crisis and intensive war work of the highest
importance has vastly increased our scope and facili-
ties for present and postwar usefulness to you.

For radio -electronic apparatus you can depend on
and for assistance on your present or projected plans
remember-

HARVEY
"AMPLI-STRIP"
For I -F and AUDIO Amplification

HARVEY Regulated Power Supply 1O6PA
(Write for new bulletin)

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.
439 CONCORD AVENUE  CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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INSUROK T-601
SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF

SCORES of military products are
being adapted for civilian needs.

Many of them used in aircraft owe
their success to light weight. Lami-
nated or Molded INSUROK, ac-
cording to grade, has a specific grav-
ity of from 1.06 to 2.09. It is consid-
erably lighter than the specific grav-
ity of aluminum which is 2.70 and
is extremely strong for its weight.

If light weight combined with
strength is important in the product
you are developing or improving, let
a Richardson Plastician suggest the
grade of INSUROK best suited to
your need. His experience may save
you a great deal of time and money.
Just write for complete information.

HAS A
ONLY 1.35

When product needs dictate the use
of a strong, lightweight material,
many designers automatically specify
Laminated INSUROK. Molded
INSUROK solves a host of other prob-
lems for them, too.

L,7L Plea:deco Peeisacd

gAe RICIWZDSON COMPANY
MELROSE PARK. ILL NEW Baunasw MO... A FOUNDED 111611 INDIANAPOLIS I. (NO LOCKLAND. CINCINNATI ,5 OHIO
DETROIT OFFICE 6.252 G BUILDING: DETROIT 2 MICHIGAN NEW YORK OFFICE >5 WEST STREET. NEW YORK b tv

cation engineering laboratories in
Camden, where the engineers wit-
nessed further demonstrations of
electronic power -heating involving
larger units. These included weld-
ing, case -hardening, the making of
safety glass, bonding of large glued
plywood assemblies, and preheating
of large preforms of plastic mate-
rial to prepare them for molding.

Talks, demonstrations, and mov-
ies at ensuing sessions explained
the operation of electron tubes and
vacuum -tube oscillators, peculiar
characteristics of high -frequency
transmission lines, factors affec-
ting high -frequency induction and
dielectric heating, present and pos-
sible future applications, and serv-
ice and maintenance requirements.

Music While You Work

Presenting the subject of plant
broadcasting and industrial music,
Dan D. Halpin, of RCA's sound and
picture section, declared that these
services are helping to compensate
for manpower shortages in many
war industries, both by direct sav-
ing of time, and by improving net
output of workers. As an example
of direct time savings realized from
other uses of plant broadcasting
systems, he reported that in one
plant 4,000 man-hours per month
were saved by paging service alone.

Discussing point-to-point com-
munication systems in industry,
Russell Stier, commercial engineer,
pointed out that industrial expan-
sion, adding acres of floor space
and thousands of workers, has made
such systems essential for efficient
direction and control of many
plants. In this type of installation,
he said, microphone stations are
located at vital control points or at
specific operating positions, while
loudspeakers are so placed as to
cover operating positions or local
areas only.

Workings and advantages of the
electron microscope, for which RCA
developed the first commercial de-
sign in 1940, were explained by
Perry C. Smith, under whose sup-
ervision two new, improved models,
recently introduced by RCA, were
designed and engineered.

Food Was in Character
At the dinner in the evening of

the first day's session, the engineers
were confronted by this menu:
chemotronics, flashover, electronic
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FIXED RESISTORS

VARIABLE RESISTORS

WRITE
FOR YOUR.

COPY !

...for today's needs

...for post-war planning
USE this new 1944 Stackpole Electronic Com-

ponents catalog as your guide to up-to-the-minute Fixed

or Variable Resistors; Iron Cores; and inexpensive line,

slide, or rotary -action Switches. In addition to complete

information and dimension diagrams on the components,

you'll find data pages and charts that will prove mighty

handy in your daily work. Please ask for Catalog RC6.

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.

STACKPOLE
BRUSHES FOR ALL ELECTRICAL ROTATING EQUIPMENT CONTACTS

WELDING RODS, ELECTRODES, AND IPLATES  CARBON PIPE  BRAZING BLOCKS  RHEOSTAT PLATES & DISCS
CARBON REGULATOR DISCS PACKING, PISTON, & SEAL RINGS SINTERED IRON COMPONENTS, ETC.
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

ERCO'S COMPLETE ENGINEERING SERVICE

ERCO ENGINEERING means "experience -at -work". Whether completely
equipping airports and airways or other installations involving radio ranges
and traffic control. For example, ERCO designs Airport Control Towers from
the inception of plan to the complete airport installation, including design of
control tower with recommendations for all necessary equipment involving

new technique in complete airport design and operation.

Such installations call for top-notch specialists. That is why many prominent
organizations specify ERCO'S complete engineering service.

Whether you need modern radio control facilities or equipment to help win
the war or are interested in de-
veloping plans in anticipation of
postwar conditions, ERCO engi-
neers would be pleased to confer
with you. Your inquiry invited.

SRC

ERCO RADIO LABORATORIES
HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of CUSTOM BUILT RADIO APPARATUS

nerve tonic, extruded burps, oscil-
lated chicken with elongated pro-
tons and electronic bombardment,
ion -iced electrons with case-hard-
ened granules, preheated pre -forms
and micron lubricant, and con-
denser oil.

When the dishes were served,
they discovered they were drinking
and eating: cocktail, grapefruit,
celery, radishes, boned chicken with
duchess potatoes and lima beans,
ice cream and cookies, hot rolls and
butter, and coffee.

Franklin Institute Award
to Dr. Rentschler
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION of
a bacteria -killing ultraviolet lamp
has gained for Dr. Harvey C. Rent-
schler, director of research at the
Westinghouse lamp division, the
Frank P. Brown Medal, annual
award of Franklin Institute.
Founded in 1938, the medal is de-
voted to inventions of merit in the
building and allied industries.

Presentation was made by Charles
S. Redding, president of Franklin
Institute at a dinner which con-
cluded the yearly medal day cere-
monies. The honor was specifically
for the application and source of
bactericidal ultraviolet radiation in
air-conditioning systems in a sci-
entific and practical manner.

Engineering Scholarships
Go to Ten Students
ArEhNDANCE AT THE College of En-
gineering in Carnegie Institute of
Technology is the prospect for ten
of the 684 entrants in the seventh
annual scholarship competition
sponsored by Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Mfg. Co. Awards are valued
at $1850 each. Recipients were
chosen on the basis of mental abil-
ity, aptitude for engineering, and
qualities of leadership and person-
ality. The successful ten were:
George Baldwin, New Caanan,
Conn.; Richard Eschenbach, Wil-
liamsport, Pa.; Clifford Gower,
Austin, Minn. ; Thomas Hall, Ken-
ton, Ohio; Warren Helmer, Spo-
kane, Wash.; Richard Huntoon, De-
troit, Mich.; Vincent Prus, Baden,
Pa.; Chandler Sammons, La
Grange, Ill. ; Clark Sloan, Nashville,
Tenn.; and Dale Wright, Amarillo.
Tex.

Tests for the 16- and 17 -year -old
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This is How Your Product is Sealed
in Ideal Working Conditions by
Fedelco-Seal

(

STEPS EMPLOYED BY FEDELCO-SEAL TO SEAL
IN IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS

EXAMPLE: GM TYPE 27 RELAY

1. Mounting bracket for holding or supporting relay is
spot welded to the base assembly of the can enclosure.

2. Shows various types of glass to metal seals sol-
dered to the base assembly, providing a hermetically
sealed joint. A tube is provided for obtaining a vacuum.

Fedelco-Seal offers you something new ... some-
thing extra that may make your present prod-
uct operate still better and more effectively.

Fedelco-Seal is a new method of sealing ideal
working conditions within the housings of me-
chanical and electrical devices. It brings to the
products of all industry an entirely new concep-
tion of performance.

No matter bow superior your product may
be, think what it would mean to be able to
assure your customers that your electrical de-
vice is explosion proof .. . delivered with sealed -
in operating conditions that varying atmos-
phere, pressure or temperature cannot affect.

3. Relay is mounted on the base assembly
and wired to the sealed terminals.

4. Steel enclosure is placed over the relay base
assembly and hermetically sealed to the base.
Filling gas is inserted through metal tube.

3. Completed assembly after operating atmosphere
has been introduced and tubulation sealed off.

That is what Fedelco-Seal offers. With this
method you can permanently seal about your
product operating conditions as favorable as you
can create in your own laboratory . . . dry air at
sea level pressure .. . gases such as oxygen, he-
lium and nitrogen ... complete protection from
moisture, abrasive dust or corrosive fumes.

Fedelco-Seal may be the something new for
which you have been looking. If you will send
a sample and specifications of your product,
Federal Electric's engineers will gladly study
your sealing problem and make recommenda-
tions that may make your product an even
better one.

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC
8700 SOUTH STATE 'STREET, CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
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IN et -Wald IT'S THE

THAT edaled
"

WI I
ysf AL To insure constant frequency and high

ri activity, Crystals must be cut at the correct
,.0 angles to the crystallographic axes. That's

why C.T.C. Crystals are X-RAY ORI-
ENTED. This process predetermines the
axes of the Crystals, making it possible to
cut each slice with extreme accuracy.

Next time you need Crystals send your
specifications to us. You'll find C.T.C.'s
"correctly cut" Crystals will meet your most
exacting standards of quality and per-
formance.

For delivery estimates, quotations, etc.,

get in touch with

CAMBRIDGE 7eizoteaftie CORPORATION
439 CONCORD AVE. CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

1:=13111.1m.IMMI

aspirants included a range from
simple word associations to ques-
tions tough enough to stop most
college seniors, but the results
showed that the group scored well
within the top standards set by
foremost colleges and universities.
Among those participating were
found many interests aside from
the scientific urge which impelled
them all. Some are musicians, some
athletes, and one a journalist; while
most maintain active interests out-
side the classroom.

Television Standards
and Allocations
MANY OF THE TELEVISION improve-
ments made possible by war -stimu-
lated research and development
are suitable for incorporation
within the art without the neces-
sity of changes in standards, ac-
cording to David Smith, director of
research at Philco, who talked on
the standards situation before the
second meeting of the Television
Seminar of the Radio Executives
Club in New York recently. On the
other hand, he said that some of the
improvements might necessitate
changes. Describing the organiza-
tion and activities of RTPB, he
pointed out that it was the responsi-
bility of the engineers on its panels
to agree on the basis of engineering
facts as to the things which should
be done.

In response to questions from the
audience, Mr. Smith opined that
the video component of television
transmission would be likely to stay
on amplitude modulation but that
the optimum selection between AM
and FM for the audio section had
not yet been established. Relay
stations probably should be estab-
lished in the upper, less crowded
portions of the spectrum, but could
be operated on the frequencies of
the basic transmissions if space re-
quires, he said. The problem of re-
flection in large cities, he charac-
terized as a still unsolved problem.

Speaking to the same group on
frequency allocation, Dr. C. B.
Jolliffe, RCA chief engineer, said
that the development of a competi-
tive system of television in this
country would need the space in the
150-300 Mc band which has not yet
been opened up by technical devel-
opment-difficulties in general be-
ing in the generation of power at

2
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FOR FUTURE -MINDED DESIGNERS

Today, many manufacturers are blue-
printing designs for post-war products
and many of them have already included
General Plate Laminated metals into their
designs.
If you, too, are working on products for to-
morrow, it will pay you to consider the follow-
ing advantages of General Plate Laminated
Metals.
Permanently bonded laminations of precious
metals to inexpensive base metals give solid
precious metal performance at a fraction of the
cost of solid precious metals.

The precious metal provides effective corrosion

(21

1,111

resistance, high electrical conductivity,
long life, etc., while the base metal adds

strength and workability.

Base to base metal laminated combinations
provide specific performance requirements not
obtainable in a single base metal.

General Plate Laminated Metals are available
in sheet, wire, tube . . . inlaid or wholly cov-
ered. Many new laminated metal combinations
have been developed since the war and will also
be available after peace. Why not get an early
start by getting in touch with us now. Write,
specifying your problems and our engineers will
gladly make their recommendations.

Overlay, precious metals,
one side or both sides,
any thickness.

Base metal. steel, copper,
nickel, etc.

GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
of Metals & Controls Corporation

50 Church St., New York, N. Y.  205 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.  2791 Kensington Place East, Columbus. Ohio
 2635 Page Drive, Altadena, California 

ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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THE

CONDENSER

LINE OF

UNSURPASSED

QUALITY

PAPER, OIL AND ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

INDUSTRIAL

DIsTKICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
QUICK DELIVERY FROM DISTRIBUTOR'S STOCKS

such frequencies, or, in other words,
a tube problem. He also stated that
the problem in Great Britain was
much less difficult because of the
monopoly set-up which made it
possible to cover the Isles with as
few as four or five channels.

Answering questions, Dr. Jolliffe
predicted the unlikelihood of chan-
nel -sharing because of the high
cost of equipment which could
hardly be amortized on the basis of
part-time service. He felt that
there was no merchandising advan-
tage inherent in the coverage as-
pects of channels in one part of the
spectrum as against those in an-
other.

On the subject of extremes in
transmission distance and possible
interference, he told of certain pe-
culiarities related to the sunspot
cycle and other sporadic phenomena.
For a period of a month or so, and
for only a few minutes a day, re-
ception of British signals was ac-
complished on Long Island at one
time. Again, New York to Chicago
transmission was discovered acci-
dentally once when both transmit-
ters were on the air with the same
picture. When Chicago closed
down, the picture was found to re-
main on the receiver screen. How-
ever, neither of these cases held the
likelihood of trouble, because of
rarity and low signal strength.

Electronic Eyes for
the Works Manager
ONE OF THE FIELDS into which tele-
vision may very likely expand after
the war is the monitoring and co-
ordination of factory operations
from either a centralized point of
convenient observation by those in
control, or from a vantage point
remote from the dangers inherent
in certain operations. This sug-
gestion was recently presented at
a meeting of the Engineering So-
ciety of Detroit by Ralph R. Beal,
assistant to the vice president in
charge of RCA Laboratories.

Television cameras located at
strategic points throughout the
plant would permit the manager to
make an inspection tour without
leaving his office and in a fraction
of the time presently required. Used
in connection with chemical reac-
tion chambers, cameras could bring
the process operator to a closeup
of the actions under his charge

278
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Wherever
Your

Electronic
Equipment

May Be

I
I

I

Zed fteriofrofelace deftead4 aft BOLTS

AND OTHER FASTENING DEVICES

PRECISION

Hence the importance of using precision-

made, accurate and uniform metal fasten-
ings especially suitable for your electronic
equipment. Services of the STERLING
BOLT COMPANY are increasingly used
by the Electronic Industry to meet day to
day requirements for bolts, screws, nuts,
rivets and washers of every type, every
size, every metal and for every fastening
purpose. You deal with one reliable source
and you have available STERLING' S
fastening consultation service to help you
solve your metal fastening problems.

Write today for quotations

MADE FOR PRECISION FASTENING

STERLING BOLTS
STERLING BOLT COMPANY  211 W. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO 6, ILL.

without exposing him to personal
risk from heat or corrosive mate-
rials.

Other proposed uses of postwar
television in industry and com-
merce included equipment to fa-
cilitate movements of ships in port
by four-way iconoscope eyes and
monitors for traffic control on busy
or hazardous highways.

Costs for FM Stations
URGED BY THREE AUTHORITIES in
FM broadcasting, newspaper own-
ers were recently given specific
data concerned with their possible
entry into the field. At a special
session of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association in New
York, Major Edwin H. Armstrong
pointed out that those publishers
who missed their first opportunity
to get into radio were being given
a second chance.

Dr. W. R. G. Baker predicted a
tenfold expansion of outlets within
five years of war's end and a cor-
responding reduction in AM sta-
tions from the present 912 to about
750. Walter J. Damm, vice presi-
dent of the Milwaukee journal and
president of Frequency Modulation
Broadcasters Inc., presented the fol-
lowing figures for the guidance of
his fellow newspapermen. He based
the tabulation on an assumption
that operation was to be started
from scratch and that studios,
transmitter, and antenna would be
located together -a condition feas-
ible up to 10,000 watts.

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Wattage 1,000 3,000
Filing $2,500 $2,500
Transmitter 10,000 13,750
Antenna 6,000 7,500
Studio Control 4,000 5,000
Installation 2,500 3,000
Measuring Equipt-

ment 2,000 2,000
Proof of Perform-

ance 2,500 2,500
Miscellaneous 1,000 2,000

Totals $30,500 $38,250

Wattage 10,000 50,000
Filing $2,500 $2.500
Transmitter ....... 25,000 75,000
Antenna 12,500 17,000
Studio Control 5,000 10,000
Installation 7,500 15,000
Measuring Equip-

ment 3,000 3,000
Proof of Perform-

ance 2,500 2,500
Miscellaneous 3,000 5,000

Totals $61,000 $130,000

No provision has been made in
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Crosssection views of Type .1 Bradleyometers showing how
terminals ore connected to resistor element.

Type .1 Bradleyometer show-
ing how tow -resistance carbon
brush makes a smooth contact

with the resistor element.

For War Service-use these solid molded resistors

not affected by cold, heat, or moisture

Type .1S Bradleyometer with a
built-in switch.

Bradleyometers may be used
singly or assembled for dual

-or triple construction to fit
any electronic control need.

The resistor element in Allen-Bradley Type J Bradleyometers
has substantial thickness (approximately 1/32 -inch thick), and in
this respect differs from film, paint, or spray type resistors. The
resistor is molded as a single unit with insulation, terminals, face

plate, and threaded bushing. There ore no rivets, welded or sol-
dered connections, or unreliable conducting paints. Allen-Bradley
resistors are therefore reliable under all extremes of service
conditions.

During manufacture, the resistor element may be varied through-

out its length to provide practically any resistance -rotation curve.

Once the unit has been molded, however, its performance is not

affected by heat, cold, moisture, or hard use.

Bradleyometers are the only continuously adjustable composi-
tion resistors having a two -watt rating with a good safety factor.
The Allen-Bradley Bradleyometer is the only commercial type ad-

justable resistor that will consistently stand up under the Army -
Navy AN-QQ-S91 salt spray test. Write for specifications.

Allen-Bradley Company, 110 W. Greenfield Ave.
Milwaukee 4, Wisconsin

FIXED
RESISTORS

Vz WATT

Bradleyunits are
molded, fixed re-
sistors with lead
wires embedded
in homogeneous
resistor material.
They will sustain
an overload of
ten times rating
fora considerable
period of time with-
out f a iling .No spe-
cial wax impreg-
nation is necessary
to pass the salt
water immersion
test. Available in
standard RMA
values from 10
ohms to 10 meg-
ohms in both the
insulated and non -
insulated types.

1 WATT

ELEMENT ACTUAL SIZE

ALLE( -BR DLEY
FIXED & AWINSTABLE RADItl RESISTORS

QII LIU
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etd/4 but
it doesn't work

 No matter how carefully designed-no circuit
will function if imperfectly sealed. That's why
Kester Rosin -Core Solder plays such an important
part in building and assembling electronic equip-
ment. Circuit connections are made permanently
safe with Kester.

 This specially designed Kester solder has a
patented, self-contained, plastic rosin flux. It is
non-conductive, non -corrosive, and non -injurious
to insulating material. Fluxing power remains
positive even under temperature extremes. Work
is faster because flux and alloy are applied in one
simple operation. Connections hold tight against
shock, vibration and bending.

 Kester Rosin -Core Solder is available
in a wide range of core and strand sizes.
Consult Kester engineers freely, with-
out obligation, regarding any electronic
soldering application.

C,Sristeat_24

FOR

45
YEARS

\.\..,KESTER SOLDER,..."

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4204 Wrightwood Avenue

Eastern Plant: Newark, N. J.

Chicago 39, Illinois
Canadian Plant: Brantford, Ont.

the figures for control equipment
such as microphone amplifiers and
associated equipment used to pick
up temporary programs from loca-
tions outside the studio. It is esti-
mated that $800 should be sufficient
to cover a reasonably efficient
equipment setup of this kind.
Studio construction costs present
such a variety of problems that any
cost estimate would be a stab in
the dark.

Assuming the simplest kind of
remodelling job and allowing for
a minimum of studio space, a con-
trol room and space to house the
transmitter (not beyond 10,000
watts), $12,000 should do the job.
This would cover a reasonable
amount of sound isolation and
acoustical treatment.

As to Operating Costs

Under similar conditions, figures
for annual operating expense were
given on the basis of six -hour trans-
mission at 1000 watts and for inde-
pendent operation of FM facilities.
Combination with existing serv-
ices would permit reduction of some
items. To these figures must be
added items for taxes, copyright
fees, and transmitter site rental.

ESTIMATED ANNUAL OPERATING COST

Rent
Station Manager
Announcer
Stenographer
Telephone -Office Supplies ...
Operators (3)
Promotion
Power and Light
Tube Replacements
Social Security & Compensa-

tion Taxes.
Apparatus Maintenance..
Depreciation
Insurance
Program Production
Transcription Service
News Service
FMBI Dues
Misc. Program Material....

Total

$6,000
5,000
3,000
1,800
1,000
8,500
2,400
1,200

450

1,000
750

6,000
350

6,000
2,500
3,335

300
1,400

$52.585

As power increases, operation ex-
penses in certain classifications will
also increase, particularly in such
items as electric power and light,
tube replacements, operators sal-
aries, and depreciation.

Developments in Television
SUPERSEDING PREVIOUS experimental
installations, the first regularly
scheduled commercial television re-
lay system in the U. S. has been
completed by a link station installed

July 1944 - ELECTRONICS



7e zeile  
An army within an army ... the 75,000 doctors and
nurses of the Army Medical Department have the job
of saving, rather than taking life. The victory they are
winning is magnificent beyond praise. Want facts?

In the last war, eight of every hundred wounded men
died. Today, ninety-seven of every hundred wounded
recover. And that is not the Whole story, either ... the
tragic toll of men suffering amputation, prolonged hos-
pitalization, recurrent operations and permanent disa-
bility is being drastically reduced.

The wartime products of Connecticut Telephone g Elec-
tric Division (field telephone equipment, electronic de-
vices, and aircraft ignition components) are helping
the Army Medical Department to practice its skill and
devotion with greater promptness than ever before.

Here at home, Connecticut Telephone g Electric hospital
communicating and signalling equipment (installed 'De -

fore the war) is also lending a helping hand. Civilian,
doctors, nurses, and volunteer aides in understaffed
institutions are doing a job under trying conditions
which too few of us appreciate. "Connecticut"
equipment adds to their efficiency in hundreds off
American hospitals.

After the war, needed hospital construction will be
one of the most active and important elements of the
nation's building program. "Connecticut" engineers

are planning even now to return to
the hospital field with new and better
systems for communications, signal-
ling, paging and "electronic supervision".

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC DIVISION
GREAT AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, INC.  MERIDEN, CONNECTI:U-

tOb '0-10
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GATES TRANSMITTERS
GIVE MORE PEWFORMANCE

HOURS- PER DOLLAR

A recent survey of Gates installations reveals:

MAINTENANCE
COSTS FOR 80 GATES

TRANSMITTERS
IN THE 21/2 YEARS SINCE

PEARL HARBOR
HAVE BEEN LESS TON $10001

Just figure it-an average main-
tenance cost of $12.50 for 21
years-forty some cents per
month! Today, when equip-
ment is at the "critical stage,"
efficiency is not only important,
it is a must. Years of experi-
ence in transmitter designing
has enabled Gates engineers and
skilled craftsmen to design and
build transmitter equipment
that measures up to today's
heavy -load requirements. And
that's a sound reason why the
less you have to spend, the more
important it is to buy Gates
equipment and enjoy more per-
formance hours per dollar!

If you'd like to know more
about the Model 250C
Transmitter illustrated,
write for technical bulletin
which gives complete data
and details. Consult us on
any maintenance problem,
without obligation.

Model 250C Transmitter
.'Showmanship With a

Plus Performance!"

GATES RADIO AND SUPPLY CO.
QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Radio Broadcast Transmitters, Speech Equipment,
Recording Apparatus and Allied equipment in the electronic fields.

at Mt. Rose, N. J., making available
the programs of WNBT, New York,
to the viewing audience of WPTZ,
Philadelphia, Philco Corp. outlet.
It was dedicated during a meeting
of the Poor Richard Club at the
Franklin institute in Philadelphia
recently.

Other Philco activities were de-
scribed at the meeting by James H.
Carmine, vice-president. They in-
clude a picture tube with flat face
which avoids distortion in picture
with angle viewing, and a so-called
ion trap which removes the brown
blemish at the center of the picture
tube by filtering out the heavy nega-
tive ions emitted by the electron
gun.

Registration of Professional
Engineers in Illinois
THE ILLINOIS PROFESSIONAL Engi-
neering Act, requiring the licens-
ing of professional engineers to
practice in the state, was passed on
August 1, 1943. With certain ex-
ceptions, on and after that date, it
became unlawful to practice pro-
fessional engineering without be-
ing licensed by the Department of
Registration and Education at
Springfield, Ill.

An injunction obtained by Ar-
thur H. Krebs prohibits the ex-
penditure of public funds to ad-
minister this Act. Accordingly,
the peculiar situation arises in
which a law affecting engineers has
been passed in the State of Illinois,
but the Department of Registration
and Education is restrained from
spending public funds for its ad-
ministration and cannot license
engineers since it could not print
applications or conduct necessary
correspondence.

The Illinois Engineering Coun-
cil, representing the majority of
engineering societies of the State,
has cooperated during the drafting
and passage of the Act to prevent
conflict with other existing engi-
neering statutes. The Council has
also assumed the responsibility for
protecting interests of engineers in
the State until the case is decided
upon by the Supreme Court of Il-
linois.

Decision in Fall
One of the provisions of the Act

is a "grandfather clause" permit-
ting resident engineers to apply
for licenses without written or oral

284 July 1944 - ELECTRONICS



SHORT -RUN METAL

STAMPINGS WITHOUT
HIGH DIE COST!

How much would this Stamping
cost you for a lot of 100 pieces?

7re
1 7-47

.210

450

MATERIAL: H.11.2.128.

Ws -1 .075 R.

10R. 1015

4175

4568
4370

2 - RIO/1 MOT for1101 nes ..

Typical Saving on
Intricate Stampings

Check the dimensions on the left, cov-
ering the small part shown in drawing
above. Produced with ordinary dies,
one hundred would cost approximately
$180 to $250. By Dayton Rogers service,
with strict adherence to working toler-
ances, cost was brought down to 40¢
each. Let us quote you on your short -
run stamping jobs!

DIE cut metal stampings in
small lots in quantities as

low as 25 or 50 pieces can be pro-
duced as accurately as with per-
manent dies at a cost of 15% to
20("( of conventional type per-
manent tools.

This service eliminates costly
permanent dies on your small lot
stamping requirements. These
small lot jobs can be die cut and
produced to a close working tol-
erance with duplication assured
throughout the entire lot.
Stampings of any size and shape
according to your special cus-
tom made requirements can be
blanked, pierced, and formed
from practically any sheet metal.

Capacity at Present

Maximum Thickness, 3/8".

Maximum Blank Size, 22" x 22".

Maximum Blanking Pressure,
350 tons.

Average Die Life, 8000 to 10,000.
duplicate blanks.

No matter how small your quan-
tity requirements are or how in-
tricate your work may be, we can
show you a definite saving.

See example illustrated on this
page. Data on other representa-
tive jobs will be sent to you on
request.

Send us your blueprints or sam-
ples and state quantities re-
quired. Our quotation will be
forwarded immediately.

Send for This Booklet
New booklet No. 176-17 "Metal
Stamping in Small Lots" gives val-
uable information for Designing
Engineers and Production Execu-
tives. Tells how small -lot metal
stampings can be furnished at sur-
prisingly low costs. Ask for copy
on your letterhead.

DAYTON ROGERS MFG. CO.
2859 12th Avenue South MINNEAPOLIS 7, MINNESOTA
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THE 45000 SERIES

MIDGET COIL FORMS

are a good illustration of our slogan, "Designed
for Application." Coil forms of this generaltype (evolved from use of discarded tube
bases) have long been used by electronic re-
search workers and radio amateurs. The short-
comings of previous types were overcome four
years ago when we designed and put into pro-
duction the first of the No. 45000 Series.

The "Designed for Application" features
include:

1. The guide "funnel" (easier to thread leadsinto pins)
2. The longer -than -normal length
3. Made in 5 -pin as well as 4 -pin and blankbases.
The material, of course, is low loss mica -tilled bakelite.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

examinations within a year after
the law has been passed. The dead-
line for applying for licenses under
the grandfather clause is July 31,
1944. The Supreme Court of the
State of Illinois heard the case on
May 17, 1944, but its decision is not
expected until Fall-well after the
deadline for filing applications.

To assure that engineers will be
adequately protected in the event
that the Supreme Court upholds the
Act, the Council was authorized to
furnish secretaries of the various
engineering organizations with ap-
plication blanks, sheets of instruc-
tions and summaries of the Act for
distribution to individual engi-
neers.

The application is to be filed with
the Department of Registration
and Education at Springfield, Ill, to-
gether with a fee of $10.00. Remit-
tance should be in money order or
certified check and not by a per-
sonal check. A duplicate form is
retained by the applicant.

In the event the Supreme Court
reverses the decision of the Circuit
Court, licenses can be issued only
to those applicants who have filed
applications by July 31, 1944. Thus
far, no provision has been made for
extending the date limiting appli-
cation.

Correspondence should not be di-
rected to the Department of Regis-
tration and Education but should
be directed to the secretary of the
applicant's engineering organiza-
tion or to Frank F. Fowle, Presi-
dent of the Illinois Engineering
Council, 35 E. Wacker Drive, Chi-
cago, Ill. Radio engineers may ad-
dress their inquiries to W. 0.
Swinyard, Hazeltine Electronics
Corporation, 325 W. Huron Street,
Chicago, Ill.

Although relatively few engi-
neers will be required to register
under the provisions of this Act,
many will probably desire to regis-
ter to avoid any difficulty should
they desire to or find it necessary to
do so at some later date. Failure to
file applications by July 31, 1944,
will mean that the applicant will
have to pass a written or oral ex-
amination in engineering to obtain
a professional engineering license
at some subsequent date. The fee
in this case is $20.00.

To qualify under the grandfather
clause without examination, a per-
son must submit evidence, under

DI -MET
RIMLOCK
DIAMOND ABRASIVE

WHEELS

 High Cutting Speeds

 Thin Cuts

 Smooth, Parallel Surfaces

Freer Cutting

 Long Blade Life

 Low Cost

FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.
1116 BORDER AVE. TORRANCE, CALIF.

Manufacturers of
DIAMOND ABRASIVE WHEELS
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METAL -GLASS TERMINALS
KOVAR ELECTRODE

(solid or tubular)

KOVAR FLANGE
(solder, weld or braze
to apparatus container)

,JqT,P122DIL?

Use KOVAR*
for sealing
ELECTRONIC TUBES
TRANSFORMERS
RESISTORS
CAPACITORS
CONDENSERS
VIBRATORS
SWITCHES
RELAYS
INSTRUMENTS
GAUGES
METERS
TRANSMITTERS

TRADE MARK 337962 REGISTERED
IN U.S.RATTNT OFFTCE

ilLe ?rota

Iwt

icvz POSITIVE
HERMETIC SEALING

FUSED SEAL
(vacuum and
pressure tight)

SEALING
GLASS
(Thermal shock

resistant)

Illustrated are representative styles and sizes of single electrode type Kovar.
glass terminals, manufactured by Stupakoff for the electronic industry.

The metal, KOVAR, a cobalt, nickel, iron alloy, has made possible a
hermetically sealed terminal without the use of cements or gaskets. The seal

between Kovar and glass is a chemical bond in which the oxide of Kovar is
dissolved into the glass during a heating process. The result-- a perma-

nently vacuum and pressure tight seal-effective under the most extreme
climatic conditions.

BUY
MORE
WAR
BONDS

Stupakoff also supplies Kovar as rod, sheet, wire, tubing, eyelets, cups
and other forms for those equipped to do their own glass working.

Kovar-glass seals answer most hermetic sealing problems. Write
today for technical data Bulletin KA-12 listing currently

available Kovar-glass terminals and Bulletin KA-11A
for standard Kovar shapes and sizes.

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.
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You'll Want This

NEW

9
PILOT LIGHT DATA BOOK

This new 24 page data book contains information
important to every pilot light user. In addition to illus-
trating and describing a complete range of styles and
sizes of both variable intensity and fixed units for prac-
tically any application and voltage you could want, it
also goes into detail on brackets, bulbs and accessories.
A copy will be promptly sent to you on request.

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY

1310 North Ninth St., Springfield, Ill.

When only D. C. power is available, ELECTRONIC DEVICES
requiring from 110 to 3250 volt-amperes A. C., can be operated
by a rugged Janette rotary converter. Many thousands of such
essential safety and other electronic devices, used on ships and
shore stations, depend upon Janette converters for power.

Wherever there are ships, you will
find Janete converters.

Janette Itlaaufaelatim ea. 556-55131.1). Monroe St. et -acacia. ILL.

oath, that he is of good character,
has been a resident of the State of
Illinois for at least one year im-
mediately preceeding the date of
application, and was practicing
engineering at the time the Act be-
came effective. In addition, he must
have performed work of character
satisfactory to the examining
committee.

Electronics Jobs in Alaska
OPPORTUNITIES EXIST on the 7000
miles of civil airways in Alaska for
60 radio electricians, according to a
recent announcement of Civil Aero-
nautics Administration. The jobs
pay about $3500 for a 48 -hr week
while other openings paying up to
$4600 call for more highly skilled
radio men. Ten radio engineers are
wanted at salaries ranging between
$3700 and $5600.

Applicants must be draft exempt
and equipped with releases and
medical certificates. Men over 38
are acceptable and discharged serv-
ice men given preference. Although
facilities are presently so limited
that technicians can only go on a
bachelor basis, provision for the
later importation of families is
planned. Address Alaska Projects
Depot, 224 Westlake Ave., North,
Seattle, Wash.

Delays in Industrial
Electronic Applications
ECONOMICS OF INDUSTRIAL ELEC-
TRONICS are largely governed by
tube life and therefore many of the
industrial functions which were
technically feasible many years ago
had to wait for development of suit-
able tubes with extended life fac-
tors before coming into widespread
use. Speaking before an IRE audi-
ence in New York during May, W.
C. White of the Electronics Divi-
sion, General Electric Co., presented
this and several other points in ex-
planation of the time lag which
sometimes seems incomprehensible
to those engineers active in the
early work on a project which comes
so slowly into full use.

Other things involved are a high
ratio of application -engineering
cost to equipment value; lack of
knowledge and plain inertia to
change; relatively wide discrep-
ancies in supposedly identical tubes
-causing design limitations in

288
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-hp- Instruments are rated
within conservative limits

because of the wide range of
applications which are normally

encountered. However, their performance can be depended
upon within much closer limits when proper care is taken,

For example: -hp- Audio -Oscillators are rated to maintain
accuracy within 2 parts in 100 yet here is a case where they
are performing successfully in an application which requires
accuracy to be within 1 part in 1000. In this case the prob-
lem was to supply 8 separate frequencies simultaneously for
continuous laboratory and production testing.

8 Standard -hp- model 200BR, Resistance -Tuned Audio
Oscillators were mounted in a single rack and each set to a
desired frequency. The Oscillators were then enclosed in a

MAINTAINS

3 FIXED FREQUENCIES

Vvll ACCURACY OF

"I PART IN 2000

OVER LONG PERIODS

temperature controlled chamber which maintains operating
conditions close to the ideal. The result: accuracy is main-
tained to 1 part in 2000....which is 40 times better than the
normal ratings for the oscillators, and even better than the
strict requirements of the applications.

-hp- Resistance -Tuned Oscillators require No Zero Setting
and they have but 3 control dials on the panel. Their sim-
plicity of operation makes for great speed in production
testing with no sacrifice of accuracy.

-hp- Engineers are ready and willing to assist you in any
special problem. Just drop a note giving the details. There
is no cost or obligation. Ask for catalog number 17A.

Such performance serves to assure you of the dependa-
bility of -hp- specifications. -hp- Instruments will always

,perform up to published ratings.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Box 377A  Station A Palo Alto, CaliFornia 971
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Let Us Help You
Build agetteProduct

\Fr Pv/
Today, all of us are doing things with products

that yesterday seemed impossible-greater loads-
smaller sizes-lighter weights-demands that engi-
neers "tear their hair" over.

Tomorrow, when "V" day comes the Consumer
will be making demands and we in industry will
have to be ready to meet them. The experience
gained on the war production front will be in good
stead in producing the post war products.

We've learned a lot and we offer you this
experience for your present and post war produc-
tion.

When you need -
STRIP RESISTORS
PORCELAIN CORE RESISTORS Write for
SPECIAL RESISTOR WINDINGS bulletin S -10I
STANDARD HEATING ELEMENTS Dept. 3
SPECIAL HEATING ELEMENTS

Try Tuttle First

4.W
071/11 AINTIr

1311

G -R

ADRIAN, M ICH.

STRIP RESISTORS

SPECIAL RESISTOR WINDINGS

GLENN-ROBE ITS
LONG MANUFACTURED as integral parts of famous G -R
Welders, electrical and electronic components by Glenn -
Roberts are now available to the industry.

Your specifications are invited for production runs of oil and
wax type capacitors, pneumatic timers, a. c. solenoid -type
relays, power and radio transformers.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

GLENN-ROBERTS COMPANY
1009 FRUITVALE AVENUE 2107 ADAMS STREET
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

equipment; the fact that develop-
ment difficulties are in series rather
than in parallel-making it impos-
sible to iron out all the bugs at
once; and failure to introduce the
product in a test installation where
conditions are reasonably favorable.
where the user is friendly rather
than antagonistic, and where a pa-
+ient study of the unpredictables
can be made for modification of
subsequent models.

Tube Ceiling Prices
ESTABLISHED TO COMBAT black mar-
ket operations in electronic tubes
for civilian radios and phono-
graphs, specific dollar -and -cent
wholesale and retail ceiling prices
now apply to new, replacement
items. Designated as Amendment
No. 134 to revised Supplementary
Regulation No. 14 to the General
Maximum Price Regulation, the
ruling also covers charges for tube
testing and associated services.

For some of the most common
tubes, these prices apply, including
the customary 90 -day guarantee
and the 10 percent manufacturers.
Federal excise tax: 1A5GT-$1.10,
1A7GT-1.30, 1H5GT-1.10, 1N5GT
-1.30, 12SA7GT-1.30, 12SQ7GT
-1.00, 25L6GT-1.10, 35Z5GT-
.85, 50L6GT - 1.10, 5Y3G - .70,
6F6G-.90, 6SA7GT-1.10, 6SK7GT
-1.10, 6V6GT-1.10, 42-.85, 80-
70.

Program for Veteran
Rehiring
AT WESTINGHOUSE, 1800 returning
war veterans have been put back to,
work as part of a company -wide
program devoted to the sympathetic
and understanding treatment of
those men with physical disabilities
Most of the discharged men are nor-
mal in mind and body and eager to
get back to their old jobs, but the
handicapped group is being given
special attention from the point of
view of placement in activities

suited to their altered capabilities.
Surveys have been made of oc-

cupational requirements with the
indication that approximately 19
percent of the tasks could be satis-
factorily done by persons having
only one leg, 17 percent by oper-
ators who must use crutches, 8a
percent by men with only one eye,
and 82 percent by deaf persons.

These are some 20,000 Westing -
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ROPERTIES IN PLASTICS

NE of the significant things about General
Electric's self-contained plastics operation is that
your product can receive the attention of ex-
perts in every phase of the business.

In a manner, it is comparable to submitting
your proposed plastics part to a round -table dis-
cussion of chemists, designers, engineers, mold -
makers and manufacturing men. From it can
only come the plastics part that best suits your
requirements.

The contribution of the chemist to the success-
ful solution of your problem is interesting and

Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G -E
All -girl Orchestra" Sunday 10 P.M. EWT, NBC. "The
World Today" news, every weekday 6:45 P.M. EWT, CBS.

important. For "Putting the Properties in Plastics"
is more than an alliterative phrase. It is the
action taken by General Electric chemists to
give your product the electrical, mechanical
and chemical characteristics that its application
demands.

This phase of G.E.'s operation is particularly
pertinent at this time because most products, like
most men, must work harder and longer in these
times of war. Today's products must perform
greater tasks. At One Plastics Avenue, chemists
are helping them to do so.

BUY WAR BONDS

FIFTY YEARS IN THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY GENERAL ELECTRIC
1`13-2',



GET DELIVERIES IN THREE WEEKS!

108AE 408AE 108CE 208AE
Min. Screw Cand. Screw Min. Screw Min. Bay

614L-AH 108A
S. C. Cand. Min. Bay.

Bay.

CA RAKE has long been distinguished as the
"world's largest exclusive manufacturer of pilot

light assemblies"! Extensive high speed facilities per-
mit us to produce in huge volume. That's why you can
now expect delivery of custom built Assemblies (if no
special blanking dies are required) in any quantities
within 3 weeks! And each Drake unit will measure up
to the most exacting specifications for precision work-

manship, uniform fine quality and
dependable performance. Get the
benefit of Drake patented features
and speedy Drake service. Our latest
catalog describes several new units.
Have you written for it?

A*,
PILOT LIGHT ASSEMBLIES

DRAKE MANUFACTURING CO.
1713 WEST HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 22, U.S.A.

During peacetime, as the World's largest loop
aerial manufacturers, our job was to build the
highest "Q" loop for every size and kind of
radio receiver. If you make midgets you get
the same DX Isoso-loop quality that goes into
the large consoles. All of our present day
efforts are devoted to making DX Xtals but we
would like to discuss your post war receiver
plans with you.

DX CRYSTAL CO.
GENERAL OFFICES: 1200 N. CLAREMONT AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILL., U.S.A.

XTALS

house employees on leave of ab-
sence with the armed forces and
the number of men being returned
is steadily increasing. As long as
wartime levels of production are
maintained, there is no problem of
placing the veterans but the com-
pany foresees the necessity of a
large percentage of the temporary
workers returning to other activ-
ities with a change to normal civil-
ian levels.

Small Business Shrinking
ONLY 7.3 PERCENT of the communi-
cation and electronic equipment
shipped out by US producers be-
tween 1939 and 1943 came from
plants employing less than 500
wage earners. Of the total, the very
big plants -2500 workers and over
-manufactured 68 percent. These
figures, in dollar values, were pre-
sented by Maury Maverick, vice-
chairman of WPB and chairman of
the Smaller War Plants Corp., in
testimony before the Senate Small
Business Committee.

Mr. Maverick and SWPC were
demonstrating that because the
proportionate share of little busi-
ness in metal products industries
as a whole has been cut roughly in
half since the war began, the sav-
ing of free enterprise through
restoration of a more equitable pro-
portion will be a job of second im-
portance only to that of winning
the war.

Worldwide Communications
WITH THE IDEA that problems
should be considered and policies
established before the end of the
war, Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
chairman of the Senate Committee
on Interstate Commerce, has an-
nounced the appointment of a five -
man subcommittee to study inter-
national communications. Other
members of the subcommittee will
be Wallace White Jr., Maine Re-
publican; Lister Hill, Alabama
Democrat; Ernest McFarland, Ari-
zona Democrat; and Warren Aus-
tin, Vermont Republican.

Among the factors leading up to
this step are (1) rate discrimina-
tion by foreign press associations
against American news dispatches,
(2) need for assurance of National
security, (3) possibility of impend-
ing cartel -type deals between Amer -
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1111 NEEDED
SI11--

for Every Needed Purpose!

SELENIUM RECTIFIER PLATES are

made in diameters from 3/4 inch

to 4% inches. B -L Copper Sulphide Junc-
tions are made from 1/2 inch to 1 3/4 inch.

We assemble these elements into stacks of
varying sizes, to do innumerable power -
conversion jobs. Typical applications of
B -L Metallic Rectifiers range all the way
from tiny stacks for sensitive control de-
vices to huge assemblies for giant indus-
trial power units.

No matter what rectifier applications you
are considering, B -L will be glad to work
with you. Selenium and Copper Sulphide
Rectifiers for all needs are available.

Write for Bulletin No. 98
THE BENWOOD LINZE CO. ST. LOUIS 3, MO.

Designers & manufacturers of Copper Sulphide & Selenium Rectifiers, Battery Chargers, and D. C. Power Supplies for practically every requirement.
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See 9r?

JELLIFF ALLOY "C"

ReoiJiance Wire
.... so tiny it's practically in-
visible tothe naked eye (.0008)1
Yet, consistent uniformity is at-
tained. Every wire is drawn in
our own plant; every spool re-
ceives micrometric inspection.
Jelliff Alloy "C" resistance wire
is truly dependable, depend-
ability maintained always by
the care and constant super-
vision of Jelliff engineers
throughout every operation.

SPECIALISTS

IN

FINE

WIRES

C.0.JELLIFF MFG.CO:
SOUTHPORT, CON

ican and foreign carriers involving
policies opposite to future National
policy; (4) questions related to
the disposal of several billion dol-
lars worth of public -owned com-
munications equipment, and (5)
the opportunity to promote future
peace by expediting the interchange
and dissemination of information
on a worldwide scale.

War on Spark Plug
Interference
IT IS PREDICTED by Delmar G. Roos,
vice-president in charge of engi-
neering at Willys-Overland Motors,
that the wartime developments used
to suppress radio interference by
military vehicles will ultimately ac-
crue to the benefit of the public.
Techniques are in contemporary
use for the complete elimination of
ignition disturbances on a mass pro-
duction basis without impairment
of motor performance.

Benefits possible to users of high -
frequency receivers-both in homes
and possibly in vehicles-suggest
to him the advisability of legisla-
tion which would require noise sup-
pression on all existing cars and
trucks as well as those being pro-
duced.

London News Letter

By JOHN H. JUPE
London Correspondent

Television and frequency prob-
lems. Quite naturally, the radio
industries of the United States
and Britain are considering where
they stand with respect to tele-
vision in the post-war world and
it is significant that several com-
mittees have been set up to handle
the problems involved. In the
United States the Radio Technical
Planning Board will presumably
make recommendations regarding
picture standards, while over here
in Britain the newly formed Gov-
ernment Television Committee will
probably do the same.

Lord Hankey is the chairman
and he is a man well fitted for such
a post, having presided over a
Government inquiry into the en-
ormously difficult subject of tech-
nical manpower. Sir Noel Ash -
bridge (chief engineer), and Mr.
Hayley represent the British
Broadcasting Corporation. Sir Ed-
ward Appleton, one of radioloca-

A Complete

Fungicide
treatment

for Small Parts...

Wax or Varnish
In accordance with government
specifications, we can render a

FUNGICIDE treatment along with
o u r complete moistureproofing
service. Small parts are thoroughly
dehydrated for the length of time
needed to thoroughly extract mois-
ture. Parts are waxed and varnished
according to specifications and all
areas are thoroughly coated. Suffi-
cient time is allowed to thoroughly
impregnate all materials to the full
extent of their porocity. All surplus
wax is removed by this operation
leaving all machined surfaces and
counter bores clean and smooth.
All smooth surfaces are polished to
a dust -free hard finish.

IMMINP

Daily
PICK - UP AND DELIVERY

in METROPOLITAN AREA

PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING CORP.

666 VAN HOUTEN AVE.
CLIFTON, N. J.
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TYPE 201-A Wall
Mounting Cabinet permits universal installa-
tion of 101 Series Amplifiers to any flat sur-
face. Well ventilated and designed for
maximum accessibility for servicing and con-
venience of installation. Standard aluminum
gray finish.

TYPE 7-A Modification
Group permits 101 Series Amplifiers to
mount on standard 19" telephone relay
racks. Occupies 121/4" rack space. Allows
servicing from front of rock. Standard
aluminum gray finish.

Input impedance 600 ohms and bridging. Gain
600 ohm input 61 db., bridging input 46 db. Fre-
quency response 30 to 16,000 c.p.s. either input -
600 ohm output .5 db., 30 ohm output 1 db.

Power output-production run average: + 47
V.U. with less than 3% RMS harmonic content.

THE TYPE 101 Series Amplifiers are the results of
twenty years' experience in the sound engineering field.

They are identical with the exception of the output coil.

Type 101-A has output impedance adjustments to match
loads from 1 to 1000 ohms and possesses excellent low
frequency waveform at high output levels.

Type 101-B with a single nominal 6 ohm output is intended

for use with wide range loudspeakers representing an
8 to 16 ohm load. Its output coil with a single secondary
provides improved efficiency and even better waveform
at high levels of low frequencies.

Type 101-C answers the demand for a good amplifier at
lower cost. This lower cost is obtained by the use of a
less expensive output coil with the only change being
that the low frequency waveform is not as good as the
A or B types but is equal to or better than any contempo-
rary commercial amplifier. Output impedance is adjustable

to loads of 1 to 1000 ohms.

The LangethiT. Company
SOUND REINFORCEMENT AND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES

37 W. 65 St., 23 1050 Howard St., 3 1000 N. Seward St., 38
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SP RELAYS
SHOCKPROOF COMPACT

OPERATE IN ANY POSITION

All-purpose relays for use in communications, radio, aircraft
and other equipment. Base and stationary contact support
molded of general purpose phenolic. Resistant to corrosive
action of salt water and weathering. Designed to withstand
shock and vibration. AC and DC types.

WRITE FOR NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG

c-Pifer&c4
Princeton, Indiana

"THE POSITIVE ACTION RELAY"

EISLER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
98% Of All American Radio Tube Makers Use EISLER Equipment

GLASS TUBE SLICER STEM MACHINES

relS

No. 11-TU

BUTT WELDERS

No. 95-L

No. 23-8L

We manufacture several hurt -

dyed, different types of ma-
chines for the Electronics in-
dustries. Also a complete line
of special transformers and
spot welders up to 500 KVA.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

CHAS. EISLER

SEALING MACHINES

No. 57.8 TE

SPOT WELDERS

No. 93

EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
751 SO. 13th STREET (Near Avon Ave.) NEWARK, 3, N. J., U. S. A.

tion's "parents", represents the
Department of Scientific and In-
dustrial Research; while Professor
Cockcroft, an expert on electronics
and atomic structure, speaks on be-
half of the Ministry of Supply.
Sir Stanley Angwin (Pres. IEE),
and Sir Raymond Birchall are sit-
ting on behalf of the British Post
Office and R. P. Harvey speaks for
the British Treasury.

The whole composition of this
Committee shows that the British
Government is taking the question
of television very seriously and, al-
though he is not a member, it is
interesting to note that the British
Broadcasting Corp. has called home
from its North American office Mr.
G. Cock, who was the Corporation's
Director of Television from 1935
till the outbreak of war.

Industry Committees

Two other television committees
have also been formed in this coun-
try with the support of the Radio
Manufacturers Association and the
Radio Industry Council. The first
is the Television Policy Committee
and it will assist the Government
Committee by offering advice, pro-
viding data, etc., as well as consid-
ering means of restarting tele-
vision. The second is the Television
Commercial Development Commit-
tee, which will confine itself to
problems within the radio industry
and unify trade activities gener-
ally.

One of the outstanding problems
which the main bodies in America
and Britain will have to face is the
allocation of frequencies. In the
matter of interference between our
two countries, some folk may say
that television will consist of local
services only, but I would remind
them that the BBC's pre-war serv-
ice was purely local and yet it was
once received in South Africa.
Since television is pre-eminently
a radio service which cannot toler-
ate even a small degree of interfer-
ence, we shall have to co-operate
quite a lot with respect to fre-
quencies.

Radar

We can be sure that radar will
have many peacetime uses concern-
ing the safety of aircraft and ship-
ping. Also, the frequencies used
will be those which might be used
for television. The best radar fre-
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ONE ALWAYS STANDS OUT

IT'S THE QUALITY OF PERFORMANCE THAT COUNTS

TRADE MARK REGISTERED U.S. PATENT OFFICE

ALCO has been awarded for the fourth
time the Army -Navy "E" Award for con-
tinued excellence in quantity and quali-
ty of essential production.

STEATITE CERAMIC INSULATORS
There are many dancers in the ballet but only one Premiere Danseuse. It's
the quality of performance that counts ... the exquisite skill and precision
that is acquired only through long years of training and experience.

One always stands out! Among insulators it's ALSIMAG.
ALSIMAG Steatite Ceramic Insulators are the result of 42 years of

Leadership in the ceramic field. The knowledge, skill and precision gained
from these years of experience is your assurance of the quality of ALSiMAG
performance.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE

4 2nd YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP



Get Speedier Deliveries of

SOUND EQUIPMEAT
(Public Address and Intercomms)

GOOD Sound Equipment is tre-
mendously valuable in war in-

dustries. It's helping win the war
by saving time, building morale, in-
creasing production.

W -J . . the Industrial Emergency
Service Distributor .. recognizes the
vital nature of Sound Equipment.
We maintain generous stocks in
ample variety. Thru our streamlined
emergency service deliveries are
speedy and efficient in the face of
wartime scarcities.

Hundreds of plants depend on us
regularly for all of their Radio and
Electronic Supplies. If you're not
acquainted with our Emergency
Service, write for a Reference Book
& Buyer's Guide or send along an
oilier, today! Let our skilled elec-
tronic engineers, technicians and
procurement officers help you get
what you want faster than you ever
thought possible under war condi-
tions.

WALKER-JIMIESON, INC.
311 S.WESTERN AVE., CHICAGO 12, ILL.

Phone CAN al 2525

quencies for war uses are kept
secret, but we know, very broadly,
in which bands they lie and it
would certainly cause trouble if
New York television programs
were ruined because a British liner
was entering the harbor in a fog
and was using the same frequency
for a radar collision detector. Even
on centimeter waves we may meet
trouble.

Not only does this matter con-
cern our two countries but all the
United Nations, and even our ene-
mies. Once the German nation has
been cured of the loathsome politi-
cal disease now afflicting it we can
be certain of some good radio de-
velopments from that quarter.

Again, with international air
links a certainty, the correct allo-
cation of ether space must be set-
tled early. Without adequate radio
support, world wide air services
will be an impossibility, both from
the point of view of safety and com-
mercial organization.

So it at once becomes clear that
the question of waveband allot-
ment must not be dealt with in a
restricted sense, applying to tele-
vision only, but must be handled
internationally with representation
from every country.

International Convention

The logical step is to hold a Fre-
quency Allocation Conference be-
tween the United Nations, as soon

JIG FOR C -R TUBES

Glass bulbs for cathode-ray tubes are
rotated in this jig at a constant speed
while the operator moves a brush con-
taining Aquadag up and down the
vertical axis of the tube. The unit is in
use at the Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. plant of

North American Philips Co., Inc.

KIRKLAND
Pioneer

INDICATING LAMPS

standard since 1931 on many
of America's finest products. All
featuring: single hole mounting;
easy lamp removal from the front;
screw terminals in husky sockets;
longer threaded area for thicker
panels; and most important, Non-
turn lug to prevent the unit from
turning in the mounting hole.

#600 ...Molded Bakelite
socket with special lamp gripping
features, 6/32 terminal screws and
a,/4" insulation b a r r i e r; high
arched lens for side visibility; cor-
rect interior diameter to control
lamp heat and to permit easy lamp
removal without tools. Increased
diameter flange for positive cov-
erage of mounting hole; chromium
plated; Underwriters Approval for
120 V. (56 type bulb).

#180 . . . Molded #600 type
socket; 2" glass beehive lens in
screw mounted chromium cap; for
uses requiring long distance andbr i Ilia nt visibility from every
angle; admirably suited for panels
bearing heavy apparatus; Under-
writers Approved for 120 V. (56bulb).

#555 . . (N.A.F. 47940); High
arched lens in chromium plated
screw mounted cap; for double-
contact candelabra bayonet bulb;
7/8" diameter mounting hole. ListPrice $1.25.

Write For New Catalogue

Distributed Nationally by
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC

COMPANY

THE H. R. KIRKLAND CO.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
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PERMANENT MAGNETS MAY DO IT BETTER

VITAL SOURCE OF SUPPLY
Modern facilities . . . specialized engineering
experience . . . highly skilled workmanship
. . . that's what it takes to produce quality
permanent magnets in quantity.

74e
INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS

Olorwer .sta
6 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE  CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS

I* Specialists in Permanent Magnets Since 1910 *

Our engineers will be pleased to consult with
you on any problem you may have involving
permanent magnets. Write us, on your letter-
head, for address of our office nearest you and
a copy of our "Permanent Magnet Manual".

Help Win the War in '44- Buy War Bonds!
Copyright 1944, The Indiana Steel Products Company
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WING-STYLE-one of several types of
the Boots Nut used as radio fastenings

VIBRATION -PROOF Boots All -Metal, Self-

Locking Nuts assure permanently tight
connections-yet are easily adjusted, or
removed for repeated use. The Boots Nut
prevents resistance caused by bad contacts.
Eliminates vibration -caused sound distor-
tion. Simplifies and speeds assembly and
maintenance. Makes lock washers unneces-
sary. Saves weight. Is not affected by heat.
Resists corrosion.

Offer
New

High

Temperatures

IT MAKES
A BETTER
PRODUCT

Our 4 11 gineering department is at your
ewrvice ou all fastening problems.

BOOTS
No

zoost;

Boots Aircraft Nut Corporation
General Offices  New Canaan, Conn.

Electric LAB FURNACES

MAXIMUM TEMP.

2 750° F
OPERATING TEMP.

2500° f

For laboratory use where materials
are to be heated in an oxidizing at-

mosphere to temperatures from 1500° to 2750°F. Provides
rapid heating, also heating in special atmospheres not injuri-
ous to silicon carbide. Write for data.

HARPER Electric FURNACE CORP.
Incorporated

1924
1463 Buffalo Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

as possible, and definitely before
the war ends; at which the whole
radio spectrum could be reviewed
and television correctly placed.
Technical representatives from the
occupied countries could represent
their own governments and enemy
countries could be represented
either by friendly aliens or could
be alloted portions of the wave-
bands, the acceptance of which
could be stipulated as part of the
peace terms.

To wait until the end of the war
will inevitably hold back television
and air line developments because
of the interference difficulties en-
countered when each country allots
its bands separately. The spirit of
the United Nations is to cooperate
and the time to cooperate is before
and not when you meet trouble.

Electronic Training
For Salesmen
MANUFACTURERS are urged to insure
the best service along engineering
and technical lines for their indus-
trial consumers by providing train-
ing for the selected representatives
of the wholesalers who will dis-
tribute the products. This sugges-
tion was part of the report made by
the industrial electronics commit-
tee of National Electrical Whole-
salers Association at their 36th An-
nual Convention in Chicago during
April. Special attention of the
wholesalers was directed toward the
opportunities of high -frequency in-
duction heating. Another feature
of the session was the release of in-
formation obtained in a study of
1946 appliance -market potentials
and announcement that the infor-
mation was being published in book
form to be sold by the association
from its headquarters at 500 Fifth
Ave., New York 18, N. Y. Copies
are $1.

Radio Intelligence
Activity Reduction
BECAUSE OF A million -dollar cut in
the appropriation of the FCC divi-
sion of Radio Intelligence it may be
necessary to curtail or eliminate
the emergency service which has
furnished 540 bearings for planes
in distress and thus aided in sav-
ing many times its entire $8 -mil-
lion budget in material alone. Also,
four of six direction finders in the
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PROMPT DELIVERIES

oii PRECISION

weee_.1 RESISTORS!

ELCO wire -wound PRECISION RESISTORS are seeing active
duty on every fighting front. Their ability to stand the "gaff"-
their high degree of accuracy-makes them a' first 'with the
BIG names in radio and instrument manufacturing

Resistors may be YOUR bottleneck in
YOUR production schedule. You can
break this bottleneck by specifying
ELCO-the resistors that are meeting
war -time deadlines-only because they
are delivered when YOU want them
as YOU want them-

PROMPTLY!
SPECIFICATIONS:

"A-1"-15/32 long x 1/2" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 300,000 ohm
value-V2°,,, standard accuracy-non in-
ductive pie wound-,/2 watt, 30° C. tem-
perature rise in tree air -100° C. maxi-
mum operating temperature -200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var-
nish finish.

"A-R"-Same as A-1, with leads reversed.

"B-1"- 15/16 long x 1/2" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester screw. No. 21 tinned
copper wire leads. 1 to 500,000 ohm
value -1/2% standard accuracy-non in-
ductive pie wound -1 watt, 30° C. tem-
perature rise in free air -100° C. maxi-
mum operating temperature -300 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var-
nish finish.

"B -R"- Same as B-1- with leads reversed.

"T"-1-1/32 long x 7/16" dia.-Inductively
wound -1/4 x .015 strap terminals -35 to
35,000 ohms -2 watts, 100° C. maximum
operating temperature-normal accuracy
1%. Baked varnish finish.

"M"-1-13/32 long x 1/4" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 screw -1/4 x .015 thick strap terminals
-non inductive wound -1 meg ohm max-
imum resistance -600 volts maximum op-
erating voltage -100° C. maximum oper-
ating temperature -1.5 watts -1% normal
accuracy. Baked varnish finish.

"G"-15/32 long x 1/4" dia.-Mountable with
6-32 flat or filester head screw. No. 21
tinned copper wire leads. 1 to 500,000
ohm value. 1/2% standard accuracy-
non inductive pie wound .8 watts, 30°
temperature rise in free air. 100° C. max-
imum operating temperature. 200 D. C.
maximum operating voltage. Baked var-
nish finish.

114 West 18th Street, New York, N. Y.

A -I

A -R

Telephone - Watkins 9-4774-5
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A DEPENDABLE

SOURCE FOR POST-

WAR PRECISION

PARTS

If your post-war plans call
for precision parts and as-
semblies, it will pay you
to consult the Adeco or-
ganization. These special-
ists in precision offer you
the experience and facili-
ties for all types of close-

tolerance production on a
contract basis . . . provide
a dependable _source_ of
supply for your most ex-
acting requirements.

New illustrated booklet tells
the complete Adeco story.
Write for free copy today.

AIRCRAFT & DIESEL

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

4401 North Ravenswood Avenue

CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS

"Your Partners in Precision"

Hawaiian Islands will have to be
closed and the East and West Coast
direction finder networks reduced
from their previous 24 -hour service.

These facts were related recently
in testimony by George E. Sterling,
RID chief, before a House commit-
tee. He characterized such emer-
gency activities as an important by-
product of basic operations con-
cerned with location of interfer-
ence which had been hampering
vital war communications.

Receivers Back in
Westinghouse Line
PRODUCTION OF HOME RADIO re-
ceivers, discontinued in 1928, will
be reinstated at Westinghouse when
the war is over. As soon after that
as possible, television receivers will
be added. Facilities currently in
radio production there total 51
times the prewar activity and the
company suggests that such addi-
tional capacity will be needed after
the war as a result of the long per-
iod of depreciation and obsoles-
cence which will have intervened
since civilian radio production was
halted. Specifically, the types
planned include both AM and FM
as well as phonograph combina-
tions.

Electronic Standardization
Saves Money
RESULTS FROM THE RECENT stand-
ardization program covering radio
tubes for Army, Navy, and Cana-
dian armed services show impor-
tant savings of manpower, money,
and time. The Office of the Chief
Signal Officer reveals that benefits
include interchangeability, simpli-
fication of inspection, and use of
common stockpiles.

Tube quality is improved too be-
cause the manufacturer is freed
from the necessity of making separ-
ate runs on the same basic tube
with slightly different tolerances.
In the field, the advantages of in-
terchangeability on emergency re-
placement are notably apparent.

War Memorial
Scholarship Awarded
THE MEMORY OF more than 5000
Westinghouse employees who served
in World War I is perpetuated by
four annual scholarships which go

NOW

a really high-powered

RADIO
ENGINEERING

LIBRARY

Note:
The Library comprises

selection of books
c u I I  d from Iading
McGraw - Hill publica-
tions in the radio
field.

1^.) especially selected by radio specialists of
McGraw-Hill publleatlens

.)to give most templets, dependable est-
erase of facts needed by all wiles* fields
are grounded en rattle fundamentals

C) available at a mole prise and twos

These books cover circuit phenomena. tube
theory, networks, measurements, and other
subjects-give specialized treatments of all
fields of practical design and application. They
are books of recognized position in the litera-
ture-books you will refer to and be referred
to often. If you are a practical designer, re-
searcher or engineer in any field based on radio,
you want these books for the help they give In
hundreds of problems throughout the whole
field of radio engineering.

5 volumes, 3559 pages, 2558 illustrations

Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF
VACUUM TUBES, 2nd edition

Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING, 2nd
edition

Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGI-
NEERING, 2nd edition

Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASURE-
MENTS

Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HAND-
BOOK, 3rd edition

SPECIAL LOW PRICE  EASY TERMS
Special price under this offer Leas than cost

of books bought separately. In addition, you
havo the privilege of paying in easy install-
ments beginning with $3.00 in 10 days after
receipt of books and $2.00 monthly thereafter.
Already these books are recognized as standard
works that you are bound to require sooner erlater. Take advantage of these convenientterms to add them to your library now.

FOR 10 DAYS EXAMINATION SEND THISi....... ON -APPROVAL COUPON
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42 St., N.Y.C. IS

Send me Radio Engineering Library for 10 days'
examination on approval. In 10 days I will send
$3.00 plus few cents poetage, and $3.00 monthly
till $24 is paid, or return books postpaid. (We
Pay postage on orders accompanied by remittance
of first installment.)

Name

Address

Qty and State

Position

Company L 7-44
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Qtratity g414Affi2ldi
The fine performance of our ti -st-

ing instruments has increased the

demand for, and the prestige of

the RCP line. Our Catalog No.128

shows these instrumemts, which

conform with Govermnent speci-

fications, or are recognized as
"standard". Special models slay

be discussed with our engineering

department.

Electronic

RANGES: D.C. Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter-Direct Reading 
Se-tsitivity: 160 megohms (high ranges), 16 megohms (low

ranges) Six Ranges: 0-6-30-150-600.1500 6000 Volts  Voltmeter

readings can be taken without affecting circuit constants
A.C. Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter-Direct Reading  Input capacity
0.00005 mfd. at terminals of instrumert  Input resistance: 160
megohms (high ranges), 16 megohms (low ranges). Seven

Ranges: 0-3-6-30-150-600-1500-6000 Volts Measures signal and

output voltages, etc.  Vacuum -Tube Ohmmeter-Drect Read-
ing  From 0.1 ohm to 1,000 megohms  Seven Ranges: 0-1,000-

10,000-100,000 ohms; I-10-100-1,000 megohms Vacuum -Tube

Capacitymeter - Direct Reading Accurate measurements

from 0.00005 to 2,000 mfd. Seven Ranges: 0-0.002-0.02-0.2-2-

20-200-2,000 mid. No danger of shock on low capacity
rreasurements. No test leads to short  No resetting when

changing ranges.

Voltmeter Ohmmeter Copecitymeter inDEL 663A

A vacuum -tube instrument combining sensitivity, flexi-

bility and utility, is used extensively by the Navy. Model

663A cannot be damaged by measuring resistance when

resistors are "live"; or by using a low range on high

voltage readings; matched -pair multiplier resistors are
accurate within 1%; errors due to voltage fluctuation are
elimirated by use of VR105-30 tube and associated cir-

cuits: there is no danger of shock on high resistance

measurements.

Model 663,4, complete, for operation on 110 -volt, $55 50
60 cycle A.C., costs
on 21.9-270 volt, 50-60 cycle__ _459.50; on 25 -cycle .1163.50.

Full details in Catalog 128 will be sent promptly on request.

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
127 WEST 26th STREET

NEW YORK CITY 1,N. Y

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION ELECTRONIC LIMIT BRIDGES - VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS - VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETERS - SIGNAL

GENERATORS - ANALYZER UNITS - TUBE TESTERS - MULTI -TESTERS - OSCILLOSCOPES - AND SPECIAL INSTRUMENTS BUILT TO SPECIFICATIONS
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CARTER oto-tot
The Invisible Member of the Crew

THE Carter Magmotor, the unique and only Dynamotor withPermanent Mag-tat
elds, has set new performance records for stamina, efficiency, light weisht.

and reliability. The 100 watt output models weigh only41/4 lbs. nearly half -he
weight of other ordinary conventional type Dynamotors of equal ot.tput.
Without question it is the finest Dynamotor for Aircraft receiver cnd small trans-
mitter requirements, as well as numerous other applications.
The latest catalogue containing Magmotors, Genemotors, Converters, Dynamotor:,
and Permanent Magnet Hand Generators will be sent upon request.

_E_41Mbtct
ex:raw Mol.tho

CC7'.14t,

16061411weele Are Carle,. a well Anew. name In radio for ever twenty teen. Caber. Glowed),

CLOSING NOW
Condensed-for your and your customers'
purchasing needs. Elastic-for your ad-
vertising. For book price and space rates,
write Dept. G.

A DIRECTORY OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY
18 E. HURON STREET CHICAGO

OFFICES 15 PRINCIPAL CITIES

to young employees and sons of em-
ployees. This year they have been
given to Charles C. Brinton Jr.,
Edgewood, Pa.; Robert I. Hayford,
Wilkinsburg, Pa.; Robert Louis
Sauer, Sharon, Pa.; and Richard
Lewis Hart, Aldan, Pa.

Awarded on the basis of competi-
tive examinations, the scholarships
are valued at $2000 each. They will
be held aside for those winners who
enter the armed services. Choices
of study among the four entail, re-
spectively, physics, electrical engi-
neering, metallurgical engineering,
and mechanical engineering.

Experimental Airport
Stations
TEMPORARY LICENSES have been is-
sued by FCC through Aeronautical
Radio Inc. for experimental airline
communication in the VHF (30,000
to 300,000 kc) band. Aeronautical
Radio is the non-profit organ-
ization which handles the com-
munications activities of all U. S.
commercial carriers, of some inter-
national lines, and of unscheduled
airplane operators by contract.

First of the companies in the
band is Pennsylvania Central Air-
lines operating under a six-month
license. Upon certification of suc-
cessful results, a renewal can be re-
quested. Although results have
been good, complete conversion to
these frequencies must wait until
after the war because of restric-
tions on equipment required.

Radio Business News
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. has, among
other postwar plans, a scheme by
which television transmitters can
be reserved now for as -when deliv-
ery. Forty -kw stations have al-
ready been ordered by the New
York Daily News and the Chicago
Tribune.

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFAC-
TURERS ASSOCIATION has formed an
aircraft electrical council to ex-
pedite the flow of information be-
tween equipment manufacturers
and representatives of . the Armed -
Forces and aircraft companies in-
terested in electrical components.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY has estab-
lished a center for the study of
high -frequency induction heating.
Located in Havemeyer Hall, the
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HOW TO USE
COOLANTS WITH PLAX POLYSTYRENE

PLAX POLYSTYRENE IS SUPPLIED in sheets, rods

and tubes. It is also available in the famous Polyflex*

Sheet and Polyflex* Fiber, tough and flexible extruded

forms with wide insulation application. Machined

parts such as those shown above (in actual sixes) are

pioduced Ey Plax, to your specifications. Plax also

supplies a polystyrene cement.

Other Pox wartime production ircludes various

forms of cedulose acetate, cellulose acetate butyrate,

ethyl cellulose, methacrylate, and sty.amic.

Write fcr bulletin on "Fabricating Polystyrene,"

containing full details of polystyrene's properties.

*Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

If the temperature of polystyrene is not raised
above 60°C (140°F) during machining opera-
tions, no difficulties will be encountered.

Gumming, surface disfigurations, and crazing
(surface cracking) occur when heat generated by
drilling or cutting exceeds this temperature.
Crazing will occur even before gumming, and it
may appear immediately, or a week after machin-
ing.

It is almost impossible to measure the surface
temperature rise of plastics, because heat is
generated for a very short time at a usually very
small point of cutting. Polystyrene's splendid
electrical insulation properties are accompanied
by exceptional heat insulation qualities, which
prevent this plastic from quickly giving up its
heat.

Overheating can be prevented by (1.) elimina-
tion of excessive friction and provision of ade-
quate chip clearance, and (2.) use of a proper
coolant. Kerosene or other ordinary cutting oils
will damage polystyrene.

Laboratory study at Plax has shown that a
water soluble coolant that will wet both poly-
styrene and metal gives the best cooling action.
(And, incidentally, eliminates change-overs when
the same machine is used for both plastics
and metals.)

Most coolants in this category are injurious to
polystyrene but several that are completely
neutral to the plastic are available at low cost.
Two of these are Shell Oil Company's Vergo
Oil 38-P and Stanco's Solvac 100-M Special.
One of these, or a coolant equal in performance,
should always be used in all sawing and drilling
and in some turning and milling operations.

When the above -mentioned points about
machining polystyrene are recognized and pro-
vided for, intricate parts can be produced with-
out trouble due to overheating.
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You Can Get Them

WiedoatiVetaff

COULD -MOODY
'EeadSea(

GLASS BASE
INSTANTANEOUS

RECORDING BLANKS
The tributes paid to "Black Seal"
discs by many leading engineers
have been earned by distin-
guished service on the turntable.
Your ears will recognize the dif-
ference in quality of reproduc-
tion, and the longer play -back
life will prove the superiority of
"Black Seal" construction. Choice
of two weights - thin, flexible,
interchangeable with aluminum,
or medium weight - both with
four holes.
An AA -2X rating is automatically
available to broadcasting sta-
tions, recording studios and
schools. Enclosure of your prior-
ity rating will facilitate delivery
Old Aluminum Blanks Recanted with
**Black Seal" Formula on Short Notice

RECORDING BLANK DIVISION

395 BROADWAY  NEW YORK 13. N. Y.

EXPORT DEPT. ROYAL NATIONAL COMPANY, INC,
AP BROAD STRUT. O. Y.

laboratory will be operated by en-
gineers from both the University
and Induction Heating Corp., New
York, N. Y.

HOFFMAN RADIO CORP., Los An-
geles, Calif., has purchased a cabi-
net plant in Los Angeles contain-
ing facilities for the fashioning of
special designs with a specifically
Western motif.

ALLEN -BRADLEY CO., Milwaukee,
Wis., has moved its Cleveland office
to 4506 Prospect Road, Cleveland 3,
Ohio.

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
president George W. Bailey sent
transcribed greetings in the name
of American hams to their opposite
numbers in China, celebrating
China Amateur Radio Day on May
5. Unlike US operators, Chinese
amateurs have been on the air
throughout the war, supplying, in
many cases, the only means of com-
munication between widespread
parts of the country.

ELECT RO MATIC MANUFACTURING
CORP. is the new name for Elec-
tromatic Distributors Inc., New
York, N. Y. The company has been
making radios for a number of
years.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. has taken
possession of a Defense Plant Corp.
factory in Scranton, Pa., formerly
engaged in piston ring manufac-
ture.

ALLEN B. Du MONT LABORATORIES
has been granted a commercial li-
cense for the television transmit-
ter W2XWV. New call letters, de-
rived from the initials of the owner,
will be WABD.

FIXED AND VARIABLE RESISTOR IN-
DUSTRY increased its production
during April by more than 20 per-
cent over the averages for Febru-
ary and March with backlogs of un-
filled orders on a level for the three
months. Expanded facilities are ex-
pected to be in operation during
July.

D. E. REPLOGLE & CO. has opened
a New York office at 1819 Broad-
way for consulting engineering on
electronics for transmitting and
other radio activities.

ELECTRONIC CORP. OF AMERICA and
its workers were commended by a
special award from the Blood Donor

ELECTRIC
SOLDERING

IRONS
are sturdily built for

the hard usage of in-
dustrial service. Have

plug type tips and are

constructed on the unit

system with each vital

part, such as heating

element, easily remov-

able and replaceable.

In 5 sizes, from 50
watts to 550 watts.

TEMPERATURE

REGULATING

STAND
This is a thermostatically con-

trolled device for the reg-
ulation of the temperature
of an electric soldering iron.
When placed on and con-
nected to this stand, iron

may be maintained at work-
ing temperature or through
adjustment on bottom of

stand at low or worm
temperatures.

For further Information or
descriptive literature, write

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL

HEATER COMPANY
DETROIT 2, MICH., U. S. A.
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These soft iron pole pieces
tell the story-

EXPERIENCE is a much used, and too often abused, word. Yet in
any field experience is the only source of practical knowledge -

the only sound basis for further advance.
Measured in terms of time alone, the experience of the Simpson

organization is impressive enough. For more than 30 years this
name has been associated with the design and manufacture of elec-
trical instruments and testing equipment. But the real value of this
experience is to be found in the many fundamental contributions
Simpson has made to instrument quality.

The use of soft iron pole pieces in the patented Simpson move-
ment serves as an example. An admittedly finer type of design, these
soft iron pole pieces have been employed by Simpson to provide
maximum strength as well as accuracy, and to achieve a simpler
assembly that permits faster, more economical manufacture.

For today's vital needs, this experience enables Simpson to build
"instruments that stay accurate" in greater volume than ever before.
For your postwar requirements it will insure the correct interpreta-
tion of today's big advances.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO.
5200-5218 Kinzie St., Chicago 44, M.

O

INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE
Buy War Bonds and Stamps for Victory

SOFT IRON POLE

PIECES THE SIMPSON

WAY....
Greater Accuracy - Soft
iron pole pieces redistribute
magnetic flux evenly. Simp-
son Instruments provide ac-
curate readings throughout
an arc of 1000.

Greater Strength - Pole
pieces are used to anchor
full bridges across top and
bottom of movement. Mov-
ing assembly is locked in
permanent alignment.

Smooth Walled Air Gap
No cracks or irregularities
to invite dust or other for-
eign particles, which might
interfere with movement of
armature. Reamed to ac-
curate dimensions after as-
sembly.

Speed and Economy-Pole
pieces are stamped, not
machined. This is one of
many ways Simpson has
speeded construction. and
lowered costs, of this basi-
cally better movement.
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INSULATING

ENAMELS
AS MOISTUREPROOF SEALERS

Where it is essential to obtain
moistureproofness on metal parts,
porcelain, Bakelite and also on
coil windings, etc., of electrical de-
vices, specify DOLPH'S Insulating
Enamels. These insulators are the
air drying type and will provide
extremely high resistance to mois-
ture, alkali and acid. The drying
can be facilitated and resistive
properties increased by subjecting
treated units to a short bake at a
low temperature.

SYNTHITE Insulators are avail-
able in clear, black, red and ma-
roon formulations to meet various
requirements. They are easy to
apply by brushing, spraying and
dipping and provide a glossy,
tough film which has excellent ad-
hesion to clean surfaces. Write
for folder on SYNTHITE Insulating
Enamels. The DOLPH Laborato-
ries are available to handle your
problems involving moistureproof-
ing of electrical devices. This serv-
ice is rendered without obligation.
Why not take advantage of this
service today?

JOHN C. DOLPH COMPANY
Insulating Varnish Specialists

1,.9-A Emmet St., Newark, New Jersey

Div. of the American Red Cross for
their respective efforts in blood giv-
ing. Employees go to the blood
bank in groups on management's
time when the general rush is off.

PURDUE UNIVERSITY is training
girl high-school graduates as engi-
neering drafting aides. Students
are selected by RCA Victor work-
ing with United States Employment
Service. On completion of their
training they enter RCA plants as
apprentice detailers.

CONTINENTAL CAN CO. has formed
a plastics division to make Marco -
Board, a thermosetting, contact
laminate, fabricated from a new -
type synthetic resin. In this divi-
sion will be the newly acquired fa-
cilities of the Reynolds Molded
Plastics Div. of Reynolds Spring
Co., Cambridge, Ohio.

EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH
CORP., announces that one of its
$24.95 (prewar) personal radios
has been auctioned off at a Flag
Day ceremony for sailors in Eng-
land at the possibly record figure of
$2200. Auctioneers were stage and
screen stars.

OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION
has changed the pricing order set-
ting manufacturer's ceiling prices
for new radios and phonographs so
that wholesale and retail prices can
be set under the same orders which
establish the makers' prices.

CHICAGO AREA RADIO CLUB COUN-
CIL staged what they called a "Ham-
boree' to emphasize the important
part in the war being played by
hams. Speakers included Com-
mander James E. Parrott, USNR,
communications officer of the Ninth
Naval District; Cyrus T. Read, as-
sistant secretary of ARRL ; and
Clifton Byrne, acting regional rep-
resentative of the War Shipping
Administration.

WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION iS

giving vocational training courses
to 935 veterans of this war . . .

mostly in radio, machine operation,
welding, and aircraft subjects. The
majority are already in active pro-
duction jobs but take the training
as a supplement. Administration of
the program in most states is han-
dled by the US Office of Education
in cooperation with state and local
education boards.

Yes, tomorrow's R.M.E. radio
equipment is
Surprises are

We've made

in blueprint stage.
in store for you.
fast forward steps

because of the demands of war on
our equipment. New design, better
performance, same strict adherence
to "extra values". Stand by For
R.M.E. Radio Equipment.

" R.M.E.- Since 1933"

RME
t *

*Nleinor*
re Li.

FINE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

RADIO MFG. ENGINEERS, INC.

6, fAtota U. S . A .
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OSTER MOTOR
you are assured of dependable performance

in 4 different ways . . . .

When you specify Oster Fractional Horsepower Motors, you know

that you are dealing with a seasoned, dependable source-experienced
for 15 years in building motors for Oster peacetime appliances which

enjoy a world-wide reputation.
Illustrated below is Type C -2B -1A, 1/100 H.P. model in current

production; developed for aircraft use and adaptable to blower appli-

cations. It's equipped with ball -bearings and built in an aluminum
die-cast housing; 6, 12, 24, or 115 volts D.C. 115 volts A.C.

You can depend on Oster Motors to deliver creditable results that

add to. your own reputation for selecting sources wisely. Let us help

you fit this or other Oster motors to your requirements. Write for details.
M-16

John Oster Mfg. Co. of Illinois
Department L-16 Genoa, Illinois

34

24

,4

Sound, conservative
engineering

Established precision

standards

Trained production
staff

15 -year performance
record
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lees go to DPLCOn ... That's the buying -slogan for Pilot Lights in
the country's binding manufacturing plants. Comprising over 300 types
of mils, the Cialco line covers all applications in Aircraft, Marine,
Electronic, Eledr cal, and Industrial Apponrus. Note especially the new
Apprcved Vail -Aim units !Nos. AAF4283593 and AC40A7419-11.

PLUS .AMPS: -c speed production, we can supply any Pilot Light corn-
phreiv assembled with G.E. or Westinghouse Lamps. Send us your prob-
lem fcr immecicte solution ... Write for 24 -page Catalog and bulletins.

DIAL LIGHT
900 BR=ADVv'AY NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

-ellephone: ALgonquin 4-518C-1-2-3

1 le o

PLASTIC PARTS
Icrge or small quantities. Produced to your specifi-

cct ons. Precision machining, stamping and forming
al plastics. No molds required. Send your blueprint,
or write for bulletin.

PRINT -LOW, 1pte,
93 Mercer Street New York 12, N. Y.

14*414414*

Personnel
William H. Newbold, assistant

director of research for Philco
Corp., died recently in St. Luke's
and Children's Medical Center,
Philadelphia, Pa.

H. H. Rogge, manager of the
Washington Government Office for
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
has advanced to vice-president.

Raymond C. Bierman has be-
come chief engineer at Permoflux
Corp., Chicago, Ill. He had been
studio field engineer with NBC.

John H. Ashbaugh, newly ap-
pointed vice-president of Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Co., con-
tinues as manager of the electric
appliance division, Mansfield,
Ohio.

Stuart Ballantine, president of
Ballantine Laboratories, Boonton,
N. J., and prominent radio engi-
neer, died after a two-day illness,
in Morristown, N. J. The throat

microphone, currently in aviation
use, is one of his many inventions.
His professional radio career
dates from 1913 when he became
operator for the Marconi Com-
pany.

Eugene M. Keillor has been ap-
pointed head of the design depart-
ment of Peerless Electrical Prod-
ucts Co., Los Angeles, Calif. He
was previously a design engineer
at the Muskegon plant of Ana-
conda Wire & Cable Co.

R. L. Irvin has advanced from
industrial manager of the North-
western district to application
manager of the small motor divi-
sion within Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co., Lima, Ohio.

Dr. George R. Town has become
manager of research and engineer-
ing at Stromberg-Carlson Co. He
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History of Communications Number Five of c Series

NIGHT COMMUNICATIONS ON THE HIGH SEAS

In those early days when our Navy was first organized night communica-
tion was made by lantern from the masthead. This was the only com-
munication between ships at sea during through which many times news
from home was transmitted.

Today, through the use of Universal Microphones and voice communica-
tion components, vital communications of War are speedily transmitted
equally as well from small sea -craft and battle cruiser to home port.

Many new types of Universal microphones shall be developed from the
experience obtained from the production of military units, for the private
citizens in the marine pleasure -craft in the days after Victory is ours.

< Model T -30-S, illustrated at left, is but one
of several military type microphones now avail-
able to priority users through local radio jobbers.

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

FOREIGN DIVISIC N: 301 CLAY STREE", SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA  CANADIAN DIVISION: 560 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1, ONTARIO, 7.ANADA
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WE CAN
HELP

YOU
With Your

Priority
Requirements

for
RADIO
PARTS

TUBES

ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

SEND
for this
FREE

CATALOG! *

800
Page

Buying
Guide

A Complete

Centralized Source of Supply

Save precious time! If you are having
difficulty procuring essential radio -
electronic items we can help solve your
problems. Hundreds of leading nation-
ally -advertised brands are carried in

stock-ready for immediate shipment
on suitable priorities. "We deliver the
goods throughout the nation-on time!"

INSTANT
SERVICE

OVER
10,000 ITEMS

IN STOCK

TRAINED

TECHNICAL STAFF

22 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

Everything
in

CONDENSERS
RESISTORS

TRANSFORMERS
PLUGS  JACKS

SWITCHES
CHASSIS
PANELS

CONNECTORS
TUBES

METERS
TEST EQUIPMENT

AMPLIFIERS
SOUND SYSTEMS
PILOT LIGHTS
RELAY  WIRE

FUSES
SOCKETS

BATTERIES
TERMINAL STRIPS

ATTENUATORS
OSCILLATORS
TEST PRODS.

etc., etc.

SUPPLIERS TO

INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURERS
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

TELEPHONE-TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
PUBLIC UTILITIES

SCHOOLS  COLLEGES  HOSPITALS
AIRCRAFT PLANTS  SHIPYARDS

U. S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS  U. S. NAVY
and other GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

* 800 Page catalog free on request to author-
ized purchasing agents who write in on company
stationery. Address Dept. E.

Telephone BArclay 7-1840

SUN RADIO
& ELECTRONICS CO.
212 1....#un Street. ork 7. N. Y

has been that company's repre-
sentative on various standardiza-
tion panels of the National Televi-
sion System Committee and Radio
Technical Planning Board.

Earl R. Sayre has been ap-
pointed an application engineer
for P. R. Mallory & Co., Indian-
apolis, Ind. He was formerly with
Arrow -Hart & Hegeman Electric
Co.

Paul H. Thomsen, former chief
engineer at Air -Track Mfg. Corp.
is now vice-president in charge of
engineering. He is succeeded by
Charles B. Raybuck who has
Charles R. Browning for assistant.
Charles J. Alba is development en-
gineer.

William W. Wells, previously
with Marine Radio, has become
senior engineer at Hoffman Radio
Corp., Los Angeles, Calif. William
J. Green, late of Philco Corp.,
holds a corresponding title.

William Montgomery, produc-
tion coordinator at John Meck In-
dustries, has been named execu-
tive engineer for contact with Gov-
ernment agencies.

E. J. Oberle, commercial engi-
neer of Arpin Mfg. Co., Orange,
N. J., has been placed in charge of
the equipment division.

Stanley W. Goulden, commer-
cial engineer in the RCA Victor
Div., Radio Corp. of America,
Camden, N. J. died in Philadelphia
recently of a heart attack. He had
been associated with the company
since 1919.

John F. Dryer Jr. has joined the
engineering staff of Amperex Elec-
tronic Products Inc. He will work
on development of power and con-
trol tubes for industrial use.

Fritz H. Behrendt, president and
founder of Recoton Corp. and head
of Selectar Mfg. Corp. died re-
cently after an illness of three
years during which he neverthe-
less maintained active control of
both companies.

C. D. Geer, onetime -chief engi-
neer of Thomas A. Edison Inc., and
recently general manager of the
instrument division, has been
made a vice-president. K. G. Berg-
gren, manager of the special prod-
ucts division, has been given the
same title.

George H. Clark, vice-president
in charge of engineering at Form-
ica Insulation Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio, has been elected to a direc-

u new product,l
or process

that wil

accomplish
a result faster,

cheaper
or bettet than thos:

now io
use? 14 so consult:

at once.
We have

be
o con-

tained by a number0.
parries

in a wide
variety

industries to find n ewp
rod:ctsand

f_manatfractiv;
ersin purchase or9 will be arrangetur

a copy of patent or

drawings
and description

and tell

us whether a model is available.

All information
treated in strictest

confidence.
Write to

NEW PRODUCTS DIVISION

DESIGNERS FOR
INDUSTRY, INC

2915 DETROIT AVE., Dept. E6, CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

6,4
NUMBERING and

LETTERING PRESS

Write for
Bulletin
E 210

An ideal machine for hot stamping
letters and figures on plastic name-
plates, and other small parts, with
the use of colored roll leaf. Fur-
nished with an electric heating ele-
ment, and rheostat for regulating
heat. All figures and entire alpha-
bet are on one dial.

We also make numbering machines ...
automatic and non -automatic . . . for
stamping, either hot or cold, numbers
and letters into various materials.

NUMBERALL STAMP & TOOL CO.
HUGUENOT PARK STATEN ISLAND 12, N. Y.
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6$6014,01i0OR

A NEW
WIDE -RANGE

OSCILLOSCOPE

* D. C. to 4 megacycles

* High gain amplifiers

* Calibrated sweep circuit

* Balanced or Unbalanced input

* Battleship Construction

One of several instruments designed to meet the requirements of our military development program
- now made available for general sale.

FREQUENCY RANGE

D.C. to 4 megacycles - X, Y and Z am-
plifiers

VOLTAGE GAIN

X and Y amplifiers - 2000
Z amplifier - 100

INPUT IMPEDANCE

5 megohms; 15µµf on all amplifiers; either
balanced or unbalanced input may be used

MAXIMUM INPUT

500 volts -X and Y amplifiers
50 volts -Z amplifier

DEFLECTION CALIBRATION

Comparison Voltmeter for calibrating de-
flection against sine wave

LOW IMPEDANCE ATTENUATOR

Eliminates troublesome capacity effects

SWEEP CIRCUITS

Hard tube linear sweep circuit, 2 cycles to
1 megacycle

Also, calibrated sweep circuit - saw tooth
or sine wave - 20 cycles to 100 kilo-
cycles

internal oscillator provides square wave or
sinusoidal wave for external use - 20
cycles to 100 kilocycles

LIGHT SHIELD

An adjustable light shield is provided,
maximum projection -8 inches

CATHODE RAY TUBE

Type 5 CP1
Accelerating potential - 3000 volts
Facilities are included for making a quick

change to 5CP55, tube for high speed
photography or to 5CP2 long -persist-
ence tube

DIMENSIONS

Height - 20' Width - 16' Depth - 26'

Your inquiry will receive prompt attention, as will inquiries concerning the application of our en-
gineering facilities to the solution of your industrial control, inspection or instrumentation problems.

INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS-INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

899 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON 15, MASS.
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Coils are the transformer's heart.
Wound on machines of our own design by
skilled operators, Peerless coils are uni-
form in performance and free from failure.

PEERLESS
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO.

6920 McKINLEY AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 1, CALIFORNIA

STAR STEATITE
In Any Shape or Size

Meets the most ex-
acting requirements
of the Electronic
Industry.

The STAR product meets
Government specification.

The STAR PORCELAIN CO.
ELECTRONICS DEPT. TRENTON, N. J.

torship in Society of the Plastics
Industry. SPI is the national or-
ganization of molders, machinery
makers, and materials suppliers.

Theodore W. Case has died. He
was one of the early workers on
invention of sound for motion pic-
tures and an executive of Fox -

Case Corp. since his sale of Movie-

tone to the Fox film interests. He
was active during World War I on
work connected with infrared sig-
nalling between ships.

R. C. Brannan has been ap-
pointed manager of the trans-
former equipments section of the
transformer division, Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Co., Sharon,
Pa. He has been headquarters
commercial engineer in the power
transformer section.

Frank H. McIntosh, chief of the
domestic and foreign branch, Ra-
dio and Radar Div., WPB, has re-
signed to return to private elec-
tronic -engineering consulting prac-
tice. He is succeeded by his for-
mer assistant, John Creutz.

Major General Harry C. Ingles,
chief signal Officer, has been
awarded the decoration of the Or-
den del Libertador in the grade of
Commendador by the Republic of
Venezuela. This was for commun-
ications services rendered while
General Ingles was chief of Staff
of the Caribbean Defense Com-
mand.

Garet W. Denise, former indus-
trial consulting engineer has been
made general manager of the Chi-
cago plant operations of Littelfuse
Inc. He has also been associated
with Temple Radio Corp.

Major George A. Rote, member
of the engineer board at Fort Bel-
voir, Va., has been appointed to
the American Standards Associa-
tion committee on standardization
of vacuum tubes for industrial
purposes.

Wilbur B. Driver has resigned
as president of the company bear-
ing his name and has been re-
placed by his son Robert 0. Driver.
The company manufactures resis-
tance wire and special alloys.

Jay L Taylor has joined the
staff of Hoffman Radio Corp., Los
Angeles, Calif., as a senior engi-
neer. He has been in the research
laboratory of Colonial Radio Corp.

James W. McLaughlin has been
made president of Bakelite Corp.,
New York, N. Y. His direction
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HEIGHT FINDER

TRACKER

4
COMPUTLR

sOlveci Instantly by the
ELECTRICAL GUN DIRECTOR!

The Problem
An enemy bomber is sighted
5 miles away, 3 miles high, fly-
ing fast. He's within range of
your 90 mm. anti-aircraft bat-
tery. A shell will take perhaps
20 seconds to reach him, but
meanwhile he'll have flown
nearly 2 miles. How could
you possibly tell where to aim
to hit such a speeding target?

How the Gun Director solves it
Enemy plane (1) is spotted and followed
by Tracker (2) and Height Finder (3),
which feed information into Altitude
Converter (4) and Computer (5). Swiftly
the Computer plots the plane's dis-
tance, course and speed-aims the gun
(6) and sets the fuse of the shell to
burst at a calculated point (7) for a hit.

This electrical brain-the Computer
-thinks of everything. It figures on: (A)
muzzle velocity of gun; (B) shell drift to
the right due to its spin; (C) air density;

YOU can help to knock down enemy
bombers. During the 5th War Loan Drive,
invest more than ever in War Bonds!

(D) time of shell's flight; (E) downward
pull of gravity; (F) direction and veloc-
ity of wind; (G) even the distance be-
tween Tracker and gun!

Developed by Bell Telephone Labora-
tories men working with Army Ord-
nance experts, and made by Western
Electric, the electrical Gun Director
has made our .anti-aircraft fire more
accurate than ever. It is one of many
electrical weapons now being produced
by Western Electric.

151-
p14N vERs4/?).

Western Electric
ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
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Feature These Advantages

I. Low voltage drop
2. Self lubrication-

low friction
3. Long wear

4.Designed forhigh current
density applications

5. Operates efficiently at
high altitudes

* Gibsiloy C has the lowest volt-
age drop of any contact metal con-
taining graphite. It is not adversely
affected by various atmospheric
conditions and altitudes. Gibsiloy
C sliding contacts are recommend -

E......,,r,,,
Gibsilo

[TRICK MOULTS

ed for use in airplane and tank
turrets and other rotating electri-
cal equipment - in instruments,
rheostats, and other sliding con-
tact applications. Consult us on
your contact problems.

GIBSO E ECTR IC COMPANY
8361 Frankstown Ave., Pittsburgh (21), Pa.

IIISTRUMERT DELIVERIES!
War work has expanded Triplett production far
beyond previous capacities and, with the experience
of more than forty years of instrument manufactur-
ing, has bettered the Instruments coming off the
production lines.

Now-better instruments are ready for general
use. Place your orders, at once, with Triplett-
headquarters for instruments made to one fine
standard of engineering.

D'Arsonval Moving Coil D.0
Instruments

Double Iron Repulsion A C.
Instruments

Electrodynamometer A.C.-D.C.

R.F. and Rectifier Types,
Sizes r through r

STANDARDS ARE SE_ 1 SY

T IPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
BLUFFTON  OHIO

will encompass all plastics opera-
tions of Union Carbide and Carbon
Corp.

T. R. Porter has become techni-
cal -commercial engineer on high -
frequency heating for North Amer-
ican Philips Co., New York, N. Y.
He was formerly concerned with
electronic development at West-
inghouse.

Donald M. Campbell, former
electronic engineer with Bell Air-
craft Corp., has joined the staff of
Hoffman Radio Corp., Los Angeles,
Calif.

T. A. M. Craven, FCC Commis-
sioner, has announced his affilia-
tion, in a technical capacity, with
the Cowles interests, operators of
Midwestern radio stations and
newspapers.

L. Gale Huggins has been named
assistant manager of air condition-
ing, covering engineering matters,
at Westinghouse Electric Elevator
Co., Jersey City, N. J. Other ap-
pointments include Walter C.
Goodwin, negotiation manager
over application engineering, and
Howard A. Blair, electrical engi-
neer, as service manager.

EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH
CORP.,

New York, N. Y.
INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA,

Long Island City, N. Y.
PRICE BROTHERS Co.,

Frederick, Md.

COOLING AND FIRE prevention
are provided by a newly patented
television antenna that consists of
a perforated metal tube from which
water can be sprayed. Water in the
tubing improves reception of un-
damped waves in dry weather, ac-
cording to the claims.
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KARP facilities and men, skillful in engineering and

fabricating metal parts and products of simple or
complex design, are your extra hands. In design, our

engineering department has helped solve the knot-

tiest of problems. In production and deliveries, our

facilities have been praised for maintaining and
beating standards and schedules. In cost, KARP

extensive stocks of dies have saved thousands of

dollars for customers.

D -Day has come . . . V for Victory is next

SUPPORT THE 5TH WAR LOAN DRIVE

ANY QUANTITIES-ANY METAL - ANY SIZE - ANY FINISH

*-^

ARTISANS

IN

SHEET I
NaTAL/124 30th STREET . BROOKLYN 31, N. Y.

CO Mt

,KEEP BACKING THE ATTACK .

CABINETS

CHASSIS

RACKS

PANELS

. BUY MORE WAR BONDS
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PORTABLE POWER

PROBLEMS
No. 4-Veneer Drying Control

FAMOUS ALL -WOOD
"MOSQUITO" of the
Royal Air Force is

of tough,
to a rigid engineering specification. The
physical characteristics of this veneer
must be as uniform as metal. Most vital
step in production is the drying where
precision control of moisture content
assures its stability and strong cell struc-
ture . . . guarded by electronic moisture -
meters powered by Burgess batteries.

durable wood veneer - made

SPECIAL-PURPOSE BATTERIES have always
been a specialty of Burgess engineers.
Puzzling problems of size and operating
characteristics dissolve in their expert
hands .. :your problem will be welcomed.

FREE.. ENGINEERING HANDBOOK

80 -page manual of basic data and char-
acteristics of dry batteries for all electronic
applications. Tabbed for ready reference.
Write Dept. 9 for free copy. Burgess
Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.

BURGESS BATTERIES

Plethysmograph
(Continued from page 117)

encephalograph the inkwriter field
is energized by the power supply
for the final amplifier which drives
the moving coil of the writer. Be-
cause of the small amount of
power required, it seemed prefer-
able to supply the inkwriter field
from a separate power supply, mak-
ing it completely independent of
the electroencephalograph ampli-
fiers and power supply. A voltage
doubler, using a 117Z6GT, was
provided for this purpose and
placed in the chassis with the di-
rect -coupled power amplifier.

Adjustment Procedure

The first stage of the amplifier
is adjusted with the 6L6G output
tubes removed from their sockets.
The common cathode resistor value
(nominally 30,000 ohms) is varied
until the voltage from the com-
mon cathode connection to the
plates (shorted together) is about
60 percent of the voltage from the
cathodes to the plate supply con-
nection. The 6L6G tubes are then
inserted, and the connection be-
tween the battery and the rectifier
so adjusted that approximately the
same condition exists in the power
stage.

The gain of the amplifier is con-
trolled by varying a shunting re-
sistor across the plates of the 6J7
tubes. In effect, this changes the
amplifying efficiency of the first
stage. This method of gain control
is particularly advantageous for
d -c amplifiers, as it does not affect
the output voltage when the ampli-
fier is set at "center."

The amplifier is adjusted by
grounding the input grid with the
switch provided, turning the gain
to maximum, and bringing the pen
to a central position with the cen-
tering control. The gain may then
be reduced to near minimum. The
plethysmograph should then be
placed on the upper part of the ear
and adjusted so that there is a
slight comfortable pressure. Under
these conditions a considerable
basal quantity of light reaches the
phototube, producing a large volt-
age drop in the 5-megohm load re-
sistor. This makes the grid of tube

Our past develop-
ments and present
day experience with
F\1 Antennas will
provide greater effi-
ciency in design and
performance to meet
the exacting stand-
ards of this impor-
tant field.

We're "all out" for
Victory, but our en-
gineers are ready to
work with you on
post-war plans.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, Inc.
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

FIXED
MOULDED
BAKELITE

MICA -DIELECTRIC

CAPACITORS

pDI41.,,,
ovE4

All Orders Bearing
Army & Navy

Inspection at Source
Will Be Filled

Within 70 Days
From Date of Order.

All R.M.A. or A.S.A. color coded.
A complete stock is ready for im-
mediate shipment of quantities,
ranging from 500 to 5,000 of each
capacity in regular MICA CA-
PACITORS in 5%, 10% and 20%
tolerance and silvered MICA
CAPACITORS in 2%, 5% and
10% tolerances.

Notice to Manufacturers: Residesour
regular stock of all capacities we have
in stock ready for immediate delivery
at all times:

10.000 OF EACH
.006 .005 .002

.001 .0008 .01105 .00025
.0002 .0001 .00005

in regular mica foil capacitors, 5 &
10% Tolerance, manufactured in ac-
cordance with American War Stand-
ards to meet Army and Navy Speci-
fications.

WRITE FOR PRICE SHEETS
AND COMPLETE MFORAIRT/ON

ALBE"
ROTHENSItIN

135 LIBERTY ST. NEW YORK 6,N.Y.
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The Resourcefulness of the
N -Y -T SAMPLE DEPARTMENT

hAorn awl 41 etaki ott riztvi
The flexibility of N -Y -T engineering is err pha-
sized by the type and scope of its transformer
designs. Prior to the Defense era, N -Y-- tech-
nicians produced special custom -de; gned

\units for general precision applications. Then,
with military preparations, transformers, rectifie.s and
solenoids -\ for practically every phase of electronic
equipment-were included in N -Y -T production.
With the advent of \war, the ingenuity and resourceful-
ness of the NEW YORK TRANSFORMER Sample Depart-
ment kept pace with "the unprecedented demards of
Army, Navy and Air Forces.
The experience gained now \ in producing for the war
effort is helping gear NEW YORK TRANSFORMER COM-
PANY to peace time requirements for both civilizn and
industrial transformer products. \
Whether your post-war product in-
volves a marine, aviation or indus-
trial transformer for unusual appli-
cation or performance, the N. Y. T.
Sample Department can fulfill the
requirement.

416.

-7,br-or,Ar
gri",

ii gui zil r ..-

wit,

*44,44,

-.4edisilL'

vorstalairr

NEW YORK TRANSFORMER COMPANY
26 WAVERLY PLACE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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GUARD
1)4,4,4d

Equipment

with

New

Circuit

Protection!

A -1075-F Extractor Post.
11-1212-13 4 AG Fuse Mounting.
C-1010 1 pole, 8 AG Fuse Mounting.
D-1011-8 Fuse Clip for 3 AG Fuses, 1/4" dia.
E-1001 8 AG Fuse. 1/100 amp.
F-1004 8 AG Fuse, Ye amp.

"QUICKER THAN A SHORT CIRCUIT"

Littelfuse units for most efficient safe-
guarding of circuits, machines and in-
struments have been improved and
multiplied. Never before was electri-
cal protection so dependable, or of so
wide a range.

NEW FUSING THROUGHOUT

New fusing of all electrical equipment
is one of the best supports of present
service that must be prolonged. New
Littelfuses mean prevention of short
circuits, costly burnouts, and damage
by inexperienced operators.

Whatever your problem in circuit
protection, Littelfuse will be glad to
counsel with you.

LITTELFUSE Inc.
263 Ong St., El Monte, California

4793 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago 40,

2 positive, and throws the pen to
one side of center. The voltage
drop is then balanced out by a neg-
ative voltage from the 70,000 -ohm
balancing potentiometer, which is
so adjusted that the pen is returned
to a central position.

For a few minutes the pen will
drift to one side, because of the
vascular dilatation resulting from
the heat of the light bulb near the
ear. When the drift has ceased,
the apparatus may be tested by do-
ing a Valsalva experiment. An ex-
ample of the resulting record is
shown in Fig. 4. Increased conges-
tion is indicated by a downstroke
on the record, starting at A. Intra-
thoracic pressure is released at B,
and is usually followed by a period
of overcompensation. The instru-
ment is then ready for operation.

If a larger record is desired, the
pen may be extended to almost any
length desired. The frequency to
be recorded is very low, so that
inertia is not a problem.

The amplifier may be used for
many other purposes. It works
very well with a photoelectric mem-
brane manometer previously de-
scribed by the authors. Pressure
variations up to about 50 cycles per
second can thus be recorded with
the inkwriter. The input need not
be from a phototube circuit, as the
instrument will work equally well
with any other voltage input giv-
ing a signal of the order of one
volt.

The output can also be used to
drive an electromagnetic oscillo-
graph of the optical type,, which
might require more power than the
usual small direct -coupled ampli-
fier can deliver.
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1\11[Ii[l DIMEmsw
WIRE & RIBBON
FOR VACUUM

TUBES

 Complete range of sizes
and alloys for Transmit
Ling, Receiving. Battery
and Miniature Tubes ..

 Melted and worked la
assured maximum u-i
formity and strength

WIRES drown to .0005"
diameterRIBBON rolled to .0001- thick

 SPECIAL ALLOYS made to
meet individual specifi-
cations. Inquiries invited.

Write for list of stock alloys

SIGMUND COHN &CO.
44 GOLD ST.

SINCE

NEW YORK
19 01

DUPLICATING and PROFILING

AUTO ENGRAVER
Accurate Engraving

with Unskilled Operators

Unskilled operators will profile or accurately
reproduce in smooth lines any design, num-
ber, letter, emblem, signature; on iron, brass,
copper, aluminum, soft steels and all plastics.
Here are some of its other uses . . .

 Drills a series of holes, or orotiles small
parts.

 Cuts an even channel for wiring on panels.
 Increases accuracy and production.
 Works from original drawing or templates.
 Etches glass and similar items.
 Will not cause distortion.
For complete information on this and other
models and prices write Dept. K.

AUTO ENGRAVER CO.
ME BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19
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Specialists in the
Development of

ist Quartz Crystal
tilt Products for All

Applications.

to BUY WAR BONDS

FOR VICTORY!
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NEW PRODUCTS
Month after month, manufacturers de-
velop new materials, new components,
new assemblies, new measuring equip-
ment; issue new technical bulletins, and
new catalogs

New Heat -Resisting Plastic
for Radio Parts
A NEW THERMOPLASTIC that can
hold its shape and strength in boil-
ing water and yet can be molded by
fast and economical injection mold-
ing methods is announced by Mon-
santo Chemical Co.

The new plastic known as Cerex
has already found wide use in war
work, particularly radar, radio and
other n'iilitary electronic equipment
where light -weight substances hav-
ing good electrical and heat -resis-
tant properties are in, demand.

Cerex is one of the results of a
long-range research program
started six years ago to develop
new thermoplastics, from petroleum
sources, to overcome the poor di-
mensional stability of existing ther-
moplastics.

The fact that thermoplastics re-
peatedly soften under heat and
harden on chilling is a fabricating

advantage, but this characteristic
involves low heat resistance in a
molded part. The temperature re-
sistance of a thermoplastic as indi-
cated by its ASTM* heat distor-
tion point determines the approxi-
mate ceiling for service tempera-
tures, although the exact value de-
pends upon the imposed load.

Two classes of materials were de-
veloped. One, designated as Sty -
ramie HT, is a specialized high -cost
material of critical importance in
super - high - frequency insulation.
A secrecy order forbids discussion
of its properties. The other is Mon-
santo Cerex, which has an ASTM
heat distortion point of 220° F. It

containing the ele-
ments carbon, hydrogen and nitro-
gen. These three elements may be

 In ASTM test method D648 -41T a load of
2.5 kg is applied to the center of a /" x
1/4 molded bar supported on 4" centers
while the temperature of the specimen is
raised slowly. The temperature at which
a deflection of 0.01" occurs is taken as the
heat distortion point.

combined in various forms to give
various characteristics but the pres-
ent war development is concen-
trated on Cerex, X214.

Electrical properties of the new
material are superior to those of
most other thermoplastics although
they are not as good as polystyrene
and Stryamic HT at very high fre-
quencies. The dielectric strength
of the material is excellent (over
500 volts per mil). Surface and
volume resistivity are also excellent
and are not appreciably affected by
prolonged immersion of the mate-
rial in water. Maintenance of elec-
trical properties under high humid-
ity conditions is assisted by the low
water absorption of Cerex.

The material now being produced
has a transparent amber natural
color. Color possibilities in molding
compounds are somewhat limited
although a range of transparent,
translucent and opaque colors can
be obtained. In flamability tests,
the material is rated as slow burn-
ing.

War applications of Cerex X214
have received exclusive attention
in development work. These include
electrical applications where mod-
erately low electrical loss properties
are required in combination with
heat resistance higher than sup-
plied by present thermoplastics.
Coil forms, crystal holders and ca-
pacitor cases are typical of the ap-
plications being studied. Aircraft

Comparison Chart for Injection Molding Materials

Test Cerex
X 214

Polystyrene Methyl
Methacrylate

Vinylidene
Chloride

Cellulose
Acetate

Cellulose
Acetate
Butyrate

Vinyl
Acetate
Chloride

Ethyl
Cellulose

Specific Gravity 1.07 1.05-1.07 1.18-1.19 1.68-1.75 1.27-1.37 1.15-1.23 1.30-1.45 1.07-1.18

Flexural Strength in P.S.I. 13.000 8,000-10,000 10,000-15,000 15,000-17,000 2,000-16,000 2,100-12,700 12,000-14,000 3,000-12,000

Impact Strength in Ft Lb/In:
(hod Milled Notch) 0.40 0.30-0.40 0.2-0.4 0.3-1.0 0.7-6.0 0.5-7.5 0.4-1.2 0.6-8.0

Distortion Temperature in °F 220-230 168-176 125-160 150-180 106-213 117-214 140-155 120-200

Rockwell Hardness M100 M80 -M90 M60 -M90 M50 -M65 M19 -M81 M23 -M72 M60 -M80 M25 -M65

Dielectric Strength, Short Time, in
V/Mil >510 500-700 500 350 290-600 250-400 400 400-700

Power Factoi:
60 Cycles
1000 Cycles
1,000,000 Cycles

0.0024
0.0024

0.0001-0.0003
0.0001-0.0003
0.0001-0.0003

0.05-0.06
0.06-0.07
0.02-0.03

0.03-0.08
0.03-0.15
0.03-0.05

0.01-0.06
0.01-0.06
0.01-0.05

0.01-0.04

0.01-0.04

0.008
0.01
0.014

0.005-0.015
0.005-0.025
0.007-0.030

Dielectric Constant:
60 Cycles
1,000 Cycles
1,000,000 Cycles

2.72
2.76

2.5-2.6
2.5-2.6
2.5-2.6

3.4-3.6
3.3-3.5
3.1-3.3

3.0-5.0
3.0-5.0
3.0-5.0

3.5-6.4
3.5-6.4
3.2-6.2

3.5-6.4

3.2-6.2

3.26
3.21
3.08

2.5-3.5
2.5-3.5
2.0-4.0

Water Absorption, 24 Hr, in % 0.30 0.05 0.4-0.6 <0.1 1.6-3.6 1.2-2.0 0.05 0 1 5 1.0-2.0
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THE SCIENCE OF ELECTRONICS ALSO PROVIDES A NEW TRIUMPH IN

1LECTRO-MEDICAL ANALYSIS AND LABORATORY RESEARCH . .

FIGURE A- Photographic Method

olidiftiAv1/44.0.4". ilfidit.
FIGURE B EPL Method
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EPL Direct -recording Electrocardiograph*

...giving instantaneous standard readings

 Built to exacting laboratory standards after
years of research

 Completely eliminates all photographic
procedures

 Useful in the laboratory as well as a benefit
to mankind

 Compact, lightweight, portable; simple and
efficient in operation

(*PATENT PENDING
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 Cardiograph record appears instantaneously

 Built-in interference filter makes possible
perfectly usable cardiograms in strong inter-
fering electrical field

 Operates from any 110-120 volt, 60 cycle,
AC service

 Uses no ink or other fluids

 High operating economy

For Laboratory Procedure
The recorder of this new Electrocardiograph may be used in conjunc-
tion with other equipment for laboratory research. It provides an amplifier
and recorder which will give a graphic record between .1 cycle and 80
cycles per second at a sensitivity of 1 millivolt for 2 cms total deflection;
or a range from zero to 80 cycles for 60 millivolts for 2 cms deflection.
A high speed writer can be supplied which will extend the operating
frequency to about 200 cycles. Because of the special damping circuit
employed, excellent transient response is secured.
Although in the high sensitivity connection, the amplifier is not a true
D -C amplifier, the phase correction is such that perfect square wave
response from .25 cycles to 80 cycles is realized with the one millivolt
sensitivity connection.

At present, deliveries will be made on priority only.
Write for descriptive booklet.

ELECTRO-PHYSICAL LABORATORIES, INC.
45 W. 18th STREET NEW YORK 11, N. Y. WAtkins 9-1870

Manufacturers of Electro-Encephalographs and Electric Shock -proof Machines

A Division of the ELECTRONIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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VICTORY.

Buy

WAR

swivs

*NEW CATALOG
With Many HeIplul Data

*Includes:
Illustrations of 71 -spe-
cials%
Dec. equivs. of fractions.
Weights per 1M pieces.
SENT ON REQUEST

Special heads, threads,
and finishes -on fasten-
ings of any metal or
alloy adapted to cold.
upset -are Progressive's
specialty:Weekly output:

25,000,000.

7Ae PROGRESSIVE MFC. CO.
TORRINGTON, 50 NORWOOD Si CONNECTICUT

FINISHED ELECTRODES FOR CRYSTALS

Size and types made to your specification with
air gap tolerance held within 5 microns

(Established 1926)

HEYMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Electronic Div. E), KENILWORTH, N. J.

Dr. Reid Fordyce and Dr. David T.
Mowry, co -discoverers of Cerex, hold
up for comparison two radio parts. Al-
though identical in size and shape be-
fore immersion in the boiling water, the
ordinary plastic (left) wilted and
shrunk, while the black Cerex part was

unaffected by boiling water

battery cases molded of Cerex X214
have withstood very severe tests.
In one such test the sulfuric acid
electrolyte contained in a Cerex
X214 jar was actually boiled with-
out deformation or chemical attack
of the molded case.

In effect, this new material
breaks down the dividing line be-
tween the fields .of application for
injection and compression molded
products. The injection molder can
now produce parts for service at
temperatures that previously have
required the use of thermosetting
materials. Radio and electronic
parts can now be injection molded
and yet have resistance to the am-
bient temperatures encountered in
such apparatus even in tropical
locations.

New and Improved
Cetron Tubes
INDIVIDUAL BULLETINS which con-
tain complete technical data on the
following new and improved Cetron
tube types are available. Briefly,
the tube types are as follows :

CE -29 is an improved type of
blue sensitive phototube, using an
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Television sees Democracy in Action

CA
lit

 AMERICANS have always been eager to share
in the political life of cur Democracy. This year,
the two great political conventions will be filmed
in Chicago

b
and the reels will be rushed to New

York forbroadcasting over WNBT, NBC's pio.
neer television station..

Four year
by
on
he
Pe

s ago, in 1940, WNBT made television
history, directly telecasting the Republican
Conventi at Philadelphia and by broadcasting
films of t Democratic conclave in Chicago.

When ace comes, a greater and more wide-
spread television audience-expanding into mil-

lions of homes equ pped with RCA television-
will see as well as hear Democracy in action .
thanks to the new super -sensitive television cam-
era, and other radio -electronic devices developed
in RCA Laboratories.

Today, RCA research and engineering facilities
are devoted to creating the best possible fighting
equipment for the United Nations. Tomorrow,
RCA-Pioneer in Progress-looks forward to
supplying American broadcasters, and the Amer-
ican public, with still finer radio, television, and
electronic instruments.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA LABORATORIES  PRINCETON  NEW JERSEY

RCA
leads the wcw in
radio-television-

phonographs-records
..,tubes.-electrc nits

Listen to RCA's "The Music America Lwes Best"-Saturdays, 7:30 P.M., ever he Slue Network * BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY.*
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Small Motors, Inc.

You get maximum power
per ounce of weight in this
small fractional H.P.
Motor. Designed for speeds
from 3,000 to 20,000 R.P.M.
and for voltages from 6 to
115. Engineered to your
exact performance speci-
fications. Precision -built of
quality materials for long
life, dependable operation.
How many do you need-
and when?

1318 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of special small universal, frac.
tional H.P. motors, dynamotors, shaded pole
motors, heater motors, generators.

Design . Engineering  Production

octal 5 -pin base, interchangeable
with similar tubes produced by
other manufacturers. This tube is
similar to the manufacturer's type
CE -30. These two tubes together
may be used to convert equipment
from being red sensitive to blue
sensitive and vice versa. CE -29 is
particularly sensitive to blue and
violet light near the short wave-
length limit of visibility. Bulletin
No. PC -15.

CE -200 and CE -201 are 2 -amp,
full -wave, mercury vapor rectifiers
suitable for applications up to about
250 volts d.c. They have been rede-
signed for improved performance.
CE -201 has a special long -pin in-

dustrial base, and is interchange-
able with other tubes of the same
characteristics. CE -200 has a
standard 4 -pin base. They are de-
signed to eliminate the cost of in-
stalling two sockets to provide full -
wave rectification. Bulletin No. 111
covers both types.

CE -202 is a long life, high effi-
ciency rectifier tube designed par-
ticularly for the 250 -volt d -c field
and may be used in applications
where d.c. is required for operation
of d -c motors, magnetic chucks,
magnetic brakes from a -c lines. It
is rated 15 amp d -c output; 900
volt inverse peak; arc drop 7.5
volts. Guaranteed for 2,000 hours
operation it may be used in most
conventional 250 -volt d -c circuits.
Bulletin No. 108.

CE -222 (3B22) is a new xenon -
filled full -wave rectifier and is in-
terchangeable with other tubes
designated as RMA 3B22. It has a
d -c output current rating of 1 amp
continuous; average arc drop is 8
volts. Bulletin No. 115.

CE -303 is a 1 -amp xenon -filled
thyratron especially designed for

SET UP

YOUR OWN STUDIO
FOR OFFICE. PLANT

and

LABORATORY

RECORDS

Headquarters for cameras, lenses, photo
accessories and dark room supplies .
everything for the commercial - and in-
dustrial photo laboratory. Inquiries on
cameras and photo equipment invited.

Catalog E6 on request.

BURKE & JAMES, Inc.
321 SO. WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO 4 ILLINOIS

DO YOU

NEED

TRAINED

HELP?
For many years we have been
training and placing men for
electricity, radio, and elec-
tronics. Write and tell us
about the jobs you have open.
Whether in immediate,need of
help or not, registering your
company with our Placement
Service gives you first choice
of available National trained
men in your vicinity.

NATIONAL SCHOOLS
Eatabliahed 1905

4000 South Figueroa Street

Los Angeles 37, California

tneamen.sosi
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Cherry Rivets weren't made to do tricks
with. But this trick-supporting a couple of

husky bone -crushing palookas from a single

Cherry Rivet, expanded (not headed) in a

solid bar of metal-proves that Cherrys
have more than enough shank expansion

for any kind of job.*
Cherry Rivets are headed with a pull-

not a pound. And so they work especially

*Under a test pull of 730 lbs. the head pulled off this LS1127-6-10 Cherry Rivet but there was no
movement of the shank in the blind hole.

CHERRY RIVETS. THEIR MANUFACTURE AND APPLICATION ARE COVERED By U.S PATENTS ISSUED AN, PENDING

LLIA:12 .L.Il1.1_ L.
alley

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

BUT IT PROVES CHERRY
RIVETS HAVE WHAT IT TAKES:

well in plastics, soft, pliable or brittle ma-

terials, as well as for all blind riveting in
metal. The job is done from one side only-

ro bucking bar or backing up of any sort.

here's a close-up of how the Cherry
Rivet is fastened tight in a solid base.
Note it holds by shank expansion

alone -no head.

Here's a practical application of this
Cherry advantage-to fasten name
plates on a solid base. Of course

many other such uses.

Get this Handbook A-43 with the complete story

of Cherry Rivets. Write Dept. A-120, Cherry
Rivet Co., 231 Winston Street, Los Angeles 13.
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ELECTRICITY
FOR ANY JOB ANYWHERE

For a dependable source of electricity on projects remote
from commercial power, Onan Electric Plants are proven
leaders in the field. More than half of the Armed Forces'
total requirements for Power Plants are built by Onan.

Gasoline -driven . . . Single -unit, compact design . . . Study
construction . . . Suitable for mobile, stationary or emer-
gency service.

Over 65 models, ranging in sizes
from 350 to 35,000 watts. 50 to 800
cycles, 115 to 660 volts, A.C.-6 to 4000
volts, D.C.-Also dual A.C.-D.C. out-
put types.

Descriptive literature
sent promptly on request.

D. W. ONAN
& SONS

3253 Royalston Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS 5,

MINNESOTA.

Standard and CUSTOM CONSTRUCTION

to meet all specifications

Prompt
engineering service
always available

HERCULES ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
INCORPORATED

2416 ATLANTIC AVENUE * BROOKLYN 33, N. Y.
[ DC and AC WELDERS  TRANSFORMERS  MAGNETIC CLAMPS  SOLENOIDS  RIVET HEATERS

SPOT WELDERS  FLUORESCENT BALLASTS  SPECIAL CONTROLS

industrial application such as weld-
ing control, motor control, and con-
trolled rectifiers. Inverse peak
voltage rating is 700 volts. The
tube draws low critical grid cur-
rent, the maximum limit being 5
microamp; it has a standard 4 -pin
base. Bulletin No. 114.

CE -305 is a gas -filled thyratron
introduced as a medium current
tube. It uses a standard 4 -pin base
and has a maximum inverse peak
rating of 1,700 volts ; a d -c output
current rating of 2 amp. It may
also be used in industrial control
applications. Data sheet No. 116.

CE -306 is a gas -filled grid con-
trol tube (thyratron designed). It
is rated 6 amp continuous load;
peak forward volts (maximum) is
750. Mechanical dimensions are 9/
inches high and 2 inches in diam-
eter. It is for industrial control
applications. Bulletin No. 118.

CE -872A is a mercury vapor
high -voltage rectifier tube and may
be used in radio transmitters, or

for high frequency heating equip-
ment. It is rated 10,111 -volts in-
verse peak, and 1.25 amps d -c out-
put. It may be used to replace tube
types 872, 872A/872 and 872A
made by other manufacturers.

Continental Electric Co., Geneva,
Ill.

Communication Without
Radio
THIS PORTABLE SOUND system is sup-
plied with a self-contained power
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This comprehensive tech-
nical bulletin . . . sent
on request . . . gives de-
tailed results of physical
and electrical tests.

HIGHER DIELECTRIC

 In the interest of better electrical coil winding, will you do these
three things:
1. Study our detailed test reports on Kappa Tapes which we will send

you on request.
2. Carefully examine the superior weave and smooth surface of this

cellulose acetate rayon material.
3. Make a test winding in your own plant with the full length Kappa

Tape samples we will supply.
We assure you of taped windings that look far superior to the average
job when varnished...a smooth, unbroken, completely sealed surface that
may test up to 50% higher in dielectric breakdown.
Or conversely, the same dielectric strength may, in many cases, be ob-
tained with fewer varnish dips ... saving both time and materials.
Another important advantage is the thin, homogeneous windings, made
extremely compact through less varnish build-up... yet providing the same
degree of protection against burn -outs, plus considerable space -savings.
In addition, the moisture absorption of Kappa is 50% that of cotton ...
331/3% of silk tapes.
Write for full length test samples, prices and specifications. Wm. E.
Wright & Sons Co., Industrial Textile Div., Bridge St., West Warren, Mass.
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BIRTCHER

STAINLESS STEEL
LOCKING TYPE

TUBE
CLAMPS

Series 926
for Chassis Mounted

Glass Tubes

Series 930
for Sub -Chassis Mounted

Glass Tubes

Series 929 For Metal Tubes

Birtcher Clamps are suitable in all
applications requiring a sturdy,
positive -action device for securely
holding tubes and similar plug-in
components in their sockets under
extreme vibration stresses.

PROMPT DELIVERY
Samples and Prices Upon Request

;

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION
Manufacturers of AIRCRAFT

and RADIO PARTS
5087 HUNTINGTON DR. LOS ANGELES 32

supply having acoustic output of
95 db at 100 feet. Reception at sea
is good up to 2 miles, on land up to
I mile. Power requirements are re-
duced to approximately 85 percent
during standby periods by the use
of a press -to -talk switch (located
in the microphone handle) which
automatically connects the power
supply. The unit may easily be car-
ried by one person (it weighs 39i
lb including microphone, amplifier,
power supply and loudspeaker).
The system is especially useful in
ship -to -ship communication where
the use of radio may be dangerous
or in situations that require vocal
control over great distances.

Newcomb Audio Products Co.,
2315 S. Hill St., Los Angeles 7, Cal.

Continuity Tester
THIS NEW CONTINUITY tester checks
for an open circuit or a short in
coils, fuses, lamps, tubes, appli-
ances, and in more complex as-
semblies. The unit lights up at the
point of application and eliminates

the need for looking back and forth
at a meter. The tester is applicable
to intermittent or production test-
ing.

Walker-Jimieson, Inc., 311 S.
Western Ave., Chicago 12, Ill.

Direct -Reading Megohmeter
MODEL 404-F megohmeter permits
rapid measurement of resistance
from 400 megohms to 100,000
megohms. It is especially designed
for checking condenser dielectric,
but may be used for other high
megohm testing, or for production
testing. A built-in current limiter
prevents damage to the instrument
if the test terminals are accidentally
shorted. The resistance values are
measured under an applied d -c po-
tential of 90 volts and are indicated
on an individually calibrated scale.
Accuracy is rated at 5 percent.

To Serve You Better
AN ALTERNATE SOURCE
OF GENUINE BIRTCHER
TUBE CLAMPS

Prompt Delivery
We are fully licensed to manufacture
the complete BIRTCHER line of locking

type, stainless steel tube clamps. Orders

placed with us for prompt delivery using

BIRTCHER part and identification num-

bers will be filled at prices as favorable

as those to which you are accustomed.

All clamps will be identical with those
manufactured by the Birtcher Corpora-
tion.

0,......
5.1110 TILE/FLED MANUFACTURER

OF BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMPS

THE 1;1111114 S. THOMPSON

CORPORATION
5420 HUNTINGTON DR.
LOS ANGELES 32, CALIF.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

that carry power or und
any corner is our spa-
cialty. Faithful, depend-
able power driver.; or
remote control in air-
planes, tanks, signal
corps radio, and .many
other war and, commer-
cial products. Shafts
made to your specifica-
tions. Our engineering
department will work
out your particular
power problem without
obligation.

Write today for
Manual D.

F. W. STEWART MFG. CORP.
4311-13 RAVENSWOOD AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

West Coast Branch 131 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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The dependable delivery of any urgent message,
anywhere, may be commonplace very soon now. The
speed with which the electronic industry has created
wonders for the war promises to match even the most

startling dreams of a short time ago

Please
Stop

to See
the s

baby
Your

'"Y

We took twenty-five peacetime years to become
America's largest manufacturers of portable phonographs
-the famous Phonola line. Now, after less than four
years, we are old hands at building electronic equipment
for our fighters. And our war -spurred progress inspires
us to keep going ... to increase our former service to
normal civilian life. So, when Victory releases all the
war -vital electronic discoveries, look for a still finer
Phonola plus a worthy companion line of new Waters

------ Conley devices - all aimed to better yesterday's dreams of
tomorrow and today's hopes for peace.

WATERS CONLEY COMPANY, ROCHESTER, MINN.
17 East 42nd St., New York 224 South Michigan Ave., Chicago

VAnderbilt 6-2079 HARrison 1880

ELECTRONICS -July 1944

WAR
BONDS

.?prcuricarion +Fi -LLVZ-Pi dared April iz, 1Y44, tne fungicides meeting the require-
ments of the Signal Corps and the Navy.

Fungus Resistant Varnishes available on request.

Send for Bulletin "Fungus Resistant Lacquers for
Tropicalization of Radio, Signal and Communication Equipment."

AVM

331

MAAS & WALDSTEIN COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.
PRODUCERS OF LACQUERS, ENAMELS, SYNTHETICS AND SPECIALTY FINISHES FOR ALL PURPOSES

Branch Offices & Warehouses: 1658 Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill. 1228 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
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They
are
Pointed in
Protest Against

%/MD A TIAM

SPINTITES ARE
REAL SPEED UP
TOOLS. This is the
WRENCH that works
like a SCREW DRIVER
Standard sizes for Hex-
agon nuts or headed
screws . . . special
SPINTITES for square
or knurled nuts. Han-
dles are either fixed
or chuck type Po

SPEED-UP design by
makers of WALDEN
WORCESTER
WRENCHES

W I AM!e

RENI WCHES

STEVENS WALDEN, INC.
459 SHREWSBURY STREET

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Pat'd. and
Pats. Pending

1 megohm to 100 megohms, 1 per-
cent, and above 100 megohms the
error increases to 5 percent. The
capacitalce range is 106 to 100
microfWads. Accuracy, on these
range,,s are- 190 ,u,u1 to I pi within
pei+ent and on other ranges the ac-
curacy is rated within 2 percent.
Inductance measurement (with no
d.c. flowing) ranges from 10' to
100 henrys. Accuracy on induc-
tance measurements are 100 i.th to
1 h, within 1 percent. Other ranges
are within 2 percent. Inductance of
iron -cored chokes and transformers
can be measured with up to 500 mil-
liamps of d.c. flowing. Facilities for
measurement of frequency, Q, and
power factor are included in the
bridge. The bridge contains a 1
megohm resistance decade in steps
of 1 ohm (this is brought out to
terminals so that it can be used ex-
ternally.) An additional feature is
the provision to' plug in external
facilities such as outside standards,
oscillators, null indicators, and other
instruments.

White Research Associates, 899
Boyleston St., Boston 15, Mass.

Pulse Generator
THIS INSTRUMENT, Model 700-A, is
designed for laboratory use in the
development of electrical apparatus
in which pulse generation or trans-
mission is an important character-
istic. It is essentially a signal gen-
erator of d -c pulses. Specifications
of the instrument are: Pulse am-
plitude, 0.03 to 20 volts from a cali-
brated attenuator with an accuracy
of ±-10 percent; pulse duration, 0.4
to 120 microseconds in four ranges
calibrated to 0.05 microseconds or
3 percent, whichever is the greater
(for higher pulse rates the dura-
tion is limited to 40 percent of a
cycle) ; pulse form, leading and

Controls consist of a master switch,
range selector, and zero adjustor
and these are conveniently grouped
on the front panel which also con-
tains the resistance indicating
meter, pilot lamp and a terminal
strip. This is made of high re-
sistance, non -hygroscopic material
so as to avoid error caused by hu-
midity. The measuring circuit, in-
cluding its 110 volt, 60 cps power
supply and test battery, is con-
tained in a steel housing which

* * * * * * * * * *

inch
facsimile

For the p r e s e n t, Finch

manufacturing facilities are

being devoted to special

radio apparatus for ...

U. S. SIGNAL CORPS

U. S. NAVY

U. S. ORDNANCE DEPT.

F. C. C. F. B. I.

U. S. TREASURY DEPT.

and

WAR MANUFACTURERS

FINCH
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, Inc.

PASSAIC. N. J.

* * * * * * * * * *

Wanted 1

ENGINEERS
 Radio
 Chemical

Electrical
Electronic
Mechanical
Metallurgical
Factory Planning
Materials Handling

 Manufacturing Planning
Work in connection with the manufacture of
a wide variety of new and advanced types
of communications equipment and special
electronic products.

Apply for write), giving
full qualifications, to:

C. R. L.
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

Western Electric Co.
100 CENTRAL AV., KEARNY, N. J.
Applicants must comply with WMC regulations
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The New Model 710

VOLT OHM MILLIAMMETER
NOW AVAILABLE FOR PROMPT DELIVERY ON

PRIORITY OF AA3 OR BETTER!!

Sett3itiVilV-
1,000 OHMS PER VOLT
ON BOTH A.C. AND D.C.I1

ffiectittrei:-
A.C. AND D.C. VOLTAGES
UP TO -

1500 VOLTS
A.C. CURRENT UP TO -

3 AMPERES
D.C. CURRENT UP TO -

30 AMPERES
RESISTANCE UP TO -

10 MEGOHMS

Jeaturei:-
*Uses New 41/2" Square Rugged 0-400 Microampere Meter.
*Direct Reading-All Calibrations Printed Directly on Meter Scale in Large Easy -

to -Read Type.
*Housed in Rugged Heavy Duty Portable Oak Cabinet.
*Completely self-contained-No external Source of Current Required.
A 400 Microampere meter movement is shunted to provide a
sensitivity of 1,000 Ohms Per Volt on both A.C. and D.C. This
method-using a 400 Microampere meter instead of a 1 Milli-
ampere meter-affords improved damping because the meter is
at all times shunted by a resistance. An Ayrton universal shunt
is used for all current and resistance ranges. Paired multipliers
insure accuracy of all voltage ranges and in addition two indi-

Specificatiow:-

vidual master calibrating adjusters enable precise calibration of
all A.G. and D.C. Voltage Ranges. An almost perfectly linear
A.C. scale is provided by using a special copper oxide rectifier
unit which has an inverse to forward "a" resistance ratio of better
than 400 to 1. Although the current carrying capacity of this
rectifier is 15 ma., a maximum of 1 Milliampere is permitted
to pass through the unit. This insures minimum heating in the
rectifier unit guaranteeing high stability of all A.C. calibrations.

6 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES (1000 OHMS PER VOLT)
o to 15/60/ 150/300/600/ 1500 Volts.

6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES (1000 OHMS PER VOLT)
0 to 15/60/ 150/300/600/ 1500 Volts.

7 D.C. CURRENT RANGES:
0 to 3/15/60/150 Milliamperes 0 to 3/15/30 Amperes.

A.C. CURRENT RANGE:
0 to 3 Amperes.

5 RESISTANCE RANGES:
0 to 1,000/10,000/100,000 Ohms. 0 to I Megohm 0 to 10 Megohms.

The MODEL 710 comes complete with cover, self-contained batteries, test leads and $ 50
instructions. Size 6" x 10" x 10". Net weight 11 pounds. Price

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO., Dept. M,
227-A FULTON STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
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G. A. W. Carbonyl
Iron Powders

Extensive research and manufacturing
development has been put back of the
various G. A. W. Carbonyl Iron Powders
-used by leading core manufacturers.
Powders with different characteristics
are available for specific radio -elec-
tronic applications.

Write for samples and
further information.

GENERAL ANILINE WORKS
A division of

General Aniline and Film Corporation
435 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

Manufacturers and Sole Distributors

eet et
toterqOat,

BUTTON TYPE. FLAT OR STEPPED TYPE

SQUARE, OBLONG AND ROUND

CLOSEST TOLERANCES

EXCELLENT FINISH

MINIMUM LAPPING
GREAT SAVINGS IN MAN HOURS

AND COSTS

PROMPT DELIVERIES
Send for full information

eittexecittpattg.
UNION, NEW JERSEY

trailing sides of the pulse each con-
sume approximately 0.15 micro-
second or 1 percent of the pulse
length, whichever is greater. Top
is flat to within 1 percent; pulse
polarity, either positive or negative
pulses are obtainable by means of a
switch ; pulse repetition rate, inter-
nal oscillator gives either 500 or
5,000 pulses per second.

External oscillator gives 50 to
20,000 pulses per second, with exci-
tation of 2 volts rms sine wave out-
put impedance is rated 100 -ohm -
termination at end of a three foot
line; high amplitude pulse, a nega-
tive pulse of 30 to 100 volts at 1,000
ohms impedance is supplied on sep-
arate terminals. The sides of this
pulse each consume approximately
0.3 microseconds or 2 percent of the
pulse length, whichever is greater;
sweep voltage, sine sweep 7 volts
peak to peak, phase continuously
variable throughout 360 deg. Ex-
panded sweep 4 volts peak to peak,
duration approximately 10 deg,
with adjustment to center the pulse ;
synchronizing pulse, positive pulse
of approximately 20 volts ; advance
pulse, a positive pulse of 80 volts
(rising to 50 volts within 0.25 mi-
croseconds), and leading the output
pulse by 0.5 microsecond, for slave
sweep oscilloscope operation. Stray
field is negligible.

The instrument is supplied with
removable line cord, output cable,
and an instruction book. It is
housed in a metal cabinet whose
panel is standard rack and panel
size. Dimensions of the cabinet are
19+ x 14+ x 13+ inches and of the
panel 19 x 14 x 13+ inches.

Model 700-A is available only for
115 volt, 60 cps a -c supply from
Colonial Radio Corp., Buffalo 7,
N. Y.

Relay Contactor
THIS RELAY -CONTACTOR is for use
in heavy duty circuit control appli-
cations. Single or dual -voltage op-
erating coils for all standard volt-
ages are available. Standard units
are conservatively rated 30 amp at
110 volts, 20 amp at 220 volts, or 10
amp at 440 volts. The contact car-
rying bridges are designed for a
wide range of contact arrange-
ments.

Glenn -Roberts Co., 2107 Adams
St., Indianapolis 1, Ind.
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New Tubes
TWO NEW TUBE TYPES include a
miniature thyratron which is desig-
nated as RCA -2D21. It weighs
half an ounce and measures 1Z

inches. The tube provides stable
operation and a high control -ratio
for a variety of functions as an
electronic switch. It is particu-
larly useful for control jobs where

lightness and small size are essen-
tial factors. The tube will carry 0.1
amp plate current continuously,
and for periods up to 6 seconds
out of 30 will safely carry 0.5 amp.
It uses xenon filling instead of mer-
cury vapor.

The second tube is designated
RCA931-A. It has a sensitivity of
2 amp per lumen when operated
at 100 volts per stage. This tube is
a 9 -stage multiplier phototube
which is capable of amplifying sig-
nals 200,000 times and more, and
may be used in astronomical
studies to measure intensity of star-
light, or in quantitative spectro-
graphic analysis. Sensitivity is ob-
tained by the use of secondary
emission as cathode electrons which
are impelled against nine succes-
sive dynodes before they reach the
plate. The electron current is mul-
tiplied by the release of secondary
electrons at each dynode.

Radio Corp. of America, RCA
Victor Div., Camden, N. J.

Portable Electric Megaphone
THE EQUIPMENT is for police and
fire departments and other protec-
tive organizations. The manufac-
turer states that under favorable
conditions intelligible speech can
be projected up to one-half mile;
and under normal conditions on
ships, the megaphone transmits
voices clearly at one -quarter of a
mile. Condensers, resistors, and
component parts are easily access-
ible for servicing and replacement.
Both the speaker and the micro-

24&14cfneips and AI

TRANSFORM
for ELECTRONIC DEVICES

Chicago Transformer is an organi-
zation specializing exclusively in the

design and manufacture of all types of small
transformers and reactors.

Housed in our modern daylight plant are
complete laboratory and plant facilities for
the handling of every operation in the manu-
facture of fine transformers.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION

DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 WEST ADDISON STREET CH1CAG 0,18
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4 BRAND

SEMI-MAlINSULATED

CERAMIC RESISTORS

 Low ohmic values are made in
body type "CX" only whereas
type "A" body is offered in a wide
range of resistance values.

Globar Brand Resistors are un-
usually rugged as your tests will
prove. Those illustrated are stand-
ardized sizes and resistance values.
In case you require resistors having
special characteristics we can fur-
nish them. Larger units or special
sizes can be provided.

Write us outlining your resistor
problem, it will receive prompt
and careful consideration.

PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE "A" RESISTORS

PART

NUMBER

WATT

RATING

RESISTANCE

RANGE

OVERALL

LENGTH

OVERALL

DIAMETER

997-A Vs
150 Ohms to
4.7 Megohms

21/64. 7/6;

763-A 1/4 47 Ohms to
15 Megohms Ye " 7A2'

759-A th 33 Ohms to
15 Megohms

3A. 14.

766-A 1
47 Ohms to
15 Megohms 11/6" 1/4 

792-A 3
22 Ohms to
150,000 Ohms 1 W.

15/37.

774-A 5
33 Ohms to

270,000 Ohms 23/4 1/32"

TYPE "CO" RESISTORS

997-a % 1 to ISO Ohms 21/64" 744"

763-CX th Ito 47 Ohms 5/e" 7/39"

759-a 1 1 to 33 Ohms 3/4" 1/4"

766-CX 2 1 to 47 Ohms 11/2" 1/4"

792-CX 4 1 to 22 Ohms 11/e ' 15/39"

774-a 6 1 to 33 Ohms 2 5/6" 15/33"

STANDARD RESISTANCE (Tolerances 5% - 10% - 20%)

ALL RESISTORS COLOR CODED According to R. M. A. Standard .

ORDER BY PART NUMBER, RESISTANCE VALUE AND TOLERANCE.

Globar Division

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
TRADE MARK

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.
[Cariiiirmidarn mid lobar are registered trade marks on.)
and indicate manufacture by The Carborundum Co.

phone are made with water -proofed,
molded phenolic diaphragms. The
unit consumes power only during
actual transmission of voice. The
batteries operate for approximately
40 hours or more. The megaphone
cabinet is waterproof and measures
91 x 4t x 7i inches. It weighs 111
lb. The speaker is 13i inches long
(with a 7i -inch diameter bell open-
ing). The complete unit weighs 15
lb. 5 ounces.

National Scientific Products Co.,
5013 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago 25,
Ill.

Wire Printer
MODEL PW HIGH SPEED rotary mul-
tiple wire printer will print up to
four wires simultaneously with the
same or independent markings on
each wire. A variation of Model
PW is Model PW-2 which- has the
same characteristics as Model PW
but which is capable of printing
on two sides of the wire at one time.
The imprints may be closely spaced,
and the machines will print diam-
eters from No. 22 to I inches on 6,
3 or 2 -inch intervals without af-
fecting the speed of the wire travel.
Reels are available which will feed
long runs of wire into the printing
machine, or an operator may feed
lengths as short as 2 inches into the
four printing locations. Changes
of spacing for printing is made by
changing the printing wheel. Quick,
interchangeable type inserts are
used. The equipment is supplied
with ink reservoir mechanisms
which are self-contained and in-
stantly removable. Spare reser-
voirs are available for quick color
changes.

Markem Machine Co., Keene,
N. H.

Attenuators
AN IMPROVED line of attenuators
features a detent gear which is de-
signed to provide more positive
action, a greater degree of accur-
acy, more uniformity in operation
and a stronger stop mechanism.
Contacts and switches of these at-
tenuators are made of tarnish -
proof silver alloy. Cleaning and
lubricating of the contact points is
unnecessary. A steel cover protects
the resistors, and provides im-

4

9

You can count on
Wincharger Anten-
na Towers. They
combine strong effi-
cient coverage with
built to last quali-
ties that insure you
years of service.

Add to these ad-
vantages their strik-
ingly attractive ap-
pearance plus a sen-
sationally low initial
cost and it's easy to
see why an ever in-
creasing number of
Wincharger Anten-
na Towers are being
used for:
Commercial Broadcasting

Police Work
Signal Corps Air Lines

Ordnance Plants
To be sure for years ahead
-be sure to specify Win -
charger Antenna Towers.

Matt, of

EARN ELECTRIC
SYSTEMS

YPIAMOI ORS

ittriF/7---IARCEk

VERTICAL
RADIATORS

WINCHARGERVERTICAL RADIATOR

WI CHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY. IOWA
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proved magnetic shielding. A

snap -on cap makes switch blades
and contacts readily accessible. The
attenuators are quiet, and positive
values for each setting of the dial
are obtained. They meet rigid spec-
ifications.

The Daven Co., 191 Central Ave.,
Newark 4, N. J.

Hermetic Seals
STURDY AND EASY to solder by means
of electronic heating, oven solder-
ing, iron, or torch methods are her-
metic seals. They are subjected
during manufacture to a hydrogen
pressure test for leaks. Danger of
carbonizing the electrode is elimi-
nated by the use of a high flash -over
voltage seal of glass. Leakage re-
sistance is 30,000 megohms, mini-

mum. Thermal operating range is
from -70 deg to 200 deg C. The
seals will withstand temperature
changes of 140 deg C. Types of
seals available include either single
terminals or multiple headers.
Among the types is W-100, a small,
one-piece unit for use on compo-
nent parts. Types 1182 and 1183 dif-
fer in size and shape but both are
larger terminals for use in higher
voltage applications.

Sperti, Inc., Beech and Kenil-
worth, Cincinnati 12, Ohio.

Enclosed Pilot Light
KNOWN AS SERIES #1110, these pilot
lights are available in several vari-
ations. Models No. 1110 (faceted
jewel) and No. 1111 (plain jewel)
take long bulbs. Models No. 1112
(faceted jewel) and No. 1113 (plain
jewel) take round bulbs. These
pilot lights are primarily for use
in ungrounded panels, and all are
equipped with two solder terminals.

DO YOUR ENGINEERS

POWER
PROBLEM?

Are you engineers having
trouble finding an exactly

y'

correct electrical power supply for todas war

products? Are you planning the power supply for

your future products? Then let Wincharger Engineers

help you. They can save you lots of time and worries

if you need:
MOTORS

 Built in and shell type motors

 Adjustable speed motors

 Syncronous Motors

 Rotary Electrical aviation equipment

 Dynamotors and Inverters

 Motor Generator sets

 Railroad Car Lighting Generators

BONDS for
VICTORY

,...1C0 ROTARY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINCHARGER CORPORATION SIOUX CITY, IOWA
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Specialists
... in Assembly and sub -assembly
of Precision Electronic Products

 Complete Facilities for Production
and Testing of Audio Equipment

 Consult us with your Production.
Assembling Problems

RADE It
CORPORATION

6323-27 GUILFORD AVENUE, INDIANAPOLIS 5, INDIANA

PROMPT DELIVERY

JACK JK-48

CORD CD -318-A

nterphone Equipment
and Component Parts

'PLUG PL -58

NOW IN PRODUCTION
CD -318 A 1K-48 PL -68
CD 307-A PL -47 "A- Plug
CD 874 PL -54 BC -366
1K-26 PL -55 BC -347-C

PE -86 SW -141
1B-47 TD -3

TRARIA KAI:NOLA
TMDIO AND TELEVISION CORPORATION

'(1030 W. VAN BUREN ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL.

Other models available are shut-
ter -type lights for applications that
require variable intensities for
varying conditions. Ninety -de-
grees turn of a shutter provides
gradation from bright light,
through intermediate glows to a

dim glow, or to total blackout. The
shutter -type models are No. 1114
(faceted jewel) and No. 1115 (plain
jewel) which take round bulbs.
They mount in an 11/16 inch hole
and have inch jewels, and can be
furnished with polarized lenses.

Gothard Mfg. Co., Springfield,
Illinois.

H -F Plastic Preheating
Equipment
ILLITRON DESIGNATES a machine de-
signed for easier and faster pre-
heating of plastic preforms (such
as wood -flour, rag, and mica -filled
phenolic) for multi -cavity molds.
The heating is done between self-
adjusting plates which operate sim-
ilar to those of a waffle iron. A heat
retainer is incorporated in the
plates to maintain temperature in
the preform after the heating is
off to allow more time between pre-
heating and press loading. An au-
tomatic timer finally cuts off the
heat, after a predetermined time.
Close temperature control is main-
tained by a meter which indicates
in watts the amount of heat per
second that is generated in the pre-
forms. Whenever an operator
changes from one type of preform
to another, a manual adjustment is
made. A marking on the heat -rate
meter indicates the proper adjust-
ment, and this initial matching in-
sures the maximum heating for any
type and size of preform within the
limits of the unit. A power input
control permits the operation of the
unit at any power level from zero
to its maximum rated capacity. To
safeguard the operator, external
portions of the circuit are grounded,
and the power is cut off by switches
when the plates are open.
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The manufacturer also has avail-
able equipment for high -frequency
dielectric heating of other mate-
rials, including metals.

Illinois  Tool Works, 2501 N.
Keeler Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.

Miniature Coils
NEW MINIATURE INDUCTOR coils fox
high -frequency, tuned, r -f circuits
are available in diameters from
to 1i inches. The units are air
wound to Combine lightness of
weight, maximum rigidity, and ac-
curacy. The Q characteristic is
high because no insulating mate-
rial is used in the electrical field.
These coilg are available in any type

of mounting,.with fixed or variable,
internal or external coupling links.
There are five standard diameters
and each diameter is available in
any winding pitch from 44 to 4 or
less turns per inch. Wire sizes
range from No. 14 to 28 and any
type of wire can be supplied.

Barker and Williamson, 235 Fair-
field Ave., Upper Darby, Pa.

Soldering Irons.
SOLDERING IRONS (built in the shape
of pencils, compact and easy to
handle) are designed for speedy,
precision operation for the assem-
bly and repair of radio and radar
apparatus and aircraft instru-
ments. A single pencil weighs 3.6
ounces, and measures 7 inches in
overall length. The heating ele-
ments in these irons heat in ap-
proximately 90 seconds, use 17
watts power, and may be replaced
instantly when necessary. The
irons are designated as Pencil No.
207 and sell at a $1.00 each, in
quantities. Extra heating elements
(No. 536) sell at $0.50 each. A pri-

Here's that "steady -as -a -rook" source
of d -c voltage you need for those
experimental hook-ups around the lab.
It puts out plerty of current for plate
circuits-and holds the voltage "right
on the button" wherever you set
And there's never any guess work
about voltage or current - for both,
are continuously indicated by he
meters on the control panel A -C cut -
put, too, is supplied for convenience
in energizing tube filaments - 4 am-
peres at 6.3 volts (unregulated) It's
a pack that has dozens of uses in any
lab or test department, and you can
have it without a ong wait for deliv-
ery. Send you- order today, with
priority of AA -5 or better, and we'll
ship right away.

TECHNICAL APPARATUS CO.
11.71 TREMONT ST., BOSTON 20. MASS., U.S.A.

- Load Regulation -
1% at any load from
zero to 40 watts

*
-Line Regulation-
Practically independent
of line voltage variation
from 90 to 135 volts*
-Voltage Output-
Continuously adjustable
from 200 to 400 volts d -c

--Current Output-
Up to 200 milliamperes
at 200 volts; 100 ma. at
400 volts

- Continuous Indication -
Of current and voltage,
by panel -mounted meters

Low Price
Only $135.00-complete
with six tubes, a -c and
d -c fuses, test cable
plugs, and panel meters.*
DELIUERY

noun
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COAT TURNTABLES

wreeeeLeede1

FLOCK
For high acoustical value, for a
rich velvety finish at low cost, for ease and economy in appli-
cation-you'll find Cellusuede Flock the ideal material for
coating the turntables on phonographs. And this is only one
of the thousand ways to use this versatile material! Cellu-
suede can be applied to almost any surface by sifting or
spraying, and there is a wide selection of brilliant, eye-
catching colors from which to choose. Rayon and Cotton
Flock is supplied in one pound bags, 12 to a case, solid or
assorted colors. Also 10 and 50 pound bags. Available for
immediate shipment.

Write for Color Card,
Samples and Prices

-BONE DM
absolutelii
MO1STU.RE 1ll1TI-1

PRECISI011 LTAL SHIELDED WIRE

S.

NO compromise with ure -110 compromise with
electrical interference 11 ompromisc with mechanical
damage?

011L1] with PREC1S1011 METAL S
all three of these exclusive features be

Top-flight engineers the country over are re
amazing qualities and specifqing METAL
QUIRE in their equipment. Catalog upon reques

ED DIRE can

nizinq the
LD

Is

rnEcistorr ousfslw TUBE CO.
SPECIALISTS IN ACCURATELY DRAWN TUBING AND METAL SHIELDED WIRE
Factory: 3824-26-28 TERRACE STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BRANCHES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES SALES DEPT. 215-05 27TH AVE. BAYSIDE, L. I., N. Y.

ority number is required on all or-
ders.

Harry A. Ungar, Inc., 615 Du-
commun St., Los Angeles 12, Cal.

Current Transformer
TYPE NAS CURRENT transformer
is a wide -range -accuracy trans-
former which enables users to stock
only a few sizes to cover the entire
field of low voltage measurements.
The instrument is made in three
ratios of 200/5, 400/5 and 600/5
amp, insulated for circuits not to
exceed 1000 volts and capable of
high accuracies up to 25 volt -amp.
The instrument is built to AIEE,
EEI and NEMA specifications.
Features of the transformer include
permanent, easily discernible polar-
ity markings; similar primary
mounting dimensions on all three
ratios to facilitate interchange-
ability; simple clamping structure;
mechanical, connector -type, pri-
mary potential terminal; secondary
short-circuiting device; tamper-
proof sealing; and extreme ac-
curacy.

Bulletin S-502 describes the in-
strument which is available from
The Standard Transformer Co.,
Warren, Ohio.

Electronic Relay
A NEW ELECTRONIC relay for ampli-
fying limited current which is
transmitted by delicate control con-
tacts or high resistance circuits
materially increases the applica-
tion range of many control devices.
Operated by any material having a
resistance from 0 to 500,000 ohms,
or greater if necessary, the new
relay is especially suitable for con-
trolling liquid levels in tanks and
boilers, sorting metallic parts by
size, detecting broken threads in
textile machines, and as a limit
switch requiring extremely light
pressure to operate. The relay is
small and lightweight, and consists
of a standard type electronic tube,
a supply transformer, and an elec-
tromagnetic relay, all mounted in a
totally enclosed, weather -resistant
enclosure suitable for wall or ma-
chine mounting.

In operation, the electromagnetic
relay in the device is kept ener-
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gized as long as the controls con-
nected to the input grid circuit of
the electronic tube remain open.
The instant these contacts close,
the relay is de -energized. A built-
in time delay feature prevents
chattering when the contacts in the
input circuit are momentarily
closed. A contact arrangement on
the electromagnetic relay permits
the device to be used either to make
or break a load circuit when the
actuating contacts connected to the
input circuit on the electronic re-
lay are closed. Bulletin GEA-4214
describes Type CR 7511-A. Gen-
eral Electric Co., Industrial Control
Div., Schenectady, N. Y.

PLUG-IN

CONDENSER

Plug-in capacitors with a wide range
of voltages and capacities are one of
the many different paper and elec-
trolytic capacitors manufactured by
the Illinois Condenser Company. This
unit is hermetically sealed and built
to operate under the severest condi-
tions. We also manufacture con-
densers for special applications with
a wide temperature range of from
-50° C to +85° C and from one
volt to 500 volts D.C. working on the
electrolytic types.

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
COMPANY

1160 NORTH HOWE STREET
CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

Miniature Glass Fractionating

Diffusion Pump

Glass Fracionating Diffusion Pump, Type GF-5A

Very low pressures (less than 7 x 10-7 mm. at 25°C.)
are attainable with this new unit by the continuous
purification of the pumping fluid as it circulates
through the three boilers. Neither a liquid -air nor
a dry -ice trap is required for efficient performance.

THIS PUMP IS IMPORTANT-

To Industry-for the effective exhaustion of small
glass vacuum systems
To Laboratories-for the exacting requirements of
research, or for the assembly of inexpensive, com-
pact laboratory exhaust systems

Write for details about the complete DPI line of glass
and metal diffusion pumps, as well as booster pumps,
low -vapor -pressure fluids, ionization gauges, cyclic
molecular stills, complete vacuum coating equipment,
and other items for high -vacuum technology.

DISTILLATION PRODUCTS, INC.
Jointly owned by EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY and GENERAL MILLS, INC.

ROCHESTER 13, N. Y.
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No Bounce! No Chatter!
. . . in the new Kurman
200S Flat Keying Relay

KEYING FEATURES:
1. No bounce. No chatter.
2. Input 50 Milliwatts.
3. Will key up to 150 words per

minute, or 60 impulses per
second.

4. Armature is mica insulated; is
suitable for keying a 50 Mega-
cycle R.F. signal.

5. Contacts will carry up to 2 Amps.

A NEW FEATURE
OF GREAT IMPORTANCE
ADDED TO OUR "OLD TIMER"

Now . . . Chatterless operation
is added to the known sensi-
tivity of our "Old Timer" (200
Series) . . . The new feature
consists of an energy absorb.
ing material sealed within a

contact carrying cage. The com-
pound used is not affected by
age, oil, or moisture.

New Feature . . . eliminates
"bounce" and "chatter "

Oscilloscopic wave form [--
looks like this I

NOT like this

Send afro for complete inio,mo-hoo on the

11111111

1111111111E

NEW TEST LEAD

Approved by the Signal Corps, the new ICA
Test Lead (No. 373) features streamlined de-
sign and finger -grip mo'ded t ps. Made of
FenoiMe insula ed material, with fine flexible
col rubber knkless w re. Preferred by lead-
ing test equipment manufac urers . . . Just
one of the new improved items :n the large
INSUL'NE 1 ne of:-

 Metal Cabinets, Chcs-is, Pane's, Racks.
 Metal Stampings  Plugs and Jacks 
Completely Assembled Screw Machine
Products 0 Hardware and Essenticls.

Wr:te for 48 -page Catalogue

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INSULINE BUILDING LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.

Resistance Measurement
Instrument
COMBINING BOTH KELVIN and
Wheatstone bridges, Type 638-2
bridge is a resistance measurement
instrument which has a range from
0.0001 ohms to 11.11 megohms in a
single, portable unit which may be
used in laboratories, schools, in
maintenance work, production line
testing and field investigation.
When used as a Wheatstone bridge
for measurements between 1 ohm
and 1 megohm, a normal accuracy
of 0.3 percent or better is obtained.
Low resistance measurements using
the Kelvin range utilize current and
potential terminals to eliminate
lead and contact resistance. The
accuracy of Kelvin measurements
at ranges lower than 0.1 ohm is 3
percent. The rheostat is variable
in steps of 1 ohm for Wheatstone
bridge measurements, and 1 mi-
crohm for Kelvin bridge measure-
ments. Separate keys are provided
for the battery and galvanometer
circuits. Accuracy of component
resistors is 0.1 percent (the 1 ohm
resistors have an accuracy of 0.25
percent.) A sensitive built-in gal-
vanometer is included.

Shallcross Mfg. Co., Jackson and
Pusey Ayes., Collingsdale, Pa.

Indicating Light Unit
TYPE T3-BLC INDICATING light unit
is for single -hole mounting on a
panel with a T3 type single -
contact bayonet lamp. The indi-
cating unit has a bayonet -locked
lens cap which is inserted and held

in place similar to a bayonet -type
lamp. It requires only ten degrees
turn to be held firmly in place. The
unit is for use in applications where
excessive shock and vibration are
to be encountered.

The H. R. Kirkland Co., Morris-
town, N. J.

Knopp Instruments
KNOPP PRECISION MULTI -RANGE cur-
rent transformer (Type P-1200) is
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useful in a laboratory, a shop, or in
the field, for testing, measuring,
and calibrating. A self-contained
primary provides primary ranges
from 0.5 to 100 amp. Primary
ranges can be obtained with an in-
serted primary of from 1 to 8 turns
with ratings of from 150 to 1200
amp respectively. By connecting
primary and secondary in series,
additional ranges (some of which
are for intermittent use only) up
to 3600 amp may be obtained. The
transformer housing of the instru-
ment insulates the inserted pri-
mary from the transformer wind-
ings for 2500 -volt circuits. The
wound primary is for use on 250 -
volt circuits.

KNOPP LOAD ANALYZER is a port-
able instrument which measures,
by one direct reading, the power
factor (without calculation) by
merely turning a knob. Measure-
ment is independent of wattage or
voltage readings or variations.
Watts and volts are also quickly
read by means of the same measur-
ing element. The analyzer is rugged
and has no indicating pointers or
delicate movements. It will with-
stand severe momentary overloads

PLATINUM
Wire & Ribbon

SILVER
Sheet, Wire, Brazing Alloys

THE AMERICAN PLATINUM

WORKS

Refiners & Manufacturers
N.J.R.R. Ave. at Oliver Street

Newark 5, N. J.

We made it for ourselves-now we make
available to you.

Everyone who sees or uses it-orders more.
Fits standard size metal tubes.
Strongly made of ONE piece drawn Steel-no

screws, rivets or welds. Can be furnished-
plain-zinc or cadmium plated.

At
"Long
Last" !

Just what the Electronic Industry
has asked for-The NEW

Metal
Tube

Extractor

it

No more BURNT fingers!
Just the thing for use in the LABORATORY-

SHOP-FIELD or on the TEST and INSPEC-
TION lines!

Prompt Delivery
on Small or Large Orders!

Write or Wire
THE -BMP- CO.
BOONTON, N. J.
Phone - Boonton 8-2565

Patent Pending

BLOIVE-iot
Electronic

Easy -to -install . . . com-
pact ... quiet -running ... economical ... these
are the features which make Pilot Blowers ideal
for the important job of air circulation and ventilation in Radio Equipment. Available
in standard models to move from 15 to 110 C.F.M. Write for Bulletin 507.

"SHADED POLE" F.H.P. MOTORS
Tell us what your requirements are and we will
send you "fact sheets" giving complete specifica-
tions on these dependable, efficient, low-cost
Motors. For continuous or intermittent duty with
H.P. ratings ranging from 1/15 to 1/500 H.P. and
from 1550 to 3400 R.P.M. Plain round or with base
or resilient mounting . .. open or enclosed cases.

F. A. SMITH MFG. CO., INC.
ROCHESTER 5

801 DAVIS STREET
NEW YORK

FRACTIONAL H. P. I CENTRIFUGAL

MOTORS 1 BLOWERS
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as DEPENDABLE
as the PLANETS

HaydonTIMING

a

rMOTORS

SD
V CEAC-DC

AS regular. as precise
as the movements

of planets . . . such are
Haydon Timing Motors
and Devices. Equipped
with special motors to
fit your particular re-
quirements and geared
up or down to any
speed from 450 RPM or
faster, to one revolution
a month.

Let our Engineering
Service help you with
your timing problem!

Send for illustrated cat-
alog!

Haydon motors can
have brakes for instant
stop . . . are reversible
and possess shift de-
vices for any automatic
reset.

*
As makers of the most
complete line of Syn-
chronous Timing Motors,
Hay don Manufacturing
Company offers a com-
plete TIMING ENGI-
NEERING SERVICE.

Why not write for
our new catalog!

DC MOTOR

Reversible - Com-pact-light in
weight-seven seg-
ment commutator
-low reactance
rotor winding - al-
nico magnet field-
totally enclosed.
sealed -in lubrica-
Jon.

AC MOTOR .
Available 450 RPM
to I REV. per
month; manufac-
tured to your spe-
cific voltage, fre-
quency. speed and
torque require-
ments. The small-
est, 110 volt, 60
cycle I -RPM units
consume only 2
watts.

-ll d

ADDRESS'
DEPT. 11

a On
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

* INCORPORATED *

Canaectical

without damage. Accuracy of the
instrument is not materially af-
fected by ordinary variations in
current wave shape. Measurements
from a few watts up to 48,000 watts
(depending on the voltage range)
may be made.

Electrical Facilities Inc., 4224
Holden St., Oakland, Cal.

Flexible Insulating Varnish
R-851 DESIGNATES a flexible insul-
ating varnish which is of high me-
chanical strength and is particuarly
suitable for use with electrical
equipment wound with glass-cov-
ered wire and designed to operate
at exceptionally high temperatures.
The manufacturer states that the
varnish shows little progressive
hardening when the dried film is
exposed to the air and that it is
recommended for coating arma-
ture and stator coils that will be
stored for long periods before as-
sembly. This material is a clear
baking varnish which dries com-
pletely when baked at a tempera-
ture of 135 deg C. The dried insul-
ation is oilproof and is resistant to
acids and alkalis.

The Sterling Varnish Co., 181
Ohio River Blvd., Haysville, Pa.

Die -Less Duplicating Shear
DI-ACRO SHEAR No. 3 is an im-
proved model which incorporates a
precision adjustment for accurately
stopping blade travel. The shear
'may be used for a large variety of

slitting and notching operations to
close tolerances. Tolerance accuracy
is 0.001 inches in all duplicated
work. The maximum shearing
width is 12 inches, and the maxi-
mum shearing capacity, for in-
stance, on 18 gauge steel plate is

'1919's VISION

15 1 44's REALITY

A DREAM COME TRUE - a completely
coordinated and integrated air -rail
express service!

Ever since the fast, safe, person-
alized handling of shipments we
know as Express Service was de-
veloped in 1839, it has been distin-
guished by adapting new tech-
niques.

From the moment the airplane
was proved capable of sustained
flight, alert Railway Express began
to plan how this new transportation
vehicle could be made to serve the
needs of industry and the public.

Step by step the way was proved.
1919 saw the first chartered flight
for Air Express on a definite route,
New York to Chicago. 1927 was a
real milestone year. It saw the es-
tablishment of the nation's first Air
Express network serving 26 airport
cities coast -to -coast, and the forma-
tion of Air Express Division of the
Express company, the essential step
toward providing a responsible, co-
ordinated air -rail express service.
1944 - Air Express directly serves
350 airport cities at 3 -mile-a -minute
speed, and 23,000 Railway Express
offices the nation over through inte-
grated Air -Rail service. Interna-
tional Air Express to over 60 foreign
countries.

From 5,160 shipments in four
months of 1927 to over 1,500,000 in
1943-that's the record of Air Ex-
press. Serving the war effort today
spectacularly and successfully, Air
Express coordinated with Railway
Express will serve you well tomor-
row.

,, AIR
43"1`PRE "" EXPRESS

EX

IGEN .1=1:14PW
NATION-WIDE AIR RAIL SERVICE
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0.048 inches. A delivery chute is
built within the unit to facilitate
delivery of the materials, fabrics,
or tissues to the shear. The unit is
mounted on an 80 -lb., iron bed cast-
ing. The total weight of the unit
itself is 150 lb. O'Neil Irwin Mfg.
Co., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Solderless Terminals
SOLDERLESS TUBE -CAP terminals de-
signed for adaption to heavy load,
high temperature operation on
power tubes and in confined areas
can be furnished in two types. The
Diamond Grip Tube -Cap units are
for use on insulated wire where an
insulation -support type of terminal
is required. The standard type "B"
units may be used on either insul-
ated or non -insulated wire. Each
type of tube -cap terminal is avail-
able as an individual item or may
be ordered as an integral part of a
complete lead built to users' spec-
ification. Hand, foot or power in-
stallation tools are also available to
those manufacturers who prefer to
make up the lead assemblies.

High temperatures do not appre-
ciably affect the efficiency of these

Immediaie Delivery!
VIDE RANGE

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETERS

 High input impedance for both AC
and DC measurements.

 Convenient, low capacity "Probe," es-
pecially adapted to high frequency radio
use -100 megacycles and over.

 Self-regulating operation from power
line; no batteries.

 Multiple voltage ranges - accurate and
stable.

BULLETIN ON REQUEST

ALFRED W. BARBER
LABORATOR IES

34-04 Francis Lewis Blvd. Flushing. N. Y.

Vol(
evetl taaior

ewecttical

t I use

Our specialized business is the production of mica
fabricated parts for electronic and electrical use.
This includes electronic tube and condenser parts,
discs, bridges, supports, all varieties of stampings,
condenser films, etc.

One of the most exacting phases of our business
is the production of mica parts for radio tube and
component manufacturers. Our 27 years of exper
ence enable us to render a quick and understanding
'service on this and other phases. Hundreds of few-
ing companies rely upon our complete facilites and
wide experience to take core of both usual and
unusual requirements. We shall be grad to luoie
costs or discuss any problems you may hove.

FORD RADIO

& MICA CORP.
Joseph J. Long, President

533 63rd Street,
Brooklyn 20, N. Y.

established 1917

'telephone: Windsor 9-8300

Plod add
"MERIT"

94teReat:O.Pevrt4
. . . PARTS manufactured ex-
actly to the most precise
specifications.
Long manufacturers of com-
ponent radio parts, MERIT
entered the war program as
a complete, co-ordinated
manufacturing unit of skilled
radio engineers, experienced
precision workmen and
skilled operators with the
most modern equipment.
MERIT quickly established
its ability to understand
difficult requirements, quote
intelligently and produce in
quantity to the most exact-
ing specifications.
Transformers-Coils-Re-
actors-Electrical Windings
of All Types for the Radio
and Radar Trade and other
Electronic Applications.

Since 1924

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER
CORP.311 North Desplaines St. CHICAGO 6, ILL.
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you want
 CRYSTALS
 CABLES

 HARNESSES
 ELECTRONIC

ASSEMBLIES

 CABINETS

Telephone Peru, Indiana

151

Serving the Radio and Electronic Industries with precision engineered products.

WM.T.WALLACE MFG. Ca.
General Offices: PERU, inDumn

Cable Assembly Division: ROCHESTER, mann

You'll Like These
Heavily Silver Plated

TURRET LUGS
FIRST-they're eas to use. just
S1V thcm to the board, and in
a jiff, you have good firm Turret
Terminals.

SECOND-they're convenient to
solder to and provide perfect con-
tact. Sufficient metal is used in the
Lugs to give them strength, but
not enough to draw heat which
would increase soldering time.

THIRD-they're readily available.
Turret Lugs to meet a wide range
of terminal board thicknesses are
in stock.

'Write. phone or wire orders t(,

CAMBRIDGE °Neugiog& CORP.
439 CONCORD AVE., CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

connections. The caps and leads
are made in various metals for op-
eration in any range of temper-
ature.

Aircraft -Marine Products Inc.,
1591B N. 4th St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Literature
Audio Development Co. Products.
A 16 -page book undertakes to give
factual, informative and helpful
data about such products as trans-
formers, reactors, filters and elec-
tronic components available from
Audio Development Co., Minneap-
olis 7, Minn.

General Electric Company Liter-
ature. The following new liter-
ature is available from General
Electric Co., Electronics Dept.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

1. Industrial Electronic Tubes
Chart. A quick -selection chart of
electronic tubes for industry is con-
tained in a mailing -piece which has
been printed in a size so it can be
filed in a handbook. The chart is
designed to make it easy to select
tubes for electronic devices or appli-
cations. A bulletin number is listed
with each tube type. The bulletins
are available separately and con-
tain installation, operating and
technical data.

Tube types listed in the chart in-
clude phanotrons (gaseous -dis-
charge rectifier) ; thyratrons (grid -
controlled gaseous -discharge recti-
fier) ; pliotrons (grid -controlled
high -vacuum) ; vacuum gages (to
measure gas pressure) ; ignitrons
(high -peak - current, pool -cathode
tubes) ; phototubes (light-sensi-
tive) ; ballast (resistor -type tubes
used to maintain a constant average
current) ; glow (cold -cathode tubes
for use as voltage regulators) ;
vacuum switches (SP,DT) ; keno-
trons (high vacuum rectifier) ; and
vacuum capacitors.

2. New Price List of Radio
Transmitting Tribes. Bulletin ET -5
supersedes the manufacturer's
bulletin GEA-3315C. The newer
bulletin contains ratings and prices
of such tubes as high -vacuum types ;
high -vacuum, air and water-cooled
types; mercury-vapor rectifiers;
high -vacuum rectifiers; and gas-
kets for water-cooled types.

3. One Plastics Avenue. This is
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MAKES IT

After The Others
Failed..
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AT 100 MC
-DILECTENE

A C -D Engineered

U -H -F Insulation

POWER FACTOR
0.0033

DIELECTRIC
CONSTANT

3.57

READILY
MACHINED

STABLE
UNDER

High Humidity

Temperature
Extremes

Mechanical
Stress

Chemical
Conditions

For complete technical

data, send for Bulletin DN

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND
FIBRE COMPANY

DE NEWARK 16, DELAWARE

a booklet which uses color illus-
trations and short descriptions to
tell the reader about General Elec-
tric's work and what they have to
offer in the plastics field.
General Radio Co. House Organ.
The General Radio Experimenter,
April issue, contains two articles
which readers may find of value.
The first of these is an article A
Bridge -Controlled Oscillator by J.
K. Clapp, and the second article is
entitled The Effect of Humidity on
Electrical Measurements by R. F.
Field. General Radio Co., 30 State
St., Cambridge 39, Mass.
Mechanical Springs. A 106 -page
book called "Mechanical Springs,
Their Engineering and Design" is
a publication issued jointly by vari-
ous divisions (consisting of about
eight manufacturers) of the Asso-
ciated Spring Corp., Bristol, Conn.
In the book are discussed the vari-
ous types of springs; formulas are
given, and tables include data on
the physical properties of spring
materials, moments of inertia of
rectangular sections, weight of flat
cold rolled steel, weight of round
steel spring wire, strain gauges,
circumference and area of circles,
decimal equivalents, third and
fourth powers of wire diameters,
and Rockwell hardness conversion
values. Enclosed in the book is a
handy spring data computer. The
book is available from ASC or from
Dunbar Brothers Co., Bristol, Conn.

Quartz Crystal Manufacture. "How
Quartz Crystals Are Manufac-
tured" is the title of a 36 -page book-
let which contains a series of ar-
ticles reprinted from Communist!,
tions. The subjects covered include
inspection, grading and classifica-
tion; orientation of the crystals, the
use of orientation devices and saw-
ing equipment, lapping and finish-
ing, and testing. Other sections are
devoted to the future of quartz
crystals and the manufacturer's
tubes, equipment, and semi -fabri-
cated materials for industry. North
American Philips Co., Inc., 100 East
4nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Background Data of Underwriters'
Laboratories, Inc. This book con-
tains 32 -pages and is a report of 50
years of continuous service of Un-
derwriters' Laboratories, Inc., a
non-profit, scientific, and technical
organization devoted to the safe-
guarding of lives and property from

BECAUSE: You have so much to
do in so little time.

BECAUSE: HARVEY has in stock,
or can quickly obtain for you,
supplies of

CAPACITORS
TUBES
RELAYS

RESISTORS

TRANSFORMERS
TEST EQUIPMENT

,4,td °tart geeded

RADIO and ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

AND BECAUSE: HARVEY can ad-
vise you on technical or priority
problems.

WE SUGGEST: that you come to
HARVEY for your next order.
17 years experience enables us to
fill orders efficiently, and expe-
ditiously.

And, WE DELIVER
... within 24 hours, if
possible.
TELEPHONE ORDERS TO
LONGACRE 3-1800

ribllI0COAN

103 WEST 43rd ST., NEW YORK 18, N.Y.
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From ATTRITION*
To INVASION

Unseen, Unobtrusire
Crystals Are the Detectors, the Trans-
mitters, the Silent Servants of the
Signal Corps.

And Valpey Crystals,
custom cut and precision ground, per-
form many a complex duly in this war.
In subzero temperatures, in tropical
zones, wherever men fight and wher-
ever men 'phone, Valpey crystals co-
ordinate.

THE XLS

Valpey's Specially
Designed Low Fre-
quency Unit Built
for Today's Busi-
ness - War.

Have you used Valpey
Crystals for that specially complicated
setup? Valpey laboratories are on the
job, devising, designing, developing
new crystal uses for War now-for
Peace Tomorrow. Valpey experience
and expertness are yours for the
asking.

The wearing down, as of resources by con-
tinual slight impairments, as a war of attrition.

BONDS ARE BOMBS .. . BUY MORE BONDS

the hazards of fire, casualty, and
crime. A balance sheet of the or-
ganization is also included in the
book. Underwriters' Laboratories,
Inc., 207 East Ohio St., Chicago, III.

Spring -lock Fastener. Such infor-
mation as parts and assembly, how
it operates, outstanding features,
performance by test, operating
torque and initial tension tests, en-
gineering data, and types available
are contained in a 36 -page booklet
called "Spring -lock Fastener" avail-
able from Elastic Stop Nut Corp. of
America, Union, N. J.
C -I) House Organ. A recent -issue
of The Cornell-Dubilier Capacitor
contains a reprint of the last half
of an article by Lt. R. C. Hitchcock
entitled Thermionic Rectifier Cir-
cuits which appeared in February
ELECTRONICS. Another article in
this issue is AM Detector Operation
which is reprinted from Radio Re-
tailing Today. Six pages of this
same issue are devoted to "The
Radio Trading Post" which is a
free market -place for buyers, sell-
ers, swappers and jobs in the radio
field. The Cornell-Dubilier Electric
Corp., 1049 Hamilton Blvd., South
Plainfield, N. J.

Immediately -Available Equipment
Lists. Each month this manufac-
turer publishes for the benefit of
its equipment users a 12 -page book
called "Industrial Availability Book-
let" which shows items available on
priority for immediate delivery
from stock. This booklet is avail-
able to engineers or purchasing
agents. Walker-Jimieson, Inc., 311
S. Western Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.

Time Delay Relays and Switches.
A 6 -page leaflet describes and illus-
trates Series EX -511 switches for
automatic time control of vacuum
tube plate circuits and similar ap-
plications; Type EX -461-E momen-
tary impulse timed interval relays
for standard Air Corps application;
Type EX -475 sustained -impulse, de-
layed -time -interval relays; Type
EX -500-B heavy-duty, delayed -re-
sponse, sustained -impulse, duration -
type relays; and Type EX -512
heavy-duty time switch. M. H.
Rhodes, Inc., Hartford, Conn.
Crystal Holders and Electrodes.
Thirteen different types of crystal
holders together with several types
of electrodes are illustrated and
described in a 26 -page booklet which

"114.RES-00
resistors for

post-war
features"

The inherent advantages

of IN-RES-CO resistors-
proved in vital Signal
Corps, Army, Navy and Air

Corps applications-
means similar application -

designed qualities for
peacetime requirements.

Engineer -designers and

manufacturers
desiring a

close confidential collabo-

ration in post-war plan-

ning, are invited to bring

wire wound resistor prob-

lems to IN-RES-CO. A high

degree of accuracy and

dependability in all phases

of production, plus the

substantial economi
od

es ef-

fected by mass pruction
methods, is assured.

Type P-2 (right), one half watt rat-

ing with a maximum resistance of

500,000 ohms, measures 9/16"

long and 9/16" in diameter. Type

P-4 (left) has one watt rating, with

maximum resistance
of one meg-

ohm; 1" long with 9/16" diameter.

INSTRUMENT

RESISTORS COMPANY
25 AMITY ST , LITTLE FALLS, N. J.
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also contains price lists for these
units. Howard Mfg. Corp., Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
Machine Screws and Specialties.
A new catalog (No. 18) shows, in
addition to this manufacturer's
standard items, several dozen draw-
ings of special fastenings now avail-
able. Tables are given of standard
weights of machine screws, stove
bolts, and machine screw nuts in
pounds per thousand pieces, and dec-
imal equivalents of fractions. Pro-
gressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Ct.
Laboratory and Switchboard Plugs.
A 12 -page bulletin (10M 3-44) con-
tains information, photographs,
drawing and data on this line of
fittings for various switchboard re-
quirements in all types of labora-
tory and testing equipment and for
experimental operations. Cannon
Electric Development Co., 3209
Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, Cal.
Resistor Catalog. A 1944 catalog,
just off the press, contains illustra-
tions and descriptive matter of the
basic line of vitreous -enamelled,
wire -wound Army -Navy type re-
sistors. Haines Mfg. Corp., 274
McKibben St., Brooklyn 6, N. Y.

 Try us for those items
you need in a hurry. Our
stocks are big-our serv-
ice, extra -fast!

We've been at it since 1925
-and we know how!

I-1. L. IIDAILIS, INC.
Wholesale Distributors

RADIO -ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 8, PARTS

17 Union Square

NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Phones: ALgonquin 4-8112-3-4-5-6-7

Higher Dielectric Strength- Longer Life
Can Be Built into Your Equipment

with

074,0 g

Electrical

UM XERRII,
Oft a.m. ft 1111111MINI

ei 114r/i '44611 '1:1W1111111111

T
114,

INSULATING VARNISHES
Because of the accurate control of all production and strict

adherence to carefully developed formulae, Pedigree varnishes

are uniformly high in dielectric strength.

In addition, they provide resistance to oils, acids, alkali, and

abrasion.

74 P. D. GEORGE CO.
5200 North Second Street St. Louis, Missouri

IIIMEEMI:=2=EIZEMI

Transformers
for Combat

ND LOTS OF IT

In Active Service
Over the Entire Globe

DINION COIL COMPANY
CALEDONIA, N. Y.
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MOLDED

I

- e oVedatat.

TYPE 65X
Actual Size

Other types available

the lower values

RESISTOR BULLETIN 37.

GIVES FULL DETAILS .

It shows illustrations
of the different

types of S. S. White
Molded Resistors

and gives
details about construction,

dimensins,
etc. A copy, with Price

List will be mailed
on request.

Write

for it -- today.

V!"

WIDELY FAVORED because of
NOISELESS operation, DURABILITY

and fine PERFORMANCE in
all climates . . .

STANDARD RANGE
1000 ohms to 10 megohms

NOISE TESTED

SI HITE

At slight additional cost, resistors in
the Standard Range are supplied with
each resistor noise tested to the follow-
ing standard: "For the complete audio
frequency range, resistors shall have
less noise than corresponds to a
change of resistance of 1 part in
1,000,000."

HIGH VALUES
15 megohms to

1,000,000 megohms

THE S. S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
DEPT. R 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK In, N.Y.

FLEXIBLE SHAFTS AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES
MOLDED PLASTICS

MOLDED RESISTORS FLEXIBLE SHAFT TOOLS

PLASTIC BRANDING
PLASTIC MOLDING
While molding and branding plastics that
serve on all battle fronts. Rogan is also pre-
paring for the peace that will follow. Pre-
paring to meet the demand from peacetime
industry for the many NEW applications of
plastics. And, when Peace does come, get
Rogan facts on how you can get faster pro-
duction of plastic parts at less cost.

Write now about your present War plastics
and future Peace products.

by ROGAN

ROGAN BROTHERS
2003 South Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

Direct -Coupled
Amplifier

(Continued from page 110)

circuit performance to compensate
variations such as drift, change in
gain, change in output level, and
other factors. Practically all direct-
coupled amplifiers require a bal-
ance control of some type for final
adjustment of the operation of the
amplifier. The balance of the am-
plifier shown in Fig. 5 is controlled
by adjustment of potentiometers
R and R. The balance control for
this amplifier is merely an adjust-
ment for the potential of the grid
of T., Fig. 2, which adjustment is
obtained by varying its position
along the cathode resistor of T,,
Fig. 2. Potentiometer R., Fig. 5,
has a wide range of control, and
it is mounted on the chassis of the
instrument for adjustment only
during servicing and maintenance,
or when tubes are changed. Poten-
tiometer R functions as a vernier
on Ru, and it is mounted on the
front panel of the amplifier for use
as a spot -position or pattern -cen-
tering control.

Feedback Circuits

Negative voltage -feedback is em-
ployed in this amplifier to vary the
voltage gain, to stabilize the volt-
age gain, to reduce drift, to
broaden the frequency response,
and to reduce the effective output
impedance of the. unit.

One feedback circuit extends
from the plates of the output tubes
to the plates of the input tubes.
To obtain the proper polarity for
negative feedback, the two balanced
sides of the amplifier must be cross -
connected. This type of feedback
minimizes differential variations
between the two sides of the push-
pull amplifier. The feedback ele-
ments between T. and T1', for ex-
ample, consist of R. and R.

Negative voltage -feedback also
is employed to control voltage gain
of the amplifier. This is accom-
plished through feedback used in-
dependently on each phase of the
balanced unit. T. feeds signal volt-
age back to T., and T. feeds back
signal to T5. S. is a two -section
gang switch which controls the
feedback simultaneously on each
channel. Positions are provided for
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LUXTRON*
PHOTOCELLS

Give Simple
Means of

Precision Control

This pigtail -contact
model is only one of
a series of mountings

only
one of the complete
range of Lurtron
cell shapes and sizes
available.

Circuit simplicity contributes to a
constant flow of power. The abil-
ity of Luxtron Photocells to oper-
ate instruments and instrument re-
lays, without amplification, re-
moves the hazards of complex cir-
cuits.

This fact alone recommends their
application to precision control
problems. Another quality is
their exceptional resistance to vi-
bration, shock and general mech-
anical violence. These factors as-
sure long service and unusual ad-
herence to calibrated accuracy.

Engineering inquiries are al-
ways welcome.
Illustrated data sent on request.
*Rea. U. S. Pat. 00.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
82 Meadow Street. New Haven 10 Conn

voltage gains of 1000, 2000, and
5000 times.

Direct -Current Heater Operation

Since the interstage coupling ele-
ments T2, T., T. and T, are the most
likely single sources of instability
in the amplifier, their internal
characteristics are kept as nearly
constant as possible by operation of
their heaters from a regulated d -c
source. This precaution has been
found to contribute greatly to the
freedom from drift found in this
amplifier. Much of the drift prob-
lem in this design depends upon
the constancy of the operating par-
ameters of these coupling elements.
In this connection, also, it was
found highly desirable to employ
commercial "precision" resistors,
such as IRC Type WW -4, for the
plate-Ioad resistors of the coupling
tubes because of their low temper-
ature -coefficient of resistance.

Inasmuch as the input stage re-
ceives no compensation of any type,
and to reduce a -c ripple in the am-
plifier output, the heater of this
tube also is operated from a d -c
source.

Amplifier tubes T T5, T. and T.
a conventional

alternating -current source.

Power Supplies

Power for the complete amplifier
is supplied by three separate recti-
fier -filter systems. The output of
each system is controlled by an
electronic regulator. The first sys-
tem, reading from the top of Fig.
5, has an output of +200 volts. The
second system furnishes regulated
power for operation of all heater
circuits which require direct -cur-
rent operation. The third system
has an output potential of -400
volts for operation of the amplifier.

Acknowledgments

The concept and design of the
basic coupling circuit and the de-
velopment of the final amplifier unit
are the work of Mr. George W.
Cook of the Electronics Section of
the David Taylor Model Basin. The
mathematical analysis of the cir-
cuit was performed by Mr. Westley
F. Curtis of the Structural Mechan-
ics Section.

A PARATROOPER'S radio set
consumes almost 2 lb of copper and
copper alloys.

COPROX
RECTIFIERS

Include Many
Extras for
Longer Life

"Coprox" Model CX-1C2BI, a center
tap, full wave rectifier. Completely en-
closed in Bakelite. Low capacitance. Rec-
tifies high frequency current. Conserva-
tively rated up to 4.5 volts A.C., 3.0 volts.
D.('., 500 microamperes D.C. Other
models and capacities to meet all needs.

Special terminals, or pre -soldered
lead wires, prevent overheating
during assembly. Standard units
sealed with waterproof lacquers,
critical -application units potted
in wax. Standard "pellets" gold
coated on front surface, forming
positive contact; for critical ap-
plications, gold used on both
sides. High leakage, but very
low forward resistance. Highly
adaptable mountings.
To these extras, add Bradley's
ability to produce "Coprox" rec-
tifiers for special applications,
then:

Ask for samples and

full !ethnical data.

BRADLEY
LABORATORIES, INC.
82 Meadow Street. New Haven 10. Conn
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WIDE -BAND

OSCILLOSCOPE

 FOR precision measurements and
viewing wave shapes in electronic re-
search and production testing. A full
4 x 4 -inch picture makes this instru-
ment especially useful where both
high and low frequencies of small
magnitude are present.

Other units in the new General
Electric line of ELECTRONIC MEASUR-
ING EQUIPMENT include: G -E wave
meters, capacitometers, power sup-
plies, square wave generators, signal
generators and various other instru-
ments in the ultra -high frequency
and micro -wave fields for measuring
electronic circuits and checking com-
ponent parts.

For complete details, please mail
the coupon below. We invite your
inquiry for G -E electronic measur-
ing equipment made to meet your
specific requirements.

FREE
CATALOG

ELECTRONICS
DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Please send, without obligation to
me, the General Electric Measuring
Instrument Catalog, E-7 (loose-leaf),
ror my information and files.
Name
Company
Address

GENERAL e ELECTRIC
ca

Electronic Measuring Instruments

Filament
Characteristics

(Coot ioued from page 130)

final voltage tube. For example, a
35 -volt tube may be represented by
5.55 tubes of 6.3 volts nominal
rating.

Substitution in Eq. (22) and
(23) of the conditions of the prev-
iously discussed case of two tubes
(N,, = 1 and N,, = 1) with m = 5,
p = 10 and (n., - nr)/(n.., + nr)
= 0.61 gives +1.8 percent and -2.0
percent for the supply voltage tol-
erance, which is in good agreement
with the graphical solution.

An examination of the case of
three tubes in series where N,, = 2,
N,, = 1, m = 5, p = 10, and (n" -
n,)/(n,, + n,.) = 0.61 gives the tol-
erance on the supply voltage as -1
percent and -4.7 percent. In other
words the supply voltage can never
be permitted to rise to normal with-
out exceeding the maximum voltage
rating on the low filament -current
tube.

Conclusions

The curves given in Fig. 1 enable
the transposition of heater or fila-
ment operating conditions within

HANDIE-TALKIE IN THE
NEWS

While.. watching American paratroopers
make practice jumps, Prime Minister
Winston Churchill listens to the orders
and directions given by radio with a
HcmdieTallde made by Galvin Mfg. Co.

It costs you LESS
To pay a little more
For SILLCOCKS-MILLER

Precision -made Plastics

1181211111111EMIIII
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YOUR QUALITY SOURCE

FOR DESIGN, DEVELOP-

MENT AND CLOSE -

TOLERANCE PRODUCTION

If your plastic parts or products call
for fabrication to extremely close

tolerances, look to Sillcocks-Miller spe-

cialists .. . pioneers of precision -made

plastics.

Recognized everywhere for high quality

fabrication, The Sillcocks-Miller Com-

pany offers you a combination of long

experience, know-how and outstanding

facilities to help you in the design, de-

velopment and production of your

plastic parts requirements.

You may pay a little more for Sillcocks-

Miller quality, but it costs you less in
the long run - performance, satisfac-

tion and savings considered.

Write for free book/et presenting a
4 -point service to help designers and
manufacturers.

SILLCOCKS-MILLER CO.
Office & Factory

10 W. PARKER AVE, MAPLEWOOD, N. J.

Mailing Address: SOUTH ORANGE, N. J.

It Costs You Less to Pay a Little
More for Sillcocks-MillerQuality
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the usual desired engineering ac-
curacy for electron tube applica-
tions. These curves should not be
used when an accuracy within ±3.5
percent for filament current is de-
sired with a ±25 percent change in
filament voltage. The percentage
of error in all equations converges
to zero as the ratio of EYE° ap-
proaches unity, or the smaller the
percentage change of voltage in the
transposition the smaller the de-
gree of error. A limited number of
types of filaments and heaters have
been examined and found to give
good agreement with the curves of
Fig. 1. The accuracy of the volt-
ampere characteristic can be es-
tablished by experimentally deter-
mining (n, - nr)/(n,- + n-) for the
particular application. This deter-
mination may be made from the re-
lation

n - n,. log (Z/E2)
n, - log (/1//2)

where / El and I, E2 are currents
and voltages at known operating
points.

Once the value of (n,, - nr)/(n
n,) has been established over the

probable application range of volt-
age the operating conditions of a

WANTED

Radio and Electronic

Engineers

Project and design engineers
experienced in the field of com-
munications equipment, and
radar.

Openings also for junior engi-
neers to serve as assistants to
Senior project men.

Positions available for engi-

neering inspectors, draftsmen,
and tracing checkers.

Hudson American Corporation
25 W. 43rd Street

New York. N. Y.

A dependable direct -reading instrittrient for deter-
mining the Q or the ratio of reactance to resistance,
of coils. Vsed in design and production engineering
of Radio and Electronic equipment. Condensers

and other components readily measurable.

BOONTO (RADIO
BOONTON, N. J.

letermittes effectit,
inductance or
cupacitance

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE '.0" METER OX -CHECKER ... FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL

GENERATOR . BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR . AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST INSTRUMENTS

ALL TYP
AND ELECTRO

DATA SHEETS
ON REQUEST

AMERICAN CONDENSER C
4410 No. Ravenswood Ave. Chicago 40, II .
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KRNORE:.e'ef'L SOLDERING IRONS
THE FEATHERWEIGHT IRON THAT CAN DO A HEAVYWEIGHT'S WORK!
Many of America's most important
firms in Radio, Electronics, Air-
craft,Telephone, Communica
lions fields are included
among KELNOR'S
SATISFIED
USERS

Difficult Places Easy to Solder
with specially designed ... light but
strong, welded construction, precision
built KELNOR! "Barrel" of KELNOR
31/2" long, 1/2" diameter. 10" overall
length. Each of three KELNOR mod-
els...65 watts, 100 watts, 125 watts...

WEIGHS ONLY 8 OUNCES

ridvagraged
ed KELNOR ec

ELECTRONIC
AND RADIO REPAIR FIELDS
MIDGET RADIOS: In cramped space KELNOR effectively
reaches condensers and wiring without danger of burning
insulation. Connections at bottom of coils an be soldered
from the top, eliminating possibility of melting wax, espe-
cially important in the case of oscillator coil.

CHASSIS WORK: KELNOR can be dipped into chassis
and turned up at any angle, making those awkward connec-
tions without striking edge of chassis. No need to remove
top wiring or condensers.

RELAY RACKS: Joints can be soldered from side or back
without loosening mounting bolts. KELNOR can reach over
top of relay.

APPROVED BY UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES
Order from your JOBBER. For more facts, prices, write Nat'l
Sales Agent, Wm. Weston & Co., 550 Page, San Francisco 17

OR

MOOR 11,011110/ TYPE 50551. 0,1111515 TYPE

PATENTS
GRANTED &

APPLIED
FOR

Special KELNOR Alloy
Extendable,Corrosive.

Resistant Tip
runs completely through center of
barrel. Tip can be extended 3Y1'.
to reach out-of-the-way places.

PENCIL TIP
(3/16"x 51/2") for Wire Soldering<E1===1
PYRAMID TIP
(1/2 -din. head) for Plate Soldering

KELNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY OFFICES: CENTRAL TOWER, SAN FRANCISCO 3
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We will give you the benefit of our forty years of
experience in making Springs, Wire Forms, and
Punch Press Stampings for every mechanical need
from . . . VANADIUM, PHOSPHOR BRONZE,
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CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

SUPERIOR CARBON
PRODUCTS, INC.

9117 George Avenue
CLEVELAND 5, OHIO

After exhaustive tests, two well recog-
nized technical schools have found
Superior silver -impregnated brushes a
satisfying answer to varied and dif-
ficult operating conditions. Considera-
ble business has already been placed
with us on this new Superior product.
Silver impregnation gives important
advantages, especially on motors for
precision instruments in aircraft and
naval applications. The degree of im-
pregnation can range from 5% to 70%
to suit many purposes.

Will you outline your problem to us?

group of filaments in series may
then be predicted for various sup-
ply voltages. This permits the sup-
ply voltage tolerance to be estab-
lished such that the applied filament
voltage tolerance may not -be ex-
ceeded.

The solutions given here repre-
sent the steady-state conditions and
do not indicate what may happen
during the initial application of
voltage or for short -time voltage
transients.

The writer is indebted to Mr.
A. C. Grimm for suggestions as to
the method of attack in the solution
of a group of tubes in series and to
Mr. E. E. Spitzer for his criticism
and suggestions in the preparation
of this manuscript.
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Enemy Radio
Equipment

(Continued front page 133)

and receiver chassis castings.
The sensitivity of the 9 -tube

superheterodyne r ece iv e r was
found to be 4 microvolts for a 10-
milliwatt signal, and selectivity was
50 kc at 20 db down. The inter-
mediate frequency is 3 Mc. The re-
ceiver chassis is divided into three
castings ; the top section houses the
i-f and second detector stages, the
center section houses the r -f and
mixer stages, and the bottom sec-
tion contains the output stage. A
section can be replaced in half a
minute if faulty or damaged. All
nine tubes are Type RV12P2000
pentodes.

Four click stop, pre-set frequen-
cies may be set up on both units to
aid in easy and quick tuning. The
dials of both the transmitter and
receiver are identical in appear-
ance and directly calibrated in Mc
to further facilitate tuning.

In many installations, the set is
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RADIO MASTS
and TOWERS

SPEED KING
(illustrated)
25 to 200 ft.

Whatever your problems may be,
HARCO can solve them from every
Engineering angle. If none of our 16
Standard Designs meet your require-
ments, we can give you a "Custom
Built" job.
Please send complete design specifi-
cations when inquiring for detailed
information.

1-IATICO
STEEL CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

, Elizabeth 4, New Jersey

German variable capacitors used in current
production. Steatite shafts insulate the
molded alloy rotor section, permitting
grounding of the one-piece molded alloy
stator. Grooves in rotor plates permit
spreading apart or squeezing together

rotor surfaces for precision tracking

not placed so that the operator can
manually adjust the controls; there-
fore, tuning motors have been
added and by merely flipping a
switch, either of two channels may
be selected. An additional tuning
motor is used to change the fre-

STEATITE

CERAMIC

CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity of only 2.5 to 2.6
Water absorption S. 1.5-0.001 per
cent. Per cent power factor.
S. 1.5 to 60 cycles was only 0.0165.
Dielectric constant at 60 cycles
was 5.9-1000 KC 5.4.

Makers of electrical and radio apparatus des-
tined for war service are finding in LAVITE
the precise qualities called for in their
specifications . . . high compressive and
dielectric strength, low moisture absorption
and resistance to rot fumes, acids, and
high heat. The exceedingly low loss -factor
of LAVITE plus its excellent workability
makes it ideal for all high frequency appli-
cations.

We will gladly supply samples for testing.

D. M. STEWARD MFG. COMPANY
Main Office & Works: Chattanooga, Tenn.
New York Needham. Mass. Chicago Los Angeles

Be up to date on
Electromagnetic Theory
Read

Fields and Waves

in Modern Radio

by

SIMON RAMO, Elec-
tronics Laboratory of
General Electric Com-
pany and Union Col-
lege, and

JOHN R. WHINNERY,
Electronics Laboratory
of General Electric
Company.

Written from an engineering stand-
point, the material in this book has
proved highly successful in training
radio engineers.

You'll welcome a book that
Relates . . field and wave theory.

Supplies . . . the fundamentals of
ultra -high frequency engineer-
ing.

Explains . . . high -frequency cir-
cuits and how to apply the field
and wave theory in modern
radio.

Includes . . . physical pictures and
useful methods for the calcula-
tion of characteristics of radio
system components.

Requires . . . only a basic knowl-
edge of elementary calculus and
physics to understand its con-
tent.

Increase your skill in using this essen-
tial field and wave theory by studying
the excellent illustrations. Check your
knowledge against the diagrams, charts,
problems and tables reproduced in
"Fields and Waves in Modern Radio."

503 Pages Illustrated $5.00

ON APPROVAL COUPON
JOHN WILEY & SONS. Inc.
440 Fourth A New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me on ten days' approval a
copy of FIELDS and WAVES IN
MODERN RADIO. At the end of that
time, if I decide to keep the book, I will
remit $5.00 plus postage; otherwise I will
return the book postpaid.
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Address

City and State

Employed by F-7-44
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TO THE
POINT

Will You
Require

Electronic
Controls or
Assemblies
For Your
Post -war
Products ?

Perhaps we
Can Help

Whatever your problems or needs
may he, our broad experience in
the design and manufacture of
electronic devices may offer the
answer. Your inquiries will be
held in strict confidence, and will
place you under no obligation.

Among our present products are
 Electronic Sound Devices  Inter-
communicating Systems  Industrial
Voice -Paging and Broadcasting
Equipment  Permanent and Port-
able Amplifying Systems  Record-
ing and Disc -Playing Units  Elec-
tronic Controls Operating
Sequence Recorders Other
Special Electronic Devices.

BELL SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
1189 Essex Ave. Columbus 3, Ohio
Export. Off. 4900 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland 3, Ohio

quency as much as plus or minus
30 kc in the event the frequency is
off calibration.

German equipment was designed
for use only on the European conti-
nent and therefore does not require
tropicalization to prevent fungus
growth or humidity troubles.

Japanese Equipment

Japanese radio equipment first
brought into this country after
Pearl Harbor showed inferior de-
sign and workmanship, but today
we have a much different picture.
Newer and altogether differently
designed equipment with excellent
workmanship and performance has
been found, which proves that the
Japanese have advanced consider-
ably in the field of radio, or have
hired competent foreign engineers.
Chassis are patterned after Ameri-
can design, and the framework
around the chassis is usually made
of stainless steel or chrome plated
brass. An abundance of brass is
used throughout the construction
for shielding, gear mechanisms,
nuts, bolts and brackets. Power is
brought in through cables that
have plugs resembling American
patterns.

All sets are mounted on a
horizontal plane, like American
equipment, rather than a vertical
plane as used by the Germans, and,
of course, real rubber shock mounts
are used. Crystal control is used
throughout; crystals, most of
which are "BT" cuts, possess a low
temperature coefficient. Antenna
ammeters have changed from the
old hot-wire type to the moving -coil
variety. Resistors are usually one
physical size, capacitors use high-
grade mica insulation with Bake-
lite covers, and relays are of the
plug-in type. High-grade Bakelite
and steatite insulation is used
throughout.. Units have test panels
to facilitate quick checking of volt-
ages. Tubes have been standard-
ized to make replacement easier.

Japanese Model 99 Sets

One of the latest complete Japan-
ese sets received in this country is
the Model 99 Type 3 aircraft radio
command set. It was removed
from a light bomber -reconnaissance
plane which crashed in Kunming,
China, in September of last year.
It consists of a 5 -watt crystal -con-
trolled transmitter using two 807-A

Fr

4 25,000 OHMS PER VOLT

PUSH BUTTON OPERATED
SPEED TESTER

SUP REME MODEL

592

A

*Design proven by over 5 years pro-
duction

*Dual D.C. Sensitivity -25,000 ohms
per volt and 1000 ohms per volt.

*Matched resistors of 1% accuracy
*Push button operated-no roaming

test leads

*Open face-wide scale 41/4" meter.
40 microamperes sensitivity.

*1 Microampere first scale division.

SPECIFICATIONS
D.C. MICROAMPERES:

0.70-700 mrcroarnpereS
D.C. MILLIAMMETER:

0.7-35.140-350 milliamperes
D.C. AMMETER

0.1.4.14 an:mei-ea
D.C. VOLTS, 25.000 OHMS PER VOLT:

0-3.5-7-35-140-350.700-1400 volts
D.C. VOLTS. 1000 OHMS PER VOLT:

' 0.3.5.7.35-140-350-700-1400 volts
A.G. VOLTS. 1000 OHMS PER VOLT:

0.7.35140.350-700-1400 volts
OUTPUT VOLTMETER:

0-7-35-140.350.700-1400 volts
DECIBEL METER:

0 db to plus 46 db
OHMMETER:

0-500.5000-50.000-500.000 OHMS
0.5-50 MEGOHMS

POWER SUPPLY
Battery Operated

With the above specifications the Supreme
Model 592 Speed Tester meets today's re-
quirements for general laboratory use, as-
sembly line tests and inspection, radio and
other electronic repair and maintenance.

SUPREME
TESTING INSTRUMENTS

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
Greenwood, Miss.. U. S. A.
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tubes, one as an oscillator and one
as a modulator, a superheterodyne
receiver using four 6F7A tubes in
an eight -stage straightforward cir-
cuit, a dynamotor junction control
box, antenna matching unit, and
primary voltage regulator unit.
The emission is CW, MCW or
phone, and the normal range is 75
miles at 10,000 feet using phone,
and up to 300 miles using CW. The
frequency of the transmitter is 2.4
to 6.0 Mc, and the receiver fre-
quency is 1.5 to 6.7 Mc in two
bands. The 807A tubes used in the
transmitter are almost identical in
electrical characteristics to Ameri-
can 807 tubes, except the Japanese
807A has a smaller glass envelope.
The receiver 6F7A tubes, except
for an octal base and metal en-
velope, are identical to the Ameri-
can 6F7 which uses a seven -prong
base and glass envelope.

Excellent performance of the re-
ceiver is suggested by the sensitiv-
ity, found to be 1.2 microvolts for
a 5-milliwatt signal at its optimum
point; the selectivity measured 6
db down at 10 kc off resontance.
The image rejection ratio is 62.66
db at 3.2 Mc. Voltages supplied

METAL -COATING PROCESS
 FAST AND  FOR HEAVIER

ECONOMICAL COATINGS

REQUIRES ONLY RAPID ELECTROLYTE-
RAPID METAL CLEANER-RAPID APPLICA-
TOR

 Plating current is obtained from dry
cells, storage battery, or any convenient
source of direct current at 3 to 6 V., or
use Rapid Plating Rectifier for heavy
work.
 For silver surfacing bus bar connec-
tions, lugs, switch blades, etc. For plat-
ing or touch'ng up miscellaneous sur-
faces with cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper
and gold. Building up limited areas.
Hard surfacing with nickel. Used in
shop or field. Special applicators de-
signed to speed up production line fobs.

Our laboratory is glad to cooperate.
No obligation

Rapid Electroplating Process, Inc.
1414 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, III.
621 Graybar Bldg. 237 Rialto Bldg.

New York, N. Y. San Francisco, Calif.
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ENGINEERS: Here's
the BIG POINT about

AMPERITE
REGULATORS

0 30

20

4.10

ce

VOLTAGE OF 24V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER

VARIES APPROX.

5O% I

WITH AMPERITE
VOLTAGE VARIES

ONLY

2%
DELAY RELAYS:

'7eatalea:
1. Amperites cut battery

voltage fluctuation from
approximately 50% to 2%.

2. Hermetically sealed -
not affected by altitude,
ambient temperature,
humidity.

3. Compact . . . light
and inexpensive.

Used by U.S. Army, Navy,
and Air Corps.

For delays from 1 to 100 seconds.
Hermetically sealed. Unaffected by altitude. . . Send for catalogue sheet.

NEW! 4 -page folder will help you solve Current and Voltage Problems;
_contains much valuable data in practical form - Write for your copy now.

MPER1TE CO., 561 Broadway, New York (12), N. Y.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W. Toronto

UNITED DYNAMOTORS

Manufactured under gov-
ernment specifications with
government inspection at our
plant.

PROMPT DELIVERIES

UNITED ENGINEERING CO.
3317 N. Crawford Ave. Chicago, III.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
ALL SHAPES - ALL SIZES

FOR ALL PURPOSES
Stamped, Formed, and Cast; Chrome, Tung-
sten Cobalt and ALNICO** (cast or sin-
tered) under G. E. license.

THOMAS & SKINNER
STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
1116 E. 23rd STREET INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Laminations for Radio Transformers - Tools
Dies-Heat Treating-Stampings

42 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Modern Japanese aircraft radio transmitter.
a part of the Model 99 Type 3 set. Values
of resistors and capacitors are marked in
English, and American chassis construction

is employed

from the associated dynamotor unit
are 600 volts to the transmitter and
250 volts to the receiver.

The Model 99 Type 3 is well de-
signed with regard to servicing
as well as electrical performance.
Parts are all standardized, with
very few special parts incorporated.
Values of resistors and capacitors
are marked in English and are not
critical. The fixed capacitors var-
ied 2 to 10 percent from indicated
values. Mica capacitors use sprayed
metal on mica instead of metal foil
separated by mica insulation. The
capacitor leads are heavy, flat, hard
tinned copper, which facilitates
rigid mounting. Although the
maximum voltage used is 600 volts,
the capacitor ratings are all 1000

Bottom view of modern Japanese aircraft
radio receiver, used with Model 99, Type 3
radio set. Note mounting of resistors in

vertical positions
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JONES
BARRIER STRIPS

SOLVE MOST TERMINAL
PROBLEMS

A compact, sturdy terminal strip with
Bakelite Barriers that provide maxi-
mum metal to metal spacing and pre-
vent direct shorts from frayed wires
at terminals.

6 SIZES
cover every requirement. From 3/4"
wide and 13/32" high with 5-40 screws
+o 21/2" wide and 1 /8" high with
1/4"-28 screws.

Jones Barrier Strips will improve as
well as simplify your electrical intra-
connecting problems. Write today
for catalog and prices.

HOWARD B. JONES
2460 West George Street

CHICAGO 18 ILLINOIS

DIALS  PANELS  PLATES
made to your precise engineer
ing specifications in etched
metals and finishes.

I I

'METAL ETCHING CO.
21-03 44th AVE.

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

to 1500 volts. A highly polished
high-grade Bakelite is used
throughout the set except for coil
forms and tube sockets, which are
of steatite. The undersides of the
receiver and transmitter chassis
contain clearly numbered resistors,
capacitors and chokes, arranged in
an orderly manner, according to
size, in a vertical position. Despite
the small space available in this re-
ceiver, the arrangement and neat
color -coded wiring of components
is such that it provides for ready
accessibility and servicing.

The set does not have push-but-
ton tuning as used in the newest
American sets, nor does it operate
in a vhf band like both the Ameri-
can and German command sets.
However, it has been superseded by
a new Model 99 Type 4 aircraft
radio command set, which does
operate in a vhf band.

The Type 4 is of the same gen-
eral construction as the Type 3, but
of a different frequency range, 44
to 50 Mc. Although the receiver
of the Type 4 is crystal -controlled
by three crystals, it receives over
the entire range, 44 to 50 Mc. This
is accomplished by tuning the inter -

PULSE

GENERATOR
A War Time Development

Now Available on Priority or
Directive Orders

FEATURES
 D.C. pulses, from 0.4 to
120 micro - seconds positive or
negative, suitable for many
direct engineering measure-
ments and observations, and for
pulse modulating an R. F. sig-
nal generator. Output calibrated
and continuously adjustable.
Pulses may be obtained from 50
to 20,000 pulses per second with
an external audio oscillator.
 This instrument will also
furnish an expanded sweep
voltage for an associated oscilli-
scope and an advanced positive
pulse for oscilliscopes with
"slave" sweeps.

For Full Information,
Write for Bulletin. No. 700-A.

COLONIAL RADIO CORP.
BUFFALO 7, N. Y.

e'er

( LOW CAPACITY

CONDENSERS
for Large Quantity...

Quick Delivery..

'r r 'so/

Send your specifications
to

CONDENSER PRODUCTS CO.
543 Westchester Avenue,

New York 55, N. Y.

Specialbis In Condensers since 1926
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TECHNICAL
NOTES

Excerpts from New Home
Study Lessons Being Pre-
pared under the Direction
of the CREI Director of

Engineering Texts

The
O Iconoscope
O
441 This month CREI is publishing

the third and final article of a
series on the iconoscope. This
is one of a series of interestingO technical articles appearing each

Z month in the CREI NEWS, of-
ficial organ of the Capitol Radio

 Engineering Institute.
This final article analyzes the

O action of the iconoscope when a
04 scene is optically focused on it,
Z

together with a discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of
this type of pickup device. Al-

f -4 together, the reader will have a
good physical picture of the

s-i action of the iconoscope from
fro these articles.

At some later date, the techni-
cal staff of CREI intends to pre-
sent an analysis of the action of
the orthicon.

Since the appearance of these
technical articles in the CREI

 NEWS, copies have been very
much in demand. Write at once
for the July issue which includes
this final article on the
scope. Also indicate if you
would like to be placed on our
mailing list to receive the CREI
NEWS each month. There is no

A charge or obligation.
Those who are already receiv-

ingW this monthly magazine canE further benefit from it by writ-
ing to The Editor and suggesting
technical topics they would like- to have discussed. We are

A anxious to make the CREI
Z NEWS interesting and of service
1-0 to you.
to * * *
ra4

The subject of "The Iconoscope"
is but one of many that are be-
ing constantly revised and added
to CREI lessons by A. Preismin,
Director of Engineering Tess.
under the per,on,I supervision
of CREI Pre.iden., E. H.
Rietzke. CREI home study
courses are of college calibre for
the professional engineer and
technician who recognizes CREI
training as a proven program
for personal advancement in the
field of Roof o-E'ectronics. Corn-
plee details of the home sandy
courses sent on request. . . .

Ask Joe 36-po-e broklet.

z

a.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

E. H. RIETZKE, President

Home Study Courses in Practical Radio-
Electronics Engineering for Professional

Self -Improvement

Dept. E-7, 3224 -16th St. N. W.
WASHINGTON 10, D.C.

Contractors to the U. S. Navy - U. S.
Coast Guard - Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. - Producers of Well -trained Tech-

nical Radiomen for Industry.

mediate frequency stages. This
system not only provides excellent
frequency stability, but also pro-
vides i-f alignment at all times.

By comparison with American
equipment, the enemy's equipment
is definitely below standard; how-
ever, enemy equipment does per-
form well and serves its purpose
very well. Standardization in
order to achieve mass production,
provide simple servicing in the
field, and make operation simple
has been incorporated in enemy
equipment and shows that the
enemy is aware of the important
factors governing successful com-
munications for fighting forces.

Electronic
Thermometer

(Continued from page 139)

easily compensated by shifting the
grid bias. The same adjustment
also serves to adjust the meter zero.
As the output of the vacuum -tube
bridge is in a straight-line relation
to the grid voltage, the full -deflec-
tion setting of the meter can be cor-
rected by a shunt across the meter.

Temperature Control Arrangements

If the circuit is to be used di-
rectly for control, the meter is re-
placed by a sensitive relay and a
potentiometer is used in place of
the two resistors across the relay.
The setting of the potentiometer
then determines the control point,
which is the temperature at which
the bulb has the proper resistance
for bridge balance.

To bring up the sensitivity of the
device, a conventional amplifier
stage is added ahead of the vacuum-
tube bridge. The plate voltage is
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Resistance (R0

Voltage unbalance of a Wheatstone bridge
plotted against the value of the variable
thermometric resistance in one arm of the
bridge, for a constant impressed voltage
E and equal resistance values R in the

other three arms of the bridge

Radio Manufacturers

Speed Production
And cut rejections and
costs with STEDMAN pre-
cision -made dummy tubes,
tube -pin straighteners, etc.

ECONOMICAL-EFFICIENT
This special device was designed

to aid a manufacturer in accurate
alignment of chassis with panel
opening and contact points. We
will aid you in developing a similar
item designed for your particular
need. Send us your specifications.
Permit us to submit sample.

DUMMY MINIATURE TUBE
Precision made. Stainless Steel Pins.
Used to hold socket clips in correct
alignment during wiring.
Meets requirements of WPB sub-
committee on miniature tubes.

MINIATURE TUBE PIN
STRAIGHTENER

Used with hardened tool steel insert
for factory use. Also stainless steel
insert when resistance to corrosion
is desired. Precision made. Body
and posts cadmium plated. Inserts
replaceable.
Illustrated above are a few of the
products we are now delivering to
leading equipment manufacturers.
Standard items available. Special
items to fit your particular require-
ments.

Ycur Inquiry Will Receive Our Prompt Attention.

ROBERT L. STEDMAN
MACHINE WORKS

Oyster Bay, N. Y. Tel. 1532
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supplied by a type 80 tube, filtered
merely by a capacitor.

The sensitivity of this circuit can
be easily adjusted to a control range
of deg F. To allow sufficient
safety factor for reliable operation
in cases where occasional sticking
of the relay would provide a major
hazard, the relay should, however,
be adjusted to a sensitivity of not
more than -.±0.1 deg F.

Advantages of Electronic
Thermometer

The instrument has a number of
advantages over the usual type of
temperature indicators and con-
trols. It is inherently remote indi-
cating. The line between the bulb

I
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Temperature

Relation between temperature and voltage
unbalance for the electronic thermometer
(solid curve), and equation used for plot-
ting the curve. The relation between
temperature and the output voltage ap-

(dash -dash curve)

and the amplifier may be flexible
and up to several hundred feet long.

To operate over longer distances,
either the relay or meter may be
removed from the amplifier assem-
bly and placed at the end of an-
other line. As the impedances of
meters and relays are reasonably
low, effects of leakage are not seri-
ous.

The control circuit is independ-
ent of line voltage variations, mak-
ing voltage regulators unnecessary.

Range and sensitivity of the in-
strument depend primarily on the
constants of the bridge, and can be
varied over wide limits. As the
bulbs contain only between 1 and
2 cc of liquid, the response to
changes in temperature is very
rapid.

The bulb for this thermometer
can be made exceedingly small
when particularly close control of
temperature is required in heating
systems, but even with normal size
bulbs the heat lag is much lower
than with most conventional types
of temperature controls.

ONE-HALF
ACTUAL

SIZE

BUS -BAR
Formed in

2 PLANES to
.001" ACCURACY

WITH

DI-ACRO
BENDER

No. 2
A heavy Copper Bus -Bar for panel board
and terminal assemblies is illustrated, ac-
curately duplicated in two planes with
angles formed both flat and edgewise, across
the material horizontally and vertically.

DI-ACRO Bender No. 2 has a forming
radius up to 6" and capacity of lc cold
rolled solid steel bar or equivalent.

Send for Catalog
"DIE -LESS

DUPLICATING"
showing all models of DI-
ARCO Benders, Shears and
Brakes, and many examples
of parts formed by

"DIE -LESS DUPLICATING"

"DIE -LESS'
DUPLICATING

DI.ACRO Smnd
METAL DUN. iC11114

Dios

-Paw
rer."...F
nmo

Many electrical and other
parts can be duplicated
without dies, saving Man
I lours and Critical Materi-
als and helping to meet rush
delivery schedules. DI-
ACRO Precision Machines
- Shears, Brakes, Benders
- form angle, channel, rod,
tube, wire, moulding, strip
stock; bi-metals, dielectrics,
sensitized materials, fiber
slot insulation, frequency
reeds, etc.

Mfb.CO. Minneapolis 15, Minn
321 Eighth Ave. So

Bud Coils are precision -made for every purpose for which inductances
of this type are used: Some of the more widely used are the following:
Air wound coils for standard frequencies, coils with fixed or adjustable
coupling, and coils to order from your specifications. Write ovr engi-
neering staff what you need, for an estimate.
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BAER enc ineers
- spec; slizig
in stamping,

punching, drilling, sawilg and
machining of fibre parts-as-

sure the utmost precision in
every phase of production. Fab-
rication to extremely close toler-
ances offers the solution to innu-

merable design problems.
Baer vulcanized fibre products hcve

high insulation qualities and are
exceptionally tough and durable; phe-

nol fibre parts are especially applicc6le
where low moisture absorption is a Fac-
tor. Write for illustrated Bulletin 120.

-S7/2(2d6y BAER FOR WASHERS,

STAMPINGS, GASKETS, SPECIAL ;HARES,
TERMINAL BOARDS AND BUSH11

N. S. BAER COMPANY
CRAFTSMEN IN FIBRE FABRICATION

9-11 MONTGOMERY ST., HILLSIDE, NEW JERSE'

.6434t:(49- 744Cad TO POSTWAR ,
TRANSFORMER NEEDS.

The day the war ends will be rather late to commence lining up
the sources of supply for the transformers and other equipment that
you will need in the manufacture of your post-war product, if you
want to have an even break with your competitors.

Now is the time to get the details settled as to the type of
transformer that your product will require and make tentative ar-
rangements that will insure your anticipated requirements being
promptly met. Why not send your specifications for a quotation?

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2977 Franklin Detroit 7, Mich.

The Dorman Line Since 1909" "DONIGAN"

Vibration -proof Logic -on Cap With
or without adjustabe "Dimmer" feature
 Choice of five cchrs  Well -insulated
phstic body  Rt.c.ged construction
Easy to mount I. Olt weight.

For complete detaih, write to

GENERAL 60 ELECTRIC ELECTRDN ::S DEPARTMENT
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

NEW BOOKS

Table of Circular and Hyper-
bolic Tangents and Cotan-
gents for Radian Arguments
WPA MATHEMATICAL TABLES PROJ-
ECT, conducted under Sponsorship of
National Bureau of Standards. Pub-
lished by Columbia University Press,
Morningside Heights, New York 27,
N. Y., 1943, 412 pages, $5.00.

THE MAIN TABLE in this volume is
devoted to the circular and hyper-
bolic tangents and cotangents, for
radian arguments ranging from 0
to 2 at intervals of 0.0001. Supple-
mentary tables for all four func-
tions over the range from 0 to 10
at intervals of 0.1 are also included.
These tables may be regarded as
forming a companion volume to the
"Tables of Circular and Hyperbolic
Sines and Cosines" which appeared
in 1939. The entries in the latter
volume are given to nine decimal
places-equivalent to eight, nine, or
ten significant figures almost every-
where. Since the tangent and co-
tangent vary from - oo to co over
a range of 7C, the tables in this vol-
ume are given to eight significant
figures rather than to a fixed num-
ber of decimal places. An exception
has been made in some entries near
the origin and near is, where a
few additional significant figures
are given for the sake of regularity
in format.

Table of Reciprocals of the
Integers from 100,000
Through 200,009
WPA MATHEMATICAL TABLES PROJ-
ECT, conducted under Sponsorship of
National Bureau of Standards. Pub-
lished by Columbia University Press,
Morningside Heights, New York 27,
N. Y., 1943, 204 pages, $4.00.

TABLES OF RECIPROCALS are in fre-
quent use by spectroscopists for the
conversion of wavelengths into
wave numbers, and vice versa. They
may be applied also to all manner
of computations, especially with cal-
culating machines, by using multi-
plication to perform an indicate di-
vision. To carry out these opera-
tions the computer may make use
of the 7 -figure reciprocals of Oakes
or of Cotsworth. However, in the
interval from 100,000 to 200,000
the differences between the succes-
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MEASURES

QUANTITIES
with greater

sensitivity &range
than ever before

accomplished

PATS. APP. FOR

TECH LAB MICROHMMETER
. . . gives direci and instantaneous
readings of resistance values down to
5 microhms and up to 1,000,000 me-
gohms. Accuracy in all measurements to
better than 2%. Output is sufficient to
drive recorder. Entirely AC operated.
Furnished in two models. Reasonably
prompt deliveries. For complete data
regarding other applications write for
Bulletin No. 432.

monor
_75lureri

50,,pien.ce insfteieher of.
4), 'tOr a re onent ctr,cgi

No °ileur, ° write F 431. :',*

tti2tM,
0LABORATORIES®

7 LINCOLN STREET
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J.

sive entries of these tables vary
from 1000 to 250 and interpolatis
between the tabular entries is some-
what difficult. To facilitate the use
of reciprocal numbers, it was there-
fore decided to expand by tenfold
the scope of the existing tables in
this interval.

Preparation of manuscript tables
was begun in December 1934, by
Dr. C. C. Kiess of the National Bu-
reau of Standards. As a result of
numerous requests for the repro-
duction of the table, the manuscript
was given to the Mathematical Ta-
bles Project in March 1940. This
project recomputed the values,
checked them against the National
Bureau of Standards MS, and pre-
pared the table for publication.

Radio Data Charts
By R. T. BEATTY, Wireless World,
Dorset House, Stamford St., London,
S.E. 1, Third Edition, 1941, 85 pages,
price 7/6.
A COLLECTION of forty radio charts,
variously called nomograms, nomo-
graphs and abacs, that have ap-
peared from time to time in the
British publication Wireless World.
Much of the text was rewritten to
give as much factual information

TITEThG.I. RADIO -ELEC-

TRONIC SUPPLY HOUSE

The promptness and con0ii,ten..,s

with which we fill priority 6rdiirs has
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TERMINAL RADIO CORP.
85 CORTLINDT ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y:
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Manufacturers
of

Electronic
Tube

BASES .CAPS

TUOGSTEN
LEADS
Vacuum

Tube

IMACININIERIf

We
have the

7-t

engineering
background

ond

modern
production

icOlies -

for the pr6sion
manufac-

ture of Electronic
Tube Bases,

Cops,
Tungstell

Leads
and

Glass
Working

Lathes
up to

6" for transmitting
tubes.

Consult
our Engineering

De-

portment
on your "special

design"
problems.

ELAECIROISICtlUIFAC/1000
COMP Off VIRE
20

BRA GIE
O

OEM 10121:11'
tiii;30

as possible in the limited space
available, with purely theoretical
notes omitted. This collection cov-
ers the most frequently recurring
problems associated with the de-
sign of radio receivers. The 8 x 10i -

in. page size with limp paper cov-
ers makes individual charts readily
accessible and large enough for ac-
curate usage.

Representative charts are: No. 9
-Self-inductance of multi -layer
coils of circular cross-section; No.
13-Diameter of wire or strand to
give coil of minimum r -f resis-
tance; No. 15-Ratio of r -f to d -c
resistance of a coil; No. 17-In-
crease of r -f resistance of a coil due
to a coaxial copper screening can;
No. 33-Determination of optimum
gap in iron -core chokes; No. 36-
Loudspeaker dividing networks.-
J. M.

The Oxy-Acetylene
Handbook
By THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS Co., 30
E. 42nd St., New York 17, 500 pages,
price $1.50, 1943.

PLANNED AS A BASIC MANUAL On
oxy-acetylene welding, cutting, and
related processes, this how -to -do -it
book is valuable to anyone desiring
to be a welder or user of the oxy-
acetylene torch, and to those con-
cerned with teaching or training
students or employees. The low
price makes the book particularly
attractive.

The subject is written interest-
ingly, comprehensively, and author-
itatively, and is accompanied by
400 illustrations, the combination
making the book easily understood
by those with little or no knowledge
of metals and their properties.
Much of the basic material on weld -
ability of metals will be of interest
even to those working exclusively
with electronic welding equipment.

The first of seven parts covers
applications of the oxy-acetylene
flame, historical development, metal
properties important to welding,
thermal expansion, tests for identi-
fying metals and various methods
of preparing for welding. Consid-
erable space is devoted to the oper-
ating principles of equipment, and
its care and maintenance.

The second and third parts deal
individually with different metals
and forms such as sheet steel, plate,
pipe, cast iron and steel, galvanized

PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

WALLACE CLARK & COMPANY
Consulting Management Engineers

25 years Planning in the Fields of Research,
Development, Sales, Engineering, Production,
Finance and Overall Management.
521 Fifth Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

STANLEY D. EILENBERGER
Consulting Engineer

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Design-Development-Models

Complete Laboratory and Shop fesellitles
6309 -13 -27th Ace.

Kenosha, Wis. Telephone 2-4213

J. L. A. McLAUGHL1N
Designer of

Communications Receivers

P. 0. Box 529, LaJolla, Calif.

JOSEPH RAZEK, Ph.D.
Consulting Physicist

Electrical and Mechanical Engineering ?tableau;
Instruments and Control Devices Electronics
Specialists in Colorimetry. Spectophotometry and

Industrial Color Control
Laboratory and Shop Facilities

202 Darby Read Llanereh. Pa.
Phone Hilltop 6910

WOODWARD & KEEL
Consulting Engineers
Industrial Electronics

& Communications
Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Professional

Assistance .. .

in solving your most dif-

ficult problems in the

specialized field of

electronic devices is

offered by consultants

whose cards appear on

this page.
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iron, alloy steels, aluminum, copper
alloys, nickel alloys, magnesium and
lead. Part IV covers miscellaneous
applications such as bronze -surfac-
ing, hard -facing, silver brazing,
and flame treating.

The remaining parts describe
flame cutting, inspection and man-
agement, and conclude with 25

tables of welding and cutting data,
properties of metals, etc. M.G.V.

Tables of Lagrangian Inter-
polation Coefficients

PA MATHEMATICAL TABLES PROJ-
ECT, conducted under Sponsorship of
National Bureau of Standards. Pub-
lished by Columbia University Press,
Morningside Heights, New York 27,
N. Y., 1943, 390 pages, $5.00.

SEVERAL TABLES are available giv-
ing the coefficients required in in-
terpolation with the aid of differ-
ences. However, there are no ex-
tensive tables for interpolating by
means of the most fundamental
methods-the Lagrangian formula
-which involves only the tabular
entries themselves and requires no
differences. The Lagrangian inter-
polation formula (without the re-
mainder term) approximates a

110 -VOLTS A. C.
from DIRECT CURRENT

with KATOLIGHT ROTARY KONVERTERS for
operating radio and electronic equipment,
moving picture projectors, sound apparatus,
A.G. appliances, etc.

225- WATT
CONVERTER

Available in sizes 110 through 2500 watts,
1800 and 3600 r.p.m. ball bearing designs.
Furnish standard 110 -volt 60 cycle A.C. from
32, 110 or 220 -volts direct current. Quiet in
operation. Can be furnished with special
filtering equipment for sensitive radio work.

PIONEERS IN THE BUILDING OF
SMALL ROTARY CONVERTERS

At present Kato's entire production must be
directed to furnishing converters on high
priority orders. Wire us if you need this
kind of equipment for orders.
Also manufacturers of A.C. and D.C. genera-
tors ranging from 350 watts through 25 K.W.;
power plants; Frequency changers; high fre
quency generators; and Motor Generator Sefs.

KATO ENGINEERING CO.
71 ELM ST. MANKATO, MINN.

iel AviT I G

$

NSTALL

FULL -VIEW

NEON
PILOT LIGHTS

The distinctive, penetrating glow of Neon
Lamps is enhanced by this "SIGNAL- Pilot
Light. Features a fullview plastic head
which permits visibility of the glow from
all angles. Head unscrews from front of
panel, facilitating replacement of lamps.

ASSEMBLIES COMPLETE WITH LAMPS:

We can supply any G.E. or Westinghouse
Lamp together with the required Pilot
Light: We manufacture a complete line
for every use in Aircraft, Marine, Radio,
Electronic, and Electrical apparatus . . .

Send sketch for prompt estimates and
suggestions. Write for Catalog.

SIGNAL INDICATOR,
894 BROADWAY.... NEW YORK 3, N. Y.

Telephone: ALgonquin 4-4770

ELIMINATES NAME PLATES
ON FRONT PANELS

A proven method for placing durable characters
on metal panels, chassis, etc.

* Inlaid baked enamel characters,
protected by background finish; re-
sistant to abrasion and salt spray;
guaranteed to pass 50 hour salt
spray test,

* Front panel will match finish of
cabinets.

* Recommended and endorsed by
scores of manufacturers of elec-
tronic, sound and communication
equipment.

PROMPT DELIVERIES-Send us your bare fabricated
steeLond within two weeks we will
return it finished and marked to
your complete satisfaction.

REENMAKERS
64 FULTON STREET  NEW YORK 7, N.

ALSO...
SILK SCREENING
on front panels and
chcssis, either metal or
plastic. Sharp clear char-

y.acters durably printed
on finished or unfinished

Tel.: REctor 2-9867 surfaces.
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Soldering
Lugs

Terminals

Reduce Your
Production Costs

with Sherman
Electrical Fittings

Sherman Electrical Fittings speed up pro-
duction and cut labor costs, because they
are precision made to rigid standards of
uniformity, and 100% inspected.

The Sherman line includes hundreds of
types of Electrical Terminals, Seamless
Round End Lugs, Fuse Clips, etc., many
of which are considered standard by gov-
ernment procurement agencies such as
Air Corps, Signal Corps, and Navy.

Writefor catalog showing the
complete Sherman line

of Electrical Fittings, or let our engi-
neers figure on your special require-
ments.

Fuse Clips

H. B. SHERMAN MFG. CO., Battle Creek, Mich.

INTRICATE

NOW EASILY MADE!
Practically any intricate commu-
tating surface, either flat or
round, can be obtained by Meta -

plating in the grooves of an insu-
lator. The plating is brought up
flush with the surface regardless
of the depth of the groove.

Commutators, having conductive
surfaces as narrow as .005 inch
are readily Metaplated.'

Our engineering cleportrnent will
gladly assist you.

Above Slip -Ring shows how
Metaplating eliminates a ticklish
assembly job. Close fitting Slip -
Rings are plated into a one piece
plastic insulator.

METAPLAST Process Patented
U. S. and Foreign Patents
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

COMPANY
205 West 19 Street
New York 11, N. Y.

Metal Plating on Plastics

given function by a polynomial.
The polynomial of degree de-
termined by n tabular entries, is
referred to as an n -point interpola-
tion polynomial. The present vol-
ume extends the few existing tables
of Lagrangian interpolation coeffi-
cients in these n -point polynomials
for n = 3, 4, ..., 11 by giving the
entries at smaller intervals of the
argument and by making adequate
provisions for interpolation near
the beginning and near the end of
a table.

Furthermore, all the coefficients
of Everett's central difference for-
mula involving differences up to
the eighth order are identical with
certain Lagrangian coefficients
given in the table. In particular,
Everett's second -order coefficients
are here tabulated at the interval
of 0.0001-a smaller interval than
in other existing tables. Coefficients
of the Gregory -Newton and New-
ton -Gross formulas may also be
found in this volume.

Industrial Electronic
Control
By W. D. COCKRELL, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1944, 247 pages,
price $2.50.

REALIZING that it would be impos-
sible to describe and analyze in one
volume all the elements and circuits
used in the application of electronic
control for industrial uses, the au-
thor has concentrated his presenta-
tion on the important basic circuits
that can be combined to form an
endless variety of complete circuits.
Design mathematics has been stud-
iously avoided. This interesting
and up-to-date book should be of
value particularly to industrial en-
gineers and radio servicemen who
sell, install and service electronic
devices for the machine tool, print-
ing, processing, packaging and
other industries.

Functions and characteristics of
standard and special tubes as in-
tegral parts of circuits are empha-
sized, rather than what takes place
in the tubes themselves. Electron
tubes covered include vacuum and
gas -filled rectifiers, grid -controlled
vacuum and gas -filled tubes, sec-
ondary -emission tubes, fluores-
cent indicator tubes, cathode-ray
tubes, kenotrons and phanotrons.
The mechanical construction and
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Facts You Need-
for selling

installing

and servicing

electronic
equipment

This is the first book
written especially for
the practical electrical
man in industry who
desires a basic work-
ing knowledge of elec-
tronic control. In a direct.
non - mathematical treat-
ment, it gives you funda-
mental facts of electron tube
operation and practical appli-
cations of tubes in basic cir-
cuits of industrial electronic
control apparatus. Here, clearly
explained and illustrated, is the
information needed by the engi-
neer for quick understanding of the
special aspects of this new and rap-
idly growing field.

Just Published

\MAMMA&

%' C.CINVitC31.
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INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONIC

CONTROL
A Guide to the Understanding of Elec-
tronic Control Circuits for Industrial Use

By W. D. COCKRELL
Industrial Engineering Divisions,

General Electric Co.
247 pages, 51/2 x 81/2, 175 illustrations,

charts, and tables, $2.50
The book emphasizes the fundamental functions
and basic circuits important to an understanding
of any control circuit and illustrates them by
standard commercial devices in use today. Pail I
describes the various types of electron tubes and
explains their construction and operation. Part II
gives you basic circuit components, reviews the
fundamental nature of such terms as resistance,
capacity and inductance and covers the instru-
ments which measure voltage and current. In
Part III the basic electronic circuits are classified
into general types, and the necessary parts, the
operation and the common applications of each
are described. Part IV shows you how to analyze
a complicated circuit and break it down into its
component parts, giving standard commercial de -
/ices as illustrations.

McGRAW-HILL
EXAMINATION COUPON

McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO.' Inc.,
330 W. 42 St., New York 18, N. Y.

Send me Cockrell's INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC
CONTROL for 10 days' examination on approval.
In 10 days I will send $2.50 plus few cents post-
age, or return book postpaid. (Postage paid on
cash orders.)

Name

Address

City and State

Position

Company L 7-44
(Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.

CONTACTS
FOR THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS

We Manufacture a complete line of equipment
Sl'OT WELDERS, electric, from V, to 50 KVA AC ARC
TRANSFORMERS, special and standard types WELDERS
INCANDESCENT LAMP manufacturing equipment From 100 to
FLUORESCENT TUBE MAKING EQUIPMENT 900 Amps.
ELFCTRONIC EQUIPMENT, vacuum pumps, etc.
WET GLASS slicing and cutting machines for laboratory use
GENERAL GLASS working machines and burners
COLLEGE GLASS worldng units for students and laboratory

EISLER ENGINEERING CO.
731 So. 13th St. (near Avon Ave.) Newark. New Jersey

ELECTRONIC

DEVICES

1012-1014 McGee St.  Kansas City 6, Missouri

dCJ R'

P
Catappand heelof Steel-Gr

on 'sip
SafetyAoled

INDUSTRIAL GLOVES COMPANY
4"74 Famous Industrial 325 Barfield, Danville, Illinois
(safeguards Since 1910 In Canada :SatetySupplyLo., Toro..to)

Save Fingers with
Steel -Grip Finger Guards
Hundreds of factories are saving time
and injuries in war production by
protecting workers with Steel -Grip
Finger Guards. Used for handling
rough or sharp articles. for buffing,
grinding, sanding, polishing, punch
press work and hundreds of other jobs.Protect fingers or thumb, front or
back, from cuts, abrasions or blisters.
Made of durable leather with elastic
web back for snug, cool, comfortable
fit. Easy on and off. One size fits all.
men or women. Send 10c each for
samples or trial order box of 50 at
1554c each, less 10%.

Continuously
Since 1930

AIRCRAFT
MARINE  BROADCAST

POLICE  COMMERCIAL  AMATEUR

HIPOWER CRYSTAL COMPANY
Sales Division -205 W.Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Factory -2033 Charleston St., Chicago 47,

FINE RIBBONS
OF

TUNGSTEN MOLYBDENUM
Making a modest but effective contribu-
tion in Electronics' War accomplishments.

H. CROSS
15 Beekman St. New York

MICROMETER
FREQUENCY
METER

for
checking

transmitters
from 1.5 to 56 mc.,

within 0.01 per cent

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES
Bradenton, Fla., U. S. A.

Strip Insulated Wires
QUICKER... BETTER

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER
... Speeds Production
Strips insulation from all types of
wire - instantly, easily, perfectly.
Just press the handles and the job
is done. Cuts wire too. Strips 800
to 1000 wires per hour. Available
for all size solid or stranded wires
-No. 8 to No. 30. List Price $6.00.
Write Dept. E For Full Particulars

with "61/6204/4-X

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO.
Rockford, Illinois, U.S.A.

Electron Tube Machinery
of every type,-standard, and special deal,.

Specialists in Equipment for the manufac-
ture of Radio Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes,
Fluorescent Lamps, Incandescent Lamps,
Neon Tubes, Photo Cells, X-ray Tubes
and other glass or electronic products, on
production or laboratory basis.

1307-1309 Seventh St., North Bergen, N. J.

ONLY 3 OUNCES
Small 3 -Stage

AMPLIFIER
Only by by s"

DOES YOUR PRODUCT
REQUIRE A MORE
COMPACT AMPLIFIER?

We are specialists in the
art of conserving space.
Your inquiries are invited.

PARAPHONE HEARING AID INC.
2056 East 4th Cleveland 15, Ohio

CUP WASHERS

for Binding Screws

WHITEHEAD
115

HEN') STAMPING CO.
1691 W. Lafayette St., Detroit 16, Michigan
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There is no such handbook, so
let our twenty years of experi-

BAKELITE SHEETS, RODS, TUBES  FABRICATED PARTS

Test Insulation the Modern Way
with a MODEL B-5

MEGOHMER
NEW BATTERY-VIBRATOR.TYPE
No more tiresome cranking of 7 band -driven
generator . . . Entirely self-contained, steady
test potential of 500 volts DC, available at the
touch of a switch. Direct reading in insulation
resistance.

HERMAN H. STICHT CO., INC.
27 PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y.

VARIOUS NEW MODELS

AND RANGES

WRITE FOR BULLETIN No. 430

OPEN the door and the power's
off ! Prevents accidents, pro-
tects equipment. Will not fail
mechanically. For complete
details, write:

GENERAL td3 ELECTRIC
177-051

ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT SCHENECTADY. N.Y.

designations of tubes are included.
The section on circuit compon-

ents deals with instruments, me-
ters, resistors, capacitors, reactors,
transformers, and miscellaneous
components. A chapter on combin-
ations of component elements sum-
marizes the results obtained by con-
necting resistance, capacitance and
inductance in various ways.

Electron circuits for industrial
control are functionally described.
These circuits include: Rectifying
of a.c. to d.c. and the inverse, filter-
ing, frequency conversion; ampli-
fication of signals; oscillator cir-
cuits; timing circuits and switches;
phase -shifting circuits. The book
uses industrial symbols throughout.

Descriptions of the construction
and operation of industrial elec-
tronic control devices and their var-
ious applications include d -c photo-
electric circuits, d -c motor control,
a -c relay and timing circuits, a -c
power circuits, resistance welder
controls and welder current regu-
lators. The appendices are devoted
to nomenclature and symbols, nomo-
grams for values of resistance and
reactance, wave shapes and charac-
teristics, and notes dealing with
photoelectric phenomena.

References cited throughout the
book comprise a valuable bibliog-
raphy. Numerous diagrams and il-
lustrations are used to supplement
the text.-J.K.

Infrared Spectroscopy
By R. BOWLING BARNES, ROBERT C.
GORE, URNER LIDDEIL and VAN ZANDT
WILLIAMS. Reinhold Publishing Cor-
poration, 330 W. 42nd St., New York
18, N. Y., 1944, 236 -VI pages, price
$2.25.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS of the in-
frared spectroscopic technique of
identifying unknown materials are
stressed in this compact discussion
of the subject. Only 40 pages are
taken up with text that covers the
general principles for both qualita-
tives and quantitative analyses. At-
tention is called to the fact that
much research needs to be done on
quantitative analysis by spectro-
scopy to bring it up to the present
level of qualitative analysis.

Of particular interest to manu-
facturers of electronic equipment
would be a two -page section on the
present status of infrared spectra
scopy in industry. In this section

(Continued on page 374)
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POSITIONS VACANT

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS wanted for new
department in old company with outstand-

ing reputation. Development or production
abilities sought in field of electronic instru-
ments and control devices. Advancement should
be rapid. Write stating experience, education,
salary expected, draft status and availability
if now engaged in essential war work. P437,
Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18,
N. Y.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

SALARIED POSITIONS - This advertising
service of 34 years' recognized standing

negotiates for high salaried supervisory tech-
nical and executive positions. Procedure will
be individualized to your personal require-
ments and will not conflict with Manpower
Commission's. Retaining fee protected by re-
fund provision. Identity covered and present

ositionp protected. Send for etails. R. W.
Bixby, Inc., 278 Delward Bldg.,d Buffalo, N. Y.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

ELECTRONICS-More Positions are coming in
daily for well oualified men in Electronics.

Our service is Nation wide and covers all
branches of Engineering. More than 51 years
at the same address. The Engineering Agency,
Inc.. 63 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, Illinois.

POSITIONS WANTED

YOUNG ENGINEER, experienced in electronics
and communications, desires part time sales

work in the metropolitan New York area. Pos-
sesses excellent contacts within the industry.
PW-688. Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New
York 18. N. Y.

SALES ENGINEER: desires change. College,
40 years old, capable, enthusiastic. Profes-

sional experience of 22 years. including broad-
cast operation, design, test of radio and allied
equipment, and 10 years continuous contact
Federal bureaus radio and aviation applica-
tions. Washington. D. C. or southern location
preferred. PW-689. Electronics, 330 W. 42nd
St., New York 18, N. Y.

PRODUCT DESIGNER-Technical illustrator,
creative ability engineering background, long

experience electro-mechanical devices. Radio,
electronic control equipment. Prefer permanent
connection with long established company.
Salary $4,000.00 per year. PW-690. Electronics,
330 W. 42nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER and expert me-
chanic with 30 years experience in tool, die.

machine design and production whose hobby is
invention, seeks connection where inventive
ability, initiative and supervising talent can be
given full scope. Some knowledge of electronics.
Metropolitan New York area. Salary $6500. PW-
692. Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18,
N. Y.

SPECIAL SERVICE

TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS: from Russian,
other languages. Electricity, radio, etc. Serv-

ice for exporters: machinery catalogues, man-
uals, guides, pamphlets, etc. translated into
Russian. Graduate Russian and American Uni-
versity. employed large engineering firm, long
experience. SS -683, Electronics, 330 W. 42nd St.,
New York 18. N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE
wanted by a midwestern manufacturer of

metal stampings in small lots. Some very de-
sirable territory still open on a protected com-
mission basis. Die stamping knowledge an ad-
vantage. Reply Room 209, 549 Washington
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.

REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE

SUCCESSFUL NEW YORK firm of electronic
representatives with an established trade of

twenty years continuous contact with distribu-
tors, industrials, laboratories and government
agencies wishes to add additional lines such as
tubes, capacitors, resistors, relays, meters or
allied electronic parts. RA -691, Electronics, 330
W. 42nd St., New York 18. N. Y.

FOR SALE
Flourishing transformer business.
Gross near quarter million yearly.
Wonderful opportunity to purchase go-
ing concern with 70 employees.

BO 685 Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18 \

1111111111141111.

WANTED

SALES ENGINEER
Excellent wartime and post war oppor-
tunity for the right man, covering Chi-
cago territory for a manufacturer whose
products are well known and widely used,
especially in the electronic field. Appli-
cant must have engineering training or
at least five years of practical experience
in engineering or manufacturing. Prefer
man between 30 and 35 years of age.
Write stating details of education, age,
previous connections, experience and sal-
ary. If already engaged in war work,
require a statement of availability. Ad-
dress.

SW -652, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York IS, N. Y.

WANTED

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL

MECHANICAL
ELECTRONIC

There is an excellent opportunity for
several men in our comparatively
small organization located in the Mid-
west. Our plant is now devoted en-
tirely to war work, but we have ex-
tensive post-war plans and large re-
sources.

Our staff knows of this advertisement,
so have no hesitancy in writing. Give
complete information of education, ex-
perience, age, salary desired, and
telephone number.

P 684 Electronics
520 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill -

PATENT ATTORNEYS
Several openings for men with E.E. degrees
and experience In high frequency electronic)
equipment for patent preparation, interference
and appeals. U. S. Patent Office experience
desirable, but not required. High Salary.
Good Post -War opportunity with a company
which holds many basic electronic patents.
Write Box 815, Equity, 113 West 42 St., N. Y.

WANTED

ENGINEER
with

ELECTRONIC or ELECTRICAL
Experience for Research
and Development in our

TOCCO HEAT TREATING
INDUSTRY

Post War Future
Good Salary for Right Applicant

OHIO CRANKSHAFT
3800 Harvard Cleveland, Ohio

M111011.4.1111.4N

WANTED

DESIGNER
A central New England Manufacturer
employing over 1000 people needs
Draftsman -Designer on telephone and
signaling (mechanical) apparatus.
Knowledge of die-casting and plastic
applications desirable.

WMC Regulations Prevail.
P681 Electronics

330 West 42nd St.,New York 18,N.Y.

AVAILABLE
MANUFACTURERS SALES REPRESENTATIVES
An organization that can sell distributors,
jobbers war production manufacturers and
war agencies covering the states of Wash-
ington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon. Sales
organization built around experienced
salesmen who have also had wide experi-
ence in communications, electronics, radio
and jobbing, and among which there are
three radio engineers, one electrical en-
gineer and one industrial man. Seek
radio, electronic units, parts and equip-
ment lines. Excellent connections, main-
tain offices and invite your inquiries.
Write to:

Manufacturers Sales Terminal
217-218 Columbia Building

Spokane 8, Washington

Let Us

Design Your Products

Do you need Engineers to design or
redesign your products?

Far-sighted Manufacturers are now
planning for post war business.

Will your product meet the market in
the changes taking place in design?

Our Product Design Department spe-
cializes in creative design of new
products and the modernizing of old.

Whether your Engineering or De-
signing problems are large or
small, allow us to submit a pro-
posal.

H. L. YOH COMPANY
INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANTS

Product Division

740 Sansom St. Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED
SURPLUS RADIO & ELECTRONIC

PARTS and EQUIPMENT
of every description

Screws-Nets-Bolts-Washers & Lockwashere-
Solder Lups-Rubber Grommets. Bushings &
Feet-Solder Lug & Screw Terminal Strips-
Fibre & Bakelite Washers-Push on & Set Screw
Knobs-Push Button Switches & Knobs-lron
Cores-Momentary & Toggle Switches-Steel.
Brass & Bakelite Spacers-Leather Handles &
Loops-Slide Lever Hinges-Expansion & Com-
pression. Etc. Springs Of Every Description-
Connection Wire-Battery, Speaker Plugs &
Receptacles-Magnet Wire-Tubular & Mica Con-
densers--Resistors-Short Lengths Fibre Glass
Wire (all gauges)-Bakelite Handles-Flexible
Shaft Cables-and 1001 other items.
Mr. Manufacturer: What are your Buy-
ing requirements? We carry huge stocks
of above type material on hand-how can
we serve you?

IOUIS frAWREREQ.
50 West Broadway. New York 7, N. Y.

"In Radio Since 1921"

BEST QUALITY, USED
ELECTRON TUBE MACHINERY

Equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of
electron tubes, radio tubes, incandescent lamps.
neon tubes, photo electric cells, X-ray tubes, etc.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL SALES CO., INC.
65-67 East 8th St. New York, N. Y.

Additional Employment Advertising on pages 334, 355, 372 and 373
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WANTED

Junior and Senior Assistant
Design Engineers

One of the country's leading designers and
manufacturers of radio equipment, now
engaged totally in critical war production
of small intricate mechanical and electrical
mechanisms, has a substantial opportunity
for several men or women with at least
three years of practical mechanical design
and drafting experience. Must be able to
make neat, accurate parts drawings with
complete specifications, assembly draw-
ings and layouts; assume responsibility,
and have knowledge of general standard
shop and field practices. Write fully stat-
ing age, education, experience, draft
status, and compensation required. Must
comply with W. M. C. regulations.

COLLINS RADIO CO.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

SENIOR
RADIO

ENGINEERS
Top bracket midwest radio -
electronics manufacturer has
present and postwar positions
for one chief mechanical engi-
neer, two research, three de-
velopment, two production, one
specifications and standards.
Salaries open. Confidential in-
quiries respected. Write

P-672, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11. Ill.

WANTED

PRODUCT DESIGNERS

AND DETAILERS
Work on small electro-mechan-
ical devices. Excellent post-
war prospects. Must comply
with W.M.C.

Address reply to:
LEAR AVIA, INC.

Piqua, Ohio Aft: R. J. Biggs

111111111.14

WANTED

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
to work 100% on the job-rather than
25% actual work and 75% "holding
the job."
The Engineer we need must have sub-
stantial experience and demonstrated
initiative in design, research and de-
velopment.

The position offers an excellent oppor-
tunity with a well -established company
in western New England, employing
over 100 personnel. This company's
5 years pre-war industrial background
assures a continued program of post-
war advancement.

P-686, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Permanent Employment
for

Electro-Mechanical

Design Engineer
Eastern Massachusetts manufacturer of indus-
trial electronic equipment offers graduate
engineer permanent position at present con-
cerned with vital war development work.
Excellent opportunities for post-war. Send full
details on education, experience, draft status,
availability, etc. to

P-687, Electronics
330 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

RADIO
EXECUTIVE

Medium size midwest ra-
dio - electronics manufac-
turer seeks assistant chief
engineer capable of wider
responsibilities. Salary
open. All queries confi-
dential. Write

P-673, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago II, Ill.

WANTED - AT ONCE!

RADIO MEN
LICENSED RADIO AMATEURS

RADIO SALES ENGINEERS
RADIO TECHNICIANS

Several excellent well -paying positions open
in our organization for competent technical
men thoroughly familiar with all types of parts,
tubes, meters, test equipment, "ham" radio
apparatus or public address sound systems.
Excellent salary and post-war future

assured to right men.
Apply in person or writing.

SUN RADIO & ELECTRONICS CO.
212 Fulton Street New York 7. N. Y.

WANTED

SENIOR

Radio Engineers
Executive type with thorough practical and
educational background in radio and elec-
tronics. Must have substantial experience and
demonstrated initiative in design, research,
and development. Capable of supervising
development and production engineers. Ex-

cellent working conditions. Permanent posi-
tions with ample opportunity for advancement.
Outline complete details of qualifications, ex-
perience, and when available. Salaries open.
Confidential inquiries respected. Write.

Personnel Director
AIR COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

Kansas City 10, Missouri

WANTED

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER

PERMANENT
The Brush Development Company requires,
for one of its research and development
programs, the services of an electronic
engineer preferably with acoustic or vi-
bration experience including a working
knowledge of electrical -mechanical analo-
gies. The project has immediate War
applications and will continue as an
important Post War activity. Write Per-
sonnel Director,

THE BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO.
3311 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio
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Electrical,
Radio Engineers

Technicians,
Laboratory Assistants

wanted for
important war work
Interesting development
work and test equipment
design for mass produc-
tion of electro-acoustical
devices. Experience in
electronics, acoustics or
audio desirable.

Good opportunity to get
familiar with latest in
audio and acoustical
laboratory equipment and
to do interesting research
work.

Excellent working condi-
tions and postwar oppor-
tunities with long estab-
lished manufacturer.

Call or write to:
Chief Engineer

DICTOGRAPH CORPORATION
95-25 149 Street. Jamaica, New York

Near LIRR station.
(18 minutes from Pennsylvania Station.)

FIELD SERVICE
ENGINEERS
For domestic and

foreign Service
Also instruction book

writers.
Good knowledge of Radio

and/or
experienced in

technical writing.
Essential workers

need release.

HAZELTINE
ELECTRONICS CORP.

58-25 Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, Long Island

WANTED

SENIOR ENGINEER
with at least seven years industrial experience in important
electronic research and development work. Capable of
executing important assignments from development to
finished products.

JUNIOR ENGINEERS
with sound educational background and at least one year's
experience in factory or engineering departments.

RADIO TECHNICIANS
with factory or model shop experience in building test
equipment on production testing electronic equipment.

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
preferably experienced in electronic field.

PRODUCTION MAN
experienced in setting up and supervising production lines.

These positions offer unusually good permanent opportunities-top
compensation commensurate with qualifications-congenial, progres-
sive organization with new and one of the best equipped laboratory
and factory facilities in the industry. Interesting work on mos+
advanced type of military communication equipment now and broad
field of quality radio -phonograph and industrial electronics after
V -Day. Please write detailed qualifications, including availability, if
not occupied to full extent of ability in war work, to Dept. F.

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana

WANTED

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Mechanical and electrical. Graduate or
equivalent training. Required for develop-
ment work in the following branches:
1. Electro-mechanical devices, communi-

cation systems. Must be interested
in development and familiar with
magnetic circuits.

2. Measuring and control instruments.
Background should be in electrical
engineering, including electronics.

Statement of Availability Required.
P-682. Electronics

330 West 42nd St., New York IS, N. Y.

WANTED

ENGINEERS DESIGNERS

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL
RADIO, ACOUSTICAL

For Research and Development Laboratory
of established company engaged in war
work. Activity includes electronic control
equipment, continuous recorders, special
radio devices, and aircraft accessories.

Excellent post-war opportunities. Labora-
tory located in central Manhattan. All re-
plies strictly confidential. Write full details.

P-651, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
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Insulators...Can-Liners...
Condenser- Boxes ... Gaskets...
and other Specialties, made
to your Blueprint Specifications,
from Fish Paper, Varnished
Paper, or Special ACME Treated
Stocks.

eFolliN%,9
PAPER BOXES
Est i PROTECT

Plain or Printed. U. S. War
Packaging Specifications
accurately followed.

RUSH DELIVERIES
cy.A.,J.LPRICRITY

JOBS

Our sample department will
analyze and solve your Carton
problems. Consult us. Write.

ACME FOLDING BOX CO. INC.
Established 1914

141 E. 25th St., New York 10, N. Y.
Phone-MUrray Hill 4-7520

some of the possible applications of
electronic principles to spectro-
scopic technique that would shorten
the time of testing and simplify
the procedure, particularly for
standardized units to be used in
production processes, are pointed
out.

Nearly 70 pages are devoted to a
presentation of 363 standard refer-
ence curves developed by the au-
thors in the research laboratories
of the American Cyanamid Com-
pany, where they are employed.
These curves can be used, within
limitations, to study correlations
between molecular structure and
spectral characteristics, to identify
unknown materials and to deter-
mine in advance the possibilities of
infrared analysis of mixtures. They
are indexed both by empirical for-
mula and alphabetically.

A bibliography that takes up
more than 120 pages contains over
2,700 references to technical ar-
ticles and books on spectroscopy.
It is arranged alphabetically by
authors and is also indexed by sub-
ject.-K.S.P.

Control of Electric Motors
By PA SLEY B. HARWOOD, John Wiley

Sons, Inc., New York, Second
E,Iition, 1944, 479 pages, price $5.00.
SINCE PUBLICATION of the first edi-
tion, the author has received many
welcome comments and suggestions,
all of which have received careful
consideration in the preparation of
this edition. As a result, about 80
more pages have been added, which
include complete chapters on syn-
chronous motor control and vari-
able -voltage control. Many new ta-
bles give the ratings of motors and
controllers. Text and illustrations
have been revised to conform to
latest practice and to include new
devices and methods.

The book describes the charac-
teristics of various types of motors,
and explains how the inherent fea-
tures of each are used for control
purposes. Design, construction, and
operating characteristics of con-
trollers and control devices are de-
scribed in detail. Motor accelera-
tion methods, dynamic braking
methods, and resistor design are
discussed in a practical compre-
hensive manner. Numerous dia-
grams and graphs contain much
reference material.-.1.K.

A It-fir

HELAYE1/-111.1-x

Long before this war began
ADDAX Pickups were in

SELECTIVE

SERVICE
Since pickups first became

important commercially, the dis-
tinguished products of AUDAX
have been SELECTED where -
ever and whenever the require-
ments were exacting.

Today AUDAX magnetically
powered pickups are SE-
LECTED for War contracts that
demand the highest standards of
performance . . . irrespective
of climatic variations or severe
handling.

Our stern peacetime stand-
ards, maintained for so many,
years, have proven comfortably
adequate to meet government
pecifications.

The sharp, clean-cut facsimile
reproduction of MICRODYNE
is a marvel to all who have put
it to the only test that really
matter. . . . the EAR TEST.

AUDAK COMPANY
500 Fifth Avenue New York City

Creators of High Grade Electrical
and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915

n
Send for your copy of our informative

"PICK-UP FACTS"

* BUY
WAR BONDS
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ADVERTIISERS UN VMS 'ISSUE
Page

Acme Folding Box Co., Inc.- 374
Acro Electric Company 160

Aerovox Corporation 34

Air Communications, Inc I6a
Aircraft Accessories Corp....12, 13
Aircraft & Diesel Equipment

Corp. 302

Allen-Bradley Company 281

Allied Radio Corp 172

Aluminum Co. of America 22
American Condenser Co 355
American Electrical Heater Co 306
American Lava Corp 297
American Phenolic Corp 171

American Platinum Works 345
American Screw Co 166

American Transformer Co 84
Amperes Electronic Products 7

Amperite Co. 360
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co 201

Andrew Co. 188

Arnold Engineering Co 164

Arpin Mfg. Co 260
Astatic Corporation 176

Atlas Condenser Products Co 361

Audak Co. 374
Audio Devices, Inc 50
Auto Engraver Co 320
Automatic Electric Sales Corp 32

Automatic Winding Co., Inc 46
Baer Co., N. S 364
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc 78

Barber Lab's., Alfred W 347
Barker & Williamson 253

'Bassett, Inc., Rex 202
Bead Chain Mfg. Company 190

Bell Sound Systems, Inc 358
Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co 174

Benwood Linze Co 293
Birtcher Corporation 330

Bliley Electric Company 62

BMP Company, The 345
Boonton Radio Corp 355

Boots Aircraft Nut Corp 300
Bradley Laboratories, Inc 353
Brand & Co., William 87
Breeze Corporations, Inc 159

Bud Radio, Inc 363
Burgess Battery Co 318
Burke & James, Inc 326
Burndy Engineering Co., Inc 181

Burstein-Applebee Co. 369
Callite Tungsten Corp 55
Cambridge Thermionic Corpora-

tion 276, 348
Cannon Electric Development

Co. 216
Capitol Radio Engineering In-

stitute 362

Carborundum Company 338
Carter Motor Co 304
Celanese Celluloid Corp 77
Cellusuede Products, Inc 342
Centralab, Div. of Globe -Union,

Inc. 21, 167
Chace Co., W. M 204
Cherry Rivet Co 327
Chicago Telephone Supply Co. 59
Chicago Transformer Corp 337
Cinaudagraph Speakers, Inc 359
Cinch Mfg. Corp 145

Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc 168

Cohn & Co., Sigmund 320
Cole Steel Equipment Co 218
Colonial Radio Corp 361

Communication Measurements
Laboratory 208

Conant Electrical Laboratories 264
Connecticut Telephone & Electric

Division of G. A. I 283
Connector Corporation 203
Consolidated Radio Products

Co. 69

Continental -Diamond Fibre Co.
182, 349

Cook Electric Co 82, 83
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. 67
Corning Glass Works, Bulk &

Tubing Div. 193

Cornish Wire Company, Inc 212
Coto -Coil Co., Inc 268
Cross, H. 369
Crystal Products Company 227
Dalis, Inc., H. L 351
Daven Company.. Inside Back Cover
Dayton Rogers Mfg. Co 285
DeJur Amsco Corporation 43
Designers for Industry, Inc 312
Detrola Radio 175
Deutschmann Corp., Tobe 2

Dial Light Co 310
Diamond Instrument Co 27
Dinion Coil Co 351
Distillation Products, Inc 343
Dobeckmun Company 42

Page

Dolph Co., John C 308

Dongon Electric Mfg. Co 364

Doolittle Radio, Inc 88

Dow Corning Corporation. 44, 45
Drake Manufacturing Co 292

Dumont Electric Co 8

DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Al-
len B. 40

Durex Plastics & Chemicals, Inc 177

DX Crystal Co 292

Eastern Air Devices, Inc 14

Eicor, Inc. 224

Eisler Engineering Co 296, 369
Eitel-McCullough, Inc. 89

Elastic Stop Nut Corp. of
America 183

Elco Resistors Co 301

Electric Auto-Lite Co 74

Electrical Insulation Co., Inc 370
Electro Motive Mfg. Co 231

Electronic Corp. of America 323

Electronic Enterprises, Inc 16b

Electronic Laboratories, Inc 41

Electronic Mfg. Co 366
Electronic Power Company, Inc 58

Electro-Physical Lab's., Inc 323

Electro-Voice Mfg. Co., Inc 36

Erco Radio Laboratories, Inc 274

Erie Resistor Corp 64

Essex Electronics 365

Farnsworth Television & Radio
Corp. 52

Federal Electric Co., Inc 275

Federal Tel. & Radio Corp.
57, 71, 211

Felker Manufacturing Co 286
Finch Telecommunications, Inc 334

Foote Mineral Company 235
Ford Radio & Mica Corp 347

Formica Insulation Company.. 48

Foster Company, A. P 194

Franklin Mfg. Corp., .A. W.. 197

Gates Radio and Supply Co 284

Gemex Company 336

General Aniline Works 336

General Cement Mfg. Co 369

General Ceramics & Steatite
Corp. 223

General Electric Co
9, 10, I I, 28, 29, 60,

291, 354, 364, 370
General Electronics Industries,

Div. of Maguire Industries, Inc. 189
General Industries Company 221

General Instrument Corp 169

General Plate Div. of Metals &
Controls Corp. 277

General Radio Company 279
General Tire & Rubber Co 21,3

George Co., P. D 351

Gibson Electric Co 316
Glenn -Roberts Co. 290
Goodrich Co., B. F., Chemical

Div. 376
Gothard Manufacturing Co 288
Gould -Moody Co. 306
Grammes & Sons, Inc., L. F 248

Guardian Electric Mfg. Co 149

Guthman & Co., Inc., Edwin I 207
Hallicrafters Co 61

Hammarlund Mfg. Co., Inc 6

Harco Steel Construction Co.,
Inc. 357

Harper Electric Furnace Corp 300
Harvey Radio Company 349

Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc. 271
Hathaway Instrument Co 200
Haydon Mfg. Co., Inc 346
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Versatile synthetic materials offered for

INSULATION AND SHEATHING

OF ELECTRICAL WIRE AND CABLE

FROM GEON resins may be made a wide variety of
thermoplastic elastomers, possessing unusual electri-

cal and mechanical properties. These materials can be
extruded, pressure or injection molded, calendered, or
cast into sheet and film.

Here are the specifications and properties of a repre-
sentative formulation of GEON for cable insulation, in
this instance, GEON 2046:

Dielectric strength
Insulation resistance
Dielectric constant
Power factor
Chemical resistance
Flame resistance
Abrasion resistance
Air and ozone resistance
Moisture absorption
Tensile strength
Elongation
Oil resistance
Aging and light resistance
Color range

800 volts per mil
6.0 x 101' ohm -cm @ 15.5° C.
6.0 @ 15.5° C.
.09 @ 15.5° C.
Outstanding
Will not support combustion
Excellent
Excellent
Comparable to best grades of rubber
2500 p.s.i.
300%
Excellent
Excellent
14 Standard NEMA colors

GEON insulation and sheathing can be extruded
directly onto the wire or formed into slip-on tubing.

GEON film or GEON-treated materials can be made
into tape for very fine insulation. GEON can be molded
into plugs, connectors, etc.

By varying the type of GEON resins and plasti-
cizers a great number of different combinations of prop-
erties may be obtained. Or, GEON, properly blended
with certain synthetic rubbers, will impart to the
rubber characteristics otherwise unobtainable.

The complete GEON story cannot be told in this
limited space. But our research staff and laboratory
facilities are available to help you work out any special
problems or applications. For answers to your questions
write

Dept. F-2 CHEMICAL DIVISION
The B. F. Goodrich Company
ROSE BUILDING E. NINTH & PROSPECT CLEVELAND 1S, OHIO

GEON is available to industrial users subject to allocation under General
Preference Order M-10. Limited quantities can be had for experiment.
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SWITCHES
ENGINEERED BY DAVEN

feature low and uniform contact resistance
Military restrictions forbid publication

of many interesting new applications, in
which DAVEN-engineered switches are
being used. Suffice it to say, wherever a
fine degree of precision is imperative, the
low and uniform contact resistance of
DAVEN-engineered switches provides
faultless performance. When industry re-
tools for peacetime production, it is safe
to predict that a goodly proportion of
112W production methods will call for
switches by DAVEN.

Mechanical features of DAVEN-
engineered switches: Number of poles
and contacts per deck, and number of

BACK THE INVASION . . .

decks may be had in an almost unlimited
number of variations. Heavy duty lam-
inated switch arms, self -wiping and

troublefree in operation. The switch arms
and contacts are made of tarnish -proof
silver alloy for most applications; other
metals available for special uses. Bakelite
or ceramic panels, according to require-

ments, in almost any size and shape.
Break -before -make or make -before -break
wiring. Choice of two methods of con-
nection - terminal panel or terminal be-
hind each live contact. Consult DAVEN
Engineers on your switch problem.

BUY ANOTHER WAR BOND

THEDAvENOMPA
191 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
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EACH of these 3 new tubes meets an important need in
the miniature field:

RCA -6J4 as a high -gain triode for frequencies up
to 500 Mc

RCA-6AL5 as a high-perveance double -diode for
efficient broad -band circuits

RCA -6A06 as a duplex-diqde/triode to combine sev-
eral functions in one miniature envelope

All 3 combine sturdy construction with small size and
high performance.

All 3 are on the Army/Navy Preferred Type List!

All 3 were completely engineered by RCA!

Additional technical data is available on request. Ask for
it by tube type number.

If you have an application involving these or other RCA
tubes, get in touch with us. Our tube application engineers
will be glad to help you. Radio Corporation of America,
Tube & Equipment Department, Harrison, N. J.
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Listen to "The Music
America Loves Best"
on the RCA program
every Saturday,
7:30 P.M., E.W.T.,
Blue Network.

BUY

WAR

BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

*The Magic Brain of all electronic equipment is a Tube ...
and the fountain -head of modern Tube development is RCA.


